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Constitution of Canada

PART I-THE CONSTITUTION

C hapter l-Constitutional Imperatives

RËCOMMENDÀTIONS

l. Ct¡nqdc¡ should hc¡ve c¡ new c¡nd distinctively
C<¡nc¡dic¡n Constitution, one which would be cr new
whole even lhough it would utilize mcny of lhe sc¡me
p<rrts. (See Chcrpter 3 <¡s well crs Chapter l).

2, A new Cc¡ncdic¡n Constitution Ehould be bc¡sed on
lunclioncl considerations, which would lead to
gr€<rter decent¡c¡lizction of gtovetnmentcl powers in
<rto<¡g touching culture c¡nd Eocic¡l policy cnd to
greqter cent¡alizc¡tion in powers which hqve impor-
lqnt economic effects at lhe nc¡tíonal level. Function-
ql consider<¡tions also require grecter decentrc¡lizc¡-
tlon in m<rny <r¡etrs of governmental qdministrc¡tion.

lrr presenting its Final Report to both Houses of Parlia-
nrorrt, the Committee is under no illusion that it is pro-
nrr.uìcing the final word upon the Canadian Constitution.
lrtrlr cven if we succeed in our goal of marking out new
¡ral.lrs for Canadian federalism, actual constitutional
r.lrntrges will come about as a result of intergovernmental
no!{otiations in which our Report certainly will not be the
rrrly factor taken into account. More important, as was
¡rolttted out several times in the course of our hearings,
rvery federal constitution must be constantly in the pro-
r'r¡¡r¡¡ <¡f being remade, if it is to continue to meet the needs
ol' the times. lVhether such changes take place with or
wlthc¡ut formal amendment of the constitution, no consti-
l.iltlon can remain fixed as of any one point of time.

Nevertheless we find the task of formulating recom-
rrrondations on the Canadian Constitution at this point of
lirne an essential duty as well as a challenging one. For
l.lrr, views expressed to us by very many Canadians in all
pnrts of the country, as weII as our own analysis of ideas
rrrrd events, have convinced us that Canada need,s a netu
tet.stituti,on nou:. \{e are also convinced that there is a
r'onsensus among Canadians in favour of a more func-
Lktnal federølásnr, whatever the consequences to vested
governmental interests. In our opinion a mote functional
f'r'tleralism would involve an increased centralization in
some respects, an increased decentralization in others.

llhe need for a new constitution has been amply demon-
strated. The considerable number of expert witnesses
who appeared before us indicated many areas of weak-
rress in the British North America Act, and we shall
l)ursue this subject in Chapter 3. But more significant
Lhan the deficiencies in the B.N.A. Act are the feelings of
(-lanadians about their present Constitution. People in all

parts of the country feel that the Constitution is prevent-
ing their governments from doing what they would like to
see them do, that it is not sufficiently functional in its
allocation of governmental powers, and above all that it is
not representing Canada as it is and as it is coming to be.

The most critical challenge focusses on Quebec's role in
Confederation. Questions of Quebec's self-expression and
development, culture, language, poverty and unemploy-
ment are part of this challenge. Its intensity and magni-
tude alone, with its threat to our very continuance as a
state, is enough to justify constitutional reform.

Indeed, the process of constitutional review was initially
set in motion by dissatisfaction in Quebec with respect to
the status quo, and this dissatisfaction is stili the most
acute reason for constitutional change. But constitutional
reform is not for Quebec alone nor is it desired by Quebec
alone. 'We found substantial discontent in the West, the
Northern Teritories and the Atlantic Provinces, and resi-
dents of Ontario also expressed their displeasure with
some parts of the constitutional picture. We also encoun-
tered feelings of dissatisfaction from many groups-
native peoples, some ethnic groups, French-speaking
Canadians outside Quebec, and the young generally.

Of course, some of this feeling is wrongly directed
against the Constitution. Not all of our problems are con-
stitutional. Many are geographical, economic, cultural or
broadly political. Yet constitutional problems are a sùffi-
cient part o{ the whole that reexamination of our constitu-
tional arrangements has become both inevitable and
urgent.

One of the most pressing needs is the protection of the
individual person, through a comprehensive Bill of Rights
and through linguistic guarantees to individuals. Equally
pressing.is the need for the recognition and protection of
minority' ethnic groups, including the native peoples.
Their contribution to our country should be formally
recognized and their natural vitality encouraged.

The most acute cultural-linguistic crisis is that of the
French minority in Canada. The original desire of the
British Government in the years immediately after 1763 to
assimilate the French-speaking eommunity was revived
and strengthened by Lord Durham's Report in 1839,
which recommended assimilation on the one hand and
responsible government on the other. The determination
of the British Government to achieve assimilation and to
.deny responsible government was not matched by the
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English-speaking majority in Canada in either respect,
and in the course of the 1840s Canadian political leaders
were able to gain their objective of responsible govern-
ment without sacrificing the French fact in Canada. In
fact, it is no exaggeration to say that it was the association
of the Anglophone, Baldwin, and the Francophone,
Lafontaine, which brought about responsible government.
This political choice by the Canadians of that time to
reject assimilation as a policy formed a basis of the subse-
quent union of the Provinces in Confederation, and has
never been regretted by the vast majority of our people.
But despite the fact that assimilation is not a current
threat in the Province of Quebec, the French-speaking
community needs to be given reassurance, and provided
with the means, to ensure its preservation and its full
development. /

There are really two issues involved. The first has to do
with the French-speaking community outside Quebec,
whose survival can be guaranteed and encouraged princi-
pally by the direct action of the Federal Government,
along with the cooperation of the nine other provinces.
The other is the question of French culture in Quebec. We
are convinced that French culture cannot survive any-
where in Canada unless it flourishes in Quebec. The vital-
ity of French Quebec is therefore the principal measure of
the vitality of French Canada.

The Committee rejects the theory that Canada is divid-
ed into only two cultures, not because we do not wish to
give full protection to the rights of French-speaking citi-
zens, but beeause the concept is too confined to do justice
to our reality as a people. In the sociological sense most
would agree that there is a French-speaking Canadian
nation, but there is no single English-speaking nation in
the same sense. fn the face of this cultural plurality there
can be no official Canadian culture or cultures. But in
order to preserve F¡ench as a living, as well as a legal,
official language, we must also preserve the culture of
which it is an organic part.

'We acknowledge a cultural imperative for Quebec: it
must have sufficient control over its collective life to
ensure the preservation and development of French-
Canadian culture. Put another way, the Constitution must
guarantee the preservation of the collective personality of
French Quebec. In the expansion of provincial powers
which we propose, Quebec v/ould gain new powers to
achieve these ends.

Some witnesses in Quebec spoke to us about the option
of independence for Quebec. The Committee respects
their sincerity. If English-speaking Canada were totally
unsympathetic to Quebec's true aspirations and had clear-
ly set its face against constitutional change of any kind,
then separation might become inevitable. But that is not
how we read the mood of English-speaking Canada.

Most of the problems of a dynamic and evolving Quebec
would not change their character through independence.
The problems would only be transferred from Canada to
the independent state of Quebec. Quebec would remain
an.outpost of French culture in the alien cultural environ-
ment of North America. It eould, of course, be argued that
sueh problems as that of the working language could be
attacked in a determinetl way within an independent
Quebec. But we are convinced that, on a long term basis,
French-Canadian culture and cultural survival would not
be better served by relying on an economically weaker

and more isolated Quebec. It is clear to us that a "go-it-
alone" policy would weaken Quebec's position in dealing
with this a\¡/esome reality.

rile have spoken of the need for an inirease in both
centralization and decentralization, depending on func-
tional considerations. In our view greater decentralization
in areas of culture and social policy would benefit all the
Provinces. We propose such decentralization for reasons
r:f functionalism and flexibility, and to meet the regional
differences which became obvious to us in the course of
our hearings. Consequently we propose an expansion of
P¡ovincial powers in areas like income support, criminal

,law, marriage and divorce, educational television, taxing
powers, and international arrangements, and we suppoft
limitations on Federal po\Mers with respect to appoint-
ments to the Senate and the Supreme Court, and with
respect to Federal spending in fields of Provincial
jurisdiction.

On the other hand, greâter centralization is necessary in
the reguiation of the'economy. Hence there should be a
transfer of some existing Provincial powers to the Federal
Parliament. We have in mind, particularly, an increase in
Federal jurisdiction over air and water pollution, interna-
tional and interprovincial trade and commerce, incomes,
securities regulation, financial institutions, unfair compe-
tition, and foreign o'vvnership.

At the same time, v/e favour considerable administra-
tive decentralization in the operations of the Federal Gov-
ernment. This change of administrative direction requires
no change in the Constitution. It does require a change of
heart. It involves the recognition that geographically
Canada is a very, very iarge country. From its extremities
the centre of the nation looks and feels very far away. The
injection of the judgments and feelings of Canadians
from these areas into a more regionalized government
service, would be tangible proof that the central govern-
ment wishes to reach out to all Canadians.

The result of such a decentralized administration would
be, we hope, a more responsive public service. In the
sense that it is ultimately the job of government to serve
people, such a public service would probably be more
efficient.

These power transfers and administrative rearrange-
ments would necessitate not only a new spirit of coopera-
tion among the eleven governments of Canada, but also
new cooperâtive structures. We do not think it wise to
theorize too much in the area of governmental structures.
But we shall have some suggestions to make. One objec-
tive is to avoid increasing governmental structures solely
for the purpose of creating intellectually tidy superstruc-
tures. We would also recognize that the Government of
Canada should in the future exercise leadership principal-
Iy by persuasion rather than by directive.

Regardless of how Canada is articulated-whether in
terms of regions, cultural or ethnic communities, or gov-
ernmental institutions-none of these are enough without
the will to succeed as a people. A state is constituted
principally by its people's collective will to live together. If
that falters, very little else remains. In our travels across
Canada we did hear some doubts about our future. But
we also found Canadians still dedicated to constructive
solutions within a federal structure. The common strain
binding Canadians together is a pervading goodwill
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towards groups other than their own. This spirit was often
manifested, in all parts of Canada, and particularly by the
young. Tolerant, willing to look at their fellow Canadians
in the most generous light, they showed both the appetite
and the courage necessary to produce creative change.
But thèy also have serious doubts as to the capacity of our
institutions for the self-renewal which would effect the
changes they beiieve necessary. Their own remarks to us
arose from deeply rooted feelings which often stripped
away institutional facades

These younger Canadians are proud of Canada. But it is
not a narrov¡, self-seeking pride. It is an open and gener-
ous pride in Canadians as Canadians. They believe ir-^

themselves and their ability to build a new and better
Canada. They feel the urgency of finding workable new
approaches to Canadian problems.

Finally, aII Canadians have aspirations for a truly
humah life which go beyond our government and our
constitution. Their idealistic quest can be facilitated by a
constitution which points the way towards personal as
well as collective goals.

The task of writing such a new constitution will not be
easy but is certainly not impossible. A modern constitu-
tion for Canada is ultimately a restatement of our faith in
ourselves ând in out country. As such it is a bold chal-
lenge to the mind and heart of Canada. We invite all
Canadians and their governments to address themselves
to the urgency of this task. We would be astonished if,
after the growing public awareness of the last decade,
some Canadians still doubted that our nation is in the
midst of the most serious crisis in its history. We urge
them to press, with us, for the writing of a new
Constitution.
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Chapter z-The Mandate

The Special Joint Committee of the Senate and of the
House of Commons on the Constitution of Canada had its
genesis in resolutions passed in the House of Commons
and Senate on January 27 and February 17, 1970, respec-
tively, in the Second Session of the 28th Parliament. The
Committee was reconstituted with similar terms of refer-
ence at the beginning of the Third Session, by ¡esolutions
which stated in part:

That a Special Joint Committee of the Senate and of
the House o{ Commons be appointed to examine and
report upon proposals, made public, or which are
from time to time made public by the Government of
Canada, on a number of subjects related to the Con-
stitution of Canada during the course of the compre-
hensive review of the Constitution of Canada, which
review was agreed upon at the Constitutional Confer-
ence of the Prime Minister of Canada and the Premi-
ers and Prime Ministers of the Provinces in February,
1968, and alternative proposals on the same sub-
jects . . . . That the Committee have power to adjourn
from place to place within Canada.

The Committee was reconstituted at the beginning of the
Fourth Session with the same terms of reference.

The Committee held 145 public meetings, ineluding 72
sessions in 4? cities and towns, and received more than
.8,Q00 pages of evidence. Included in this evidence were the
views of acknowledged experts on the Constitution, most
of whom the Committee heard at meetings in Ottawa. In
addition, the Committee travelled extensively throughout
Canada, visiting all Provinces and Territories, and
received the views and opinions of Canadians from all
walks of life on the fundamental issues confronting
Canada and its constitutional deveÌopment. The total
attendance at Committee meetings was approximately
13,000 and 1,486 Canadians appeared as witnesses. The
highest attendances were in the Provinces of British
Columbia and Quebec, in each of which more than 3,000
people attended our meetings

As its terms of reference make c1ear, the Special Joint
Committee on the Constitution of Canada is charged with
the responsibility of making a report to both Houses of
Parliament on proposals for change in the Canadian Con-
stitution, after hearing the views of the people from coast
to coast. No previous Parliamentary Committee has ever
held such an ambitious series of hearings in order to
acquaint itself with public opinion. In addition, the Com-
mittee developed a new procedure to encourage participa-
tion by the man in the street: instead of hearing as wit-

nesses only people who had prepared written briefs, the
Committee encouraged people to speak extemporaneous-
ly at its meetings from microphones placed on the floor.
After its initial experiences with audience reactions, it
established time limits on presentations: 15 minutes for
briefs of which there was advance notice, 10 minutes for
briefs where the notice was simultaneous with the meet-
ing, and 3 minutes for spontaneous contributions from the
floor. Normally after each formal brief there were short
questions from three Committee members, and then ques-
tions or comments were allowed from the floor. At its
best, where the comments were relevant and where there
was a divergence of viewpoint, the procedure produced a
dialogue of high quality.

Anyone who thinks about government today must real-
ize l}:,e necessity of expanding the traditional procedures
of parliamentary and executive decision-making. In gen-
eral, we Committee members feel that our experiment in
participation has been a considerable success, and that it
has made a contribution to the development of better
procedures of democratic government. We are of the view
that this exercise was highly successful in bringing Parlia-
ment into closer contact with the people, particularly in
the smaller centres, and that more frequent use should be
made of travelling Parliamentary Committees to meet the
people at large. Our procedure enabled us to learn a great
deal about Canada and the views of Canadians, from the
spoken words and the spontaneous reactions of audiences
and above all from the challenge of the dialogue itself-
and our learning was not restricted to problems of the
Constitution. At the same time we realize that meetings
such as ours have their limitations: they tend to attract
those people who are more vocal or more set in their
attitudes (and this is especially true of those who are most
likely to speak at the meètings), and are thus not so well
adapted to uncovering the views of the silent majority;
informal as they are by parliamentary standards, they
will have the full parliamentary panoply of transcription
of evidence, simultaneous interpretation, and rules of
order, and so may appear to be unduly inhibiting or
overly formal for some citizens; and, finally, the disadvan-
taged groups in our society (Indians, Métis, Eskimos, the
urban and the rural poor) are often not able, or do not feel
able, to conceptualize and express their grievances
against "the system" in such a setting, if at all-they have
perhaps more need of social animators than of an investi-
gating committee. Our satisfaction in the success of our
hearings is thus tempered by our realization of their
inherent limitations.
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Whlle the Committee has no way of determining with
¡r:lnntific accuracy whether the attendance at the meet-
lngn was representative of all of the communities visited,
ouf collective judgment, based both on our common
åñltërlences and on what political insight we may possess,
in lhat we are entitled to state certain broad impressions
åË t(l what Canadians generally feel about the future
rhtr¡re of their country and its Constitution. The eloquence
¡ttql, at times, passion with which Canadians expressed
tltelr basic feelings about their country added, as well, a
hulnrrn dimension to the Committee's mandate.

The principal constitutional events during the two years
r¡f llre Committee's existence have been the Federal-Pro-
vlllllal Constitutional Conferences, especially the Confer-
Eftccr ln Victoria in June 1971. We are not discouraged by
thu e¡rparent deadlock ofthat Conference. \4Ie believe that
the {overnments of Canada have made a great deal of
lrf'ogt'ess in their negotiations, and that, the issue of social
Frlllc.y spart, the Victoria Charter represents a consensus
Ërltr)n¿¡ all the governments in a number of areas. More-

over, we believe that the very lack of cornplete accord at
Victoria points the way to final success, for it indicates the
necessity of a broadening of perspective to include the
totality of constitutional problems, and especially the
whole of the division of powers. Acting on this belief, we
here propose a general constitutional settlement.

As the product of a committee, this Report represents
the higheçt common factor of some thirty minds. It is not,
as a whole, a unanimous report. On most points therewas
some divergence of opinion, on some points a great deal.
Probably no member of the Committee would personally
prefer the totality of the recommendations. Nevertheless,
we have hammered out an agreement which is at the
bottom at least a tolerable compromise to all the political
groupings on the Committee. To the extent that the Com-

'mittee is a true microcosm of Canadian society, we may
hope that our agreement here will provide an acceptable
proposal for the principal streams of opinion in the
country.

t
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Chapter 3-Why a New Constitution?

The purpose of a constitution is to distribute the powers
of government according to the wishes of a particular
national community and to enunciate'its fundamental
values and common goals. A constitution ought thus to be
both an inspiration and a mirror for its community. Of
these two ends, its inspirational role is the more impor-
tant. A community that is unable to justify its existence to
itself will eventually find that it cannot survive by struc-
ture alone.

Taken in this broad sense, a constitution may not be
contained entirely, or even largely, in a written document
or documents. It is not essential that it should be. rvVhat is
essential is that a people should understand, accept and
even love their form of government. rlVithout the under-
standing of its people a constitution is meaningless. Ïl¡ith-
out their affection it is dead.

The constitution of a particular people is in part deter-
mined by their history and circumstances, in part freely
chosen for its apparent merits. The Canadian people
chose responsible government largely by reason of their
history, a federal system by reason of their geography and
demography. The choice of a federal system made a writ-
ten document inevitable.

The process of conceiving and formulating a written
constitution in all its dimensions forces a people to a
clearer realization of their distinctive character and aspi-
rations. Once achieved, it provides a self-awareness which
reinforces the fundamental institutions and personality of
the people. As well, it is a national ideal to which the
thoughts and energies and passions of the people can-
and should-be directed.

The Canadian Constitution may be said to be at present
principalty contained in the British North America Act of
1867. But we must note the limitations of this statement.
The original Act has itself been subject to direct amend-
ment many times, and it has also been indirectly amended
by the United Kingdom Parliament, by the Parliament of
Canada, and by the Provincial Legislatures according to
their respective powers. In addition, the effect of its vari-
ous sections has been greatly altered by decisions of the
Judicial Committee of the Privy Council and, since 1949,
of the Supreme Court of Canada. It has also been affected
by a myriad of administrative arrangements which have
been worked out between the Federal and the Provincial
Governments, including the establishment of Federal-Pro-
vincial Conferences. Moreover, it has been touched by the
ebb and flow of politieal and eccnomic power between the
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central and the regional governments under the influence
of wàrs, developments in transportation and communica-
tion, changes in business organization, and changing tax
yields. Finally, the theory and practice of responsible
government, which is the heart of our whole system of
government, was ignored entirely by the B.N.A. Act and
left to the realm of constitutional conventions.

Clearly, then, the B.N.A. Act has never been taken to be
the whole of the Canadian Constitution. Moreover, it has
not remained static even as law, and its total significance
has been considerably altered by socio-economic events.
Nevertheless, as formally amended and realistically inter-
preted, it is substantiatly the whole of our written consti-
iution and, more important, is the fundamental frame-
\Mork in relation to which every part of the total
constitution must be seen. Rights and privileges of all
kinds, even responsible government itself, exist only inso'
far as they are not altered by the Act. lVe must therefore
judge the adequacy of our present Constitution by refer-
ence to the adequacy of the B.N.A. Act.

To take the position that the present Canadian Constitu-
tion is to be judged on the basis of the British North
America Act is not to confuse the totality of the Constitu-
tion with the Act. The Act is the keystone of the constitu-
tional arch, and its weaknesses are transmitted to the
whole structure. Thus the inadequacies of the B.N'A. Act
are those of the Constitution itself'

The measure of the inadequacy of the British North
America Act is that it does not serve Canadians fully as
either a mirror of ourselves or as an inspirational ideal.
As enacted in 186?, it did not attempt explicitly to set forth
any values or goals of that time except to adopt "a Consti-
tution similar in Principle to that of the United Kingdom."
lVhatever values it recognizes are implicit in that state-
ment, or have to be infered from the governmental struc-
ture and divísion of powers it establishes.

Even the distribution of powers between the Imperial
and Canadian governments and between the Federal and
Provincial governments does not reflect the Canadian
reality of today: an independent, democratic, officially
bilingual, multicultural, federal state. The imperial power
of London over Ottawa in the Act was matched by that of
Ottawâ over the provincial capitals. As one witness
remarked, "In the early years after Confederation, the
provinces were treated like colonies of Ottawa with limit-
ed powers of self-government." (3.24:12)
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'f'he B.N.A. Act can still be directly amended by an act
ol' l,he United Kingdom Parliament. The royal power to
rlisnllow any Federal law within two years of its passage
(r¿. liÍi) and the Federal power similarly to disallow any
I'r'ovincial law (s. 90) are anachronistic today. They would
rtr¡l<e a mockery of Canadian independence, and of the
,li¡l,ribution of governmental powers within Canada. In
l.l¡c case of the royal power the British Government
tttrtlertook at the London Conference of 1929 not to use it
n¡¡rrin, but it has not been removed from the Act. The
[t'¡rllcral power of disal]owance has not been used since
lU4:1, but also remains in the Act.

'l'hc role of the Supreme Court of Canada, the final
Ittl.r,rpreter of all our laws since 1949, is nowhere men-
llorretl in the Act. Moreover, although Canada officially
i'¡rt¡rr(ld to be part of the British Empire with the Statute of
Wlstminster in 1931, the only treaty power which is pro-
i,lrlarll fe¡ in the Act is that of implementing Empire trea-
llev (s. 132). Then, too, the very limited provisions of
¡ir'r'l,irrn 133, guaranteeing the right to the use of the Eng-
llrlr nnd French languages in the Parliament of Canada
¡rirrl in the Legislature of Quebec and in Federal and
Qttr,lr<:c courts, are no longer sufficient in a state dedicat-
r¡l to two official languages. Finally, the division of
lrr ¡w(f rs no longer appears to be sufficiently functional.

Although the constitution of a colony is not an adequate
,,¡rrrstitution for a nation, the British North America Act
r,rrrrld not be said to have been a failure. It was an ade-
rlilill,(ì enough constitution for the Canada of 1867-per-
Irn¡rs, the only possible constitution for that day-and, it
Itas served us well as a basic framework of government-
llrottgh increasingly less well as the years have gone by. ln
lrrkirtg the position that Canada needs a new Constitution
rir,r), we âre far from criticizing what our statesmen have
r.vl'r)ught in the past.

A t:onstitutional renewal now is all the more necessary
i¡¡ u result of the popular interest which has developed in
llrr, (lonstitution. This interest in the Constitution was,
l)ßr'llírps, kindled by the "Quiet Revolution" begun by the

Lesage Government in the Province of Quebec in 1960. It
was recognized, and in turn augmented, by the Confeder-
ation of Tomorrow Conference sponsored by the Govern-
ment of Ontario in November, lg67 and by the constitu-
tional review formally undertaken by all the governments
of Canada at the Federal-Provincial Constitutional Con-
ference in February of 1968. This initial Constitutional
Conference has been followed by five others, several of
which were conducted in the full view of the people
through continuous radio and television coverage. We
believe that it has also been focussed and increased by the
apparent success of this Committee in obtaining wide-
spread participation across the country in our constitu-
tional dialogue, as described in Chapter 2. The Constitu-
tion has often appeared to people as a "Linus blanket" for
politicians unable or unwilling to act. We have aiso found,
however, considerable evidence of an understanding of it
as a positive means to meet new and challenging needs.

Moreover, the people now want a new constitution. The
limited goal of "constitutional review" established by the
first Federal-Provincial Constitutional Conference in 1g68
has long been outmoded. The only goal which is now
acceptable to most Canadians is a new constitution. An
expectation of change has been buiit up, and in our view
cannot be frustrated without serious consequences for the
national psyche. The process of review, once undertaken,
must lead irreversibly to a new constitution.

'We are convincéd that a new Constitution is essential to
a Canada with the kind of future Canadians envisage. The
present Constitution needs a fundamental recasting. It
needs to be rethought and reformulated in terms that are
meaningful to Canadians now. For this reason we call for
a new Constitution: one that is a new whole, even though
it may utilize many of the same parts. Our aim is not
novelty, so we have no hesitation in adopting what is
functional in the present Constitution. But we insist on a
new perspective which will embrace all the constituent
parts in a whole that is at the same time distinctively
Canadian and functionally contemporary.
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Chapter 4-Patriation of the Constitution

NECOMMENDÀTION

3. The Ccrn<¡diqn Constitution should be pcrtricted by a
procedure which would provide for c¡ simultc¡neous
proclcrrnction of <¡ new ConEtitution by Ccncdc cnd
the renunciqtion by Britc¡in of cll iurisdictÍon over
the Cc¡nc¡dic¡n Constitution.

The question of patriation was not explicitly dealt with
in the Victoria Charter, but is mentioned in conclusion 3
of the statement of conclusions of the Conference. Pre-
sumably, therefore, the fuller agreement on this subject at
the Conference in February, 19?1 stands. Few things
would better symbolize the independence of Canada or
the coming of a new constitution than the patriation of the
Constitution from the United Kingdom of Canada.

At the same time it would be unwise to proceed with
patriation in the absence of agreement on an amending
procedure. The present amending procedure is humiliat-
ing to an independent state, but it is nevertheless effec-
tive. Amendment formally takes place by act of the Brit-
ish Parliament, which follows the constitutional
convention that the United Kingdom Parliament will
make any amendment to the British North America Act
which is requested by the Government of Canada. Such a
request of the Government of Canada is traditionally
preceded by a joint address of both Houses of the Parlia-
ment of Canada. Some argue that there is a secondary
convention that the Canadian Farliament will request
amendments only with unanimous consent of all the prov-
inces, or of the provinces affected where not all provinces
are involved. However, the British Parliament has shown,
by its refusal to entertain objections from Provincial Óov-
ernments in disputed cases, that it will follow the request
of the Canadian Parliament without reference to the
views of the Provinces. It seems therefore safe to assert
that, as a matter of mixed law and convention, the Parlia-
ment of Canada possesses the unilateral power to change
the Constitution. Nevertheless Parliament has not chosen
to exercise that power since 1949, and the Government of
Canada has sought the unanimous agreement of the Prov-
inces to the constitutional changes which have recently

been contemplated. This recent practice of seeking unani-
mous agreement makes a less rigid amending formula
desirable.

The legal procedures which the February Conference
evolved for patriation would operate as follows: following
agreement among the governments of Canada as'to an
amending formula and as to any substantive changes, the
Parliament of Canada and all the Provincial Lègislatures
would pass resolutions authorizing the Governor General
to issue a proclamation containing the formula and any
substantive changes agreed to; before the issuance of the
proclamation the British Parliament would be asked to
take all necessary steps to ensure the legal validity of the
procedures including the nullification of any British stat-
utes, present or future, which purport to affect the
Canadian Constitution; finally, the Governor General's
proclamation would be timed to coincide with the effec-
tive date of the British renunciation of jurisdiction.

The complexity of these procedures results from the
desire, on the one hand, to avoid having a new Canadian
Constitution brought into being solely by an act of the
British Parliament, and the fear, on the other hand, that,
if it was not so grounded, there might be a legal gap which
might conceivably lead to a court's invalidating the whole
new Constitution. The effect of the agreed procedures is
to have the negative action which removes Canada from
the jurisdietion of the British Parliament and the positive
action by which we proclaim our new Constitution occur
simultaneously so that both legal continuity and national
autonomy are safeguarded.

There are no precedents in such an area, and one can
only speculate about possible judicial reaction to the
procedures. Nevertheless, since there is no apparent def-
iciency in thqm, it is hard to believe that any Canadian
judge would strain language or law to invalidate them,
since they would represent the solemnly expressed will of
all the legislative bodies in Canada. We are therefore
preparedl to accept the suggested procedures for patria-
tion of the Constitution without any fears that they would
not be legally viable.
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Chapter s-Amendments to the Constitution

NECOMMENDATION

4. The lormula Ior cmending the Conatitution Ehould
be thct contc¡ined in the Victoric Chc¡rter of June
1971, which requires the cgreement of the Fede¡cl
Parliqment crnd c mcriority of the P¡ovincir¡I Legislc-
tu¡es, including those of:

(<r) every province which ct cny time hcs con-
tqined twenty-five percent of the populction oI
Ccnadc¡,.

(b) crt lecst lwo ¿{tlc¡ntíc Provinces;
(c) ot lecrst two Weste¡n P¡ovinces that hcve c¡
combined populcrtion ol at least fifty percent of the
populction of c¡ll the Weetern Provinces.

The new amending formula is contained in articles 49 to
57 of the Victoria Charter. The formula is as follows: in
general, constitutional amendments would require a reso-
lution of consent at the Federal level, plus the consent of
the Legislatures of a majority of the Provinces including
(a) the Legislature of any Province now containing at least
25 per cent of the population of Canada, and of any other
province that hereafter reaches the same percentage of
the population; and (b) the Legislatures of at least two
Provinces west of Ontario providing that the consenting
Provinces comprise 50 per cent of the population of the
Provinces west of Ontario; and (c) the Legislatures of at
least two Provinces east of Quebec. The only exceptions
to the preceding formula are as to matters peculiar to the
constitutions of Parliament or of the Provinces or of con-
cern to less than all the Provinces. In effect, a constitu-
tional amendment would require the agreement of the
Federal Parliament, of the Legislatures of Ontario and
Quebec and of two Atlantic and two Western provinces,
with a special rider as to the composition of the two
'ffestern provinces that we shall have to look at closely.

To our mind the new formula is a substantial improve-
ment over the Fulton-Favreau Formula. While that For-
mula may have appeared to require for consf,itutional
amendment only the agreement of the Federal Parliament
and of the Legislatures of two-thirds of thè Provinces
representing 50 per cent of the population of Canada
according to the latest census, actually the amendment of
any important section of the British North America Act
would have required the agreement of all the Provincial
Legislatures, since included in the category requiring
unanimous agreement were all the powers in sections 91,
92 and 93 of that Act (except that the consent of New-

foundland would not have been required for amendments
to section 93). In effect, therefore, the earlier forrnula
would have required unanimous agreement on all matters
of moment, whereas the new one is content with the
approval of six provinces on a weighted basis. The theory
on which the Fulton-Favreau Formula was based was
that each province has an equal right to a veto, since each
is equally a province.

In our view what was objectionable about the Fulton-
Favreau Formula was this rigidity. We are of the opinion
that an amending formula must be a blend of rigidity and
flexibility, and that the lower the number of provinces
with veto power over amendments the more satisfactory
the formula is likely to be. In fact, our only criticism of the
new formula is the element of rigidity which is incorporat-
ed in the requirement concerning the consent of the West-
ern Provinces.

'We have no fault to find with lodging a veto power in
the legislatures of provinces which contain at least 25 per
cent of the population of the country. Provinces which
represent that sizeable a proportion of the population can
reasonably expect that their consent will be necessary for
constitutional amendment. Since Ontario and Quebec
would now acquire a veto on this basis, they will on the
formula never lose that veto even if their population
should dip below the 25 per cent proportion in the future.
Moreover, it is only fitting that any province that hereaf-
ter contains 25 per cent of the population should also gain
a veto.

The only problem is with the position gained by British
Columbia. The requirement for the weighted consent of
the Western Provinces is to the effect that consent is
required from two Provinces comprising 50 per eent of
the population west of Ontario. Some present population
projections suggest that British Columbia will possess
more than 50 per cent of the population of the Provinces
west of Ontario at some point in the 1990s. At such a time
even the agreement of the other three Western'Provinces
would not be sufficient to carry ah amendment without
the consent of British Columbia. The affirmative adher-
ence, however, of British Columbia would still not be
enough to carry an amendment without the support of
another'Western Province.

On the question of the role of the Senate in the amend-
ment procedure at the Federal level there is a case for the
position that the Senate should not be consulted at all
with respect to constitutional amendments, on the ground
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that the protection of regional interests (which is the
raison d',tre of the Senate) would already be provided for
by the requirement of provincial consent. However, it
appeaxs to us that there would remain a need for the
protection of regional interests by the Senate, since the
amending procedure contemplates the possibility of the
passage of a constitutional amendment against the will of
two Atlantic and two Western provinces. The Senate
could fulfill a useful role by acting as a safeguard for the
interests of dissenting provinces.

On the other hand, it would be irndesirable to allow the
Senate an absolute veto over an amendment which was
desired by the required majority of provinces and by a
majority of members of the House of Commons. We there-
fore agree with the proposal of Article 51 of the Charter
that the Senate veto over constitutional amendments
should be limited.

In sum, we endorse the proposed amending formula as
a feasible approach to constitutional amendment, and
would not expect to see its general terms substantially
improved on, no matter how long intergovernmental
negotiations were carried on. Such an amending formula
would have not only a long-range value as an effective
means of future amendment, but also an enormous
iinmediate value. Until now, the Federal-Provincial Con-
stitutional Conferences have proceeded on the basis that
unanimous agreement.is required for any proposal to be
adopted. The lack of unanimity among the various gov-
ernments has therefore resulted in a lack of agreement on
substantive proposals. The immediate adoption of this
formula of amendment would thus provide a new proce-
dural rule for the conduct of future Conferences.

We would merely add that we understand the formula
to leave open the question of delegation of powers, and we
shall consider this question in Chapter 17.
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Chapter 6-The Preamble to the ConstitutÍon

NECOMMEND^ATION

5. The Ccrnadic¡n Constitution should hc¡ve c¡ preamble
which would procl<rlln the b<¡sic obiectives. of
Cancdic¡n f ederal democrcrcy.

In the course of this Report we make a number of
references to matters which ought to be included in the
preamble to a new Canadian Constitution. We thus pro-
pose the inclusion in the preamble of the following basic
objectives of our society: a federal system of government
within a democratic society; the enhancing of basic
human rights; developing Canada as a bilingual and mul-
ticultural country; recognition of Canada's native peoples;
the promotion of economic, social and cultural equality;
the reduction of regional disparities; the advancement of
Canada as a free and open society based on the consent of
its people; the striving for world peace and security.

As we have mentioned earlier, a Constitution ought to
reflect its community. The preamble in any Constitution
can play an important role as a source of inspiration to a
country. ft can state in the broadest possible terms the
objectives and aspirations of the society it governs. A
preamble is not legally binding in the narrow sense, yet, if
it can achieve an enduring statement of national ideals, it
may have a greater psychological value for citizens than
any other part of the document.

It may seem to some that Canadians have no need for
an inspirational chord in the Constitution. They some-
times argue that we should have a written Constitution,
but without any preamble. This, they claim, would be
more reflective of the view Canadians have of themselves:
dependable, unpretentious-at worst, colourless, at best,
solid gray.

'We do not feel that this view of Canada reflects the
Canada of the 1970s-if, indeed, it ever reflected Canada.
The question of whether or not our Constitution ought to
have a preamble should be decided in principle before we

Canadian Constitution. The preamble is the only place in
the Constitution where we can state in broad language
what kind of a country Canada is and what it aspires to
be. The rest of the Constitution, which will be subject to
judicial interpretation, must be drafted with some preci-
sion and particularity. The þreamble, on the other hand,
gives us the broad directions in which we are going; it is

not a detailed route map. As the Federal Government's
position paper The Constitution and the People of
Canadø puts it at page 4:

The first element in Canada's Constitution, in the
view of the Government of Canada, should be a state-
ment-a preamble-on the objectives of the federa-
tion. The basic role of the Constitution is, of course, to
define the system of law and of government which
shall prevail in Canada. But before doing this, the
Constitution must express the purpose of Canadians
in having become and resolving to remain associated
together in a single country, and it must express as far
as this is possible in a constitution what kind of coun-
try Canadians want, what values they cherish, and
what objectives they seek.

To no inconsiderable degree this is a matter of ref-
lecting in the Constitution what kind of nation
Canada is: a free people in a free society; a country
characterized by rich diversity, in linguistic communi-
ties, cultural heritages, and regional identities; a coun-
try where individual fulfilment is the fundamental
goal of society; and a country where individual
Canadians look to the state not simply as a vehicle by
which to serve their own self-interest, but as a vehicle
by which they can contribute to the well-being of
other Canadians.

The Constitution ought also to reflect, in its state-
ment of objectives, what Canadians expect of their
country in the future: a country which will preserve
its essential characteristics while accepting and nour-
ishing the dynamics of change; a country which seeks
both to enlarge and to make more nearly equal the
opportunities available to all Canadians, wherever
they live and whatever their background; and a coun-
try which seeks to contribute to the well-being of the
peoples of the world, as well as to the interests of its
own citizens. These are the perspectives which the
federal government would hope to see in any state-
ment of objectives for the Constitution of Canada.

'We can readily understand why agreement on a specific
text of a preamble cannot be easily reached. Like any
other part of the Constitution the version finally accepted
will require give-and-take on the part of all governments
in Canada. We feel, however, that the necessary drafting
skills and the necessary political will to make the pream-
ble a reality exist. the road to a preamble is not impassa-
ble, only difficult.

worry about whether or not we
other country.

We support the inclusion of a

are simply aping any

preamble in the new
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'We feel that the preamble to the new Canadian Consti-
tution should include these basic objectives for Canada:

1. To establish a federal system of government within a
democratic society;

2. To protect and enhance basic human rights;

3. To develop Canada as a bilingual and multicultural
country in which all its citizens, male and female,
young and old, native peoples and Métis, and all
groups from every ethnic origin feel equally at home;

4. To promote economic, social and cultural equality
for all Canadians as Índividuals and to reduce
regional economic disparities; ,/

5. To present Canada as a pluralisti" -1"i", a free and
open society which challenges the talents of her
people;

6. To seek world peace and security, and international
social progress.

The details of our recommendations in connection with
the Preamble are set out below, particularly in recommen-
dations 6,10,27,29,30,31 and 32.
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PART II-THE PEOPLE

C hapter 7-Self-Determination

RECOMMENDÃTIONS

8. The precrmble of the Constitution ghould recognize
th<¡t the Cqnadic¡n federction is bqsed on the liberty
ol the person c¡nd the protection of bc¡sic humc¡n
rights cs c fundc¡mental and essential purpose oI
the Stqte. Consequently, the precrmble should <¡lso
recognize thctt the exiEtence of Cc¡ncdi<¡n sociely
reata on the free consent of its cÍtizens qnd their
collective will to Iive together, and thct ony differ-
ences c¡mor¡g them should be settled by pecceful
meclng.

7. lf the citizens of cr pcrrt of Cqnc¡dc crt some time
democratically declared lhemselves in favour of
polilical artangemenls which were conlrary to the
ãontinuation of our present politicol st¡uctures, the
discrgreement should be reEolved by políticcrl
negoticrtion, not by lhe use of militcrry o¡ other coer-
cive fo¡ce.

8. \ilfe reaffi¡m our conviction th<¡t all of the peoples of
Cc¡nc¡dc¡ ccn cchieve their cspircrtions mo¡e effec-
tively within q lederal system, c¡nd we believe
Cc¡ncdÍc¡ns should st¡ive to mcrintc¡in such q system.

The principle of self-determination, while not entirely
ttew in Canadian history, has had a new currency in
Quebec since 1960.

Some Quebekers, even while opting for a renewed fed-
eralism, see a recognition of self-determination as a
strengthening of democracy, as a kind of guarantee of
freedom for their political options. Others demand recog-
nition of the right because they want recognition of their
present political option: the separation of Quebec from
(,'anada. Their major spokesman, the Parti Québecois, has
rnade the exercise of right of self-determination the cor-
ner-stone of its creed.

On the world scene, the right of self-determination for
nations was used in the settlement after the First World
War, and was enshrined in Chapter I, Article 1 of the
United Nations Charter in San Francisco in 1945: " . . . re-
spect for the principle of equal rights and self-determina'-
tion of peoples." Most of the formerycolonies, particularly
in Africa, have invoked that Charyter provision to claim
and gain independence. In additio'n, the General Assem-
bly of the United Nations adopted the International Cove-
nant on Civil and Political Rights in 1966, which affirmed
the principle as follows: "411 peoples have the right of
seif-determination. By virtue of that right they freely
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determine their political status and freely pursue their
economic social and cultural development." (Article 1). U
Thant, while Secretary-General of the United Nations,
took the position that membership in the United Nations
establishes beyond question the fulfilment of self-determi-
nation for the peoples of a State.

The right to secede as an expression of self-determina-
tion is not generally recognized in federal constitutions'

The majority of definitions of 'nation' or 'people' by
political scientists stress four conditions: a largely homo-
geneous population, a common language, a common terri-
tory and a common history. In examining the demograph-
ic map of Canada, we can perhaps find a number of
nations in this sociological sense. However, in practical
terms the problem focusses on Quebec, and this gives rise
to the question of the relationship between self-determina-
tion for a people and self-determination for a province. In
our view, the two are not equivalent, since the former is a
natural entity and the latter an artificial one.

The French-Canadian people is not coextensive with the
boundaries of the Province of Quebec. On the one hand,
the nation extends beyond the boundaries of the Province
into eastern and northern Ontario and northern New
Brunswick. On the other hand, there are within the Prov-
ince of Quebec other groups which would possess an
equal claim with Francophones to self-determination: we
refer, for instance to the one million Anglophones, who at
least in the western part of the province have sufficient
geographic cohesion to constitute viable communities.
Thus, even if we accepted the view that the contiguous
French-speaking community of Canada wele a "people"
with the right of self-determination, we can see no feasible
legal formula for self-determination on the basis of pro-
vincial boundaries.

We are therefore of the view that it would rather be
appropriate to recognize self-determination as a right
belonging to people. Hence we recommend that the
preamble of the Constitution should recognize that the
Canadian federation is based on the liberty of the person
and the protection of fundamental human rights as a
fundamental and essential purpose of the State. Conse-
quently, the preamble should also recognize that the exist-
ence of Canadian society.rests on the free consent of its
citizens and their collective will to live'together, and that
any disagreements should be settled by peaceful means'
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The constitutional considerations we have advanced
would not in our view predetermine the response of a
Federal Government u'hich might be confronted with a
clear majority of a total provincial electorate in favour of
independence. For such a case we advocate negotiation
and reject the use of military or other coercive force. We
cannot imagine that any Federal Government would use
force to prevent the secession of a region which had
clearly and deliberately decided by a majority of the total

electorate to leave Confederation. But the reluctant
acceptance of a\lt accompli is a matter for political
bargaining rather than for constitutional drafting.

fn conclusion, we reaffirm our conviction that all of the
peoples of Canada can achieve their aspirations more
effectively within a federal system, and we believe that
Canadians should strive to maintain such a system.
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Chapter 8-¡{ative Peoples

TIIICOMMENDÃTIONS

L No constitutional chcnges concerning ncrtive peo-
plee should be mc¡de until such lime c¡s their òwn
orgonizcrtions hcve cornpleted their resec¡ch into the
question of trecty cnd cborigincrl rights in Cqnadcr.

10. The precrmble of the new Constitution should cffirm
the apeci<rl plcrce of nc¡tive peoples, including Métis,
ln Conadicn life.

IL Provinci<¡l governments Èhould, where the populc-
tlon is sufficient, consider recognizing Indic¡n l<¡n-
gucrges os regional lcrnguoges.

l?, No Juriedictional chctnges ghould be mqde in
sdministrative crrc¡ngementâ concerning Indicrns
and Es¡rimos without consultc¡tion with them.

'l'llc legislative authority of the Parliament of Canada
r\¡ur nrrtive peoples comes from section 91(24) of. the Brit-
l¡rlr North America Act. This heading of legislative po\À/er
ip lrr l,he following terms: "Indians, and Lands Reserved
f¡rl lhc Indians." The courts have included Eskimos in the
¡ft:l'lnition of 'Indians'. We heard evidence across Canada
frlrrr rr¿¡tive peoples in almost every province and territo-
r'ìt, f r'!)rn their organizations and from individuals. We also
Iruq¡'¡l ¡rum many other Canadians who were, almost
rtlllrrrut exception, very sympathetic to the hopes and
ur¡rlt'rrlions of the native peoples of'Canada.

'l'lrcl'e is already a Standing Committee of the House of
llrrnnr{)ns on Indian Affairs and Northern Development.
t trl lirnited function is to assess the constitutional posi-
llrrr ol' rrative peoples. fn a sense it is somewhat arbitrary
l¡r qr,pr¡r'¡¡te the constitutional aspects of the status of
ttlllvo peoples from the very real and often stark plight in
tTltlr'h mnny of them find themselves. Witnesses from the
¡¡¡li1'6r ¡¡uoples opened the eyes of the Committee to the
Irpprl Lo do justice to these "first Canadians". Certainly we
p,r'¡'r, nroved by the eloquence and obvious sincerity of the
irrÉrlry witnesses, both native peoples and other Canadians,
wltir ¡rhrrtrlcd this cause. Generally, the mood of native
lrrrr¡rlrr:r was positive about their role in the future of
{'rlnÄrllr. But this attitude of optimism was tempered by
ll¡t' lrr.rlrl realities of the life many native peoples are
fr¡l'r'¡'rl Lo lead. The attribution of blame for this condition
lq rrr¡l rlo irnportant as the recognition of its existence. In
llrl¡ t'o¡ll,r'xf, the words of a native-peoples' witness are
nrrral tr¡tt: \

'We are a people with special rights guaranteed us by
promises and treaties. 'We do not beg for these rights,
nor do we thank you. 'We do not thank you for them
becquse we paid for them, and God help us, the price
we þaid was exorbitant. We paid for them, with our
culture, our dignity, our pride and self-respect. We
paid, we paid and we paid until we became a beaten
and poverty-stricken race. (3.3:?)*

There are at least two general approaches to the consti-
tutional position of native peoples. Orre is to view the
native people as collectivities. Those who prefer to follow
this approach, and it does appear preferable to many of
the native peoples themselves, lay great stress on treaty
rights and aboriginal rights. This approach, generally
envisions two positions: (1) individual or collective legal
claims for treaty and aboriginal rights enforceable in the
courts; and (2) solemn undertakings of the people of
Canada to the native peoples as matters of justice and
equity between two collectivities. The native peoples are
now in the process of discovering through community
awareness and research the extent of their legal and
equitable claims against the Government of Canada.

Some Canadians, on the other hand, favour a "Bill of
Rights approach". This would guarantee to the native
peoples equality before the law and þrotection against
discrimination based on their race or creed. Some wit-
nesses favoured this; others criticized it as a strictly
egalitarian approach. They maintained that what the
native peoples require, certainly for the foreseeable
future, is equality-plus, or as one witness referred to it,
"citizen-plus". 'üIhile it may be theoretically arguable that
equality as a principle might be violated by any notion of
different status for native peoples, the history of our
present constitution indicates that Indians and Eskimos
(as a class of people) have already been in a unique
legislative position under the B.N.A. Act for one hundred
and four years. In any event, it is difficult to see how
Indians, broadly speaking, have any real equality with
white men in relation to the total social dimension in
which they live. To advocate the possibility to even great-
er real injustice in the name of a formal, legal equality
would be folly.

*These references refer to the Committee's Minutes of Proceed-
ings and Evidence. The fiist number refers to the session of the
28th Parliament, the second to the íssue number of the Minutes
and the thi¡d to the page in that issue.
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Several witnesses indicated to the Committee that inso-
far as purely legal eonsiderations are concerned Indian
rights may vary considerábly across Canada. Broadly
speaking, the mechanism of treaties was used for Indians
to surrender or extinguish their rights to the land in most
of Western Canada and nearly all of Ontario. On the other
hand, this technique was not followed in British
Columbia, Eastern Canada, or the TeÌritories. One possi-
bility suggested to us was "different options . . . for differ-
ent groups, for instance, treaty Indians and non-treaty
Indians." (3.88:22)

We were heartened by the growing political conscious-
ness of native peoples, and their attempts to deal with
their problems through their own organizations. In fact,
our major recommendation in this field springs f¡om the
Committee's acceptance of a major theme of virtually all
briefs presented by native peoples' organizations and
many of those by individual native peoples. The National
Indian Brotherhood told us:

It is thus obvious that any changes in the Constitu-
tion affecting Section 91(24) or even other classes of
subjects will have an effect on the Indian People of
Canada. The Indian people nof only have partieular' rights which are presently recognized under the Con-
stitution but submit that they have certain rights
which must be protected.

The Indian People, however, agree that the situation
has evolved. New problems have arisen, and a change
has taken and is taking place among the Indians. But
they must control their destiny. They must participate
in determining their constitutional status.

However, we are not yet in a position to recommend
in its entirety the propeÌ legal framework for our
development as a people.

The issues at stake are far too important for unpre-
pared or unwise action. Aware of the principle that
they themselves must forge their destiny, the Indian
people must be given the time to assess not only in
legal terms but in social and modern terms who they
are, what they have and where they want to go before
any action which will dramatically affect these con-
siderations, including constitutional change, is taken.

The Indian people have established research com-
mittees in each province and territory precisely to
thoroughly investigate and research Indian Rights
and Treaties. A National Committee on Indian Rights
and Treaties, a committee of the National Indian
Brotherhood, has also been established.

The objective of these research committees is to
thoroughly document all Indian rights, treaty and
non-treaty and enable the Indian people to make deci-
sions as to their future with adequate and factual
knowledge of their rights.

To require us to act in any definitive sense in regard
to the Constitution at this point, therefore, is prema-
ture and unfair. To act without decisions from the
Indian people in regard to their future is
unacceptable.

lVe need time and this is the central message of this
brief (3.88:56).

The Committee therefore recommends that there be no
constitutional change made with respect to section 91(24)
of the B.N.A. Act* concerning "Indians, and Lands
Reserved for the Indlans", until such time as the native
peoples' organizations have completed their research and
study into the whole question of treaty and abonginal
rights in Canada. We were told by the National Indian
Brotherhood, as one of the native peoples' organizations
involved, that it might be ready to come forward with
recommendations early in L972. We feel confident that,
with the new sense of direction and urgeney imbuing
native peoples' organizations, thèir recommendations will
be made within a reasonable time. At that time the Gov-
ernment of Canada should enter into extensive consulta-
tions with the native peoples before any change is made in
legislative jurisdiction over them.

We also recommend that the native peoples of Canada,
including Métis, be recognized in the preamble of the new
Canadian Constitution as one of the groups composing
the Canadian nation as a means of reaffirming the special
obligation that Canadians feel towards the native peo-
ples of this land.

'\{e further recommend that, in view of the rising birth
rate of native peoples, particularly in westerar Canada,
Provincial Governments should, where native peoples are
numerous enough, give consideration to making their lan-
guages regional languages. We shall consider the question
of regional languages more fully below, but in this context
we commend the recommendations made by the House of
Commons' Standing Committee on Indian Affairs and
Northern Development as a practical first step towards
preservation of the languages of the _native peoples of
Cañada. That Commitiee iecommentled in its Fifth
Report tabled in the House of Co¡nmons on June 30, 1971:

That the language of instruction at the pre-school
level and up to the first or second year of primary
school should be in the language of the loeal Indian or
Eskimo community with secondary and tertiary lan-
guages Engtish and/or French being introduced
gradually through the pre-school and primary period
and that courses linked to the loca] Indian or Eskimo
culture continue to be taught in the local language
throughout the primary level of school.

That decisions regarding the initial languages of
instruction and the timing of introduction of second-
ary and tertiary languages should only be made after
consultation with, and elear approval from a majority
of parents in the communities concerned. (Votes and
Proceedi,ngs, June 30, 1971, p. 763).

The Standing Committee on fndian Affairs and North-
ern Development also made some 15 other recommenda-
tions which we endorse. Some of these favour, in general
terms, programs like advancing pre-school instruction of
Indian and Eskimo children to the three-year-old level;
encouraging local day schools rather than residential
ones; providing for flexibility in the timing of vacations;
allowing, where possible, boarding students to get home
for Christmas; and gearing vocational programs to the
needs of the areas in which young native people live.
These recommendations, some of which are already part
of Federal Government policy, are designed to meet a
problem in native peoples' education which the Standing
Committee described in these terms:
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$omething was drastically and basically deficient in
r¡rr education system or systems with a school drop-
r)lrt rate of more than four times the national average
xtrrving a population of which 40% lo 50% of the adult
rtrules wete unemployed or underemployed, and of
which an even higher percentage of young people, in
d()me communities B07o to 90%, were unemployed for
rr good part ofthe year (ibid. p.761).

In uddition to these administrative and legislative
rrrggcstions of the Standing Committee we would like to
rlt'i¡w ¡¡ttention to two specific recommendations of that
('¡ r rl r¡r lttee with broadly constitutional implications :

'lhat the Government should continue its policy that
rlo transfers of education programs from the federal
k:vel to provincial systems take place without the
rìxpress and clear approval of the majority of the
¡rrrrents in each community concerned. (i,bid,p.763).

W¡ wish to make it perfectly clear that we are not
t'*r,{rnmending how any programs should be transferred,
lf, lnrlc.ed, any should be transferred at all The other
rrrlonlmendation of the Standing Committee was:

That all curriculums [sic] within the federal pro-
trr8m be revised to include:

a) substantially more Indian history including
lndian contributions to the economy, science, medi-
cine, agriculture, exploration, etc.

b) special courses in Indian culture, music, art,
handicrafts, etc. and that pressure be brought upon
the respective provincial systems to inaugurate
similar reforms wherever Indian children are being
tilueht (¿b¿d.)

Wc lgree with these views.

'We were also advised by many witnesses representing
the Métis people of Canada that they consider themselves
in a sort of cultural and constitutional "no man's land".
Neither white nor Indian, neither a Federal nor a Provin-
cial legislative responsibility, they told us they suffered
from social ostracism because of their race, and adrninis-
trative indifference because of their legal status. As one
Métis witness put it:

'We are presently too disadvantaged culturally and
socially to.be able to avail ourselves of the opportuni-
ties available, and we want to correct this inequity.
Sociologically, culturally and ethnically the majority
of Métis have a strong Indian identity, and other than
in legal terms most of us are as much Indian as those
who are covered by treaty. At the same time, we do
not enjoy the advantages of treaty Indians and suffer
all the disadvantages since we share a poverty culture.
(2.9:I22).

Vfhile there are many legal niceties involved in the prob-
lem of the social, cultural, biological and ethnic definition
of a Métis, we prefer to see the problem, constitutionaìly,
in broader terms. We believe a recognition of native peo-
ples ought to be included in the preamble of a new consti-
tution, and that 'native peoples' in this context should
expressly include Métis. This is not to specify that Métis
should necessarily be treated identically with Indians and
Eskimos in all respects, but rather to indicate that they
too have a right to special care and attention by
Canadians.

In many respects the native peoples of Canada are a test
of Canadian society: a test of its compassion to reach out
for new and deeper values of tolerance and friendship; a
test of its laws to do justice to the weak and the few; a test
of its willingness to share the nation's wealth, and to give
equality of opportunity a chance, freedom a new birth,
and self respect a new home in the minds and hearts of
Canada's native peoples.

reids7
Rectangle
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Chapter 9-Fundamentat Rights

NECOMMENDÃTIONS

13. Conadc should hcve q BiIl of Bights entrenched in
the Congtitution, gucrrcnteeing the politiccrl lree-
dornE of conscience crnd religion, of thought, opinion
c¡nd expression, of pecrceful cssembly <¡nd of
ogsociction-

14. The Bill of Rights should include c provision requir-
ing fctir cnd equitcble representction in the House of
Commons c¡nd in the Provincicl Legislctures.

15. Tìle right to citizenship, once legcrlly crcquired,
should be mcde incliencble under the Bilt of Rights.

16. The individ¡lcrl persor¡ should be constitutionclly
protected in his life, Iiberty and the securíty of hiÀ
peraon ao crs not to be deprived thereof except in
c¡ccordcnce with the principles of fundc¡mèntc¡l

. justice.

17. The individucrl person should be constitutionclly
protected crgqinst the crbitrcrry seizure oI his proper-
ty, except for the public good c¡nd for just
compensction.

18. The Constitution should prohibit discriminction by
re<rson of sex, race, ethnic orig¡in, colcur or religion
by proclcriming the ¡ight of the Índividucl to equ<rl
trecrtment by lcrw.

19. Discriminction in employment, or in membership in
prolessionctl, trade or other occupcrtioncl c¡ssoéic¡-
tiong, or in obtctining public cccommodc¡tion c¡nd
gervices, or in owning, renting or holding property
should qleo be declcred contra¡y to the Bilfoi nights:

20. Other provisions olrecrdy contcined in the Ccncrdian
Bill of Rights (1960) protecting legcrl rights should
c¡lso be included in the ConstÍtutionc¡l Bill of Rights:
protêction cgctinst unrec¡sonc¡ble sec¡rches and sei-
zures, the right to be inlormed promptly of the
reqson fo¡ crrest, the rìght lo counsel, lhe right to
hc¡beqs co¡pua, protection cgcrinst self-criminãtion,
the right lo o foir hecring, the right to be presumed
innocent and not to be denied recrsonable bail wÍth-
out iust ccruse, lhe right to cn interpreter, the pros-
cribing ol ret¡oc¡ctive pencrl lcws õr punishmãnts,
qnd the right not to be subiected to cruãl cnd unusu-
cl punishment.

2t. The rights cnd freedoms recognized by the Bill of
Rights should not be interpreted c¡s oLsolute c¡nd

unlimited, but should rather be exerciscble to the
extent thct they crre rectsoncbly iustifictble in cr
democ¡ctic society.

The Committee endorses the agreement of the govern-
ments of Canada to entrench in the Constitution certain
basic political rights (Articles 1 to I of the Victoria Chart-
er) but urges that other rights also be included in a consti-
tutional BilI of Rights.

No one in Canada seriously questions the necessity of
protecting fundamental human rights sueh as those recog-
nized in a limited way by the present legislative Canadian
Bill of Rights, but some witnesses before the Committee
took the position that such protection should be left
entirely to the good faith of legislative bodies, since in a
democracy they presumably reflect the prevailing popu-
Iar will. In plain words the argument was that we can do
no better than to trust democracy.

The Committee believes that this argument would iden-
tify democracy with the majority opinion of the moment,
and that the true interests of democracy do not lie in such
a facile identification with every majority. What democra-
cy requires is that a continuing popular majority must
prevail, and it is by no means inconsistent with democra-
cy to erect safeguards to ensure that a majority is a
continuing one before it may be allowed to interfere with
certain long-established rights. Democracy cannot lose by
being forced to have second thoughts on some matters of
great moment; in fact this is the rationale of the power
which our system of government gives to oppósition par-
ties to delay government legisiative programs.

It is true that an entrenched Bill of Rights must be
interpreted by courts, and one can theoretically proceed
to an infinite regression as to which has the final word, a
court which has the right to interpret what a legislature
enacts or a legislature which has the right to amend a
judicial interpretation. But in reality courts in a democrat-
ic society always eventually accept what the majority
wants, if only because the political representatives of the
majority will ensure that judicial appointees share their
philosophy. Moreoever, the legislative process of reversal
of judicial interpretation through constitutional amend-
ment, though cumbersome, is also assured to the majority.

'We admit that an entrenched Bill of Rights would iimit
legislative sovereignty, t¡ut then parliamentary sovereign-
ty is no more sacrosanct a principle than is the respect for
human liberty which is reflected in a Bill of Rights. Legis-
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lative sovereignty is already limited legally by the distri-
bution of powers under a federal system and, some would
say, by natural law of by a commonlaw Bill of Rights.
The kind of additional limit on it which would be imposed
by a constitutional Bill of Rights is not an absolute one,
for a BilI of Rights constitutes rather a healthy tension
point between two principles of fundamental value, estab-
lishing the kind of equilibrium among the competing
interests of majority rule and minority rights which is in
our view of the essence of democracy.

'We do not agree with the allegation that the proposal for
a BilI of Rights conceals a hidden enlargement of Federal
powers. Indeed, we believe that Féderal jurisdiction is
more likely to be expanded by the judiciary in the absence
of a BilI of Rights. The Federal criminal law power, for
instance, has been considerably bolstered in recent years
by courts which have had no other way of striking down
provincial iaws they considered unfair to individuals than
by bestowing jurisdiction on the Federal Parliament. The
fact is that the losers in the ¡lpower game" under a Bill of
Rights are the totality of governments and the winners are
the people. For us, this is as it should be.

We see a Bill of Rights which is entrenched in the
Constitution serving as a guarantee to individuals that
democracy does not mean ruthless uniformity, as a
symbol to minorities that their reasonable autonomy will
be respected, and as a sign to the whole people of a'
wholesome rationality in a world often given to a cease-
less struggle for power.

The fundamental rights which the governments of
Canada have agreed to entrench in the Constitution are
the following:

freedom of thought, conscience and religion,

freedom of opinion and expression, and freedom of
peacefirl assembly and of association

(Article I of the Victoria Charter)
'We would have preferred not to have freedom of thought
linked solely with freedom of conscience and religion,
since it actually has (and presumably is intended to have)
a .wider application, and as located it might run afoul of
tl:e ejusdem generts (same genus) rule of interpretation.'We believe it should rather be linked with freedom of
opinion and expression.

We note the absence of any specific reference to free-
dom of the press, presumably on the ground that it is
merely a special case of the freedom of expression. That
seems to us to be its appropriate location, since we do not
see the press as having special rights beyond those of
ordinary citizens.

Articles 4 to B of the Victoria Charter establish the
principles of universal suffrage, free democratic elections,
five-year maximum terms and annual sessions for the
House of Commons and the Legislatures, and the right
not to be discriminated against either as an elector or as a
legislator. However, at the theoretical level these rights
are not complete without the right to representation on
the basis of population, and at the practical level there is a
need for a guarantee of this right in Canada, since most
Provincial Legislatures do not give adequate representa-
tion to urban residents. As a consequence, urban resi-
dents across Canada feel that their needs are being

neglected by their Provincial Governments, and in their
frustration are demanding action by the Federal Govern-
ment to solve their problems. Such popular demands for
Federal action in fields of Provincial responsibility threat-
en to undermine the jurisdiction of the Provincial Legisla-
tures" and a constitutional guarantee of representation on
the basis of population in the Legislatures would thus be
in the Provincial interest.

'We regard this matter so seriously that we strongly urge
the inclusion of a provision for fair representation in the
Bill of Rights. As we see it, it would assist in the preserva-
tion of the Provinces as strong entities. We believe it is
also important that the Federal Government be relieved
of the psychological pressure to solve problems which
functionally or otherwise belong at the Provincial level.

Of course, the standard to be applied in the determina-
tion of fair representation need not be an absolute one.
The variation of 20 per cent from the quantitative norm
which is tolerated by present Federal law is probably
justifiable in a large country with a small population, but
the 40 per cent divergence of population which it allows
between the most and the least populous constituencies
seems to us to be about the maximum desirable. All of the
Provinces.have such small population densities that an
absolute standard of equality would prevent proper ser-
vicing of rural districts by their elected representatives.
At present, however, the injustice appears to us to work
the other way.

The one unfortunate result of a constitutional standard
of fair and equitable representation might be the unre-
stricted assumption by the judiciary of the setting of
standards of fair representation, with consequent uncer-
tainty in the legislative process. This could be avoided by
estabiishing in the Constitution a standard of, say,20 per
cent, as the maximum permissible variation from the
norm. Any Bill of Rights guarantee of "rep by pop" would
have, of course, to be made subject to other constitutional
provisions protecting minimal provincial representation
in the Federal Parliament.

Another omission from the Victoria Charter relates to
citizenship. fn Canada, a nation of immigrants, it is entire-
ly fitting that the Constitution should provide that citizen-
ship, once legally acquired, should be inalienable.

There are other unfortunate omissions from the Chart-
er. They are especially striking because they derogate
from the proposals for a constitutional Bill of Rights
presented by the Government of Canada in 1969, and
from the safeguards in the present Canadian Bill of
Rights. Tfe have in mind guarantees of procedural justice
concerning the right of the person to life, liberty, and the
security of his perio.t and of his property. I

'We should like to avoid the use of the phrase "due
process of law" entirely, because it is a phrase which has
no tradition in our law, despite its incorporation in the
1960 Bill of Rights, and because of its unfortunate inter-
pretation in the United States under substantive due pro-
cess. At its worst this phrase gave judges leeway to substi-
tute their socio-economic views for those of legislatures.
In our view it is more desirable to use another phrase
found in the Canadian Bill of Rights, "the principles of
fundamental justice." We therefore propose the following
guarantee:
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The right of the individual person to life, liberty,
and security of his person, and the right not to'be
deprived thereof except in accordance with the princi-
ples of fundamental justice.

We would also add a protection against arbitrary seizure
of property. In o¡der to allow the maximum latitude for
economic decisions by legislatures, we would protect the
individual person only where his property was taken con-
trary to the public good or without just compensation.
Our proposal is as follows:

The right of the individual person to the enjoyment
of property, and the right not to be deprived thereof
except in accordance with the publie good and for just
compensation.

All of thestights are classed, both by the Canadian Bill
of Rights and by the Federal constitutional proposals,
âmong political rather than l,egal rights. In our view they
are genuinely political rights, because they are necessary
for the preservation of democratic society, and for the
fostering of its highest ideals. None is legal in the sense of
being limited to court processes, as are the stricfly legal
rights. Even if the governments of Canada should decide
not to include legal protections in the BilI of Rights, in our
view the rights to life, liberty, and the reasonãble en¡oy-
ment of property should be guaranteed as fundamental
human rights.

We also believe it essential that the BilI of Rights state
that no person shall receive unequal treatment by reason
of sex, race, colour, ethnic origin or religion. Many wit-
nesses who appeared before us argued convincingly for
equal treatment for women before and in the law and its
administration. We also received many representations by
native peoples about various forms of racial and ethnic
discrimination. The Bill of Rights in a new Canadian
Constitution should render any discrimination in the legal
system unconstitutional, by prescribing positively:

the right of the individual person tô equal treatment
by the law.

A large area of the discrimination against all these
groups of Canadians lies in the area of private morality
and individual mores. To the extent that Bill of Rights
provisions can give a focus to the spirit of tolerance and
egalitarianism in our country, they can help to break
down the barriers of ignorance and contempt which are
the breeding grounds of discrimination. Such provisions
would leave no doubt that Canadians generally do not
share the views of any individual Cànadian who treats his
compatriots in a way inconsistent with the tolerance and
respect which is their due as people. We therefore propose
the f ollowing constitutional provision:

Every individual in Canada is entitled not to be
discriminated against by reason of sex, race, colour,
ethnic origin or religion

(a) in employment or in membership in any profes-
sional, trade or other occupational association;

(b) in obtaining public accommodation, facilities
and services;

(c) in owning, renting, holding or otherwise possess-
ing property.

The full control of discrimination practised by private
citizens would necessitate the supplementing of such con-
stitutional provisions with ordinary legislation at both
Federal and Provincial levels.

'We also strongly recommend the inclusion in a BiIl of
Rights of other basic legal rights such as those already
contained in the Canadian Bill of Rights. We adopt the
formulation of these rights in the Federal Government's
constitutional proposals put forward in The Constitution
and the People of Canada at page 52:

(a) the right of the individual to be .secure against
unreasonable searches and seizures;

(b) the right of a person who has been arrested or
detained

(i) to be informed promptly of the reason for his
arrest or detention

(ii) to retain and instruct counsel without delay,
and

(iii) to the remedy by way of habeas corpus for the
determination of the validity of his detention and
for his release if the detention is not lawful;

(c) the right of a person not to give evidence before
any court, tribunal, commission, board or other
authority if he is denied counsel, proteetion against
self-crimination, or other constitutional safeguards;
(d) the right of a person to a fair hearing in accord-.
ance with the principles of fundamental justice for
the determination of his rights and obiigations;
(e) the right of a person charged with an ofience to
be presumed innocent until proved guilty according
to law in a fair hearing by an independent and
impartial tribunal, and the right not to be denied
reasonable bail without just cause;

(f) the right of a person to the assistance of an
interpreter in any proceedings in which he is
involved as a party or witness, before a court, com-
mission, board or other tribunal, if he does nót
understand or speak the language in which such
proceedings are conducted;

(g) the right of a person not to be held guilty of an
offenee on account of any act or omission which at
the time of its commission or omission did not con-
stitute an offence, and the right of a person on being
found guilty of an offence not to be subjected to a
penalty heavier than the one applicable at the time
the offence was committed;
(h) the right of a person not to be subjected to cruel
and unusual treatment or punishment.

'We believe that these traditional legal rights are suffi-
ciently well accepted by our society not to require any
special defence as human rights. We presume that the
only question is whether they are better protected consti-
tutionally or legislatively. We have already stated our
general position that constitutional protection is
necessaly.

Just as important as these guarantees of fair legal pro-
cess is the provision of legal advice and legal counsel to
those who cannot otherwise afford them. Although there
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has been a growing a$/areness across the country of the
acute need in this field, the majority of Provinces still do
not have publicly supported programs of legal aid which
are generally available. It is our hope that the initiative
which the Federal Government has recently taken in
establishing a legal aid program in the Northwest Territo-
ries will be followed elsewhere and expanded everywhere.
'Vùe would particularly stress that the disadvantaged in
our society need counselling as well as counsel, and that
an adequate program of legal assistance will ensure that
this need is met, through the development of direct gov-
ernmental services, if necessary. Nevertheless, since the
provision of adequate legal services necessitates the
development of a considerable program of implementa-
tion, we cannot recommend it for inclusion in a Bill of
Rights: for a constitutional charter of liberties must needs
have a primarily negative thrust, by way of protecting
people against an excess of governmental power. The
providing of positive benefits is rather the stuff of ordi-
nary legislation.

'We have reservations with respect to the general qualifi-
cation on the fundamental freedoms in Article 3 of the
Victoria Charter. That article would allow:

such timitations on the exercise of the fundamental

freedoms as are reasonably justifiable in a democratic
society in the interests of public safety, order, health
or morals, of national security or of the rights and
freedoms of others.

Even in the absence of such words, any court would
surely read general guarantees of liberties as subject to
some restrictions, and we agree with the Charter that it is
preferable to have such limitations as officially enacted
provisions of the Constitution rather than âs roughly for-
mulated propositions in judicial minds. The fact that the
limitatrons are thus made explicit ought also to eliminate
the simplistic argument that rights are absolute. In order
to focus the principle of judicial interpretation more
clearly, however, we would prefer to state any such
qualification more rather than less generally. We would
therefore recommend that any limitations on the exercise
of the fundqmental freedoms should be only such "as are
reasonably justifiable in a democratic society" without
any further speciñcation.

A number of witnesses addressed us on matters con-
nected with the use of exceptional government powers in
emergency situations. Iffe take the view that it is prefera-
ble to have this problem solved more generally, according
to the formula we have just suggested.

t
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Chapter l0i-I,anguage Rights

NECOMMEND.ãTIONS

22. Ftencln ond Englieh should be con¡titutioncrlly
entrenched as lhe two officicl lcrngucrges of Cc¡nc¡d<¡.

23. The Constitution should recognize:

(<¡) the right of any person to use either officicl
lcrngu<rge in the Federal and Provincicrl Legislcr-
tures c¡nd the Ter¡itori<¡l Councils;
(b) the right to h<¡ve c¡ccess in both officic¡l lcrn-
gucrges to the legislative records, iourncrls, cnd
encrctmer¡ts of Ccnqdc, New B¡unswick, Ontc¡¡io,
Quebec ond the Territories;
(c) the right to use either official langucge in dec¡l-
ing with iudicicl or qucrsi-judicic¡l Federcrl bodies
or with courts in New B¡unewick, Ontc¡rio, Quebec
c¡nd the Territories;

(d) the right to communicc¡te in either officicl lcn-
gucge with Federal depcrtments crnd crgencies
cnd with provincicl deportmentcrl hecrd offices o¡
cgency hecrd offices in New Brunswick, Ontc¡rio,
Quebec cnd the Territories.

24. All of the rights in ¡ecommendclion 23 (b) (c) and (d)
should also be exercisc¡ble in:

(cr) crny Province where ecch lcngucrge is the
mother tongue of ten per cent of the populcttion;

(b) in crny P¡ovince whe¡e the legislcrtu¡e declcr¡es
French ond English the olficial lcrngucrges of the
Province.

25. The Constitution ehould recognize pcrents' right to
hcrve English or French provided qB thêir child's
mcrin lcrngucge of instruction in publicly supported
schools in c¡¡ec¡s where the lcngucrge of theÍr choice
ie chosen by c sufficient number of persons to iustify
the provision of the necesscrry fcrcilities.

26. $/e support lhe genercl obiective of mcrking French
the workÍng lcrngucge in Quebec. We hope thcrt
through the studies being ccrrried out in Quebec on
thiE mc¡tter, this obiective ccn be recrched with due
respect for certc¡in Quebec Ãnglophone institutions,
cnd tcrking into c¡ccount the North .Americc¡n crnd
world recrlity.

27. T}re pre<rmble to the Constitution should formcrlly
recognize thcrt Cancrdc is q mulliculturcl country.

28. The Constitution should explicitly recognize the
right of Provincial Legislctures to confer equivcrlent
stcrtus with the English qnd French lcnguctges on
other langucges. Federc¡l finc¡ncicl <¡ssistcrnce to
support the tecrching or use of other lcrngucges
would be cppropricrte.

The ethnic origin of the Canadian population as of the
1961 census, when the total population was 18,200,000, was
as follows: British, almost B million or 43.85 per cen|
French, more than 5,540,000 or 30.38 per cent; other ori-
gins, more than 4,?00,000 or 25.77 per cent. Among the
other origins the predominant were Gernlan, with slightly
more than 1 million or 5.75 per cent; Ukrainian, with just
under 4?5,000 or 2.59 per cent; and ltalian, with 450,000 or
2.47 per cent. It is interesting to note that the French
proportion of the population has remained almost con-
stant since 1871, declining from 31.07 per cent in that year
only to 30.38 per cent in 1961, whereas the British propor-
tion declined from 60.55 per cent in 1871 to 43.85 per cent
in 1961. The great increase, of course, has come in the
category of other ethnic groups, rising from B.3B per cent
in 1871 to 25.77 per cent in 1961. It is expected the 1971
census figures will show a further increase in the percent-
age of Canadians who are neither British nor French,
largely at the expense of the British proportion.

The only substantive language provision of the British
North America Act is section 133:

Either the English or the Frenlh Language may be
used by any. Person in the Debates of the Houses of
the Parliament of Canada and of the Houses of the
Legislature of Quebec; and both those Languages
shall be used in the respective Records and Journals
of those Houses; and either of those Languages may
be used by any Person or in any Pleading or Process
in or issuing from any Court of Canada established
under this Act, and in or from all or any of the Courts
of Quebec.

The Acts of the Parliament of Canada and of the
Legislature of Quebec shall be printed and published
in both those Languages.

Section 133 establishes equal rights for the use of English
and French in certain circumstances, but does not estab-
lish any official languages for Canada. Undoubtedly the
presumption of the Fathers of Confederation was that
English would be the majority language, but it was not i
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given any official status by the Act. Nor was any such
status conferred on the French language.

Constitutionally speaking, then, Canada has no official
language. By section 133 English and French both have a
limited status: with respect to the Parliament of Canada
and the Legislature of Quebec and in the courts estab-
lished under the authority of these bodies. In addition, the
Official Languages Act passed in 1969 by the Parliament
of Canada provides that:

The English and French languages are the official
languages of Canada for all purposes of the Parlia-
ment and Gooernrnent of Canada, and possess and
enjoy equality of status and equal rights and privi-
leges as to their use in all the institutions of the Parlia-
ment and Government of Canada (emphasis added).

Parliament does not have the power under section 91(1) of
the British North America Act to amend section 133 so as
to establish the two languages as official for all purposes
without qualification.

Undoubtedly the Officiat Languages Act psychological-
Iy prepared the country fora constitutional recognition of
English and French as the two official languages of
Canada, and the experience of this Committee indicates
that there is now majority support in every part of
Canada for such a step. Not only did the testimony of the
great majority of witnesses before the Committee, includ-
ing those representing other language groups, support or
accept two official languages, .but, with rare exceptions,
audience reaction was strongly hostile to expressions of
opposition to either official language.

To our minds it ís fitting that these two languages
should be recognized as official languages. The use of
English is so general in the life of our country and it is so
much the language of work for most of the people of
North America that its designation c,an be assumed to be
non-controversial. But the historical and contemporary
claims of the French language to similar recognition are
also great. French was not only the first European lan-
guage spoken in the territory of Canada, but it has been
also the language of such a large number of the inhabi-
tants of the country that it can be described as one of the
two original languages, whichever one of the stages in our
legal evolution is taken as the real beginning of Canada:
the Royal Proclamation of 1763, the Quebec Acl of. 7774,
the Constitutional Act of 1791, the Union Act of 1840, or
the British North America Act of 1867. It is the majority
language of our second most populous Province-the only
Province to have a majority language other than Eng-
lish-and is by far the second most spoken language in
Canada, being the mother tongue of roughiy one third of
our citizens. Not only does it have a factual status which
no .other minority language has, but it has a special status,
along with English, in the life of the country. The Commit-
tee, therefore, endorses the position stated in Article 10 of
the Victoria Charter that English and French should be
the official languages of Canada.

The principle granted, there nevertheless remains the
determination of its scope. Aq we have said, the extent of
the use of English and French legally required by section
133 of the present B.N.A. Act is limited to the Federal
Parliament and Courts and the Quebec Legislature and
Courts. This leads us to the belief that under the proposed
new amending formula this section would be repealable

by those two legislatures alone, as the only legislatures
concerned.

The Victoria Charter does not propose a general substi-
trite for section 133. lVe hope, howevèr, that section 133
will be replaced by an expanded guarantee of the tivo
languages, which would involve all the provinces and thus
render moot the question of how many provinces would
have to consent to amend the present section 133. Fairness
requires that other provinces be as generous in recogniz-
ing the rights of their French-speaking citizens as Quebec
has been in protecting those of its English-speaking
residents.

As a minimum, the Constitution should recognize and
guarantee with respect to the English and French
languages:

(1) the right of every person to the use of either
language in the Parliament of Canada, in the Legis-
latures of all the Provinces, and in the Territorial
Councils;

(2) the right of every person to have access, in both
languages, to records, journals and enactments of

(i) the Parliament of Canada,

(ii) the Legislatures of New Brunswick, Ontario
and Quebec,

(iii) the legislature of any province in which each
language is the mother tongue of at least ten per-
cent of the population,

(iv) the legislature of any province where that
legislature has declared that English and French
are the official languages ofthe province, and

(v) the Territorial Councils.

The Victoria Chartêr would also provide in Article 13
that:

The statutes of each Province shall be printed and
published in English and French, and where the Gov-
ernment of a Province, prints and publishes its stat-
utes in one only of the official languages, the Govern-
ment of Canada shall print and publish them in the
other official language . . ..

'We adopt this proposal for Federai publication, and
would also add two additional rights:

(1) the right of any person to use either language,
without prejudice by reason of the language he
employs, when appearing in or giving evidence in,
or in any pleading or process in or issuing from

(i) any judicial or quasi-judicial body established
by the Constitution or Parliament of Canada,

(ii)'the iourts of New Brunswick, Ontario, Quebec,
and the Territories,

(iii) the courts of any province in which each lan-
guage is the mother tongue of at least ten percent
of the population, and

(iv) the courts of any province in which the legisla-
ture has declared that English and French are the
official languages of that province.
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(2) the right of every person to communicate in
either language

(i) with any department or agency of the Govern-
ment of Canada, or of the Territories,
(ii) with the head office of every department and
agency of the governments of New Brunswick,
Ontario and Quebec,
(iii) with the head office of every department and
agency of the government of any province in
which each language is the mother tongue of at
least ten percent of the population,

(iv) with the head office of every department and
agency of the government of any province in
which the legislature has declared,that English
and French are the official languages of the
province.

It is regrettable, in our view, that the Victoria Charter
does not go this far. The right to the use of either language
in their Legislatures was not accepted by the three most
westerly Provinces. It would seem that ng province would
deny the right of any legislator .actually to speak in
French in the legislature, but three Provinces declined to
recognize formally an existing privilege as a legal right.

It would be most unfortunate if that position continued
to find support, since the only valid arguments for it can
easily be met. On the one hand, the fear that such a
provision could be interpreted to mean that the records,
journals and enactments of all the legislatures would have
to be made available by every Province in both languages,
at its own expense, is eliminated by the language of the
Charter. On the other hand, the concern that other lin-
guistic groups might be alienated by such a Provincial
recognition of the English or French languages could be
obviated by the granting of equal Provincial rights to
citizens of other language groups, a point we shall develop
further below.

The case for granting French such status in the legisla-
tures is not only that fairness demands equal treatment
for the French language outside of Quebec with that
which English receives within that Province, but especial-
ly that without it the two official languages might appear
to be an empty symbol. If the Constitution establishes two
official languages, it is reasonable to expect that it must
somehow go beyond the language policy which has
already been established by the Federal Parliament
through ordinary legislation. In other words, it.must in
some way touch Provincial as well as Federal institutions.
There is no more minimal way in which two official
languages can affect the Provinces than by allowing
French to be spoken in every Legislature. There is no
obligation to listen. But it may still be important to a
French-speaking legislator to speak in his officially-recog-
nized language.. It is our feeling that any Province which
is not prepared to accept an official recognition of the
right to speak both official languages in its legislature
would put in question its sincerity in endorsing the princi-
ple that English and French shall be the official languages
of Canada, a principle which all Provinces have already
accepted.

'We have already made it clear that we agree with the
recommendation of the Royal Commission on Bilingual-
ism and Biculturalism that New Brunswick and Ontario,

as the two Provinces with substantial proportions of
French-speaking inhabitants, have special obligations
with respect to the two languages. New Brunswick has
accepted such obligations.

'While we are in no position, as a Committee of the
Federal Parliament, to make direct recommendations to
Provincial Governments, we should like to express the
hope that Ontario will be prepared to accept access in
both languages to the records, journals, and enactments
of its Legislature, and the use of either language when
appearing in or giving evidence in its courts or in any
pleading or process in or issuing from those courts. Since
we realize that the financial burden imposed by these
responsibilities might be considerable, though no greater
than that which has been accepted by Quebec for more
than a century, we suggest to the Federal Government
that it consider the advisability of offering financial and
technical assistance to New Brunswick, Ontario and
Quebec to enable all of them more effectivel]¡ to serve
their linguistic minorities. ,

We regret the absence of any statement in the Charter
with respect to the language of education, and we endorse
the earlier statement of the Constitutional Conference in
February,1971:

The individual shall have the right to have English
or French as his main language of instruction in pub-
licly supported schools in areas where the language of
instruction of his choice is chosen by a sufficient
number of persons to justify the provision of the
necessary facilities.

Here there are both theoretical and practicâl problems.
The theoretical problem is raised by. the Province of
Quebec, which apparently feels some reluctance to accept
an unqualified right in parents to choose the language of
instruction of their children, for fear that the supposed
economic advantages of knowing English r-night tempt too
many parents to choose education in English for their
children.

'We are fully conscious of the need of the Quebec Gov-
ernment to keep constantly in mind demographic and
linguistic factors. Yet the fact appears to be that the
French language in Canada has never been stronger.
Even a well-known separatist witness before the Commit-
tee admitted that the Freneh language is now so secure
that Quebec's continuance within Canada would no
longer pose any threat to it. More important, there are
some matters in which a Government in a free society
may not go beyond persuasion. In our view this is one
such matter, and the right of parents to choose their
children's education is a basic human right which no
government can encroach upon.

\üe would add that, in our opinion, the spheres of trade
and commerce and industry in Quebec constitute impor-
tant fields of activity where the influence of the French
language must be established and developed.

To this end we support the general objective of making
French the working language in Quebec. Specific sugges-
tions were made on language of work by the Royal Com-
mission on Bilingualism and Biculturaiism in Reports 3A
and 3B and we include the relevant recommendations in
Appendix C.
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We hope that through studies being carried out in
Quebec on this matter, this objective can be achieved with
rltre respect for Quebec Anglophone institutions and
toking into account the North American and world real-
lly. If French is established as the key language in the
lrtrsiness world, the Government need not fear that it will
rtr¡t be chosen as a language of instruction by parents.

'fhere are practical as well as theoretical problems in
itrr¡rlementing any guarantee of choice of language in
orlucation. \üe believe, however, that, given good will, the
¡rt'r.rctical difficulties can be overcome. \üe are confident
Lltut, over a period of years, every province would be able,
with the aid of Federal grants, to achieve substantial
¡r()gress for its linguistic minority.

We believe that the language question is one of the most
Itttportant to be settled in a new Constitution. It is obvi-
rrt¡!4ly of great symbolic importance. How can a French-
a¡rcaking Canadian feel at home in Canada if the use of
lriu language is effectively denied him everywhere but in
Qrtebec? It is also of great practical importance, since it is
a rluestion of equal opportunity before the law and in the
l¡'¡rleral administration.

()li course, the language question goes much beyond the
('r¡nstitution. lüe have already discussed the effort of the
( lovernment of Quebec to establish French as the lan-
gtrrrge of work in that Province. We have found across the
r'r)l¡rìtry not only a sympathy towards the use of French,
lrrtt a lively interest in learning to speak it, especially
.lnoÍìg younger Canadians, and we look forward confi-
rlotrtly to the day when the proportion of bilingual Anglo-
lrl¡r)nes will be as high as that of bilingual Francophones.
'l'o this end we would encourage all young Canadians to
lotrt'n both the English and French languages. But as far
Ba the Constitution is concerned, we think it suffieient
lltrrt the more limited recommendations we make here, be
¡rl¡¡l¡ted. Of course, Parliament and the Legislatures
sltould be free to "provide for more extensive use of
üiltglish and French", as Article 18 of the Victoria Charter
ql.¡t{JS.

Although we frankly accept the inherent limitations of
r'o¡lstitutional provisions respecting languages, we are of
llrr, opinion that it is also important to give constitutional
t'rcrrgnition to another Canadian linguistic fact, viz., other
lntrguages. There are large groups of Canadians who
l¡rcrrk Ukrainian, German and ltalian and smaller num-
lrt,t's who speak many other tongues, especially those of
þllr¡tern Europe. In the Prairie Provinces other languages
ntc spoken more than French. Nearly one third of the
('¡rtrrrdian people come from stock that is neither British
rrr¡¡' French and is largely continental European. This
ll¡lrcl element has made a great contribution to the devel-
ol,rìlL.nt of Canada in the years since Confederation, and it
would be fitting to recognize it in the Constitution.

In our view a new Constitution should recognize in the
¡rrcumble that Canada is multicultural rather than bicul-

tural or unicultural. As a fact this seems sufficiently obvi-
ous to any student of the country, but it is also a point
which needs formal emphasis. There neither is, nor
should there be, any official culture in Canada. One of the
deepest aspects of our national character has been its
cultural tolerance towards minority groups. Canadians do
not feel the need to impose a common culture nor to
divorce people from their cultural roots. All democracies-allow their citizens freedom under law, but many do not
go so fãr as to allow cultural freedom. Canada must
continue to do so, but more consciously and more
effectivèly.

The Constitution should therefore provide in its section
on language rights that Provincial Legislatures may
confer rights on other language groups with respect to use
in the Legislatures themselves, or in government adminis-
tration, the courts, and education in publicly-supported
schools. The negative phrasing proposed in Article 19 of
the Victoria Charter is not adequate.

Our recommendation would confer no additional rights
upon the Provinces. By section 92(1) they already possess
the power to amend their own constitutions (except as
regards the office of Lieutenant-Governor), by section
92(4) they are granted jurisdiction over "the Establish-
ment and Tenure of Provincial Offices and the Appoint-
ment and Payment of Provincial Officers,", by section
92(14) they control the administration of justice in the
province, and by section 93 they receive the power exclu-
sively to make laws in relation to education. Nevertheless,
we believe that there is a profound. symbolic value in
drawing attention to existing provincial powers in the
part of the Constitution which specifically deals with lan-
guage rights. At the same time as official status is being
conferred upon the English and French languages, it
should be made clear both that this does not confer any
priority with respect to culture, and that the use of other
languages is encouraged. We have already mentioned the
possibility of special status for other languages in the
Provincial Legislatures.

The number of other languages besides English and
French and the diverse sizes and conditions of the groups
which speak them preclude the possibility.of establishing
mandatory ionstitutional provisions for them. They are
indeed regional rather than national languages, and it is
therefore appropriate that the specific recognition they
receive should be at the provincial level. At the same time,
however, there should be an umbrella provision in the
Constitution to give them their due acknowledgement as
one of the constituent elements of our country, ethnically
and linguistically. Moreover, where a Province confers a
particular public right upon a language group, it would be
appropriate for the Federal Government to provide a
measure of financial assistance. By doing so, it would help
the Provinces to provide a valuable publie service to a
group of citizens.
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Chapter I l-Regional Disparities

NECOMMENÐÃTIONS

29. The equilable distribution of income ehould be
recognized in the precrmble oI the Constitution as c¡

dyncrmic cnd humc¡ne obiective oI our social policy.
Consequently, we qgree with the principle stcrted in
the Victoric Chcrter that:

The Pc¡¡lictmenl qnd Government of Ccn<¡dc¡ <¡nd
the Legislotures qnd GovernmentE of the Prov-
inces qre committed to .. , the promotion of equcrl-
ity of opportunity ond well being lo¡ cll individu-
c¡ls in Cqncrdc.

30. rû/e cgree with the stqtement in the Victoric¡ Chcrter
that:

The Parlibment ond Government of Cc¡ncdc¡ <rnd
the Legislcrtures c¡nd Governments of the Prov-
incee crre committed to . . . the crBaurcnce, crs
necrrly crs possible, th<rt essenticrl public services
of reasonable qucility cre c¡vailc¡ble to c¡ll individu-
als in Cancdc¡.

This obiective should be recognized in the pre-
crmble of the Constitution.

31. The precmble of the Constitution ehould provide
thct every Cc¡nc¡dian should hc¡ve access to qde-
qucrte Federal, Provincial c¡nd municipcrl services
without hcving lo becrr c disproportionc¡te tcx
burden becc¡use of the region in which he lives. This
recommendc¡tion follows logiccrlly from our cccept-

' c¡nce of the principle of equcrlity of opportunity lor crll
Canc¡dicns.

32. We completely occept the following obiective <rs
stc¡ted in the Victoric¡ Chc¡¡ter:

The promotion of economic development to ¡educe
dispcrrities in the sociql c¡nd economic opportuni-
ties fo¡ <¡ll individu<¡ls in Ccnadcr wherever they
mcy live.

.As in the ec¡se of redistribution of income ctmong
individuals qnd lor the sctme retrsona, this obiective
ghould be recognized in the precrmble of the
Constitution.

In as vast and rich a country as Canada, it would have
been fortuitous if the wealth had been equally distributed
among the various regions. Canadians are becoming
aware of the problem of regional disparities and have

been asking their governments for increasingly greater
redistribution of wealth. The Canadian Constitution did
not explicitly assign this role to any government, but,
through its spending power, the Parliament of Canada
has been in a position to meet these needs.

In recent constitutional discussions, the question of
regional disparities has been approached by governments
through the concept of equal opportunity for alì Canadi-
ans. Indeed, the First Ministers have reached a consensus
on the concept of equal opportunity or equal future
prospects.

The statement of conclusions of the third working ses-
sion of the Constitutional Conference held in Ottawa on
February B'and 9, 1971, stated: "the First Ministers agreed
that the Constitution should include a recognition of the
importance of granting equality of opportunity to all
Canadians. It was therefore concluded that the reduction
of regional disparities should be referred to both in a new
preamble and in the body of the Constitution."

The statement of conclusions then proceeded to specify
what should be mentioned in the preamble and in the
body of the f-onstitution itself in respect of regional dis-
parities. Articie 46 of the Victoria Charter, a section pro-
posed for inclusion in the body of the Constitution was
worded in the following terms:

The Pariiament and Government of Canada and the
Legislatures and Governments of the Provinces are
committed to:

(1) the promotion of equality of opportunity and
weli-being for all individuals in Canada;

(2) the assurance, as far as possible, that essential
pubiic services of reasonable quality are available
to atl individuals in Canada; and

(3) the promotion of economic development to
reduce disparities in the social and econornic oppor-
tunities for all individuals in Canada wherever they
may live.

Article 47 of the Victoria Charter makes an important
qualification to the provisions of Article 46:

The provisions of this Part shall not have the effect
of altering the distribution of powers and shall not
compel the Parliament of Canada or Legislatures of
the Provinces to exercise their legislative powers.
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'We endorse the conclusions of the First Ministers con-
cerning regional disparities and we believe that Canadi-
ans fully support these objectives and want to have them
inciuded in the Canadian Constitution. Considering the
nature of these objectives, we recommend that they be
included in the preamble of the Constitution. Otherwise,
further provisions would have to be inserted to limit the
scope of the various sections, as was the case in Article 47
of the Victoria Charter.

Equal opportunity must exist for every Cânadian. This
does not mean that every individual must have the same
wealth or income but, rather, that there will be equal
opportunities which will foster the development and weII-
being of groups of individuals. Regional disparities are a
bar to achieving equal opportunity for all Canadians.
Hence, equal opportunity must eliminate the possibility of
disparities that arise from belonging to a particular group
(region, province, race, language, etc.).

It is important, first of all, to differentiate between
poiicies whose aim is to redistribute income among
individuals and those designed to achieve equal oppor-
tunity for all Canadians. In order to achieve vertical
equity the governments of Canada redistribute income
among individuals so as to reduce disparities in the
income scale of Canadians. This goal is being reached
through a progressive system of taxation, through expen-
ditures for goods and public services offered equally to all
Canadians, and through certain transfer payments such
as old age pensions and family allowances which provide
assistance to needy citizens. This redistribution has an
indirect effect on the distribution of income among
regions, but the prime concern is still the individual as a
citizen of Canada and not as a resident of a particular
region. There is no question here of equalizing opportuni-
ties but merely of reducing income disparities, and the
extent to which the latter remain depends on what is
deemed acceptable by Canadians at a given time. We
know what Canadians regard as equitable today, but we
also know that vertical equity in future may call for
greater or lesser redistribution.

In accordance with the principle expressed in the Vic-
toria Charter, it does not seem wise to us to try to specify
in the Constitution the form or degree of redistribution of
income. Social priorities and principles cannot be fixed at
any specific time. We therefore recommend that the objec-
tive of achieving a fair redistribution of income be includ-
ed in the preamble of the Constitution, and that it reflect
the social conscience of Canadians and out own approach
to social problems.

Actually it is at the regional or provincial level that
equality of opportunity can best be applied. Here the
redistribution of wealth can be used to equalize the finan-
cial capacities of the regional governments or reduce dis-
crepancies in the economic potential of the various
regions.

Governments ensure horizontal equity by seeing to it
that the citizens of a disadvantaged region do not have to
bear a relatively greater tax burden in order to obtain a
level of public services equivalent to that existing in the
country as a whole. In Canada this goal is partially
attained through equalization of provincial revenues. The
present equalization formula enables the Provincial Gov-
ernments to offer their citizens a fairly uniform pro-
gramme of essential services without having to saddle

them with an excessive tax load. The formula takes into
account all revenues belonging to the Provincial Govern-
ments themselves, exclusive of conditional and uncondi-
tional grants, as well as funds obtained through borrow-
ing. It distinguishes 16 sources of provinc.ial revenue and
determines the most appropriate tax base for each. For
instance, in the case of the liquor tax, the tax base consists
of the volume of alcoholic beverages consumed in each
province. The most appropriate tax base for personal
income tax, corporate tax, succession duties, sales tax and
the like is determined in the same way. For each of the 16
sources of revenue, it is then necessary to compare (1) the
per capita yield from the tax base of a province at the
average rate in force in the provinces as a whole with (2)
the per capita yield from the tax bases of the provinces as
a whole at the average rate in force in the provinces as a
whole. rvVhen the total revenues of a province, calculated
according to (1) are lower than the national average as
calculated in (2), the Federal Government makes up the
difference through an equalization payment.

The existing equalization formula does not take into
account provincial differences in the needs for public
services and the costs of providing these services. It is
based on the assumption that all provinces in Canada
have similar needs and costs per capita in this sphere.

It is significant also that this formula raises the overall
potential tax yield in dísadvantaged provinces to the
national average but does not lower the total yield of the
richer provinces to that level. The formula therefore does
not result in equalization of the total potential revenues of
all the provinces, but only of those provinces where poten-
tial revenues are lower than the national average.

Furthermore, it should be noted that the formula does
not take into account the financing aspect of the equaliza-
tion programme. In fact, all provinces participate in
financing the equalization programme, since Canadians
of all regions pay taxes to the Federal Government and
part of these taxes is used to make equalization payments
to all provinces which are entitled to them. Thus the
amounts paid into the equalization programme each year
overestimate the net transfers made between richer and
poorer provinces.

'We have stressed above specific aspects of the present
equalization formula. Although a definite improvement
over previous ones, it would be more likely to produce
equality of opportunity in the area of provincial public
services if further changes were made in it.

At the present time, the revenues of municipal govern-
ments are not subject to equalization, so that municipali-
ties where the average individual income is lower must
shoulder a relatively heavier financial burden in order to
give their citizens comparable public services. Since part
of municipal revenues is used to finance public services
having a direct bearing on individuals and their develop-
ment, such as education, we submit that this situation
makes it difficult to bring about a true equality of oppor-
tunity for all Canadians.

Our goal should be to give all Canadians access to
adequate Federal, provincial and municipal services. The
type of redistribution of wealth necessary is based on
much more objective criteria, and the following prineiple
should be incorporated into the preamble of the Constitu'
tion: Canadians, regardless of where they live, that is,



regardless of the city or province in which they live,
should not have to bear a disproportionate financial'
burden in order to receive an equivalent level of public
services.

Behind the concept of equality of opportunity there is
the desire to equalize the economic potential of each
region. Perhaps this is the most subjective aspect of
equality of opportunity. Consideration of the nature of
economic potential in various regions raises questions
about the means available to achieve such equality of
potential and also about its advisability.

Naturally, the basis of equal opportunity remains the
existence of a feeling of community of interests in
Canada. Insofar as regional economic potential is con-
cerned, however, some economists claim that better bal-
ance in the economic development of the various regions
can be obtained only at the expense of a reduced rate of
growth in the gross nationai product. Other economists
believe that, on the contrary, such a balance can lead to a
higher national growth rate. Without attempting to decide
the issue, we would suggest that the very existence of
regional disparities implies increasingly significant social
costs, even apart from such more tangible costs as equali-
zation payments.

If one agrees to define the economic potential of each
region in terms of per capita income, one may conclude
that the means of reducing differences in potential are (1)
a reduction in the relative population of the region or (2)
an increase in economic potential through higher invest-

ment in depressed regions. In this connection we might
note that in the post-war period, there was indeed a slight
narrowing of the gap between the levels of average
incomes in the various regions. Ilowever, we must at once
add that this was due in part to a decrease of the relative
population in areas of low average income.

Underlying regional development policies is the recogni-
tion that in addition to the advantages of greater manpow-
er mobility, there is a social cost associated with an
individual's being compelled to leave his area in order to
find a job. Nor can this situation be reconciled with equal
opportunity. These considerations lead us logically to con-
sider the relative âspect of regional economic potential.

There is often a tendency to measure regional dispari-
ties in strictly monetary terms. Yet pollution levels, crime
rates and opportunities for political participation and per-
sonâl development in general are undoubtedly important
factors when comparing one region with another. The
monetâry aspects of equal oþportunity must certainly be
weighed against these social factors.

We fully endorse the objective set out in the Victoria
Charter, namely "the promotion of economic develop-
ment to reduce disparities in the social and economic
opportunities for aII individuals in Canada wherever the
may live:" As in the case of the redistribution of income
among individuals. and for the same reasons, we recom-
mend the insertion of that objective in the premable of the
Constitution
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PART III_FEDERAL INSTITUTIONS

Chapter l2-The Head of State

RECOMMEND.ATIONS

33. Becouse of the stc¡te of divided opinion in Canc¡dc,
the Committee does not recommend crny chcnge in
the monc¡rchiccrl system ct the present time.

34. The Committee itself prefers tr Ccnc¡dic¡n as Hecrd of
Stcte, cnd supports the evolulioncrry process by
which the Governor Genercl has been grcrnted more
Iunctions c¡re the Hec¡d of Stc¡te lor Ccnãda. Eventu-
crlly, the question of retoining or cbolishing the
Monarchy will have to be decided by wcy of clear
consultation with the Cqnc¡dic¡n people.

The central place of the Crown, from the legal point of
view, in the public life of Canada is established in Part IIl.
(Executive Power) of the British North America Act. Sec-
tion 9 of the Act provides: "The Executive Government
and Authority of and over Canada is hereby declared to
continue and be vested in the Queen." Section 1b of the
same Act declares that "The Command-in-Chief of the
Land and Naval Militia, and of all Naval and Military
Forces, bf and in Canada, is hereby declared to continue
and be vested in the Queen."

The B.N.A. Act also provides in section 12 that all
powers exercisable under any acts of the United Kingdom
Parliament or of the colc;nial legislatures then (186?) exer-
cised by Governors or Lieutenant Governors were as far
as possible to be exercised "by the Governor General,
with the Advice or with the Advice and Consent of or in
conjunction with the Queen's Privy Council for Canada,
or any Member thereof, or by the Governor General
individually, as the Case requires." Section 13 ädds that
"The Provisions of this Act referring to the Governor in
Council shall be construed as referring to the Governor
General acting by and with the Advice of the eueen's
Privy Council for Canada."

While the explicit words of the B.N.A. Act seem to imply
that the role of the Canadian Government is that of ten-
dering advicb only, yet Canadians are well aware of the
constitutional convention that the Governor General, as
the representative of the Queen in Canada, must normally
follow the advice of his Canadian ministers, and that a
corresponding convention applies to the actions of Lieu-
tenant Governors in relation to provincial governments.
The binding nature of this advice is one of the principles
at the core of our system of responsible government.

We were impressed that Canadians, speaking generally,
do not want any major change in direction away from the

parliamentary system of government as an institution.
Some witnesses even expressed the fear that, if any
change were made in the "head of state system" which we
now have, this change would itself imperil parliamentary
government. However, a number of Commonwealth coun-
tries have become republics without undermining their
parliamentary systems. Consequently, there seems to be no
basis for the fear that the substance of our democratic
institutions, and the basis of our responsible government,
would be affected by any change in the relationship òf the
head of state to the executive and palliamentary institu-
tions in the country.

We believe it is fair to say that any change in the nature
of the office of head of state for the Canadian nation is, or
could be, institutionally speaking, a change of style and
not a change of substance. As one expert witness said:

rffe will have to settle for the fact that we have a
head of state here in Ottawa.

I do not see any insuperable difficulty to havingthis
kind of head of state, because for practical purposes
from day to day, that is what we have had for a very
long time. (3.24:38)

'We thus distinguish style and substance, even while fully
recognizing that any formal alteration of the position of
the Crown would be a highly emotional issue. Many
Canadians made it clear to us that they would either
affirm or decry such a change with fervour. But we would
infer from the general level of satisfaction of Canadians
with their institutions, from a democratic point of view at
least, that they are confident that their other fundamental
institutions would survive any debate on the issue of
change for the Monarchy. In this sense most Canadians
seem to feel that any change would be more one of cli-
mate, however stormy the passage, than one of fundamen-
tal constitution import.

The quantity of the evidence on the head of state shows
that it was a recurring theme in the Committee's travels
across Canada. There were, first of all, many Canadians
who stood squarely for no change in the present system
under which the Monarch is represented in Canada by a
Governor General who exercises constitutionally limited,
but important, functions in the Canadian political system.
The main argument advanced by these witnesses was that
the Monarch, as the non-partisan head of the Canadian
government, protects the people, both institutionally and
symbolically, from the excesses of popularly elected gov-
ernments. For some, the image of the Monarch and the
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Royal Family gives them a central position in the mainte-
nance of socially desirable attitudes and manners. For
them the fabric of society is stabilized by the presence of a
personage of such dignity and respect. Others argued that
the Mona¡chy must.be maintained as the historical link
with the United Kingdom in the evoiutionary grbwth of .

Canada.

The following extracts from our evidence indicate the
major arguments of those favouring the present system:

lVere there no other reason for his office, this
residual discretion which the governor general exer-
cises is sufficient justification. The Crown in Canada
is not just an historic survival from the past but a
living and enduring part of the life of the people. More
personal and therefore more firmly based than ever
before, affection has been added to reverence. Like
very few other things, the monarchy lays claim equal-
ly to the affection of French-speaking and English-
speaking Canadians, something for us to remember in
these days of discordant dialogue between the two
founding races. The Canadian monarchy provides a
focal point of national acceptance not only for these
Canadians but for the many new Canadians of differ-
ing backgrounds. Many coming to Canada from
Europe know and understand the concept of
monarchy from experience in their native lands. New
Canadians are somewhat surprised at the apparent
apathy of some native Canadians towards the institu-
tion of the monarchy. Every nation must have a head
of state. An alternative to our form of democratic
government is a republic. In an hereditary monarchy
one king succeeds another, as an historic proclama-
tion "The King is dead; long live the King" resounds
throughout the land. In every election of a president
in a republic there is division and strife. (3.62:23)

Another witness said:

The Crown has not been maintained in Canada just
because of tradition, and I would remind you that
both English-speaking Canadians and French-speak-
ing Canadians have a long history of monarchical
forms coming from both Britain and France . . .

That is not the reâson why we have retained the
Crown. We have retained it because of its practical
political operations and because it has worked . . .

A man going from a private citizen to a minister of
the Crown or from ministry to head of state, can lose
all sense of proportion and all his personal balance,
and the history of the world and the governing of man
has illustrated this hundreds of times. Men, whether
they come. from monarchical levels or whether they
are ordinary Corsican corporals become leaders of
the world in the name of democracy and take on an
emperorship and they, too, are subject to the bends.

So what should we do in our Constitution? We
recognize this danger at the headship of state and the
headship of government and separate those two ele-
ments. ïlle put one person at the top and call him or
her the Monarch and say, "You have all the poúer,
you have all the colour, you represent the legal
system, you represent the background of the Constitu-
tion or you have all the power, but you can exercise
none of it." Then we put another littie man up at the

top and say, '.'You will be the trustee of the powers. rvVe

will advise on the use of the powers, but you may
never have those powers." \ühy do we do this? For the
simple reason . . . that politicians no matter where
they come from, or who they are must be electable,
responsible, criticizable and removable. (3.33:49)

On the other hãnd, those Canadians who opposed the
Monarchy seemed in most cases, to oppose it because of
the link which the "Canadian Monarchy" has with the
British Crown. Their objections were not so much against
the monarchical system, as a system, but against the con-
nection with the United Kingdom. The essence of their
position was that the present Monarchy is not a Canadian
institution because of these links. As one witness said:

To an English-born Canadian such as myself . . . the
most damning thing I want to say about the English
monarchy is that it is not Canadian. (3.20:43)

Another said:

I think the Queen is a very nice lady. I think that she
really appreciated visiting Manitoba. I do not think
she really paid too much attention to all the visits and
to the comments made simply because of the fact that
she really . . . has other problems and does not have
that much of a stake. I think at this time in order to
really solidify the Canadian unity we should have
more contact with our Canadian politicians, our
Canadian institutions, with the Canadian people.
(3.20:52)

A further observation was:

One thing that I would like to ask-and I do not ask
this belligerently or anything-would the people who
want to preserve the monarchy be in favour of having
a Canadian as a king. If it is the monarchy we want,
why not a Canadian? Is there anything magic about
having a monarch from some other country? I mean
do they have the divine right or anything? rffhy not a
Canadian? (3.33:57)

This group also argued that the Monarchy in Canada
was a source of disunity. Ironically, those who argued in
favour of continuing the Monarch, argued that it was on
the contrary a source of unity. Since the Monarchy cannot
be both in the context of the total Canadian society, it
would seem that the difficulty of defining the criteria of
"unity" or "disunity" prevents any objective evaluation of
these respective arguments. One witness even had a
remedy, although he was not sure of the diagnosis:

If the Crown cannot be a symbol of unity between
French Canada and English Canada, I say, do away
with it. But let us do it quickly, and let us part as
friends. f am sure Her Majesty would not want to
cause division am.ong her Canadian people. (3.39:42)

Those who opposed the institution of the Monarchy also
argued that because of its links the Monarchy as estab-
lished in Canada is a reminder of "colonial" status.
Another witness put his misgivings rather graphically:

You get people saying that one thing the fishermen
in Newfoundland, the Prairie farmer and the Eskimo
in the Arctic have in common is the Queen's head on
the coinage and the oath of allegiance to the Queen
when they go to take their seats in Parliament. But
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what they do not seem to realize is that these items are
also common between us and the inhabitants of the
Fiji Islands and Hong Kong. There is no necessary
connection and no logical connection. There is, in fact,
no connection between the concept of the Crown and
the concept of Canada as a united country.. ..

\ühat is the function of the Crown? rvVhat is the
Crown? The Crown is in substance the King of Eng-
land. There is no balking that point. We do not have a
debate here when the King or Queen dies who wiII be
the next one. There is no doubt who the next one will
be. The next one will be the person recognized by the
English Government as the King of England. So what
is the purpose of the people of this country-and I
speak as a foreigner recently naturalized-what is the
purpose of requiring the people of this country to
swear allegiance... to the sovereign of another coun-
try, a person who has no connection, so little connec-
tion with this country? He or she not only is not a
Canadian but very rarely comes here. When he does
come here, he makes a few ceremonial non-political,
purely social gestures, like we are going to the Com-
monwealth Games and things of that sort. What is the
point of making people swear allegiance to that
person? The answer is obvious. If it means anything,
what it means is that we are bowing the knee to
England. And if people say the Crown is a symbol,
and it is a symbol, what is it a symbol of? . . . The
monarch is the tribal totem of the Anglo-Saxons
and . . . when people elected to Parliament or to a
legislature are required to swear allegiance to this
king of a foreign country, this is equivalent to the
bailiff saying, (in Iüilliam Tell) "You salute my hat.
Otherwise you do not take your seat in Parliament."
(3.33:43)

Others pointed out that the requirements of the law in
connection with the oath of allegiance in citizenship court,
in the public servíce and in Parliament and the Legisla-
tures, as well as the wording of the B.N.A. Act and the
form and process of courts, impose, upon Canadians who
reject the Monarchy, an unequal psychological burden of
citizenship:

This is not merely a mâtter of imagination. You hear
about it everywhere. I will give you just one example I
heard recently. A Dutchman in this province who was
recently naturalized, recently took his citizenship, was
interviewed by the citizenship judge, and he objected
to having to swear this oath of allegiance to the Queen
of England. He said, "Look here. I was a Dutchman, I
am intending to become a Canadian. I am not intend-
ing to become an Englishman. \Mhy should I have to
swear allegiance to the King of England?" Now what
answer could the judge give to him? There is only one
answer the judge could give him. He said, "This is the
way it is; you have got to do it." He did not, of course,
say that this is the Queen of Canada, because the only
person that you can say that to with a straight face-
this person who lives over there and hardly ever
comés here and is not a Canadian is the Queen of
Canada-the only person you could say that to with a
straight face would be a constitutional läwyer, not a
human being. (3.33:44)

They feel that the Monarch cannot be made Queen of
Canada by what they consider to be a legal fiction.

Several witnesses felt that the predominant mood of
Canadians on the Monarchy was apathy:

One more point on which I had not intended to
touch, but since so many others have talked about the
Monarchy, I cannot resist a word. It is, it seems to me,
a matter of secondary consideration compared to
other and weightier issues of national unity. I am
indifferent about it, retain it or abolish it as you will.
(3.34:34)

There appeared to be a considerable measure of sup-
port for having a "Canadian" Governor General who
would be the Head of State in his own right, rather than
as representing the Monarch, while at the same time
recognizing the Monarch as the head of the Common-
wealth. Some felt that this was a natural evolutionary step
for Canada to take, and that it would, in effect, "Canadi-
anize" the office of Governor General and be the least
divisive and most generally satisfying step that could be
taken. It was further argued that this would be most in
accord with our history and traditions.

The following excerpts illustrate this view:

The first specific change would be to rewrite the
preamble to the Act. Rather than describing our gov-
ernment as similar in principle to the United King-
dom, we propose a federal constitution based on the
principles of parliamentary supremacy. Executive
authority in Canada would be vested in the Governor-
General as head of state and the working executive
would be responsible to the Parliament of Canada . . . .

Those sections which refer to executive authority
would be revamped to vest all executive authority in
the Governor-General as head of state. This provision
which enhances the present office of Governor-Gener-
al iecognizes by inference that Ca'nadians of recog-
nized stature, such as General Vanier or the present
Governor-General, would enhanee the office and
ensure that the head of state was a Canadian, inti-
mately concerned with the welfare of Canada and not
a personage removed from Canada whose sovereign
authority is not only questioned but disregarded by a
majority of Canadians.

The provisions which provide for a Privy Council to
advise the Governor-General would remain
unchanged. The flexibility in these provisions has
allowed for Canadian conventions, customs and
procedures to develop to meet the needs of a dynamic
policy. fntroducing precise legal definitions would
therefore, restrict the healthy traditional political pro-
cess based on the imprecision of the British North
America Act. (3.23:60)

Another witness said:

I do not think it is in our power to abolish the
monarchy because it is a British institution and they
are the people who could abolish it. All we have to do
is to have our o\Ã/n head of .state and that is all.
(3.32:60)

A further view was:

It is my opinion that a head of state should be a
Canadian and reside in Canada. I make this sugges-
tion because I think that selecting a head of state from
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one family is contrary to the bill of rights and is
discriminatory on the grounds of race, creed änd
colour.

It should be possible in any sovereign, independent
state for any citizen regardless of his ethnic origin,
religious beliefs or colour to become the head of state
as it is in most independent, sovereign states. (3.32:58)

The majority of the members of the Committee would
prefer a Canadian as Head of State who would no longer
represent a Monarch beyond the seas but would assume
office for an established period of years following an
affirmative vote of Parliament. We therefore support the
evolutionary process by which the Governor General has

been granted more functions as the Head of State for
Canada.

However, in the present climate of Canadian opinion
any sharp change would probably be an unduly divisive
step. As far as we are able to measure, Canadians are
about equally divided between those who favour and
those who oppose the Monarchy, with the proponents
generally being older, and the opponents generaily
younger.

In such circumstances, therefore, the Committee does
not recommend any change in the Monarchy at the pre-
sent time, but eventually the question of retaining or
abolishing it will have to be decided by way of a clear
consultation with the Canadian people.

I
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Chapter 13-The Senate

NECOMMENDÃTIONS

35, The present full veto power of the Senate over legis-
lc¡tion should be ¡educed to q suspenaive veto for six
months cccording to the following lormulcr: o bill
mcry become ltrw without the consent of the Senate
(l) Íf the House of Commons, hcving once pcrssed it,
p<rssea it crgcrin no Iess lhqn six months after il wc¡s
rejected or fincrlly c¡mended by the Senc¡te or, (2) if.,
within 6 months of third rectding of cr bill by the
House ol Commons the Senc¡te hc¡s not completed
considerqtion of it, <¡nd the House of Commons
crgcin pcrsses it ot cny time <¡fter the expircrtion of
the 6 months, but crny period when Pqrlicment is
prorogued or dissolved shcll not be counted in com-
putíng the 6 monlhs.

36. The investigcrtive ¡ole of the Senc¡te, which hc¡s
gcined more importqnce in rece¡rt yecrrs, should be
continued crnd expcnded at the initic¡tive of the
Senqte itself, ond the Government should c¡lso mqke
more use of the Senate in this wcry.

37. The Government should be entitled to introduce in
the Senc¡te all bills, including money bills but
excluding cppropriction bills, before their crpprovcrl
by rhe House of Commons, provided thc¡t. in the ccse
of money bills, they should be int¡oduced by lhe
let¡der of the Government in the Senc¡te on behalf of
the Government.

38. the dist¡ibution of Sencrtors should be c¡s lollows:
Newfoundland 6, Prince Edward Island 4, Nova
Scotic¡ 10, New B¡unswick 10, Quebec 24, Onlo,tio 24,
Mcnítobc¡ 12, Scskatchewcn 12, .r{lberta 12, British
Columbic¡ 12, the Yukon Territory 2, cnd the North-
west Terrítories 2: q totcl of 130.

39. Ãtl Sencto¡s should continue to be crppointed by the
Federcl Government: cg vc¡cc¡ncies occur in the pre-
sent Senate, one-half of the Senc¡tors from eqch Prov-
ince ond Territory should be crppointed in the s<¡me
mcnner c¡s qt present; the other hc¡lf from ecch Prov-
ince crnd Territory should be crppointed by the Feder-
c¡l Government lrom cr pctnel of nomineee submitted
by the crppropricrte Provincic¡l or Territoric¡l
Government.

40. The personcrl requirements for cppointment to the
Senc¡te should be limited to those required for eligi-
bility os qn elector in the Cc¡nqdc¡ Elections r{ct, plus
¡eeidence in the P¡ovince for which q Senc¡tor is

crppointed. The Quebec structure of electoral divi-
sions should be c¡bolished.

41. The compulsory retirement cge for qll new Sencto¡s
should be seventy yecrrs. Upon r.etirèment, Senators
should retc¡in lhe right to the title crnd precedence of
Senc¡tors and the righl to pcrrticipcrte in the work of
the Sencte o¡ oI its Commiltees but not the right to
vote or to ¡eceive the indemnity of Senctors.

The Confederation Debates of 1865 prove that there
would have been no Confederation in 1867, or at least no
Canada as we know it today, if provision had not been
made for the Senate. The Maritimes and Quebec were not
prepared to join the union if there was to be only one
elected House, based on population. Canada would be a
federation, and not a unitary state. Consequently, if the
Lower House were based on representation by popula-
tion, there must be an Upper House giving equality to the
regions.

The Honourable George Brown, speaking in the 1865
debates in the House of Assembly on a motion to approve
the resolution passed at the 1864 Quebec Conference
stated:

The very essence of our compact is that the union
shall be federal and not legislative. Our Lower
Canada friends have agreêd to give us representation
by population in the Lower lIouse, on the express
condition that they shall have equality in the Upper
House. On no other condition could we have advanced
astep....(P.88).

Obviously the Fathers of Confederation were deter-
mined to establish a Senate, but they did not intend it to
be a rival of the House of Commons. The position of the
House of Commons was guaranteed by three decisions:
only the House of Commons would be elected; all bills for
the raising and spending of money would originate in the
Commons; the government would be responsible only to
the Lower House. It is also clear that the original intention
was broadly to pattern the Canadian Senate on the British
Upper House and not on the American Senate. As Mac-
donald said in the 1865 debates:

The Legislative Council will stand in the same rela-
tion to the Lower House, as the House of Lords to the
House of Commons in England . . . .(p.34).

Two roles, then, were intended for the Senate of
Canada: 1) the protection of Provincial, minority or
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regional rights; 2) the review of legislation (in the words of
Sir John A. Macdonald, "the sober second thought in
legislation.")

Criticism of the Canadian Senate has centred on the
method of selection, the term of appointment, and the
failure of some Senators to devote sufficient time and
attention to their duties as Senators. The Senate suffers as
v¡ell from a misunderstanding of its role, unfavourable
comparison with the American Senate (which it was never
intended to duplicate), and inadequate publicity for the
work it has done.

The Senate in fact has done a great deal of good work,
as will be discussed later in this chapter. Much of it,
unfortunately, has gone unnoticed. If Canadian govern-
ments in the past have paid only lip service to Senate
reform, the Senate itself in recent.times has made great
efforts to improve itself.

While there is a body of opinion which holds that a
non-elected Senate is an anachronism in a modern democ-
racy, the Committee found that the majority of witnesses
who appeared before us recommended the reform of the
Senate rather than its abolition, and many suggestions for
reform were made.

'We agree with the witnesses who argued for reform of
the Senate, not its abolition. The reasons which prompted
the Fathers of Confederation to set up a bicameral legisla-
tive process in Canada are still valid today. Federal states
in particular have found upper houses valuable. They
allow greater.regional representation at the level of the
central government. The federal legislative process can
and does benefit from regional representation.

The importance of this role cannot be denied. The prob-
lems of regional disparities, the recurring talk of aliena-
tion from some regions, of separatism from others, and
the concern about domination by the Central Provinces
reinforce traditional and theoretical arguments. The
growth and development of Canada has not reduced
regionalism in some aspects, but has rather enhanced it as
regions grew stronger. Much remains to be done . to
improve the relations and understanding between regions,
and the Senate can be one important tool.

The veto power of the Canadian Senate is unlimited.
Even in the ca.se of money bills (while it is true that the
Senate cannot initiate them or increase the amount), it can
refusg to pass them or can reduce the amounts. There has
been no change in this power since 1867. On the other
hand, the constitutional power of the British House of
Lords, on which our Senate was basically patterned, has
been reduced. In the case of the Senate a curbing of its
veto power would, paradoxically, strengthen it, and do so
without weâkening the House of Commons. It would
increase the possibilities of confrontation, but avoid the
perpetuation of deadlock by ultimately giving the House
of Commons its way.

Suggestions have been made that the Senate could have
some special power in confirming the appointments of
Judges of the Supreme Court, Ambassadors and heads of

cultural agencies. Such a role could lead to political con-
troversy over the appointment, and to an unnecessary
public discussion which would probably weaken the
appointee rather than strengthen him. We reject this pro-
posed role.

The investigative role of the Senate is not new, but it has
assumed much greater importance in the 1960s. There
have been, for example, special committees of the Senate
on Manpower and Employment, Land Use in Canada,
Aging, Mass Media, Poverty, and Science Poiicy, in addi-
tion to studies by Senate standing committees. Other
investigations have been done by special joint committees
of the Senate and the House of Commons - such as those
on Consumer Credit and on Divorce in 1967, and this
Special Joint Committee on the Constitution. Much useful
information has been produced by these Committees, and
major legisiation has resulted from their work.

'We recommend that the present veto power of the
Senate be reduced to a suspensive veto for a period of six
months: so that a bill could become law without the con-
sent of the Senate if the House of Commons, having once
passed it, passes it again after a period of six months from
the date of its rejection or final amendment by the Senate.
This would ensure the continuation of a legislative role
for the Senate in which regional forces could work, while
at the same time ensuring that the House of Commons
could not be thwarted indefinitely. Such a suspensive veto
would recognize political realities in Canada, and would
give to the Senate a more realistic constitutional base, as a
non-elected body, from which to express its opposition to
the elected government and the House of Commons. If the
Senate did not complete its consideration of a bill or
resolution within six months from third reading or pas-
sage in the House of Commons, it shoutd become law if
again passed by the House of Commons at any time
during the same Parliament. Periods when Parliament is
prorogued or dissoived would not be counted in comput-
ing the six-month period.

In order to help speed up the legislative process we also
recommend that the Government should be entitled to
introduce in the Senate all bills, including money bills, but
excluding appropriation bills, before their approval by
the House of Commons; provided that, in the case of
money bills, they should be introduced by the Leader of
the Government in the Senate on behalf of the Govern-
ment. Where bills are first introduced in the Senate, a
government would obviously be assuming a favourable
reception there, since this procedure would make the
overriding of the Senate by the House more complicated
if it became necessary.

Under the compromise of 1867 the then-existing three
regions were given equal representation in the Senate.
The Maritimes as a unit had 24 Senators, and there were
24 each for Quebec and Ontario, for a total of 72. As the
'Western Provinces entered Confederation they were given
varying numbers of Senators. In 1915, Western Canada
was made a fourth senatorial area with 24 Senators equal-
ly distributed between the four provinces, raising the total
representation in the Senate to 96. This was further
inereased to 102, the present maximum, with the alloca-
tion of six Senate seats to Newfoundland on its joining
Confederation. The present provincial membership is
therefore as follows:

'::,{
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Newfoundland . .. .

NovaScotia..,.
New Brunswick
Prince Edward Island .

Quebec
Ontario
Manitoba ..
Saskatchewan
Alberta....;....
British Columbia

TOTAL ..... 102

For the purposes of senatorial areas the West in 1915
was considered one unit. ïVhile the four 'Western Prov-
inces share many common concerns, even in 1915 it could
not be said that the whole of the West was one economic
unit. It is even less so today. Furthermore, since 1g1b the
economic power of the West has dramatically increased.

Two regions, the Yukon and the Nofthwest Territories
remain without representation in the Senatô. There is
precedent for having Senatorial representation for the
Territories. In IBBB, the Northwest Territories were first
given two Senators under the authority of a Constitution-
al amendment of 1886. This was increased to four in 1904
prior to the acquisition of provincial status by Saskatche-
wan and Alberta.

Many federal states have equal representation in the
Upper House for all states. In view of the great disparity
in the size and economic power of the various Canadian
provinces, the concentration of Francophones mainly in
one province, and the historical structure and commit-
ments of every province, we reject total equality for each
province as impracticable.

On the other hand, Canada is the only federation in
which some of the smaller provincial units have more
representatives in the second chamber than have the mid-
dle-sized units. In our opinion the time has come for a
redistribution of Senate seats to reflect better the present
regions of Canada.

Two of the most obvious deficiencies in the current
distribution of seats are: (1) the disparity in representation
in geographical and other terms between the Western
provinces and the other provinces; (2) the fact that the
Yukon and the Northwest Territories, being a major part
of the Canadian land mâss, are not represented at all in
the Senate. Consideration must also be given to the fact
that a reduction in the complement of Senators from
Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island
wouid have the effect, in some cases immediately, of
reducing the number of members in the House of Com-
mons from those provinces: for sections 51(1)3 and 514 of
the B¡itish North America Act provide a floor for House
of Commons representation for a province by ensuring
that no province can have fewer members than Senators.
Taking into account these factors as well as historical
ones, we propose the following distribution of seats in the
Senate, which would increase representation for the \{est
and the North:

Newfoundland
Nova Scotia
New Brunswick ,.,.

Prince Edward Island .

Quebec
Ontario
Manitoba ..
Saskatchewan
Alberta
British Columbia

PROVINCIAL TOTAL

Yukon Territory
Northwest Territories

6
10
10
4

24
24

6
6
6
6

4
24
24
t2
t2
L2
t2

L26

2
2

GRAND TOTAL .., 130

Considering that in the final analysis the success
failure of the Senate depends more on the quality of
membership than on any other factor, the question
selection is paramount.

The method of selection of Senators has been open
to much eriticism. Many Canadians think of Senate
appointments (made, in fact if not in form, by the Prime
Minister) as simply a method of rewarding party faithful.
Iüith all due respect to the many fine appointments which
have been made, there have been over the years too many
appointments which in the eyes of the public confirm this
view.

The system of appointment is therefore suspect. Credit
is due to the present Prime Minister for a very real
attempt to broaden the base. There is no guarantee, how-
ever, that future Prime Ministers would foliow the same
course. This is not to say that political appointments are
\Mrong per se-after all, the Senate is part of the political
smucture; it is a political arena. The criticism is not that
politicians ore appointed, but rather t}:e reason for their
appointment.

If the Senate is to fulfill properly its role, the criterion
for membership must not be reward for past service, but
rather tl:e eæpectatzon of future sen)ice to the nation,
based on a recognition of abilttA and pøst sen)xce in
uarious ftelds of endeauour, including the political
sphere. Certainly the Canadian system is unique, as no
other federation has chosen to follow the Canadian exam-
ple of placing the appointments of senators in the hands
of the central government.

The Committee has spent considerable time in consider-
ing the best method of selecting Senators. We do not feel
that a wholly or partialiy elected Senate is the answer in
the Canadian context. The decision made in 1867 was not
accidental. The appointment system still offers the most
scope for a greater diversity of Senators, drawn from all
areas of Canadian life. Consequently, we recommend that
one half of the Senators from each Province or Territory
be appointed by the Federal Government as now, and that
the other half be appointed by the Federal Government
from nominees proposed by the appropriate Provincial
Government or Territorial Council. Thus, although the
whole of the formal power of appointment would remain
with the Federal Government, half of the Senate members
would be, in effect, Provincial appointees. The new
system should be brought into effect as vacancies arise,
with the first nomination from each Province or Territory
to be made from the Provincial or Territorial list. and
subsequent nominations alternating.
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At present, a person eligible for appointment to the
Senate must:

-be of the full age of thirty years;

-be either a natural born or a naturalized Subject of
the Queen;

-own real property within the Province he represents
to a net value of $4,000;

-be worth at least $4,000 over and above his debts and
liabilities;

-be a resident in the Province for which he is appoint-
ed, and in the case of Quebec, have his residence or
real property qualification in the electoral division for
which he is appointed, or be a resident therein.

In 1867 this property'quatification was very large. In
that day it was considered proper to restrict Senate
appointments to people of means. Today we find such
restrictions repugnant. The Senate must be representative
of all facets of society.

The Quebec restriction requiring residence or property
holdings in the electoral division of the Senator is ana-

chronistic and ought to be abolished as well as the divi-
sions themselves.

The age lirnitation imposed in 1867, like the property
qualification, reflects the thinking of another era.

Consequently, we recommend that the personal qualifi-
cations for appointment to the Senate should be limited to
those required for eligibility as an elector under the
Canada Elections Act, subject to the additional qualifica-
tion of residence in the Province or Territory for which a
Senator is appointed.

\üe also recommend that the retirement age for Sena-
tors be lowered from the present age of 75 to 70 for all
Senators appointed under these new provisions. Members
of the present Senate shouid be able to retire after 70 and
before ?5 with full salâry until they reach the age of 75.

We further recommend that upon retirement Senators
should retain the right to the title and precedence of
Senators, and the right to participate in the work of the
Senate and of its Committees, but not the right to vote or
to receive the indemnity of Senators.
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Chapter t4-The House of Commons

RECOMMENDÃTIONS

42. Th'e mechc¡nism of redistribution of Eec¡ts in the
House oI Commons qs well cs the limitc¡tions
implied in the l57o rule cnd lhe Senc¡te rule should
be retained in the Constilution. The formulc¡ of
tep¡esent<rtion, howeve¡, eubiect to our recoûtmendc¡-
tions on rhe Bill of Rights, should be the excluEive
prerogcrtive of the House of Commons, to be deolt
\¡rith by ordincry legislction.

43. Every House of Commons should conlinue lor lour
yecrs, from the dcry of the return of lhe writs for
choosing the House qnd no longer, provided thct,
c¡nd notwithstcnding cny Roycrl Prerogcrtive, the
Gove¡no¡ Generql should hqve the power to dissolve
Pq¡liament during thctt period:

(l) when the Government is defec¡ted

(a) on a motion expressing no confidence in the
Government; or

(b) on o vote on c specific bill or portion of a bill
which the Government hcrs previously declcred
should be construed cs q motion of wc¡nt of confi-
dencei ot

(2) when the House of Commons pcrEaes c¡ resolu-
tion requesting dissolution of Pc¡rlic¡ment.

In an age in which all of our institutions are being
subjected to close reconsideration it would be surprising
indeed if the principal institution of our democratic gov-
ernment, the House of Commons, was not also undergoing
intense reexamination. We believe this is also true of
Provincial Legislatures, but their constitution and func-
tioning does not fall under our terms of reference. How-
ever, the provinces could do worse than try to follow the
principles and procedures in force at the Federal level.

Many of the day-to-day shortcomings in the functioning
of the House of Commons have been obvious to the Mem-
bers, and in the present Parliament many changes have
been made in the rules and practices of the House. Some
of these changes have been a matter of dispute among the
political Parties, but no one has denied the need for seri-
ous change. Further changes such as the broadcasting of
the proceedings of the House and Committees ate even
now under consideration.

Outside of Parliament the criticisms are often more
radical, and range from the demand of the more extreme

exponents of participatory democracy that representative
government should be abolished to the suggestion that
elections should be held at fixed intervals, thus lessening
the control of the executive over the legislative branch of
government.

This Committee has encountered most of these views in
the course of its hearings, as well as having experienced
some of the unconventional opposition to Parliament
through demonstrations staged at several of our meetings.
We have, in turn, shown our support for participatory
democracy by the wide-ranging character of our hearings,
by the procedures we developed for our public meetings,
by our extension of simultaneous interpretation to audi-
ences, and by our attempts to obtain permission for the
broadcasting of our public meetings.

Most of the issues involved in a discussion of represen-
tative democracy today go beyond the confines of our
terms of reference, since they involve an analysis of the
role and financing of political parties and of the diffusion
of inforrnation in our society. We do want to affirm our
support for the preservation of representative institutions.
The alternatives would seem to us to be direct democracy
on a universal and instantaneous scale through the use of
sophisticated computers, or some form of mob rule
whereby the group which can most effectively-or most
forcibly-influence the Government would make the prin-
cipal decisions. The latter method is obviously inappropri-
ate for a democracy, for it would reflect the views of a
particular group rather than of the people as a whole. We
believe that the former method is also undemocratic,
though more subtly so. For we believe that democracy is
more than merely the mathematical counting of a majori-
ty of votes on every decision, but requires an opportunity
for the voter to inform himself and to be persuaded by his
fellow citizens.

But our endorsement of representative democracy is
not intended as an acceptance of the status quo. Unless
major changes are made in our political institutions in the
broadest sense, i¡/e foresee considerable difficulty in the
con.tinuance of the system. While we do not believe that
many of the issues can be solved by constitutional provi-
sions, we would support two constitutional changes. In
order to maintain a better balance between executive and
legislative power, we would recommend the following
constitutional provision with respect to the dissolution of
Parliament: every House of Commons shall continue for
four years from the day of the return of the writs for
choosing the House and no longer: provided that, and
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notwithstanding any Royal Prerogative, the Governor
General may dissolve Parliament during that period of
four years (1) when the Government is defeated (a) on â
motion expressing no confidence in the Government, or
(b) on a vote on a specific bill or portion of a bill which
the Government has previously declared should be con-
strrred as a motion of want of confidencei or (2) when the
House of Commons passes a resolution requesting dis-
solution of Parliament.

'We also believe that the formula for representation in
the House of Commons should be cleared up. Section 51
of the British North America Act, which has been amend-
ed from time to time to provide for equitable representa-
tion, essentially establishes a mathematical formula for
representation on the basis of population, with two
qualifications: (1) in any readjustment the number of
members for any province may not be reduced by the
mathematical formula by more than LEVz below the
representation to which it was previousiy entitled; and (2)
no province may have fewer members of parliament than
it has Senators. The !ïVa clawse operates so as to add
additional members where this would be required to
maintain the representation of some provinces, whereas
the Senate clause necessitates rather the reduction of
membership from some provinces in order to maintain
the required level in others. Evidence presented to us
indicated that, on the basis of the present population,
other Provinces will have to contribute six members tb
maintain the number of members in the Maritime Prov-
inces at the same level as Senate representation. This
appears to us to be unfair, and we suggest that this
number of members should be added to the House,
making a total of 269. In keeping with our earlier proposal
that there should be a provision in the BilI of Rights for
fair representation on the basis of population and in order
to minimize the opportunities for any government to
tamper with the process of achieving this aim, we would
propose that some of the essential prescriptions of the
Electoral Boundaries Readjustment Act (1964-1965)
(R.S.C. 19?0 E-2) be inserted in the Constitution, namely:

A. Following each decennial Census a Federal Com-
mission shall be established for each Province, to
consider and report upon the readjustment of the
representation of each Province in the House of Com-
mons. (section 3).

B. Each Commission for a Province shall consist of
four members, namely:

(1) A Chairman to be appointed by the Chief Justice
of the Province from one of the courts of his prov-
ince. (section 6(1)).

(2) Two members, neither of whom can be a
member of the Senate or llouse of Commons or a
Legislative Assembly of a province, to be appointed
by the Speaker of the House of Commons from
among residents in that Province as he deems suita-
ble. (sections 6 and B).

(3) The Representation Commissioner. (section 5).

C. Each Commission shall complete its report within
one year and the report laid before the House of
Commons. After objections fited with the Speaker
and considered by the House have been reconsidered
by the Commissions concerned, representation orders
shall be issued. They shall be in force until the next
following readjustment of boundaries.

Other points now covered by this Act should be deter-
mined by ordinary Ìegislation.

'We wouid further propose that the representation for-
mula for the House of Commons should be left in the
hands of the House of Commons to deal with by ordinary
legislation, retaining in the Constitution only the 15%
rule and the Senate rule as limitations on the power
of the House to act, but without specifying in the Constitu-
tion the mathematical effect of their application.

Other matters respecting the House of Commons we
would leave for non-constitutionai settlement.
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Chapter 15-The Supreme Court of Canada

NECOMMEND^ATIONS

44. The existence, independence qnd structure of the
Supreme Court of Ccnada should be provided for in
the Constitution.

45. Consultqtion with lhe Provinces on appointments to
the Supreme Court of Ccnc¡dc must t-cke plcce. \iVe
genercrlly s¡rpport the methods of congultãtion pro-
posed in the Victôricr Chcrter, but the P¡ovinces
should clso be qllowed to mal¡e nominc¡tions to the
nomincling councils which would be set up under
the Victoric¡ proposcrls if the ^ã,ttorney-Genercl of
Cqnqdc¡ c¡nd the Ãttorney General of cr province fcil
to crgtee on cn crppointee.

46. The Provinces should be given the right to wÍthdrc¡w
gppeals in mctters of strictly provinciãl law from the
Supreme Cou¡t of Cc¡nqda <rnd to vesl linc¡l decision
on such mqtters in their own highest courts, lhus
lecrving to the Supreme Court of Cãncdcr iurisdictionover mctters ol Federal l<¡w qnd of constitutioncrl
lcw, including rhe Bill of Rights. The issue of wherh-
e¡ c¡ mctter wc¡s one of strictly provincicrl law would
be subiect to determinction by the Supreme Cou¡t of
Ccnqdc¡.

Presumably no justification, either theoretical or practi-
eal, is necessary for a final court of appeal for Cãnada.
The Supreme Court of Canada has now been in existencefor almost a century, though it has been the ultimate
appellate body for just under one-quârter of that period.
For the whole time it has been a statutory ratherìhan a
constitutional court, having been established under the
Federal Parliament's power under section lû1 of the
B.N.A. Act to "provide for the Constitution, Maintenance
and Organization of a General Court of Appeal for Cana-
da". In a new Constitution, with the added duty of inter-
preting and enforcing a constitutional Bill of Rights, it
would be preferable that the Court itself be provided for
in the constitution. Hence Articles 22 to 42 of the Victoria
Cha¡ter.

'We agree with constitutional entrenchment of the Court
and we see no reason to depart from its present struc-
ture-nine judges sitting during good behaviour up to the
age of 75, with three of the judges specified to bè mem-
bers of the Bar of the Province of euebec because the
civil-law system in that Province differs from the com-
mon-law system of all the othe¡ Provinces.

There are, however, several problem areas, the rnost
difficult of which is the appointment process. Articles 26
to 33 of the Charter are devoted to this question. These
articles provide that, in the absence of agreement between
the Attorney General of Canada and the Attorney Gener-
al of a proposed candidate's province for a g0-day period,
the Attorney General of Canada has the right to convene
a nominating committee. The Attorney General of the
Province has the right to opt for a council consisting of all
the Attorneys General in Canada or for one composed of
the two Attorneys General (Federal and Provincial) and a
chairman. If they cannot agree on a chairman, the Chief
Justice of the Province shall name the chairman.

Names may be submitted to either kind of nominating
council only by the Attorney General of Canada and from
among those he has already submitted to the Provinciat
Attorney General for approval. The council then makes a
recommendation to the Governor General in Council,
which presumably would accept the recommendation,
although it is not bound to do so.

The Charter's appointment ptocess is an imaginative,
though somewhat cumbersome, attempt to provide the
Provinces with more than merely token consultation
when a new judge of the Supreme Court of Canada is to
be appointed. \[e support the principle and have no quar-
rel with the method, except to suggest that it would be
advisable also to allow the Provinces to make nomina-
tions to the nominating council.

The effect of the procedures proposed by the Charter
would almost certainly be to ensure a nominee acceptable
to the Provinces without the necessity of establishing a
nominating council. But if a council has in fact to be
established, is it necessary to guarantee in advance that a
nominee of the Attorney General of Canada is chosen?

Rather than attempting to make more civillaw judges
available to hear civil-law appeals by co-opting lower-
court judges on an ad hoc basis, as proposed by Article Bg
of the Charter, we prefer that every Province should be
given the right to withdraw its appeals on matters of
strictly provincial law from the Supreme Court of Canada
and to vest final decision on such matters in its own
highest court. îhe jurisdiction which woutd remain in the
Supreme Court of Canada would be over questions of
Federal law or of the Constitution, and over matters of
Provincial law where a province has not withdrawn from
the Supreme Court's jurisdiction. Whether or not a matter
was one of strictly Provincial law would have to be sub-
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ject to decision by the Supreme Court which wou.ld be
empowered to grant or deny leave to appeal according to
its view of each case.

This recommendation for a limitation of Supreme Court
jurisdiction is contingent upon our recommendation

above for the entrenchment of a comprehensive Bill of
Rights in the Constitution. In our view, the Supreme
Court should retain jurisdiction over questions of civil
liberties and human rights.

:
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Chapter 16-The National Capital Area

NECOMMENDÃTIONS

47. There should be <¡ movement by stqges towqrds the
possible crec¡t¡on of. an trr¡tonornor¡s C<¡nc¡di<¡n
Capilal.

48. The Ccncdian Ccrpitcrl should be generctly the
creqs of Ontqrio c¡nd of Quebec now defined in the
schedule to the Nationcl Copitcrl Act (1959).

A country's capital is an essential instrument of nation-
al pride. In a federal, bilingual and multicultural country,
it must also be an essential instrument of national unity. It
must reflect equitably all aspects ofthat country's charac-
ter, and each citizen should have a true sense of owner-
ship in the capital of his country regardless of the dis-
tance which separates him from the seat of government.

In Canada this has not been and is not now the case.
Ottawa was chosen as capital at a time when the \üestern
Provinces did not exist and Canada had only two of its
Atlantic Provinces. It was not granted territorial autono-
my, but was situated on the territory of one central Prov-
ince in cloSe proximity to the other.

As Canada grew, so did its Capital, but it did so reflect-
ing the character and the flavour of the Province of which
it was a part and on which it was dependent, to the
exclusion of the many other characteristics .r¡¡hich were
already present in, or which were steadily being added to,
the fabric of Canada. The absence of a truly bilingual
character is particularly marked.

The Federal Government probably first manifested its
interest in the capital as a national institution in 18g9 with
the creation of the Ottawa fmprovement Commission but
it was not until the late 1920s that a Federal District
Commission was set up. Its jurisdiction was limited to the
esthetics of Federally owned lands and buildings. ft natu-
rally had a low priority on funds during the '30s and '40s.
ft was restructured in the late '50s into the National Capi-
tal Commission when the Federal Parliament, recognized
that the Capital area had expanded in fact beyond the
limits of the city and of the Province and therefor
adopted the National Capital Act. This Act defined the
territory over which the N.C.C. would exert influence.

The National Capital Region is an area of 1,800
square miles of Ontario and Québec. The Region is
home to some 600,000 inhabitants whose cultural
backgrounds are proportionate to those of Canadian
citizens in general. Centered about the cities of Hull

and Ottawa, it includes all or part of 57 local munici-
pal jurisdictions. Its problems are typical of those of
most urban communities throughout the country.
Moreover, the Region is typically Canadian in its con-
tent of farmland, bushland, rocky tree-covered hills
and innumerable lakes and streams. (JV.C.C. Annual
Report, 1970-71, p.2)

The current mandate of the N.C.C. empowers it to
acquire and dispose of lands, to undertake joint projects
with municipalities, to make grants for various purposes
and to conduct research for the planning of the National
Capital Region. fn our view the Capital Area should con-
tinue to be the areas of Ontario and Quebec now defined
in the schedule to the National Capital Act (1959).

The Committee is of the opinion that the time has come
for the Federal Government to have more voice in the
manâgement of the Capital of the country. The Commit-
tee also believes that the Capital is not just an Ontario city
or an Ontario-Quebec city, but a Federal Capitat which
aspires to be representative of the people of ail 10 prov-
inces, and which can indeed be to all the people an instru-
ment of pride and of unity.

It has been suggested that the national capital should be
autonomous. The Committee feels that the present maze
of jurisdictional difficulties surrounding this issue have
created strong baniers to the establishment of an autono-
mous capital region. Rather, it would be more expedient
to view such an autonomous region as a possible, but not
a necessary, final stage of development.

'We therefore recommend that a Board comprised of
equal numbers of Ministers from the Federal, Ontario and
Quebec governments, together with representatives of the
Regional Communities concerned, should be established
to co-ordinate the activities of governments in the Canadi-
an Capital. This Board should be empowered to promote
further municipal rationalization and to impart to the
Capital those characteristics which truly reflect the real-
ity of Canada.

Present provincial boundaries and provincial jurisdic-
tions would continue to apply, and residents of the
National Capital would continue to elect members of Par-
liament and members of the Legislature of the Province
in which they reside, according to the normal provisions
of the respective jurisdictions.

The Committee also suggests, as a second stage, that a
single new political structure would be necessary to
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replace the myriad of local governments found within the
National Capital region in order to administer those
affairs normally under municipal jurisdictions. Hence, we
recommend the eventual establishment of a tripartite
Board appointed jointly by the Ontario, Quebec, and Fed-
eral governments.

'We believe that, having gone through these tivo stages,
the population of the National Capital Area may well

consider it advantageous to advance towards fully
autonomous status.

'We have purposely avoided the term "federal district"
because of the bad connotâtion it generally has. We are
convinced, however, that it is within the ingenuity of
Canadians to develop a new formula that would achieve
the aim of a truly national Capital.
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PART IV_THE GOVERNMBNTS

Chapter l7-The Division of Powers

NECOMMENDÃTIONS

49. The use of exclusive lists of Federal c¡nd Provincicl
powers, but with an extended list of concurrent
powera, should be continued.

50. Concurrent powers whÍch predomincrntly affect the
nctionql interest should gr€rnt pc¡ramountcy to the
Federal P<¡rlic¡ment <¡nd those which predomincntly
c¡ffect Provinciql o¡ locql interests should grant pcrrc-
mountcy to the Provincictl legislctlures.

51. The Constitulion Ehould permit the delegction of
executive ctnd administrcdive powe¡E (crs ot present),
but not of legislcrtive powera, except where expreEs-
ly specified in this Report.

Federal states exist because there is a political will to
unite for certain purposes and to remain apart for others.
Consequently one of the most complex aspects of a feder-
al constitution is the division of powers between the cen-
tral and local authorities in a manner which will reflect
the political will and political reality. Political scientists
and constitutional lawyers have attempted to construct
ideal prototypes and absolute criteria to answer the ques-
tions as to how powers should be divided and as to which
Ievel should have predominant authority, but, for the
most part, federal states and federal constitutions have
resulted from political bargaining and not from ideal
models.

The question as to how powers should be divided has
<¡ften been resolved in different ways depending on the
priorities and political strength of the constituent parts.
Among the competing criteria which are often advanced
{¡re: economic efficiency and prosperity, national or uni-
l'orm standards, the need for collective action, increased
strength and power, the threat.of foreign or external
rlomination, greater mobility, cultural survival, individu-
rrlism, the right to self-determination of national groups
rrnd peoples, power to the people, the need for more
¡rersonal government, and the need for less bureaucracy.
'lhese criteria often conflict and will only be accommodat-
ocl to the extent that political forces allow them. The
nrgument that more authority in the central government
wlll result in a higher standard of living will not convince
t.Ìrc minority groups who are willing to give a higher place
l,¡r their social needs than to economic benefits. Most
('¡nudians seek a constitutional formula which wiÌl pro-
virkl ¿r balance between both tendencies.

The division of powers set out by the Fathers of Confed-
eration in 1867 seemed to give more power to the Federal
Parliament than to the Provincial Legislatures, and
seemed to favour a system in which Parliament would be
the dominant authority. The peace; order and good gov-
ernment clause, the disallowance power, the residuary
power, the nature of the powers in section 91 as opposed
to section 92; sections 24,58,59,90,93,94,95 and 96 and
the general spirit of the entire Constitution all point to
this. The situation, however, has been changed to a gleat
extent by Court decisions and, in particular, by the deci-
sions of the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council
which greatly extended Provincial authorþ by expand-
ing jurisdiction under "property and civil rights" and
"municipal institutions." The principle adopted by the
Judicial Committee that the Legislatures are not subordi-
nate to the Federal Parliament, but are as sovereign in
their jurisdiction as the Federal Parliament in its jurisdic-
tion also enhanced the position of the Provinces.

As a result, after 105 years of iudiqial interprefation and
of legislative and administrative practice, we now have a
Constitution where the legislative power is about equally
divided between the Provincial Legislatures and the Fed-
eral Parliament.

The principal general criticisms we have heard of the
present division of powers are the following:

(1) The Federal Farliament does not have sufficient
power to manage and plan the eeonomy'

(2) The Federal Parliament does not have sufficient
power to cope with large multinational corporations,
international unions, and the overwhelming influence
and power of the United States of America.

(3) The citizens of Canada are handicapped by the
lack of national standards in education.

(a) The Federal Parliament does not have the power to
implement a policy of bilingualism in education and
other areas now under Provincial jurisdiction, despite
the requirements of national unity.

(5) The citizens of Canada are handicapped by vary-
ing Provincial standards in fields which cross.Provin-
cial boundaries-e.g., pollution, securities regulation,
labour legislation, traffic regulation, etc.

(6) The present Federal role in social legislation (par-
ticularly in shared-cost programs) interferes with or
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prevents the Provinces from varying the programs in
accordance with Provincial needs, resources, and pri-
orities. It also leads to a poor allocation of public
funds and an excessive bureaucracy.

(7) The Province of Quebec does not feel that it has
sufficient powers to guarantee the survival of the
French language and culture and to establish the
social and economic institutions necessary to attain
this goal.

(B) The present division of powers is too rigid to allow
for varying Provincial and Federal needs. The consti-
tution requires greater flexibility.

(9) The present division of powers is unclear and
imprecise, giving rise to much litigation and judicial
interpretation. It is also incomplete and does not pro-
vide for jurisdiction over modern technology and its
resulting problems. The division of powers must be
more functional.

(10) The grammatical construction of the jurisdiction-
al categories is poor and there is no logical consisten-
cy in the relationship between the categories. Some of
the categories are based on things; others are based
on persons, location, behaviour, or activities. Again,
this leads to imprecision and litigation.

During the hearings of the Committee there were many
briefs and much discussion relating to the deficiencies of
the present division of powers and many proposed solu-
tions. We shall summarize here the main alternatives
which were presented.

The provision of exclusive powers for the Federal Par-
liament and the Provinces, with a greater number of
concurrent po1þers and a residual clause favouring the
Federal or Provincial authorities, would be similar to the
present structure, with the difference that there would be
a greater use of concurrent powers. The provisions relat-
ing to concurrent powers could stipulate which level was
paramount. They could also stipulate whether the inferior
level could legislate without the consent of the paramount
level up to the point of conflict, in which case the legisia-
tion of the paramount level would prevail; or, whether the
inferior level would require the consent of the paramount
level before it could legislate at all. In the United States
and Australia, the states can legislate in certain fields
without the consent of the central government until the
central government decides to legislate, or until it legis-
lates in conflict with the legislation of the states. In the
United States, there are additional fields where the states
can legislate only with the consent of the federal
government.

An extended use of concurrent powers would provide
for greater flexibility. It would allow the Provinces to act
in their own right in certain areas which were primarily
Federal, or to supplernent national measures through spe-
cial provisions for regional needs. On the other hand, it
would give the central government the right to assure a
certain minimum standard in areas which were primarily
provincial.

Concurrent powers are widely used in federai constitu-
tions. The Canadian constitution is the most limited in this
respect, with only three concurrent powers, while India is
the most extensive, with a list of forty-seven concurrent

powers. Switzerland has divided powers in addition to
concurrent powers.

Another possibility is the provision of exclusive Federal
and Provincial powers wítli' the right oÍ delegatton. DeLe'
gation could be permitted one wây or both ways: either
from the Federal Parì.iament to the Provinces or from the
Provinces to the Federal Parliament; or the right to dele-
gate from each level to the other. It could also be stipulat-
ed whether the delegation would take place between the
Federal Parliament and a single Provincial Legislature or
whether it could take place only when a minimum
number of Provincial Legislatures are in agreement. The
deiegation could apply to all legislative powers, to speci-
fied powers, or to executive or administrative powers'
This mechanism is in some ways more flexible than con-
current powers and in other ways iess flexible. The chief
danger is the creation of special status for a minority of
provinces or a single province.

The provision for executive delegation is widespread in
the newer federal constitutions while legislative delega-
tion is more timited. It is, however, generally provided for,
and is allowed in both directions.

Some federal constitutions provide for exclusive powers
to one level only, combined with concurrent powers and a
resid.ual poloer to the other level. This is the situation in
the United States, Australia, Switzerland and Germany
where there are exclusive powers only for the central
governments as wel.I âs concurrent powers with para-
mountcy to the fede¡al governments, and all other matters
are local. According to some this is a more precise method
of dividing powers.

An aiternative method is to diutde p'ouers on a natÍonal
or local basis without regard to subject matter. In this
way a federal government could legislate on all matters in
those aspects which affect the interest of the entire coun-
try or where the activity was interprovincial or interna-
tional; while the area governments could legislate for all
matters which were local or completely within provincial
territory. The Fathers of Confederation seemed to have
this concept in mind when they drafted the Peace, Order
and good Government clause in section 91 and the ena-
bling clauses in section 92.

This method of dividing powers could be used with lists
of exclusive and concurrent powers and might thereby
serve as a dual residual clause' This wouid mean that all
matters not exclusively listed which were basically nation-
al would come under Federal jurisdiction, while those
which were basically local or regional would come under
Provincial jurisdiction.

Many Committee witnesses have referred to the rigidity
of the present division of powers and have urged greater
flexibility. We have already referred to the use of concur-
rent powers and delegation as two means of achieving
flexitrility. Other important methods are a usable amend-
ing formula, special powers which come into operation in
emergencies (war, revolution, internal disorder, natural
disasters, economic emergencies, etc.), mechanisms or
institutions for intergovernmentâl cooperation (Federal-
Provincial conferences, interprovincial coordinating
agencies, and independent national cominissions for taxa-
tion and public spending), and the use of the Federal
spending power and shared-cost programs
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Some witnesses suggested that some Provinces (e.g',

Quebec) should have greater or more constitutional
powers than other Provinces. This would mean that these
speci,øL-status Prouànces would be able to legislate for
matters on which the Federal Parliament would legislate
for the people in other Provinces. This would not be in
virtue of a delegation of power or through concurrent
powers but through sovereign powers which would be
special for certain Provinces.

This type of special status is often confused with special
constitutional provisions for one or several provinces. 'We

should note that several Provinces now have and have
always had special constitutional provisions without
having speciai legislative powers not existing in other
Provinces. Quebec is thus constitutionally entitled to use
the civil law system in the area of property and civil
rights, but this is not a special status since the area of
private law is under provincial jurisdiction for all Prov-
inces. There are also Federal and Provincial legislative
provisions which apply in some Provinces and make them
different, but, again, these Provinces do not have a special
status in that they have special legislative powers. Conse-
quently, the Constitution has recognized and can continue
to recognize that Quebec is not a Province like the others
without according it special or additional legislative
powers.

Despite the fact that a Province might have special
cbnstitutional provisions and special legislative provisions
to meet its particular needs without having a special
status, some would still argue that special status, or addi-
tional legislative power, is desirable' The arguments we
heard against this type of speciai status are:

(1) That it isolates a particular Province and, in effect,
destroys the minimum requirements for a federai
state;

(2) That it places the special-status Province and its
representatives in an untenable position in Federal
institutions;

(3) That it creates different classes of citizenship
within the same state;

(4) That it jeopardizes the integrity of the state, inter-
nally and externallY.

It is possible to conceive of some type of special status
of this nature, but it is difficult to envisage how the
citizens of the special-status Province could have the same
rights within the Federal state, as a whole, as the citizens
of the other Provinces.

"Opting out" and "opting in" are different matters.
Such arrangements do not require special constitutional
powers and indeed do not affect the division of þowers.
They are in effect a type of delegation, aúd if provided for
in the Constitution, would be permanently available to all
Provinces. If they were, as is usually the case, rendered
possible by Federai legislation, they would be completely
within the sovereign control of the Federal Parliarnent
and could be rescinded at will.

The Committee recommends that there should continue
to be exclusivê lists of Federal and Provincial powers but
with an extended list of concurrent powers.

Concurrent powers which predominantly affect the
national interest should grant paramountcy to the Federal
authority and those which predominantly affect the Pro-
vincial or local interest should grant paramountcy to the
Provincial authorities.

The Constitution should permit the delegation of execu-
tive and administrative powers (as it does now) but not of
legislative powers except in the one instance (the criminal
law power) where we recommend it below.

\ühi1e the descriptions of the legislative categories found
in the present division of powers remain valuable, since
they have been subject to considerable judicial interpreta-
tion, some attempt should be made to eliminate ambig-
uous heads and provide for logically consistent categories.
'We do not, however, regard such a drafting project as our
responsibility as a Parliamentary Committee. The details
of our proposals for substantive change in the present
division of powers are set out throughout the Report.
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Chapter 18-The General Legislative Power of Parliament

NECOMMENDÃTIONS

52. The "Pecce, Order, cnd good Government" power
should be retqined in the Constitution <ra <rn expre6-
sion of the overrìding Federcl legislctive power over
mcrtters oI a nctioncl nc¡ture.

53. Since the Federol Genercl Legislcrtive Power is
counterbalanced by a Províncicl power over mctters
of cr P¡ovincic¡I or local nc¡ture, there is no plcrce for c
purely residucrry power.

The legislative authority of the Parliament of Canada is
principally contained in section g1 of the British North
America Act. The form of the grant of power has been
responsible for a great dëat of constitutional litigation and
is therefore worth remarking.

First, the Federal legislative powet is said to reside in
the Queen "by and with the Advice and Consent of the
Senate and House of Commons"-a style of grant which is
unnecessary in the light of section 17, which has already
provided that Parliament consists of the eueen, the
Senate and the House of Commons. Second, using words
hallowed in British colonial tradition, the power bestowed
is "to make Laws for the Peace, Order, and good Govern-
ment of Canada." The power conferred on Parliament by
these enacting words is known as the "General Power" of
Parliament. The enacting clause goes on to provide that
the General Power is "in relation to all Matters not
coming within the Classes of Subjects by this Act
assigned exclusively to the Legislatures of the Provinces."

The declaratory clause follows, setting out 31 heads of
exclusive Parlia.mentary power "for greater Certainty,
but not so as to restrict the Generality of the foregoing
Terms of thispection.". Within the declaratory clause it is
stated that the legislative authority of Parliament extends
to the enumerated classes of subjects, "notwithstanding
anything in this Act." This "notwithstanding" provision is
called the non obstante provision. After the enumeration
of exclusive Federal powers there are the following con-
cluding words, sometimes called the "deeming clause,,:

And any Matter coming within any of the Classes of
Subjects enumerated in this Section shali not be
deemed to come within the Class of Matters of a local
or private Nature comprised in the Enumeration of
the Classes of Subjects by this Act assigned exclusive-
ly to the Legislatures of the Provinces.

'We are not concerned here with textual analysis as such,
but we would draw attention to the judicial interpretation
of the Federal General Power. The apparent legislative'intent of the deeming clause was to ensure that the
enumerated classes of matters in section 91 took prece-
dence over section 92(16) in the Provincial list of powers:
"Generally all Matters of a local or private Nature in the
Province." Both the grammar and the phrasing of the
deeming clause would appear to make this point clear.
However, the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council
gave that clause a wider interpretation, which at the same
time had the effect of weakening the General Power. The
Privy Council took the view that it was the deeming
clause (rather than, as the text would appear clearly to
state, the non obstønte provision in the declaratory
clause) which established the superiority of the enumerat-
ed heads of section g1 over the enumerated heads of
section 92, in the event of conflict. The converse of this
proposition was that, since the deeming clause established
a priority only for the enumerated powers in section g1,
the General Power had no priority. ft was, in effect, a
residuary power.

For the Privy Council by the 1920s the General Power
was an emergency power to be used only in abnormal
conditions such as war, famine, or pestilence, or a minor
power which could justify the incorporation of companies
with non-provincial objects, the expulsion of aliens, or the
reference of questions to the courts for advisory opinions:
in other words, it eould be used only where there was no
possibility of ionflict with section 92, since in every case
of conflict the Provincial power would prevail.

'We are not so naive as to think that this interpretation
came about purely as a matter of textual analysis. Clearly,
the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council, and notably
Lords Watson and Haldane, came to a value judgment
that the apparent meaning of the British North America
Act would give too much power to the Federal Parlia-
ment, and especially that a broad interpretation of the
General Power could erode Provincial power entirely. We
are not without sympathy for this point of view, but we
believe that the solution which the Judicial Committee
decided on, viz., reducing the General Power to a merely
residual power, was much too extreme.

In our view there is a fundámental need for a grant of
po\Mer recognizing Federal jurisdiction in matters of
national interest and possessed of a genuine national
character. This would be a counterpart to ihe Provincial
jurisdiction in section g2(16) over "all Matters of a merely
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local or private Nature in the Province." It would give an
orientation to the whole of section 91 as subsection 16 may
be thought to do to all of section 92.

The Privy Council itself began a rehabilitation of the
General Powe¡ in the 1930s, and this trend continued after
the Supreme Court of Canada became the court of final
resort. As a result, matters such as aeronautics, broad-
casting, the regulation of the national capital district, and
labour relations in the atomic energy field have been
assigned to the Federal Government under the General
Power. We expect this trend to continue. The General
Power is, therefore, no longer a merely residuary power,
nor is it likely to become so again.

Some witnesses before us argued that the residuary
power should rest with the Provinces rather than with the
Federal Government. We could accept such a change
provided that it applied only to the residuary aspect of the
General Power and did not touch its positive power. For,
as we have stated, we are convinced of the necessity of

Federal jurisdiction over matters of a national nature.
However, as we envisage the Constitution there should
rather be a complete division of legislative power, with
matters of a nationgl characteir in Federal hands and
those .of a local or provincial nature under Pro.¡incial
control. In such a division of powers there would be no
real residuary power, since ali power would initially be
divided according to its aspect. In this context the location
of residuary porÀ/ers would be meaningless.

We frankly recognize that the triad of "Peace, Order,
and good Government" is conceptually too vague to be
entirely satisfactory as.an expression of the Federal Gen-
eral Power to legislate in the national interest. However,
the literal wording has now been qualified by more than a
century of judicial interpretation, and we are reluctant to
suggest an alternative, since we regard our task as a
conceptual rather than a drafting one. We therefore con-
(ent ourselves with expressing the view that whatever the
language employed, the General Power should indicate
the Federal Parliament's guardianship over the national
interest.
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Chapter lg-Taxing Powers

NECOMMENDÀTIONS

54. Generclly specking cnd subject to recommendcttion
55. we endorse the principle that the Federal c¡nd
P¡ovinciql Governments should hc¡ve crccess to qll
fields of taxation. Howeve¡, in order to bring about q
division of ¡evenues thct mcy cccurcrtely ¡ãflect the
priorities of ec¡ch government, lhere shoutd be Fed-
ercl-Provincicl consultc¡tions to determine the most
equitcrble me<rns of cpportioning ioint fields of tc¡xc¡-
tion in the light of:

(cr) the proiected responsibilities of ec¡ch level of
government in the immediate future;

(b) the- cnticipcted increcrses in thei¡ respective
expenditures;

(c) economic and cdministrative limitqtions, such
<rs preserving sufficient leverage for the Federcl
Government, by mecrns of its tc¡xation system, lo
dischcrrge effectively its function of manãging the
economy.

55. Provincicl Legislcrtures should hcve the right to
impose indirect tcxes provided thct they do not
impede interprovincicrl or interncrtionc¡l lrc¡de qnd do
not fc¡ll otr petsons regident in other Provinces.
These limitations could be satisfied by tcx collection
through cn interprovincicl or FederalÞ¡ovincial col-
lection agency, or by tcrx collection dgreements.

The sections of the Canadian Constitution that concern
the division of tax fields are well known. The parliament
of Canada may pass measures for ,.The raising of Money
by any Mode or System of Taxation', (section g1(B)); and
the Legislative Assemblies have the following powers:
"Direct Taxation within the Province in order to the rais-
ing of a Revenue for Provincial Purposes,' (section g2(2)),
and "Shop, Saloon, Tavern, Auctioneer, and other
Licences in order to the raising of a Revenue for provin-
cial, Local, or Municipal Purposes" (section g2(9)).

fnterpretation of these constitutional texts has been
quite broad and has permitted a measure of flexibility in
sharing tax fields to allow for changes in the respective
responsibilities of the different levels of government.
Undoubtedly, such sharing of tax fields to meet the needs
of each government is essential in a federal system. In this
connection, the evidence given by one expert who
appeared before this Committee is significant:

Utilization of tax fieids has been a very important
matter for the past 35 years, especially since January
1941, when the provinces and federal government of
the day met to discuss the Rowell-Sirois Report. Ever
since that date, the governments have been meeting
every year, or at least every second year, to discuss
the sharing of tax revenue and these discussions have
become, I believe, increasingly'frequent and intensive
in the course of the years.

Ifowever, the discussions have dealt with the utiliza-
tion of those tax fields to which both levels of govern-
ment clearly have access, rather than with the consti-
tutional provisions themselves. fn other words, the
real problem arising with the provinces concerned not
the constitutional provisions, but rather the use which
the two levels of government make of the fieid of
direct taxation. (2.6:9)

The most important point in the Federal Government's
constitutional proposals in this area is the principle of
accessibility for all governments to all tax fields. (The
Taæíng Potuers and the Constitutton of Canada).
Theoretically, this principle would remove all constitu-
tional obstacles in the way of use by the Federal or the
Provincial governments of any tax field. In practice, how-
ever, the only substantial change from the present situa-
tion would be to give Provincial Governments access to
the field of indirect sales tax.

Indeed, the rule of accessibility has existed since 186?
for direct taxation. Before 1962, however, a Province had
to collect personal and corporate income tax itself in
order to enjoy complete independence in these two impor-
tant fields of direct taxation. In 1962, Federal Government
made its collection âgreement with the Provincial Govern-
ments more flexible by giving them greater liberty to use
these tax fields as they saw fit. Currently, the collection
agreement between the Federal and Provincial Govern-
ments requires the latter only to adjust their tax structure
to that of the corresponding Federal taxes.

Generally speaking, we endorse the principle whereby
the Federal and Provincial Legislatures have access to all
tax fieids. 'vVhen this principle is applied, priorities in
Federal or Provincial spending become the most signifi-
cant factor in dete¡mining the division of the various tax
fields. However, we feel that the apptication of this princi-
ple requires certain guarantees, since the division of tax
fields has to satisfy many other criteria. For instance, it
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bears repeating that the various levels of government
invariably draw their revenue from the same taxpayers.

Furthermore, there is no certainty that the greater
accessibility arising from the changes introduced in lg62
and from the current proposals of the Federal Govern-
ment will in fact bring about a division that will accurate-
ly reflect the priorities of each government. Indeed, it is
not clear that the present occupancy of tax fields by the
va¡ious governments constitutes a fair starting point, in
view of the current needs of each level of government.

The other aspect of this problem is the existence of
marked differences in the increasing yields from various
taxes. At the present time, the yield from Federal tax
fields is rising more rapidly than that from Provinbial and
municipal tax fields. Some assume from this that Federai
expenditures should continue to increase more rapidly
than Provincial and municipal outlays. We feel that this
assumption deserves at least careful study. Recent events
do not bear it out, and should it eventually prove to be
unjustified it could result in maintaining certain useless
or outdated programs at the Federal level.

'We believe that these problems can be resolved by Fed-
eral-Provincial consultations. But it will be necessary, at
the outset, to concentrate upon determining the most
equitable means of apportioning joint tax fields in the
light of the projected responsibilities of each level of
government in the immediate future, anticipated
increases in their respective expenditures and, of course,
economic and administrative restraints such as preserv-
ing sufficient þower for the Federal government, by

means of its taxation system, to discharge effectively its
counter-cyclical function of regulating the economy.

The greatest limitation on the Provincial Governments
in certain tax fields necessarily lies in maintaining the
free movement of international and interprovincial trade
and in avoiding the dangers of double taxation. 'We there-
fore recommend that the Provinces be given access to
fields of indirect taxation, provided that the taxes
imposed do not impede interprovincial or international
trade and do not fall on persons resident in other Prov-
inces. Hence such taxes should be colleeted by an inter-
provincial or a Federal-Provincial tax collection agency,
or under tax collection agreements. \üe have in mind, in
particular, the fields of indirect sales tax and. indirect
death duties.

The existence of a tax collection agency would require
the coordination of each tax to be collected through this
interprovincial or Federal-Provincial agency. Moreover,
the agency would prevent double taxation in the taxes it
would collect on behalf of the Federal or Provincial gov-
ernments. It would also make possible greater flexibility
in collecting taxes and in distributing the yield from these
taxes among Provinces. Thus we can readily envision a
sales tax being collected from manufacturers by this
agency, and the proceeds of such tax being distributed
among the Provinces according to criteria agreed on in
advance by the Provincial Governments. Finally, we feel
that such a colle.ction agency would provide the Provinces
with a tool to ensure better balance in their tax competi-
tion with the Federal Government, since it would widen
the range of tax fields to which the Provincial Govern-
ments have access.
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Chapter 20-The Federal Spending Power

NECOMMENDÃTIONS

56. The power of the Federal Pcrlicment to ¡nake condi-
tioncrl grcnts for generctl Federcl-Provincicrl (shcrred-
cost) progrcms should be subject to the establish-
ment of c¡ ncrtionc¡l conaenaus both lor the institution
of crny new progt<rm and for the continuation of cny
existing one. ¿{ consensus would be estcrblished by
the cffirmc¡tive vote of the Legislctures in three of
the four regions of Canc¡dc¡ crccording to the follow-
ing lormulct: the vote of the Legislcrtures in the
¡{tlcntic region would be considered to be in the
affirmc¡tive if crny two of the Legislcrtures of Novc¡
Scoticr, New Brunswíck or Newfãundlcrnd were ia
fcvouu the vote of the Legislcrtures ol the Western
region would be considerèd to be in the c¡ffirmative
with the crgreement of cny two of the four Legislcr-
tures. The consensr¡B for existing ioint proglcms
should be tested every l0 yeo¡s.

57. If c¡ P¡ovince does not wish to pctrticipcrte in cr pro-
grctm for which there is q nc¡tioncl consensus,-the
Federol Government should pcry the Government of
thc¡t Province d sum equctl to the cmount it would
hc¡ve cost the Federal Government to implement the
progrcrm in the Province. However, c lcx collection
fee of c¡bout l7o, equivclent to the cost of collecting
the money pcrid to the Province, should be deducteã
from the c¡mount pcrid to such non-porticipcrting
P¡ovinces.

58. In order that the obiectives of ioint progrctms mcy be
more- effectively recrlized, conditioncl Federcl grcrnts
should prefercrbly be bc¡sed on the cost of thè pro-
gr<rms in ectch ProvÍnce. However, since o S0-S0 cãst-
shcrring formulcr, when crpptied to the expenditures
mc¡de in ecch P¡ovince, constitutes too great qn
incentive in high-income P¡ovinces, conditioncl Fed-
ercrl grcnts should not be mc¡de for thctt portion of
Provincicl expenditures which lies above the nction-
cl crverctge cost of the service. The maximum per
ccpitc cmount to which c P¡ovince would be entitled
would thus correspond to the per ccrpitc nc¡tionc¡l
expendìture, cnd crdditioncl expenditures by a pro-
vincic¡l Government would in no wcry inc¡ectse the
Federc¡I grctnt to thc¡t Province.

The Canadian Constitution does not contain explicit .

proviSions concerning the spending power; rather, this
power stems from the division of legislative jurisdictions
between Parliament and the Provincial Legislatures,

more specifically as stipulated in Sections g1 to 95
inclusive.

The judicial interpretation in favour of a Federal spend-
ing power has been based primarily on Section 91(14),
which gives the Parliament of Canada authority to legis-
late in respect of "The Public Debt and Property", and
Section 91(3), which allows "The raising of Money by any
Mode or System of Taxation". Parliament has therefore
been able to allocate monies from the Consolidated Reve-
nue Fund for any purpose whatsoever, provided that the
legislation authorizing the expenditure does not constitute
an invasion of Provincial jurisdiction. Hence the Federal
spending power is the power of the Parliament of Canada
to make payments to individuals, institutions and Provin-
cial Governments for purposes concerning which it does
not necessarily have the substantive power to legislate.

While some constitutionalists would challenge the
breadth of this Federal power, it is a fact that Pariiament
does make payments to individuals and institutions and
provides both conditional and unconditional grants to the
Provincial Governments. Such payments now represent
more than 30% of Federal expenditures and more than
60% of the revenues of some Provincial Governments.

In this chapter we shall limit our discussion to the
question of conditional payments to Provincial Govern-
ments. We have already dealt with equalization payments,
by far the largest unconditional payments that the Feder-
al Government makes to the Provinces, in Chapter 11.
Payments to individuals are discussed below in Chapter
26.

In its constitutional proposals (Federal-Proti,nci,al
Grants and the Spend,i,ng Power of Parlr.amemt) the Fed-
eral Government reaffirms its power to make payments to
individuals, institutions and Provincial Governments.
Ifowever, it does suggest.certain restrictions on its power
to make conditional payments to the Provinces. While
these proposals may not meet the basic objections
expressed by the Government of the Province of Quebec
with regard to the spending power, they are a satisfactory
answer to the two principal criticisms voiced by Provin-
cial Governments regarding conditional payments to the
Provinces.

The text of the Federal proposals is as follows:
The proposed principles would establish two limita-

tions on the use by Parliament of its power to make
conditional grants for general federal-provincial pro-
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grammes-first the existence of a ,,broad national
consensus" in favour of any prograrnme, and second-
ly the assurance that a "fiscal penalty" would not be
imposed upon the people of non-participating prov-
inces. The Government of Canada would sugglst the
following meihod for giving effect to these two
requirements:

(1) The determination as to when the national inter-
est or extra-provincial interests warranted a new
shared-cost programme between the Government of
Canada and the governments of the provinces
would be arrived at jointly by Parliament and the
provincial legislatures, in the manner described
below, instead of by Parliament alone.
(2) Where a consensus had been reached that a new
shared-cost programme was desirable, the provin-
cial governments whose legislatures had voted for
the consensus would receive conditional grants for
the programme, once it was started by them. In the
provinces whose legislatures had voted against the
consensus, the people of the province would be paid
grants equivalent in the aggregate to the average
per capita amount paid to the participating prov-
inces (multiplied,by the population of the non-par-
ticipating province).

The introduction into the Constitution of these.two
requirements would meet all of the provincial objec-
tions to the present procedures for initiating shared-
cost programmes. Parliament would no longer have
the power to decide unilaterally when a sháred-cost
programme ought to be initiated: a provincial consen-
sus would be required. The payment of grants to the
people of the provinces whose legislatures had voted
against the consensus would meet the .,taxation with-
out benefit" argument. The two principles taken
together would ensure that the priorities of any pro-
vincial government would be changed only if itJ legis-
lature had supported the consensus. They would also
mean that Parliament would not be able to give effect
to its judgment that the national interest had'come to
attach to some problem or programme within provin-
cial jurisdiction unless enough legislatures hatt voted
their agreement, and it would be able to do so only in
the provinces where the legislatures had voted for
Parliament's proposal.

The first step in determining whether there was a
consensus in favour of a new shared-cost programme
would be the presentation to the Parliament of
Canada by the federal government of a resolution
proposing the programrne. If Parliament approved
the resolution, it would be transmitted to the provin-
cial governments for submission to their legislãtures.
The legislatures, in turn, would approve or reject the
resolution. The determination as to whether there was
a provincial consensus in favour of the shared-cost
programme wouìd be made by reference to the Senate
divisions provided for in the Constitution.

Ï'or the purposes of this proposal the Senate could
be regarded as having four divisions under the pre-
sent Constitution, namely Ontario, Quebec, the Mari-
time Provinces and Newfoundland, and the Western
Provinces. The affirmative vote of the legislatures in
at least three of these Senate divisions would be
required before Parliament could proceed with the

proposed shared-cost programme. The vote of the
legislatures in the Atlantic region would be consid-
ered to be in the .affirmative if the legislatures of
provinces having at least 16 of the B0 Senate seats of
that region were to vote for the resolution (two of
Nova Scotia, New Brunswick or Newfoundland). The
vote of the legislatures of the lilestern region would be
considered to be in the affirmative if the legislatures
of provinces having 12 of the 24 Senate seats of that
region were to vote for the resolution (two of the,lüestern Provinces).

An affirmative vote on the part of three Senate
divisions would represent a provincial consensus in
favour of Parliament's pioposal. In the event of a
negative vote-two or more Senate divisions voting
against a proposal-Parliament could re-transmit its
resolution to the governments of the provinces whose
legislatures had voted against the proposal, withinone
year, to determine whether the legislatures wished to
change their decision given the results of the votes in
other legislatures. Subsequently Parliament could not
re-submit its resolution to the provinces more often
than once every two or three years. (pp. 88-42)

By proposing that a national consensus be reached
before any program is launched, the Federal Governrnent.
has taken into account the fact that prior consultationhas
been lacking in setting up such shared-cost programs. We
accept the Federal proposal for the establishment of a
consensus, but without reference to Senate divisions. To
achieve such a consensus, then, the Legislatures in at least
three of the four regions of Canada would have to accept
the program. In the lilestern and Atlantic regions a prã-
gram would require approval by the Legislatures of at
least two of the four Provinces other than Prince Edward
Island.

In order to respect Provincial priorities in areas of
Provincial legislative jurisdiction, the Federal Govern-
ment proposes that any Province should have the right to
opt out of any such joint programs. A non-participating
Province would receive compensation in the form of a
reimbursement to individual residents of that province
equal to the amount that would have been paid to the
Provincial Government if it had participated in the
program.

'We endorse the Federal Government's proposal that a
national consensus should be arrived at before a shared-
cost program is launched. However, we recommend that
the national consensus rule apply every ten years for eachjoint program, including existing programs, so as to pre-
vent the pointless perpetuation of certain joint programs,
and also to ensure that the Federal Government's objec-
tive of not unduly influencing Provincial prioritiei is
achieved permanently by permitting the Provinces to
reconsider periodically their decision whether or not to
participate.

lvVith regard to the method of compensation provided in
the Federal Government's proposals should a province
elect to opt out, direct reimbursement to individuals is
unacceptable to us. From the administrative standpoint it
implies that all individuals in a non-participating province
would first pay a certain amount of tax in one form oi
another to the Federal Government; they would then
receive a cheque or a tax credit from the Federal Govern-
ment; finally these same individuals would be taxed again
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by their Provincial Government, which would likeiy want
to set up â progrâm to replace the one in which it refused
to participate. Administratively, this procedure seems too
unwieldy.

Furthermore, it appears to us that the impossibility of
identifying the tax, and the amount paid by each individu-
al to meet the costs of the program in question, constitutes
a major obstacle to the method of compensation proposed
by the Federal Government. To overcome this difficulty
the Federal Government would probably decide to grant
equal compensation to individual residents or taxpayers
in a non-participating Province. The result would be a
more extensive redistribution of income in that Province.

For these reasons we reject the form of compensation
advocated by the Federal Government. Instead, we sug-
gest that the Federal Government pay the Provincial Gov-
ernment a sum equal to the amount it would have cost the
Federal Government to implement the þrogram in the
Province concerned. However, in .order to take into
account the cost of collection to the Federal Government
of the money paid to non-participating Provinces, we
recommend that a collection fee of about 1 per cent,
equivalent to the collection cost, be deducted from the
amount paid to non-participating Provinces. This would
provide an incentive for the Provinces to participate while
still leaving them free to opt out-if they have valid rea-
sons for doing so-by paying the cost of tax collecting
made in their stead.

From the administrative standpoint, this seems a much
easier formula and is still consistent with the spirit of a
flexible federalism.

'We realize that the fact that Quebec has opted out of
certain joint programs pursuant to the Established Pro-
grams Act (Transitional Agreements), and receives a por-
tion of the compensation in the form of tax points, pro-
vides a complication. fn order to get around the difficulty
while still preserving the spirit of our recommendations,
we propose a compromise solution in the arrangements
between the Province of Quebec and the Federal Govern-
ment. Because Quebec coliects its own income tax and
already occupies a broader share in the personal income
tax field as the only Province which has elected to opt out
of certain joint programs, we recommend that the Federal
Government maintain its special abatement in euebec,
and that the cost of collecting taxes not apply to the
abatement portion öf the total compensation.

This seems a logical solution since under the Estab-
lished Programs (Transitional Agreements) Act a Prov-
ince which decides in favour of non-participation still has
to create public services in compliance with the terms of
each "established" program in order to be entitled to tax
compensation. In the Federal proposals concerning the
constitutional right of a Province to opt out of a given
program, tax compensation is wholly unconditíonal;
therefore, the Government of the non-participating Prov-
ince is under no obligation whatsoever to create a similar
program.

'With regard to the very basis of conditional grants, we
raise a number of fundamental objections to certain
terms and conditions of existing programs. .The aim of
such conditional payments is to influence the Provincial
Governments so that some of their services wilt take the
national interest into greater account and, especially, to

enable them to achieve standards regarded as a minimum
for Canada as a whole.

In this connection, it is interesting to compare the tax
incentives applied in respect of each of the three main
shared-cost programs-namely, health insurance, hospi-
talization insurance, and assistance to post-secondary
education. The following table illustrates the respective
formulas used in calculating the amounts to be paid to
each Provincial Government. These amounts are always
equivalent to 50 per cent of the total national cost for each
of the programs (in the case of assistance to post-second-
ary education the proportion is slightly higher), but the
formulas take into account either average provincial or
average national costs, or both:

Program

Health insurance
Hospitalization

insurance
Post-secondary

education

We feei that certain aspects of these programs conflict
with the objectives which motivate Federal intervention
in spheres of Provincial jurisdiction. Thus, in the case of
health insuranôe, where the Federal grant is solely deter-
mined by the average national cost and by the size of the
population of a Province, several Provincial Governments
receive an amount considerably in excess of 50 per cent of
the total cost of the program in their own Province.
Although this suggests that the standards of medical ser-
vices in these Provinces are relatively low, the formula
itself contains no incentive for them to improve the qual-
ity of their services. We feel, too, that the objectives of the
health insurance progrâm are hard to reconcile with the
fact that most of the Provinces with iow averâge revenues
have had to delay their participation in this program
because of insufficient financial resources.

In the case of the post-secondary education assistance
program, the Federal grant is based on the total cost of
the program in each Province. Consequently, there is a
very strong incentive for all Provinces to increase their
post-secondary education expenditures. IIowever, in those
Provinces where the standards of services are relatively
iow, this tax incentive is simply removed and replaced by
an unconditional per capita grant. As a result, the post-
secondary education âssistance program promotes
improvement of standards only in those Provinces where
standards are already relatively high.

Generally speaking, we believe that Federal conditionai
grants based on the costs of programs in each Province
are rnore in line with the objectives which motivate Feder-
al intervention in spheres of Provincial jurisdiction. How-
ever, we feel that the 50-50 formula constitutes too high a
tax incentive in Provinces with high average revenues. If
the Federai Government is going to reimburse 50 cents for
each dollar spent, it is obvious that the Governments of
the richer Provinces, having more funds to earmark for
these programs, will receive more money from the Feder-

Factors Determining
Grant

Average
Provincial Cost

0Vo

257o

5A%

the Federal

Average
National Cost

60Vo

25q

0%
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al Government. On the other hand, the poorer provinces
are being penalized because they cannot spend enough. In
order to rectify this situation we submit lhat conditional
g{a.nls 

-should never apply to that portion of expenditures
which lies above the national average. The maiimum per

capita amount to which a Province would be enlifled
would then correspond to the per capita national expendi-
ture, and additional expenditures by a Provincial Govern-
ment would in no way increase the Federal grant to that
Province.
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Chapte r zl-lntergovernmental Relations

NECOMMENDÃTIONS

59. More communicction c¡nd fuller coopercrtion cmong
<¡ll levels of governme¡rt crre imperotive ¡ieeds. The
acb'ievemenl of lhese ends involves lhe improve'
ment cnd simplificction ol the mectns of licison cnd,
where necesscry, the c¡ec¡tion of new mechqnisms.

60. The Constitution should provide for c¡ Federal-Pro-
vincic¡l Conference ol First Ministers to be ccrlled by
the Prime Minister oI Cc¡nadcr c¡t lectst once ct yectr
unless in cny ye<rr <r mcriority of the First Ministers
decide to dispense with the Conference.

61. The Federal Government should <rppoint a Minister
of Stc¡te for lntergor¡ernmentsl Ãffctirs to respond to
the politiccl chcllenges crnd opportunities resulting
from closer intergovernmentc¡l relcrtionships.

62. Ã permcrnent Federql-Provincic¡l secretc¡ricrt lor inter-
governmentcrl relations should be estc¡blished.

63. .Ã tri-level conference <rmong Federal, Provincicl cnd
Municipcrl governments should be called ct lec¡st
once cl yeqr.

The relations among governments in Canada, at both
the political and official levels, are generally not under-
stood by Canadians. These relationships are very impor-
tant in the day-to-day operations of governments, and
often have effects far beyond the immediate program or
policy being explored or developed. Partly because these
relationships are not well understood, many who spoke to
the Committee yearned for simple, comprehensible struc-
tures. Such a desire reveals that Canadians âre rightly
suspicious that the proliferation of coordinating agencies
and administration of one kind or another may be
unnecessary.

Undoubtedly there are no simple ruÌes for the myriad of
relationships necessary among three levels of government
in a country as varied and vast as Canada. We feel, how-
ever, that something can be done to make intergovern-
mental relations more meaningful, more direct, more effi-
cient and more ¡elevant to all Canadians.

Each individual Canadian exists in at least three differ-
ent political communities, and exclusive jurisdictions of
governments are part of the framework of order he or she
understands. Nevertheless each individual is affected
indivisibly by the whole of government. As one witness
said:

For all of the verbal paraphernalia of the Constitu-
tion about exclusive jurisdiction, there is hardly an
area of power in which there is not a very considera-
ble degree of interdependence '.. The truth of the
matter is that governments supposedly are inter-
dependent because they are dealing . . . with the same
people...

The most sensible way of dealing with it is that they
very often have to develop and they do develop meth-
ods of co-operating. There is some division of labour'
some degree of co-operation and some degree of con-
sultation. And cumbersome and time-consuming
though it is, this seems to work pretty well. I would
thinli that we could stand a constitutional revision
which would provide for a good deal more concurrent
jurisdiction than there is, but recognizing what is in
fact the truth of the matter, that there is an inter-
dependence here, that there is a real and crying inter-
est for any provincial government in what federal
r4onetary policy is. It is absurd to say that this is
exclusively a federal matter and that the provinces
should have nothing to do with it, because it directly
affects the way they operate just as what they do in
their own jurisdictions vitally affects federal mone-
tary policy. So we may have to spend the next century
developing many more of these institutions of a con-
sultative kind, which still leaves room for decisions to
be made but on the basis of probably more concur-
rence of jurisdiction and more consultation and co-
operation. (3.24:22)

'We agree fully that more cooperation, Iiaison, and even
harmony, is needed among all levels of government. The
question is: what mechanisms will hetp guide us to these
objectives? Some witnesses gave us these suggestions:

The nature of the solution we propose puts addition-
al emphasis on a more sophisticated structure of
intergovernmental liaison than we have at the present
time. There is already a good deal of this in federal-
provincial relations but it is basically very unstruc-
tured. Formalization is essential if we are to meet our
responsibilities ... We (propose) a pyramidal form of
organization . . .

First, we would have to acknowledge that in the
parliamentary form of government the position of the
Prime Minister or Premier is pre-eminent and we
therefore would argue that there should be a perma-
nent committee of the first ministers meeting at least
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annually. This committee would not be a negotiation
committee; it would deal with the definition and
development of objectives rather Than with detailed
programs. We also explain at some length why we
would favour the continuation of a plenary federal-
provincial conference. Not as an instrument of
negotiation but for the examination of principles and
matters of broad public interest. We think in many
ways this is a very usefui way of involving the public
through throwing the meetings of the plenary confer-
ence open to television, to radio and to public observ-
ers as has been done in several of the constitutional
conferences in the recent past.

Most of the detailed work in the negotiations and
arrângements which we think would be necessary
should be carried on by functional committees of min-
isters. These would replace the numerous special pur-
pose committees which now carry on most of the
detailed work in these fields. Prominent among these
would be the committee of the Ministers of Finance
and the Provincial Treasurers which fiist was set up
in 1959 and which has been operating much more
actively in recent years. This in addition to having its
responsibilities in the functional fiscal field would act,
in our opinion, in the future as it has in the past with
the sort of staff relationship to the committee of first
ministers which would be the prime committee of this
organization we envisage.

rffe also think it vvould be essential that there would
be committees of officials and technical support of ali
ministerial committees and prominent among these
would be the committee of senior officials which has
been set up in support of the constitutional confer-
ence-something along these lines although not neces-
sarily identical. However, I think the part that has
been played by this committee of senior civil servants
in support of the constitutional conference is indica-
tive of the very important part such a continuing
formally structured committee of senior officials
plays in any matters of this kind. (3.45:2f )

'We also heard the following view:

Under our present organization there are something
like 1?5 to 200 different federal-provincial committees
which meet from time to time or have met from time
to time. I think this could be narrowed down very
substantially to a number of perhaps a dozen or more
strictly functional committees, say a federal-provin-
cial committee on health and a committee on natural
resources and so forth and so on, which would deal
with these subjects as they come up and which would

. then pass them on through the hierarchical process up
to the federal-provincial first ministers who would
then agree upon a policy which would be carried back
to their respective legislatures of the Parliament for
âpproval or not, as the case may be.

It would have to be supported by a permanent
secretariat. At one time I did not believe this, but I
have come to the conclusion that the degree of co-
ordination and co-operation between the levels of gov-
ernment wili be so great under any effective process
of co-operative federalism or consultative federalism,
or whatever you wish to call it, that some form of
effective, continuing, permanent secretariat is
required.

You have this at the present time in the constitution
field with the Constitutional Secretariat which, in
many respects is an intergovernmental body even
though it is largely financed and staffed by the federal
government. . .In fact I think its powers could be
extended very substantially into much broader fields
to the advantage of everyone concerned. (3.15:13)

Another expert witness said:

I do think, for example, that at the level of the
standards by which programs are governed, under-
standings could be much firmer. There are cases,
which I don't need to quote, when Quebec oficers

. . . and the same situation probâbly happens in the
other provinces, in the small provinces, without any
doubt, and still more so, where their officers rnight
have worked on a program for weeks and months
when, suddenly, the Federal Government issues its
White Paper on the same subject without having even
read the studies made by the provincial officers, Just
as people in regional districts are entitled to protest
against their provincial Government when this one
establishes on its own authority and on an unilateral
basis programs which affect them in their daily life,
so provincial Governments should be entitled, I think,
to complain about such a situation. And, on the con-
trary, it can be said that some programs which affect
the whole of Canadian life are developed at the pro-
vincial level whereas they should also be subject to
consultations. (3.60:32)

One witness indicated that making Federal-Provincial
conferences institutións in a formal way is simply recog-
nizing what has already happened:

It is a fact that the federal institution that is not
mentioned in the present Federal constitution-the
Dominion-Provincial conferences-has rapidly been
taking on all the characteristics of a standing arbitral
committee for Federal-Provincial problems; and if
this trend should continue one would expect further
institutionalisation for the Dominion-Provincial con-
ference, as for examf¡le the creation of a standing,
possibly joint Dominion-Provincial, secretariat, and
also some degree of public or private recording of the
deliberations of the body. Not too much has been
published on the Dominion-Provincial conferences
that is of an analytical character, but I would venture
the opinion today that such conferences are the pivot
of the present Canadian federal constitutional system.
(3.10:54)

The need for cooperation between governments is
widely recognized. Article 4B of the Victoria Charter
states:

A Conference composed of the Prime Minister of
Canada and the First Ministers of the Provinces shall
be called.by the Prime Minister of Canada at least
once a year, unless, in any year, a majority of those
composing the Conference decide that it shall not be
held.

'We feel that such a conference would be most useful,
and we hope that its climate would be more in the nature
of an exchange of views on current joint problems rather
than of a negotiating session as such. Perhaps special
sessions of the conference could be called after any spe-
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cific program had been broadly worked out between the
governments in order to negotiate the total package. We
also recommend that a further meeting, on a tri-level
basis (!.e., including municipalities), be held annually at
the highest political level. These meetings, again, we hope,
would be for the purpose of exchanging views and keep-
ing abreast of developments throughout the country.

\{e would expect some criticism of our proposals on the
basis that such conferences might undermine the parlia-
mentary and legislative roles and reduce legislative bodies
to mere rubber stamps. It would indeed be ironic for a
committee of legislators like ourselves to produce such a
result. We certainly do not intend it. By way of defence we
would utilize the words of one constitutionalist:

First, is there a threat to parliamentary and demo-
cratic government in the development of more regular
and systematic intergovernmental cooperation for the
coordinated use of federal and provincial powers that
are not much changed from what they are now? This
should not be viewed as an antidemocratic develop-
ment, though some commentators and editors will
have us believe that it is.

Because of the Cabinet system, the ministers .who
engâge in intergovernmental consultations are
responsible to their respective democratic parliamen-
tary bodies for the policies they sponsor, the conces-
sions they make and the agreements they sign. The
policies and agreements can be considered änd debat-
ed under many different procedural arrangements in
the Parliament of Canada and the legislatures of the
provinces to ensure the accountability of ministers
and senior officials to their respective parliamentary
bodies and so to the people itself. (3.6:14)

Being on a regular basis called for by the Constitution,
Federal-Provincial conferences of First Ministers would
tend not to assume "do or die" proportions as some recent
conferences have in the media. The focus of attention, so
to speak, would be on the marriage, not on the wedding.

'We further recommend the appointment of a Federal
Minister of State for Intergovernmental Relations.
Because of the importance we attach to conferences at the
political level, as well as to the new structures we propose
for Federal-Provincial Committees of officiats, we believe
a continuous and comprehensive overview is required. We
envisage a Minister of State for Intergovernmental ReIa-
tions reiatively free of purely departmental priorities, so
that his field would be the larger perspective of liaison
and cooperation. It makes sense to ease the load of other
Federal ministers through a new minister who could look
after both communication with other governments as an
objective in itself and the general advocacy of Federal
policies and programs. Of course, a special conference on
a specific topic, e.g. health, would probably still find the
Minister of Health as the main Federal representative at
the conference. The function of the new Minister of State
would be of a more day-to-day na.ture, and he would have

more time to visit the provincial capitals to enhance coop-
eration and coordination of the two levels of government
on a person-to-person basis.

At the level of officials, we propose that the present
procedures be radically altered. We were told that there
were more than 175 committees which meet with many
subjects of joint concern to the Federal and Provincial
Governments. We suspect that this structure grew to meet
the contingencies of the day. These committees should be
greatly reduced in number and put on a more functional
basis. Iüy'ithout further study it is not possible to say pre-
cisely how many there should be, but we suspect their
number could be dramatically reduced.

By reducing the numbers and giving to a single commit-
tee a mandate over a whole function, e.g. natural
resources, we would expect that the prestige of the com-
mittee would be enhanced, and we also envisage that
members of the committees would be drawn from the
most senior levels of the Federal and Provincial Govern-
ments. These committees could take a broad perspective
of each function, and would improve coordination of the
planning and administrati.ve policies of both levels of
government. Because they would exercise jurisdietion at
the highest officiai levels in their functioning, we would
expect more real and per'manent "decisions" to be taken
and the consensus reached to be more meaningful. In line
with this consolidation we recommend that a Federal-Pro-
vincial secretariat be established to enhance coordination.
Of course, these bodies are neither executive nor legisla-
tive, and any decisions reached would have to be adopted
by the Cabinets concerned, and, where legislation was
required, by Parliament and the Legislatures.

The aim of this recommendation is to ensure that alt
information, particularly in the area of planning, flows to
the highest official levels in both Federal and Provincial
Governments. By this technique Canada wouid, we hope,
avoid the possibility of major government planning being
carried on by one government without any knowledge on
the part of other governments. While it cannot entirely
eliminate uncoordinated planning as long as any govern-
ment ma¡r wish to surprise other governments, it can
avoid situations where the lack of information results
from structural impediments rather than from a desire to
conceal.

'We wish to make it unmistakeably clear that we do not
see intergovernmental cooperation as only an opening of
the Federal decision-making process to Provincial input.
The converse must also be true, for cooperation is not a
one-way street. The Provinces cannot expect to control
the Federal budget unless they are willing to have their
budgets, in turn, subject to veto by Ottawa. But what we
have in mind is actually somewhat less drarnatic than
decisional controÌ on either side, though no less complete
than frank disclosure of policy intentions and genuine
willingness to discuss alternative courses of action. pro-
vided that this degree of cooperation was mutuatly
achieved, that would be revolutionary enough to impart a
new direction to Confederation.
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Chapte r 22 -Municipalities

NECOMMENDÃTIONS

64. While we recognize the difficulties of lcrrger cities in
providing for their needs, fincncing their progrcms
c¡nd determining their own priorities, qs well <¡s in
negoticting with the Provinciql crnd Federal Govern-
ments on works which seriously <rffect municipcl
plctnning, c¡nd c¡lso their need Ior more stc¡tus cnd
morê qutonomy in order to c¡chieve these gocrle, we
do not see how lhese matters ccn be entrenched in
the Constitution. They should be negoticrted
between the cities and lhe Provincicl Governments
under whose iurisdiction they fcrll.

65. The municipclities in ecch P¡ovince, in coniunction
with their provincicrl and nc¡tionc¡l bodies, should
deterrnine which representcrtives frorn whqt
municipctlities would qttend the c¡nnucl tri-level con-
Ierences we hc¡ve recommended in Recommendcrtion
63.

66. Such tri-level meetings would nol have the power of
veto over .cny Federcl or Provincial progrcrms but
would rcrther opercrte by wcry of moral su<¡sion.

67. In the light oI the injustice done municipcrlities by
their hcving to rely on lhe property lcrx fo¡ the bulk of
their revenue, there should be o shcring of tc¡x fields
between Governments thc¡t would cllow municipcli-
ties direct c¡ccess to other sources of ¡evenue.

68. \iVhere leasible, representatives of municipalities
should meet with other levels of government to dis-
cr¡ss common problems pctrticulcrrly in the arec of
economic plcrnning through representation trt meet-
ings of the MinÍsters of Fincnce c¡nd P¡ovincial
T¡ecsurers.

Undoubtedly one of the major themes in the evidence
heard by the Committee was the challenge of Canadian
urbanism. Mayors and aldermen from municipal corpora-
tions, from the largest to some of the smallest, impressed
on us the concerns of cities: dialogue with senior govern-
ments, administrative policies, pollution, the revenue
squeeze, welfare costé, transportation, and housing, to
name but a few. These elected representatives, and
Canadians generally, are aware of current projections
which show that by the turn of this century approximate-
ly B0 to 85 per cent of Canadians will be urban dwellers.
In addition, the growth of some of our larger cities, nota-
bly Montreal, Toronto and Vancouver, may well produce
urban changes not only of degree, but perhaps of kind.

The implications of having two cities in Car¡ada with
populations each greater than six million persons are
many. To what extent these enormous population explo-
sions should affect the structures of urban government
and its relations with other governments has greatly con-
cerned us.

Witnesses who appeared before us stressed various pos-
sibilities ranging from the status quo to city provinces. A
few excerpts from the evidence may help to indicate the
range of views:

I think the constitution has spelled out very clearly
that this level of government has certain rights.
Unfortunately, at the moment, the municipalities in
this province really have no rights at all. They are
completely dominated and controlled in every way by
the province and not wisely.

The municipalities supply more service to the
people than any other level of government but they
have the most limited form of taxation.

Most assuredly the constitution has to give rights to
municipalities and have them very clearly spelled
out...

Metropolitan Toronto is like the committee that
designed a horse. It came out a camel.

The people who decide what Toronto is going to be
do not even live here. We have a very bad form of
government. "It is metro". "No, it is municipal." "It is
the borough's responsibility." "No, no. This road ends
here and it becomes the municipality of Metropolitan
Toronto down the block." It is very confused. (3.61:34)

It must have authority to collect income to meet its
needs; it must know what it can do; it must be able to
plan and know how it can raise funds to do so.

These are all the problems that exist because the
city has no definite authority. I think one of our great
hopes . . . is that this Committee will recommend that
the municipal governments of Canada, the 4,200 of
them, have rights spelled out just as citizens have
rights and the provinces have authority and rights. I
think it is essential if we aie going to survive. (3.61:35)

Another witness said:

I suggest that what we have attempted to do is to
reflect on the existing situation.and to consider what
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might be in the future. The question really centers on
the need for some constitutional recogrfition of the
third level of government and the difficulty of the
4,500 municipalities as opposed to 10 provinces and a
single federal government . . .

In fact, because we have that problem we recognize
that the rate of the level of constitutional recognition
that can be afforded to the 4,500 municipalities of
Canada today is almost impossible. In a redrafted
constitution we want you to provide for the future
possibility that those municipalities might be recon-
structed into a very much smaller number of units
and so constructed that when they come together they
in fact might well be recognized as a constitutional
entity and a third level of government without the
hangup of multipiicity of jurisdiction which presently
exists . . . We are reasonably and objectively attempt-
ing to recognize today's circumstances, but we are
asking you not to lock us out constitutionally of the
opportunity to be recognized as a third level of gov-
ernment when the municipal reconstruction that we
hope will take place in fact does take place, (3.50:26)

Another witness, an alderman, said:

I consider that the relationships between munici-
palities and the provinces and the federal government
are drastically in need of review. This coneêpt of
municipalities being the creatures of a provincial gov-
ernment may have had some validity in 1867, but it
has none now. To give you one specific example of the
situation in which municipalities find themselves.

The provincial government arbitrarily changed the
cost-sharing progrâm with respect to welfare and
whereas two years ago we paid as a municipality only
10 per cent of welfare costs and the provincial 40 per
cent ând the federal 50 per cent, we now have to
assume 20 per cent or double the cost of welfare . . .

This has meant an increase in per capita from 98 cents
to $1.58. Specifically . . .this means in one year an
increase of $300,000 in our welfare costs. We have B5
per cent of our revenue derived from residential taxa-
tion. So there has to be some drastic re-appraisal of
this relationship: some sort of direct channel between
perhaps the federal government and the municipal
government along the lines they have in some Ameri-
can cities and their federal government. We have to do
something, or many of our municipalities are facing a
really severe financial crisis. (3.27:62)

A brief from one city stated:

We also support the resolution on constitutional
reform adopted by the Canadian Federation of
Mayors and Municipalities at their dnnual meeting in
Halifax, June I to 11, 1970 . . .

1. That.fuil consideration should be given in the
redrafting of the Canadian constitution to the ques-
tion of the status of municipal government as another
jurisdiction with powers and responsibilities appro-
priate to its role in Canadian public life.

2. That in the review of the constitution of Canada
currently in progress, the Government of Canada,
together with the Provinces, provide for the participa-
tion of municipal representatives as equal partners in
the process of the redrafting of the Canadian
constitution.

3. And that pending more permanent solutions to
the problems of local government in Canada steps be
taken as soon as possible to provide municipal gov-
ernments with a role in public policy development
more appropriate to their responsibilities, and with
sources of revenue more consistent with the accelerat-
ing demands made by the growth of municipal
responsibilities, either by way of increased taxing
powers, a system of shared taxes or by transfer pay-
ments from federal and/or provincial governments
more adequate to the needs of the developing
situation.

4. That in all matters which directly or indirectly
concern the questions of local government in Canada,
the Government of Canada and the Governments of
the Provinces seek the advice of and consult with
municipal Governments concerned, either specifically
in the case of projects of iimited impact or through
the municipalities' appointed representatives in mat-
ters of general application. (3.45:8)

A brief from a major Canadian city said:

The second recommendation is that such centres as
Montreal, Toronto, Vancouver, and whatever other
representation is thought to be fair with other
municipalities, be given the immediate right to partici-
pate in discussions concerning constitutional revi-
sion...

In the long term the large ârea municipalities in
Canada designated as such by the National Urban
Council, should be given entrenched rights in the con-
stitution. Another arrangement should be made for
the access to taxing po\Ã/ers commensurate with the
responsibilities of governing major urban centres.
(3.63:13)

A Committee member asked the follorving question:

I understand your brief to reject the idea that we
could set out in a new constitution a third level of
government with precise powers and resources, and
that at the present stage, at any rate, you think that
would be unworkable. (3.50:13)

And the reply was:

Right. We think that the local level of government
ought to be recognized by being referred to in the
constitution, and if for example the revised constitu-
tion referred to the place of federal-provincial confer-
ences as a part of the governmental structure of
Canada, it should also refer to federal-provincial-
municipal conferences which will guarantee the kind
of consultation which will be of benefit to the prov-
inces and the federal government as well as to the
municipal end. (3.50: 13)

One witness made some reference to the American
experience:

The argument that in redrafting the constitution the
Iocal governments should have some special status
and should participate as equal partners in the pro-
cess of redrafting seems to me, gets into very siippery
territory. The Americans have had enormous trouble
in their state constitutions with their concept of home
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rule where they have tried to entrench local govern-
ments within state constitutions. (3.45:28)

One expert made the following observation in reply to a
question:

You are suggesting a right of consultation written
into the constitution. We are not the only federal gov-
ernment with a written constitution. Are there any
illustrations of where this has been done, or if it has
been done, whether it has worked at all? Or are we
asked to pioneer in this field?

I would have to say I do not know. I am not aware of
any. I find federal constitutions are very difficult to
put on a comparative basis. They differ so widely
from place to place that I have never found this a very
successful operation. I would have to say I do not
know, but I think you are probably right that if there
is, it is quite rare. (3.50:41)

The following comment was made concerning the
enforcement of the right to consultation:

You rely on moral suasion rather than litigation?
Oh, I think so. Public pressure. (3.50:37)

It is readily apparent that there are many possibilities
open to us when we consider the role of the municipality
in Canadian life.

Briefly, the major options may be summarized as
follows:

-That municipal legislative powers be spelled out in
considerable detail in the Constitution thereby assur-
ing a clear and recognizable place for city
governments;

-That municipal revenue sources be spelled out in the
Constitution, e.g., a certain fixed percentage of per-
sonal or corporate income taxes;

-That municipalities be given the right to be consulted
on all major matters undertaken by the two senior
levels of government which affect them and that this
right be recognized in the Constitution;

-That the Constitution make no change in the present
status or rights of municipal government;

-That greater efforts be made to coordinate planning
and legislation by both senior levels of governments to
include participation, on an informal basis, of munici-
pal representatives at both the elected and official
levels.

'We reject the option that no change be made in the
present status or rights of municipal governments. We
are convinced from the evidence we have heard all across
Canada that our third level of government requires a new
focus of attention, and more effective means of presenting
its point of view to the two senior levels of governments.
'We believe these objectives can be attained, however,
without adopting the view that municipal legislative
powers should be spelled out in considerable detail in the
Constitution; this would not attack the central problem,
and it would not allow the Provinces to set up municipal
governmental structures which could be tailored to the
specific needs of each Province. For example, those Prov-
inces with very large cities might require quite different

municipal structures from those with much smaller cities.
The constitutional entrenchment of the powers of munici-
pal governments is thus in our view too blunt an
instrument.

Consequently we believe the difficulties of municipali-
ties in providing for their needs, financing their programs,
and determining their own priorities cannot be effectively
resolved by the recognition of municipal governments in
the Constitution of Canada. To the extent that constitu-
tional recognition and protection might be afforded rnajor
Canadian cities by defining their status in Provincial con-
stitutions, those matters can be negotiated with the
respective Provincial Governments in whose jurisdiction
they lie.

Spokesmen for municipal corporations across Canada
raised over and over again the financial plight of their
governments. Their major concerns inciuded: p'leas for
greater fiscal resources, and, sometirnes, transfers of
taxing powers; criticism of the real property tax as too
rigid a tax base; the interference with municipal priorities
because of Federal and Provincial grant schemes, particu-
larly those of the "matching" variety; and the involvement
of municipalities in "provincial" services like education,
welfare and housing, without adequate revenues. In terms
of aggregate spending the importance of municipal gov-
ernments cannot be overstated. Approximately one third
of all public expenditures in Canada are made by
muñicipalities.

We are sympathetic to these financial problems. Without
attempting to analyze in quantitative terms the adequacy
or inadequacy of real property taxes as the basis of
municipal revenues, it is apparent that they are regressive
and often inequitabÌe. The pressure of such taxes
(through rents, for example) bears down on iower-income
groups, and it obviously is not a user-based tax when one
considers the number of older property owners who pay
real estate taxes for educational purposes despite the fact
that they have no children in schools. In relation to
municipal expenditures, real property taxes do not have
the growth potential of income taxes, and municipal
representatives argue that this lack of growth potential
built into real property taxation constantly puts
municipalities in a fiscal bind. On the other hand, Canada
has not had too much experience with earmarking specif-
ic percentages of income taxes for particular purposes,
and the possibility of differential income tax rates from
city to city would be a totally new dimension in the
Canadian tax structure.

On balance we do not favour the approach of a speci-
fied and guaranteed percentage of income tax. We feel
that to the extent that any significant percentage would
help the municipal financial plight, it would reduce the
fiscal and monetary leverage of the Federal Government.

However, we consider it unjust that municipalities
should have to rely on the property base for the bulk of
their revenues, and we therefore recommend a sharing of
tax fields between the different levels of government that
would grant to municipalities direct access to other
sources of revenue.

'ffe do not seek to avoid radically new approaches to
urban policy. We see in a readjustment of access to tax
revenues an alleviation of some of the anomalies and
pressures faced by the cities of Canada. \üe know too that
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there are different types of conferences involving various
leveÌs of government and many of these would be appro-priate forums for the municipalities. A conference on the
Constitution, on health, or on arrangements for native
peoples might not lend themselves readily to municipal
representation, but conferences dealing with welfare,
housing, transportation and coordination of fiscal policy
obviously wouid be much more relevant to the cities anà
towns of Canada.

That majority of Canadians who now live in cities are
no longer satisfied to be unrepresented in forums where

policy decisions are taken affecting the way they live.Transportation, welfare, housing, cultural amenities, andpollution abatement are but a shãrt list of concerns whichwill require decisions by ail levels of government, prefera_
bly by governments acting in concertl

City living can be restful and satisfying. It should be
possible for those who represent city people in all levels of
government to find coordinated means of reaching the
goal of a better urban way of life.
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Chapter 23-The Territories

NECOMMENDÃTIONS

69. The obiective of Government policy for the Yukon
c¡nd the Northwest Terrilories should be the fostering
of sell-government cnd provincicl stc¡tus.

70. The provisions of the B¡itish North Ãmericc Ãct, 1871,
sect¡on 2, which provÍde for the qdmission of new
provinces by cction of the Feder<¡l Government
c¡lone, should be continued, provided th<¡t no territo-
ry should become cr province without its consent.

7I. The Yukon cnd the Northwest Terrilories should
ecch be entitled to ¡epresentdtion in the Sencte.

Vast, starkly beautiful, and peopled by self-reliant and
adventuresome Canadians, the Canadian North is a part
of Canada seen by all too few of our citizens. Its potential,
we are convinced, is enormous. Its growing pains are
many. But as Canadians we have a unique opportunity in
this new land not to repeat past errors. We can make the
kind of North all Canadians, including Northerners, want
without being trapped by precedent or being fearful of
the future.

The key constitutional demands of Northern Canadians
come under such headings as "responsible government,',
"provincial status", and "control over natural resources,'.
It is important for all Canadians to understand that
Northern Canadians, those who live in our two territories,
do not have exactly the same relationship to the institu-
tions governing them as Canadians living in provinces do.
In order to appreciate more fully the situation in the
Canadian North we shall set out here some geographic,
ethnic, and historical factors.

Canada's northern territories are 1,511,9?g square miles
in area. The Northwest Territories covers 1,304,903 square
miles, which is greater than the combined area of Quebec,
Ontario, Manitoba and Saskatchewan. This represents
almost 35 per cent of the total area of Canada, yet its
population of approximately 32,000 is less than 1/b of 1 per
cent of the total Canadian population. The population
density is 2 persons per 100 square miles as compared
with 950 persons per 100 square miles for the Canadian
provinces.

The Yukon Territory, with its 207,076 square miles, is
equal in area to the four Atlantic Provinces. ÌVith a popu-
lation estimated at approximately 20,000, it has a density
of 10 persons per 100 square miles. The population is
largely centred around the capital, rfü'hitehorse, which con-

tains half of the Yukon's inhabitants. The rest live in
communities along the Alaska Highway, ir:r service centres
and in mining communities.

The native peoples' population, an important part of the
total population of the North, is especially significant in
the Northwest Territories. fndians and Eskimos make up
only 1 per cent of the total population in Canada, yet in
the Northwest Territories the majority of the population
is Eskimo (33 per cent) and Indian (19 per cent)..Moreover,
of the remaining 48 per cent of population, almost one-
fifth are Métis, living under the same social and economic
conditions as the Indian people. The native peoples'popu-
lation is a relatively smaller proportion of the total popu-
lation of the Yukon Territory, viz., about 16 per cent.

Geological Surveys have indicated that Canada's North-
ern Territories are potentially extremely rich in mineral
deposits and in oil and gas. In the Yukon, for example,
mining production has increased more than twofold in
value since 1967. The Yukon also has an estimated 64,500
cubic miles of potential oil-bearing sediments.

As far as the Northwest Territories is concerned, of the
1.? million square miles of precambrian rock in Canada,
710,000 square miles lie within the Territories; and the
mineral wealth of the precambrian shield in the northern
parts of Quebec, Ontario and Manitoba has been amply
demonstrated. ?he Northwest Territories has an estimat-
ed 930,633 cubic miles of potential oil-bearing sediments
as compared with the 341.,715 cubic miles in Alberta. The
discovery of massive oil reserves at Prudhoe Bay in
Alaska has naturally raised hopes that similar large
teserves of oil and gas will be found in the Territories,
perhaps in the adjacent Mackenzie Delta or in the Arctic
Islands. A major oil rush has developed in the North since
the Prudhoe Bay discovery.

The early history of government in the Yukon is shared
with the Prairle Provinces. Canada acquired Rupert's
Land and the North-western Territory shortly after Con-
federation. The temporary Government Act of 1869 pro-
vided for the first administration. It applied to the present
provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta and
northern parts of the provinces of Ontario and Quebec
and the Northern Territories as well as the Yukon Territo-
ry. The influx of miners to the Klondike gold fields led to
the establishment of the Yukon as a separate territory in
1898.
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The first Government of the Territory consisted of a
Commissioner and a Council of not more than six mem-
bers appointed by the Governor in Council to aid the
Commissioner in the administration of the Territory. The
Council included the judges of the Territorial Court, who
were also appointed by the Governor in Council. The
Commissioner in Council was given legislative powers
sirnilar to those held by the Lieutcnant-Governor and the
Legislative Assembly of the Northwest Territories. The
Yukon Act was amended in 1899 to increase the member-
ship of the Council to eight by the addition of two elected
members who were to hold office for two years. In 1902,
provision was made for three more elected members,
raising the Council membership to eleven.

A fully-elected Council of ten members wâs introduced
in 1908, when the Commissioner was prohibited from
sitting in Council. In 1918 the Governor in Council was
given authority by an amendment to the Yukon Act to
abolish the elected Council and to substitute an appointed
Council of two or more members. Second thoughts in
1919, however, led to the amendment of the Act again to
provide for three elected members on the Council. From
1919 until the end of lüorld War II, the Territorial Govern-
ment remained virtually unchanged. Increased population
and rising prosperity made it reasonable to increase the
size of the Council to five elected members in 1951.

Between 1908 and 1960 there developed a strong tradi-
tion of separate legislative and executive powers. Fre-
quent misunderstandings and sometimes deadlock
occurred between the two branches of government. Some
improvement was made in 1960 when the prohibition
against the Commissioner sitting in Council was removed.
In addition a Financial Advisory Committee, consisting of
three members of the Council, was established to review
territorial estimates before their presentation to the
Council.

In 1965, further changes were made. A Budget Pro-
gramming Committee was set up which includes the three
members of the Financial Advisory Committee and three
senior members of the Territorial Administration. Under
this arrangement, the Budget Programming Committee
works out the estimates for eaôh Department with the
appropriate Department Heads. Previously, the Financial
Advisory Committee had only reviewed these estimates
after they had been prepared by the Department Heads
and approved by the Commissioner. Now the estimates
âre processed through the Committee and the elected
Council members are involved in the actual preparation
of the estimates. Further developments respecting an
executive committee will be discussed later.

As in the Yukon, the early history of government in the
Northwest Territories is linked with that of the Prairie
Provinces. When Saskatchewan and Alberta became
Provinces, the government of the remaining Northwest
Territories reverted to that existing prior to 1870: an
appointed Commissioner had control over all phases of
government. Elected representation completely disap-
peared. In 1905 a Council of four appointed members was
created, but no appointments were made for sixteen
years. A Commissioner was appointed with all the powers
previously enjoyed by the Lieutenant-Govennor, the
Executive and the Legislative Assembly of the Northwest
Territories. Finally, in 1921, the Council already provided
for by the Act of 1905 was appointed, along with two

additional members. From 1922 to 1930 few ordinances
were passed, and in some years the Council did not meet
at all. Until 1946 it was composed entirely of senior Feder-
al Government officials. In that year the first territorial
resident was appointed to Council. In 1951 three elected
members were added for the Mackenzie District, and a
fourth in 1954. After 1960, the practice of appointing Fed-
eral officials to the Council ceased, and members of the
public were appointed instead, generally from outside the
Territories. Three more elected members were added in
1966, and in 1967 a territorial resident was appointed to
the full-time post of Deputy Commissioner.

The office of the Commissioner has had a varied histo-
ry. From 1905 to 1918, the Commissioner of the Royal
Northwest Mounted Police was aiso Commissioner of the
Northwest Territories. From 1918 to 1963, the Deputy
Minister of the Department of the Interior and his succes-
sors held the office. The first full-time Commissioner was
appointed in 1963.

As we have already indicated, the constitutional aspira-
tions of Canadians living in Canada's two territories are,
because of the governmental structures prevailing there,
necessarily more ambitious than those of Canadians
elsewhere.

The vast majority of those who spoke to the Committee
ultimately wanted, in a word, what other Canadians now
have.

'We shall set forth under several headings some of the
views we heard.

A. Responsible Gouernment

Governmental reform, whereby the policy making
function is democratically placed in the hands of the
people through their elected representatives, is
supported. . . .

This brief urges an increase in the Territorial Coun-
cil to 15 elected members, and supports the idea of a
commissioner to be one of the elected members, and
directed by the Territorial Council. The executive
committee, which is about to be formed, should con-
currently with the increase in the number of Territori-
al Councillors, be formed so as to provide for a
majority of elected members with plans to phase out
the presence of appointed members entireiy. Conse-
quent amendments to the Yukon Act to eliminate the
colonial nature of the present government organiza-
tion would be required as each step was taken, cul-
minating in the amendment of Section 4 of the Yukon' Act to provide for a fully responsible government in
the same general terms as is now held by the prov-
inces of Canada. (2.16:33)

A plan should be initiated for the more rapid devel-
opment of responsible government in the Northwest
Territories with a fully elected legislature ancl the
immediate inclusion of elected members in the
administration. In effect, the Northwest Territories
government is very new, very progressive and has
done a great deal. We are just asking that it be given
the opportunity to do more.

'ffe in the Northwest Territories stand in a colonial
status in that we function under a commissioner and a
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partially elected council. ïVe are not dissatisfied with
this, but we think things can be done better so we ask
for a plan as soon as possible to meet obligations with
the rest of Canada that this be carried out for a fully
responsible territorial government and that almojt
immediately we \À/ould ask that elected members be
made part of the Northwest Territories administra_
tion as has been initiated in the yukon recently.
(3.87:?)

I agree with the suggestion that has been made by
the Minister in relation to the two appointments by thê
Territorial Council of two members of the Executive
Cornmittee headed by the Commissioner in conjunc_
tion with a makeup of the Commissioner, his two
assistant Commissioners and two elected representa_
tives on the committee. This is something thãt is out_
side the legislative body of the yukon Act and
because it is outside the legislative body of the yukon
Act gives the right to the Minister or the Commission_
er on the say-so of the Minister to remove that Execu_
tive Committee that he has set up at any time. (2.16:1?)

These comments are made in the light of the present
legislation governing the Yukon Territory. That ìegisla-
tion provides that the Minister of Indian Affairs and
Northern Development or the Governor in Council shail
have the authority to direct the Commissioner of the
Yukon Territory, from time to time, on the way the Terri_
tgry ig to be governed. The Commissioner is appointed by
the Minister. The Territorial Council is in law advisory
only. Two of the members of the popuiarly elected, .err.rr-
man council sit on the Executive Committee with three
appointed members, the Commissioner as chairman and
two assistant commissioners. The Executive Committee is
to be consulted by the Commissioner and its advice is to
be given full consideration. The two popularly elected
membe¡s of the Executive Committee have ¡,line', or
administrative responsibility for two departments of the
Territorial Government, analogous to that of a Federal or
Provincial cabinet minister. There is, however, no obliga-
tion on the Executive Committee to résign in the evãnt
that its decisions are not supported by a majority of
members in the Territorial Council. There is no iespónsi-
ble government in the Yukon Territory-or in the ñorth-
west Territories for that matter-in the constitutional
sense of the term. Indeed, the Northwest Territories does
not yet have the popular participation in the Executive
Committee that the Yukon Territory has.

The Minister of Indian .g,ffairs and Northern Develop_
ment summed up his views on the yukon experiment in
these words:

I suggest to you that the wisest course would be topermit the Territorial Governmerìt to develop its
potential in the context of the new Executive Commit-
tee which has the responsibility for those matters
which lie within its legislative framework. I cannot
predict at this time what form future constitutional
development will take. Ifowever, my approach to this
question is a flexible and experimental one, allowing
for further adjustments as experience is gained and
as the population and the economy of the yukon
continue to expand. (3.18:B)

B. Proai.nci,al Støtus

Many Yukoners have expressed their desire for
political evolution that would permit the yukon to
ultimately reach a constitutional status equal to that
of the provinces.

For some unpredictable period in the immediate
future, mining interests need assurance that the feder-
al government funds will be obtainable to provide the
missing logistic support needed to bring a mine into
production, such as roads, power townsites, etc. As
the economic base of the Yukon grov/s, this assurance
could gradually be assumed at the Territorial level.
(2.14:7)

I would like to re-emphasize something the brief is
attempting to accomplish, that it is not trying to put a
time limit on when the Territory becomes a province.
This would be something to be decided by others,'preferably by our local politicians. But the brief is
intended to present a formula whereby there would be
a transition, first, the administration of everything
affecting the Yukon in the Yukon, and secondly, evo-
lution to provincial statùs at some undetermined time.
(2.14:25)

Generally this brief finds difficulty in accepting that
there be established a point of development oJ the
Territory, at which time provincial status would be
available to the area upon its request. It is felt that the
present sections of the British North America Act of
1871 remain the machinery for obtaining provincial
status, and the matter proceed as outlined above in
the brief without specific targets of population, gïoss
territorial production or total local government reve-
nues being fixed, since none of these factors are in
themselves decisive of the matter, and upon the
theory that all democratic institutions should be avail-
able to all citizens of the country, the setting of artifi-
cial targets for such does not seem to be appropriate.
(2.1 6:35)

I feel that the time has come when the yukon must
take over its own and go into provincial status. I have
heard the remarks that the time is not ripe. That is
ridiculous for the simple reason that until we do have
provincial status we will never get industry into the
Yukon. At the present time we have potential mining
companies who, in the very, very near future, wili be
opening up mines but that is not the only thing. 1Ve
must get others than mining; we must get industry
into these Territories. (2.13:7)

[Floor Questioner] I do not believe in complete elec-
tion for all offices of the administration in tÀe yukon.
Is there one case where an appointed member has not
come up to . . . expectations?

[Witness] Mr. Chairman, the brief is not intended as
a criticism. It is intended as a suggestion on constitu-
tional reform for constitutional reasons. I think the
simple answer is "no".

[Floor Questioner] I believe that some of these
appointees from C)ttawa do a much better job than
some of the people who would be eiected here.
(2.16:50)
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I have not in my own view come up with any politi-cal boundaries for the provinces in the Noitf,. Wàmight have a combination of the yukon and the Mack_
enzie. We might have the Great Slave Lake areâ asone.particular province. Whether we have one or four
I. think will depend_on developments as t¡r.v p"og"";,through northern Canada. So f cannot givè-a d"irectanswer in te¡ms of size, numbers, or the various con_binations, other tha¡r. to say that i tt irrL the objectivenorth of the 60th parattei must be the creation ofprovinces within the framework of Canada. (8.g6:86)

These excerpts from the evidence indicate that the con_sensus is not compiete on the issue of provincial status inthe territories, and ce.talntt;"îõ;iñ; íñi"e of any grant
of Provincial status. The implications of prãiinciai sîatusare many, but the main concern appears to be the 

"¡ifiiyof the territories to generate errðúgf, revenues of theirown to enable them to carry on as Frovinces. Tied in withthis is, of course, the small population oiifre territories,and the extra cost inv-olved in pioviding ,,právinciat stytJ;services in the Canadian Norlh. Sorne" Cãnàdians in thesouth see the granting of provincial siatus-as conferringtoo great an economic benefit, if not immediately, theiultimately on Canadâ,s northern residents:
\üith regard to the northern territories, my firstconcern is that they not be given provincial'status

particularly with the population situåtion as it is now
because I suggest that it would make iiving in thoseterritories an extremely attractive propositiõn. If th;thad aII the resou¡ces furned o,o", io iÀem tomorrow,
they could almost declare a dividend anã retire on the
spot.

Either those territo¡ies are going to continue to begoverned from Ottawa as territories or some ârîange-ment has to be made fo¡ internal self_government orfor some sort of union. f do not see in ihe immediate
time that internal self_government in the territories isa proposition that would benefit the rest of Canada oreven be particularly viable in those territories. 18.f:ig)

On the other hand, we heard also from southern
Canadians who were very sympathetic to the aspirationsof north_erners for a greater iayìn the gove.nment of theirpart of Canada.

C. Control of Naturat Resources

It is only in this context that the average person canappreciate what it means to the yukon,s constitution_al aspirations to have our natural resources heritage
stolen .from us by official Ottawa dictates. It meañsthat without the revenues from ou¡ natural resources
we can never be self_supporting as the provinces are.Our natural resources are our tife's blood because wehave a resource-oriented economy. lf we cannot claimou¡ natural ¡esources, then it is also certain that wecan never make the claim to self_determination orself-government. We shall be doomed iorever to thestatus of second_class citizenship, always begging thefederal government for ,,handoùir" á""wiri"i, to sub_
sist,_ and always being underdeveloped t.""*r" _ushall not have the revenues on hanä with which todevelop our area. On a smaller scale oui position willbe similar to Canada's always handing åvãr control ofour natural resources to outsiders in exchange for

funds with which to develop our ârea, but losing moreand more control over the area that *ã ,"e deve"lopin!
because others are supplying the capital ana they arãdemanding a bigger vòice in the f-uture. .We 

wouldremain always an economic colony. (2.16:60)

I think the mine¡al rights of the provinces go to thêprgvincial governments and it seems to me that it is
strange indeed that the parliament of Canada can set
up the mineral rights of the Northwest Territories and
say that they are the rights of all Canadians. I feel thatin any kind of a setup of government in the Territo_

, ries, and eventual provinciál status, that certainly themineral rights or the minerais in the Territãries
should become a part of the Territories and be used to
:]¡pport the people who are living and working in theNorth. (3.86:89)

_ Eventually, of course, I think that control should bein the hands of the people who own them. But prior tothat, I think we should have a clear statement as to
who owns them.

'We have had a statement to date telling us that theresources of the yukon Territory and thã NorthwestTerritories belong to-the federãl government. They
c-alled it the people of Canada wiriõn f take to meai
th_e .federal government. This is ownership l"u ,rãtalking about, not. controi. They are denying thatYukoners own their own naturaj resourcei, and weare the only place in Canada where this-is done.Certainly no one would suggest that in a province
without fear of getting shot. -But in the yukon, thãj
seem to be able to get away with it.

.,,4,s _to control, at the outset, my personal opinion isthis. I want immediately a cleai itatement jrom thefederal government saying that the resources in theYukon are ours; that they are being held in trust forus by the federal government. I wõuld be quite pre_
pared to allow the federal government to control themuntil such time as we are capable of taking overcontrol and management of the resources ourselves.

Until that time I would not argue about an interimperiod whereby the federal government controis
resources.

There is a historical precedent for this. All of the
Western provinces went through this stage_Manito_
ba, British Columbia, and so on and so fãrth. At notime was it denied that the actual owners.hip of their
resources belonged to the people within the provinces
or in their areas. (2.16:66)

The position of the Government of Canada on this issue
was put this way by the Minister of Indian Affairs andNorthern Development:

I have asked what we would do with the resources.
Are _we going to keep them in a trusteeship for thã
residents of the North or are they to be sharãd by thewhole population of Canada? It is a fundamentalquestion. Some resolutions have been taken onthis problem. Some people think that they shouldbenefit all Canadians; oihers think that we should
keep them under trusteeship for the Northwest resi_
dents. _Up to now, the govãrnment has been quite
neutral, that is to say, we do not keep them uirder
trusteeship and we have not made a finãI decision, on
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a long-term basis. But as you said, this question
should perhaps be debated by the Constitution Com-
mittee which should submit a report. The Cabinet
would certainly be very grateful to know your opinion
on the subject. (3.18:25)

The financial capacity of any territory should not be the
only factor to be considered in granting it responsible
government or provincial status. Certainly some of the
people of the North believe there are other factors-not
the least of which is full democratic participation of all
Canadians in every level of government-!¡r'hich are also
very important. The Government of Canada itself has
stated that it does "not regard the financial capacity of the
Territory as an absolute criterion of political develop-
ment." (3.18:16) The difference, then, is not one of princi-
ple. From the evidence it even seems to boil down, almost,
to one of accounting. In the Yukon patticularly we were
told that Government of Canada figures do not take into
account all the revenues which emanate from the Territo-
ry. fn turn, the Minister replied in these terms:

'We sometimes hear comments that the finances of
the Yukon are kept obscure because we do not wish to
publish this information. I can assure you that this is
not true. In fact, all the figures are public, but we have
to admit that the financial pattern is complex and
therefore difficult to interpret. I made an attempt to
cast some light on this in November 1969. rtrith this in
mind, I think, it would be useful to review the matter
again now, and perhaps emphasize the fact that the
financial data are accessible for examination.

Appropriations for 19?0-71 provide for Territorial
Government expenditures of over $25 million. Of this
amount $5.5 million will come from the Yukon's own
revenue. $6,7 million will come from the federal gov-
ernment under cost-sharing programs similar to those
ananged with the provinces. The remainder which is
nearly $13 million comes from the federal treasury. Of
that $13 million about $2 million could be considered
as the abatement of personal and corporate income
tax which the Yukon would get if it were a province.

This still is not the complete pieture because there
are many hidden costs in provincial type services in
the Yukon for which the federal government pays
directly. Sqme of these are the costs of the courts and
the RCMP, that is to say, about $1.25 million. There is
another sum, nearly $500,000, that is paid through the
present subsidized patient day-rate at the Whitehorse
General Hospital. The full cost of all new road con-
struction in the Yukon as well as all costs for a
number of other provincial-type services are paid
directly by the federal departments concerned. (3.18:6)

The Minister then provided the Committee with a
breakdown of revenues, and projected an estimated defi-
cit, if the Yukon were a provincô, in 1g70-?1 of g24,68g,188.
(3.18:58)

Of course, as already mentioned, fiscal capacity is not
an absolute criterion. Vfhen linked, however, with a sparse
population, a still developing infrastructr.rre, and the spe-
cial needs of native peoples in both Territories, it shows
the difficulties in moving immediately to complete self-
government and provincial status.'\{hen these factors are
combined with the very real problems in communications
in the North, both natural and man-made, a timetable
approach raises many difficulties.

It is fair to say that the evidence generalþ in the
Territories, and in the Yukon particularly, did not demand
either self-government or provincial status immediately.
Most witnesses were concerned that there be some time-
table of development in constitutional affairs and that the
criteria be set out in the Constitution. 'When any territory
met these predetermined criteria, complete self govern-
ment and provincial status would follow automatically.
There are immense practical difficulties in this approach.
If all the criteria were set out in the Constitution (assum-
ing they could be agreed upon with suffi.cient certainty)
it is possible a territory might qualify on all but one.
Consequently, a constitutional amendment might be
required in order to change the one criterion. This
approach has these built-in inflexibilities. On the other
hand, it is not reassuring to Northern Canadians to leave
their future constitutional development completely evolu-
tionary.

lVe feel that the best approach would be for the Gov-
ernment of Canada to make the following commitment
to its Northern citizens: that the objective of northern
policy is to foster full self-government and Provrncial
status for the territories. Adininistrative and legislative
policies in so far as they concern the structure of govern-
ment in the North should be tested against and advancê
this objective.

Because of the special relationship between the Parlia-
ment of Canada and the Territories, an eventual decision
to admit these territories to the status of provinces should
be made by the Parliament of Canada pursuant to
section 2 of the British North America Act, 18?1, provided
that no territory should become a Province without its
consent" Some provision would also have to be made at
that time as to how the consent of these areas would be
counted for purposes of the constitutional amending pro-
cedure and of the spending power formula.

In order to improve communications between Ottawa
and the Territories at the Parliamentary level, we advo-
cate immediate Senate representation for each of the two
territories. Under the constitutional rule that a Province
cannot have fewer Members in the Commons than the
Senate, the appointment of two Senators for each territory
would lead to an increase in the number of Members of
Parliament to two for each.
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Chapter z4-Offshore Mineral Rights

NECOMMENDATIONS

72. T}re Federc¡l Government should hcve proprietcrry
rights over the secbed offshore to the limit of Cctnc,-
d<¡'s internqtionclly recognized iurisdiction, ond the
Feder<¡l Parlic¡ment should hc¡ve full legislcrtive
iurisdiction ovei this subiect mc¡ttêr,

73. There should be no constitutionc¡l provision os to the
shcring of the profits from the explòitction of seabed
leaources. Nevertheless, we feel strongly thc¡t the
Federc¡l Government should shc¡re the profits of
sec¡bed development equclly with the cdjccent
cocrstcrl Province rqther thc¡n with <¡ll of the
Provincee.

74. Scble leland should be recognized by the Constitu-
tion qs part of the P¡ovince of Nova Scotic¡.

The question of the ownership of the seabed and the
continental shelf offshore from a country's land mass is
even newer in national than in international law. Under
international law it was traditional that every country had
the ownership of the soil under the internal waters inside
the baselines from which territorial waters are measured,
as weli as the seabed under the territorial waters outside
the baselines (whatever the location of the baselines or the
accepted width of those waters may be). Then, under the
Geneva Convention of 1958, national states were assigned
"sovereign rights" for the purpose of exploring their con-
tinental shelves and exploiting their natural resou¡ces-
not quite full sovereignty, but complete control for practi,
cal purposes. In the Convention ,,continental shelf,' was
defined as the seabed and its subsoil beyond territorial
waters to a depth of 200 metres, or beyond that limit to
where the depth of the waters admits of the exploitation
of natural resources.

Within Canada, until the advisory opinion of the
Supreme Court of Canada in November of 1g6?, there was
no authoritative statement of the legal position between
governments with respect to offshore subsoil. The
Supreme Court opinion, delivered with respect to areas
off the west coasts, was that the Federal Government is
entitled to proprietary and other rights offshore from the
historic boundaries of British Columbia, which it defined
as the ordinary low-water mark. The reasoning of the
Court makes it clear that there is nothing in the result
peculiar to the Province of British Columbia, and that all
rights in submerged lands lying outside the low-water
marks of the Provinces beiong to the Federal
Government.

This decision was received with great dissatisfaction by
all the coastal Provinces, and the Federal Government
therefore proposed in December of 1968, to allow coastal
Provinces to administer all lands shoreward from mineral
resource administrative lines to be drawn off each coast.
The Federal Government would concede to the coastal
Provinces all revenues derived from the mineral
resources of the submerged lands within these lines. It
would itself administer offshore mineral rights seaward
from the administration lines, but the revenues accruing
from these resources would be placed in a single national
pool from which half of the revenues would be made
available to the provinces concerned.

The Federal proposal would, for greater certainty, draw
the administration lines on the basis of the geodetic grid
system. They would be so drawn as. to enclose for the
benefit of the coastal Province the sea bottom on the west
between Vancouver Island and the mainland, and on the
east large areas beneath the Bay of Fundy, Northumber-
land Strait, and the Jacques-Cartier Passage, as well as in
each case areas adjacent to offlying islands.

The importance of the problem is indicated by the fact
that the continental shelf areas adjacent to Canada have
been estimated to be eq.ual to almost 40% of. the total land
area of Canada, and probably possess substantial mineral
resources, particularly oil and gas. Understandably, the
Federal proposal has not met with a favourable reaction
from the Provinces.

We believe that the orientation of the Federal proposal
is the right one: there should be both Federal and Provin-
cial participation in the revenues from these submerged
lands, even though the administration should be princi-
pally Federal. It is owing to Federal action that there is a
Canadian claim to these lands-through, for example, the
Canadian participation in the 1958 Conference on the
Continental Shelf and the Federal assertion in 1970 of a
l2-mile territorial sea. Further expansion of Canadian
rights could come about only through further Federal
initiatives. It therefore seems fitting that the Federal Gov-
ernment, as the possessor of our international personality
and the guardian of our international rights, should have
the proprietary right in the seabed.

In addition, Provincial revenues derived from natural
resources have been integrated in the equalization for-
mula since 1967. This fact has to be taken into account
when considering the question of sharing the revenues
associated with offshore mineral rights between the Pro-
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vincial and Federal Governments. With respect to the
Provincial share of those revenues, it can be said that in
most cases, all Provinces will benefit directly or indirectly
from any exploitation of offshore minerals in Canada
through the equalization formula. Conversely, there will
be in most cases an extra cost, in terms of increased
equalization grants to Provincial governments, to be
absorbed by the Federal Government. Because of this
additional cost and because tevenues to be derived from
offshore mineral rights should be used, to some extent, to
reduce regionai disparities, we believe that the Federal
Gove¡nment shôuld have its share of those revenues.

But it also seems fitting that the coastal Provinces
should have a share in the profits. Such matters have to
be determined by man-made criteria rather than by natu-
ral principles. Until 1930, when it finally yielded them to
the Provinces, the Federal Government had the proprie-
tary rights to minerals in the soil of Alberta, Manitoba
and Saskatchewan. ft was thìs surrender of title which
made Alberta into one of the "have" provinces in Canada,
and considerably aided the economy of Saskatchewan.
The "have not" Atlantic Provinces might similarly be the
beneficiaries of a decision to cede them a substantial
share in the profits resulting from offshore resource
development.

However, we would not propose a constitutionaÌ provi-
sion respecting the sharing formula for the profits. \tre do
agree with the Federal proposal lhat 50% of the profits
should go to the Provinces, but we feel strongly that the
sharing should be directly between the Federal Govern-
ment and each coastal Province rather than through a
national pool. In other words, we do not think that all the
Provinces, or even all the coastal Provinces, should share
equally.

As we have mentioned above, some redistribution of
those revenues will take place even without a national
pool, through the general equalization formula and
through the Federal share of the revenues. The coastal
Provinces should share in proportion to the revenue
derived from that portion of the submerged lands adja-
cent to their provincial portion. lVhile this v/ould work to
the disadvantage of some Province or other from time to
time, we feel that it would assure each coastal Province
that it was deriving all the revenue that the adjacent
resources and a free market could produce.

There is a particular problem with respect to Sabie
Island, a long sandbar about 150 miles off the coast of
Nova Scotia. On the one hand, the British North America
Act appears to give the Federal Government both juris-
diction over and proprietary title to the Island. Seciion
91(9) of the Act specifically mentions it as a head of
Federal legislation jurisdiction ("Beacon, Buoys, Light-
houses, and Sable Island") and the Third Schedule to the
Act lists it among the provincial public works and proper-
ty which would become the property of Canada. On the
other hand, section 7 of the Act provides that "Nova
Scotia . . . shall have the same limits as at the passing of
this Act", and there is much evidence both before and
after Confederation to suggest that the Island has always
been considered part of Nova Scotia. It may be that the
best interpretation to be given to the words "Sable Island"
in the B.N.A. Act is that they confer Federal title and
jurisdiction only to the lighthouse and other aids to navi-
gation on the Island, or at most to the Island's surface.

In the light of Nova Scotia's historic claims to Sable
Island, we feel that the Federal Government should relin-
quish any claim it may have to proprietary rights in the
land or mineral rights of Sable Island, and we recommend
that in a new Constitution the Island should be recognized
as part of the Province of Nova Scotiâ.
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Chapter zs-International Relations

NECOMMENDÃlIONS

75. Section 132 of the British No¡th .ãmericcr Ãct should
be repecrled.

76. The Constitution should mclre it clear thct the Fed-
ercrl Government hc¡s exclusive jurisdiction over lor-
eign policy, the mctking of t¡ecrties, <¡nd the
êxchctnge of diplomctic qnd consulc¡r representc-
tives.

77. All formcl trecrties should be rtrtified by Pcrrlicment
rc¡ther thcrn by the Executive Brcnch of G-overnment.

78. the Government of Ccn<rdc¡ should, before binding
ÍtEelf to perform under c treaty crn obligction thcrt
decls with q mcrtter fcrlling within the legislcrtive
competence of the Provinces, consult with the Gov-
eÌnment of ec¡ch Province thctt mcy be cffected by
the obligcrtion.

79. The Government of a Province should remc¡in free
not lo tc¡ke crny cction with respect to crn obligction
undertaken by the Government ol Cqnc¡dc¡ under q
trecrty unless it hcs cgreed to do so.

80. Subiect to q veto po*"t in the Gove¡nment of
Cc¡nadc¡ in the exerciEe of its exclusive power with
respect to foreign policy, the Provincicl Govern-
ments should have the right to enter into contrcrcts,
c¡nd c¡dministrctive, reciproccrl c¡nd other crrrcrnge-
ments with loreign atcrtes, or constituent pcrts of
foreign stcttes, to maintain olfices ab¡oc¡d for the
conduct of Provincicrl busÍness, cnd genercrlly to
cooperate with the Government of Ccncdc¡ in its
internationc¡l c¡ctivities.

The conclusion of a treaty is the final step in a series of
negotiations between two or more states possessing inter-
nationally recognized sovereignty. For a federation the
treaty-making power is a manifestation of complex inter-
nal relationships which have no parallel in unitary states.
In the case of Canada the situation is even more com-
plicated than for many other federal states, because there
is no constitutional provision which settles jurisdictional
questions. Although the legal question concerning juris-
diction over international relations arose in Canada with
the Statute of Westminster in 1931, it became a matter of
political importance because of Quebec's recent desire to
establish relations abroad especially with French-speak-
ing countries. Until very recently, Canada's international
activity and consequent foreign image has almost exclu-

sively reflected its Anglophone side. Quebec's coneern,
and the new Federal policy of bilingual government, have
led to a new emphasis on relations with the Francophone
countries and to the projection of a more bilingual inter-
national image. But the problems in this general area
have not yet been resolved at the legal level.

The prevailing international rule is that there should be
a single international personality for all governments,
including federations, and that there shouldrbe ultimate
control by the central government in a federation even if
some leeway in international affairs is allowed to the
regional governments. Such a single international person-
ality was definitely recognized by the Vienna Convention
on the Law of Treaties in 1969.

In most federal constitutions, the central government is
invested with power over international relations. fn some
constitutions, like that of the U.S.S.R., the reþional gov-
ernments are allowed a certain degree of participation by
the constitution, but it is largely fictitious if the internal
political structure is taken into account. Other federa-
tions, like West Germany, grant regional governments the
right to conclude treaties within their jurisdiction, but
with certain restrictions. Ifowever, this power has tended
to become obsolete.

The Canadian Constitution makes no mention whatso-
ever of treaty-making except in a colonial context. Section
132 of the B.N.A. Act provides that; "The Parliament and
Government of Canada shall have all Powers necessary
or proper for performing the Obligations of Canada or of
any Province thereof, as Part of the British Empire,
towards Foreign countries, arising under Treaties
between the Empire and such Foreign Countries." Since
Canada's pârticipation in the British Empire ended with
the Statute of rffesïminster in 1931, the only formal treaty
power in our Constitution is now a spent provision.

The right to sign and ratify treaties has traditionally
been regarded in parliamentary government as a preroga-
tive of the executive. However, treaties which require
implementation have to be carried out by passing legisla-
tion in Parliament. Where the subject matter is one which
falls wholly or partly under provincial jurisdiction, Pro-
vincial legislation is also necessary for implementation.

Since the¡e has been no constitutional provision for
treaty-making in areas of shared jurisdiction, the Federal
Government has frequently signed international conven-
tions subject to the reservation that it accepted the con-
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vention only to the extent of Federal constitutional juris-
diction. It has also been able in some instances to obtain
the consent of the Provincial Governments to ratification,
as in the case of the recent International Convention on
the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination,
though this required five years of Federal-Provincial
negotiation. There has also been a serious problem con-
cerning Provincial initiatives in the international arena in
commercial and cultural activities, somewhat ameliorated
by the willingness of the Federal Government to sign
"umbrella treaties" with foreign states which would vali-
date subsequent agreements between that state and a
Canadian Province. Such a treaty was worked out with
France in 1965 and Quebec and France concluded subse-
quent cultural agreements. However, this is a piecemeal
solution to a general problem.

'\Ã/e recommend that section 132 of the B.N.A. Act
should be replaced by provisions incorporating the fol-
lowing principles:

(1) the Federal Government should have exclusive
power respecting foreign policy, the making of trea-
ties. and the exchange of diplomatic and consular
representatives;

(2) all formal treaties should be ratified by Parliarnent
rather than by the executive Branch of Government;

(3) the Government of Canada should, before binding
itself to perform under a treaty an obligation that
comes within the legislative competence of the Prov-
inces, consult with the Government of each Province
that.may be affected by the obligation;

(4) the Government of a Province need not take any
action with respect to an obligation irndertaken by the
Government of Canada under a treaty unless it has
agreed to do so;

(5) subject to a veto power by the Government of
Canada in the exercise of its exclusive power with
respect to foreign policy, the Provincial Governments
should have the right to enter into contracts and
administrative, reciprocal and other arrangements
with foreign states or constituent parts of foreign
states, to maintain offices abroad for the conduct of
Provincial business, and generally to cooperate with
the Government of Canada in its international
activities.
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PART V-SOCIAL POLICY

Chapter 26-Social Security

NECOMMENDÃTIONS

81. In the c¡rec of socicrl security, there should be cr
grecrter decent¡clizc¡tion of iurisdiction with a view
to giving priority lo the Provinces crccording lo
¡ecommend<¡tions 82,83 cnd 84.

82. With respect to socic¡l services, the present exclusive
jurisdiction of P¡ovincicl Legislcrtures should be
retctined.

83. Wifh respect to income insurcrnce (including the
Quebec qnd Conc¡dcr Pension Plcns), iurisdiction
should be shc¡red occording to the present section
94Ã of the British North Ãmerica ¡{ct, subiect to the
following exceptions:

(1) \il/orkmen's Compenscttion should be ¡etqined
under the exclusive jurisdiction of the Provinci<¡l
Legislcrtures;

(2) Unemployment Insurc¡nce should be retc¡ined
under the exclusive iurisdiction of the Cc¡n<¡diqn
Pc¡¡lic¡ment.

84. With respect to income support meqsures:
(l) Fincncicrl social qssistc¡nce (Ccncrdcr Ãssist-
ance Plan, cllowc¡nces to the blind, discrbitity
allowc¡nces, unemployment assistc¡nce) should be
unde¡ the exclusive jurisdiction of the ProvÍncicl
Legislcrtures;

(2) Vetercrns' c¡llowc¡nces <¡nd <¡llowcnces to
Eskimos c¡nd Indians living on reserves should
continue to be the exclusive responsibility of the
Cc¡nc¡dÍc¡n Pc¡licrment ;

(3) Demogrcrphic grcnts (old cge pensions, lctmily
cllowcrnces crnd youth crllowcrnces) crnd gucrrcn-
teed income pdyments (gucrrcnteed income sup-
plement) should be mqtters of concurrent iurisdic-
tion with limited Provincic¡l par(rmountcy qs to the
scc¡le of benefits c¡nd the ollocction of Federc¡l
funds <¡mong these income support progrcrms.
Thus the Federal P<¡rlicrment would retc¡in concur-
rent power to estcblish programs ond to pcry bene-
fits to individucls under these progrcrms. However,
<¡ Province would hcve the right to vcrry lhe nction-
al scheme estcblished by Pcrrlicrment with ¡espect
to the c¡llocc¡tion within lhe P¡ovince between lhe
vqrious prog¡cfms of the totc¡l crmourrt determined
by the Feder<¡l Government c¡nd with respect to the

sc<¡le of benefits pcrid to individuctls within the
Province qccording to income, number of children,
etc., within ecrch progrcm; provided that the bene-
fits pcrid to individucls under ecch progrcm should
not be less than q certain percentqge (perhcrps
hclf or two-thirds) of the c¡mounts which would be
pcrid under the scheme proposed by the Federc¡l
Government.

For government responsibilities which did not exist in
1867 or which have developed considerably since then,
legislative jurisdiction has to be inferred from constitu-
tional provisions which do not deal with them directly.
Social security comes under this category. The provisions
which are most relevant to this subject are paragraphs 6,
7 and I of section 92 which give exclusive authority to the
Provincial Legislatures over public and reformatory pris-
ons, hospitals, asylums, charities and eleemosynary insti-
tutions, as well as municipal institutions, and paragraphs
11 and 2B of section 91 which grant legislative authority to
the Canadian Parliament with respect to marine hospitals
and penitentiaries.

Since the expression "social security" lends itself to
various interpretations, for the purposes of this report we
define it as including socio,I serttces (health and welfare
services), i.ncotne i.nsurønce n"Leasures (unemployment
insurance, workmen's compensation, retirement insur-
ance) and i,ncorne support rnea"s'u,res (family and youth
allowances, old age security, guaranteed income supple-
ment, financial social assistance, veterans' pensions and
allowances).

Several provisions have been added to the original Brit-
ish North America Act in the fieid of income insurance
and income suppod. A constitutional amendment in 1940
transferred to Parliament exclusive power over unem-
ployment insurance. Then, in 1951, section 94A' granted
Parliament concurrent legislative power with respect to
old age pensions; a 1964 amendment extended this power
to cover s.urvivors' and disability benefits irrespective of
age. Section 94,A' now reads as follows: "The Parliament
of Canada may make laws in relation to old age pensions
and supplementary benefits, including survivors' and
disability benefits irrespective of age, but no such law
shall affect the operation of any law present or future of a
provincial legislature in relation to any such matters."

The Victoria Charter proposed in Article 44 to extend
the Federal jurisdiction in section 94,4' to cover famil)¡,
youth, and manpower training allowances. In Article 45 it
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also proposed the following limitation: ,,The Government
of Canada shall not introduce a bill in the House of
Commons in relation to a matter mentioned in section 44
unless it has at ieast g0 days trefore such introduction,
informed the Government of each Province of the sub-
stance of the proposed legislation and requested its views
thereon". Article 44 of the Charter corresponds exactly to
section 944 of the B.N.A. Act, with the addition of the
three subject matters mentioned.

'We place particular importance on section g4A and
income support problems in general, since this matter has
been a cause of disagreement between the Federal Gov-
ernment and the Provinces, especially the Province of
Quebec. In fact, it seems that the euebec Government's
refusal to endorse the Victoria Charter stems from its
dissatisfaction with Articles 44 and 45.

The provision in section 94.A. that ,,no such law shall
affect the operation of any law present or future of a
provincial legislature in relation to any such matter,,, is
controversial. 'Was it intended to establish Provincial
paramountcy (which would be a constitutional novelty), or
to exclude the application of Federal paramountcy? Since
this formula was also used in Article 44 of t]ne Victoria
Charter, we feel that it would be advisable to restate it in
order to avoid ambiguity.

In our view, there should be more decentralization in
the field of social security with a view to giving the Pro-
vincial Legislatures priority, in accordance with the fol-
lowing specific recommendations.

First, the present exclusive Provincial jurisdiction over
social services should be retained.

'With respect to income insurance measures (including
the Canada and Quebec pension plans), jurisdiction
should be shared in acco¡dance with section g4A of the
B.N.A. Act, except as follows:,workmen's compensation
should continue to be the exclusive responsibility of the
Provincial Legislatures; unemployment insurance should
continue to come under the èxclusive jurisdiction of the
Canadian Parliament.

\{ith respect to income support measures:

(1) Financial social assistance (Canada Assistance
Plan, allowances for the blind and the disabled, unem-
ployment assistance) should be the exclusive responsi-
bility of the Provincial Legislatures.

(2) Parliament should continue to have exclusive juris-
diction over veterans' allowances and allowances to
Eskimos and Indians living on reserves.

. (3) Parliament and the Provincial Legislatures should
enjoy concurrent powers as regards demographic
grants (demogrants) such as old age security, family
allowances and youth allowances and as to guaran-
teed income payments (guaranteed income supple-
ment), with limited Provincial paramountcy as to the' scale of benefits and the allocation of Federal funds

. among these income support programs.
More specifically, jurisdiction over demogrants and

guaranteed income shouìd be shared in the following way.
The total amount spent in the form of demogrants and
guaranteed income payments, inciuding family allow-
ances and youth allowances, old age pensions and the

guaranteed income supplement, should be set and
financed by the Federal Parliament (without excluding
the Provincial Legislatures'power to create and finance
their own programs). Benefits to ind.ividuals under the
different programs (excluding specific programs created
and financed by the Provincial Legistatures), should be
paid by the Federal Government. The Federal Parliament
would be responsible for establishing national standards
for each program. However, each Provincial Legislature
would be free to modify the Federal program as regards
the distribution of the total amount set by the Federal
Parliament for the various programs and as regards the
scale of benefits paid to individuals according to income,
number of children, etc., for each program. In each Prov-
ince, the benefits paid to individuals under each program
might not fall below a certain percentage (perhaps half or
two thirds) of the benefits paid in accordance with the
national standards in the program established by the Fed-
eral Parliament. The total amount determined by the Fed-
eral Parliament would be distributed among the Prov-
inces according to the amount each Province would
receive if the FederaÌ program were applied in all
Provinces.

As a result of this recommendation, the Federal Parlia-
ment would determine the total amounts to be paid for
family allowances, old age pensions, including old age
supplements, and youth allowances. However, it would be
up to the Provincial Governments to decide how this total
amount would be distributed among the different pro-
grams and to set the scale of benefits under each pro-
gram. It is our belief that this recommendation meets
most of the arguments put forth by the Federal and Pro-
vinciai Governments.

In determining the total amount paid to the Provinces
for these four income support programs, the Federal Par-
liament could make an even more extensive redistribution
of income than now, since the distribution and financing
of benefits to individuals under the four programs would
continue to be the responsibility of the Federal
Pariiament.

Our recornmendation would make for a redistribution
of income better suited to the needs and cha¡acteristics of
each Proviirce, while allowing the Provincial Legislatures
to determine the portion of the total amount which would
be allocated to each program. The Provincial Govern-
ments could even agree on a formula which would, in
their opinion, be best suited to each program. It is quite
conceivable, for example, that the family allowance bene-
fit paid for the first child would be different from the
benefits paid for the second, third or fourth chitd. Similar-
iy, Provincial Legislatures would be free to have old age
pensions vary according to the recipient's income.

Since according to our proposal the Federïl Govern-
ment would continue to collect taxes from all Canadians
and to send cheques to people throughout the Country,
Canadians would still be reminded of the raison d'être of
this redistribution-what the Federal Government calls a
"feeling of Canadian unity which is both the cause of the
redistribution of income between Canada's people and
regions and the result of such a measure."

We feel that it is very important to be able to transfer
payments easily to individuals who move from one Prov-
ince to another. Such transferability, however, need not
imply equality of payments. But the assurance must be
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given that a person will not be deprived, even briefly, of
such a payment because he has just moved. Payments are
easily transferable when it is the Federal Government
that sends out the cheques to individuals everywhere in
Canada.

Our proposal implies that the Federal Government
would keep control over the tax fields used to finance
income support programs, and determine the total cost of
these different programs. It would maintain the Federal
Government's power to implement an effective economic
policy. This is so because it is less important for the
Federal Government to decide who will receive what than
to determine the total amount paid for all programs and
to keep control over tax fields whieh serve to finance
these programs. Therefore, our proposal adds to the flexi-
bility of the Provincial Governments with respect to these
programs and yet maintains the Federal Government's
power to influence the economy

The Quebec Government has stressed ttre integration of
the different programs with regard to income security
and the importance of adapting each program to the
characteristics of the regional, economic and demograph-
ic structures of the Province. We feel that our proposal
meets this view to a large extent. We also meet another
argument of the Quebec Government according to which
"all the social security measures are in direct relation to
the culture of a people and allow it to express itself as an
entity." It is our belief that as far as demogrants and
guaranteed income are concerned, the total amount paid
is relatively less important to Provinces than its allocation
and the social choices this involves. Furthermore, our
recommendation would allow a Provincial Government to
create and finance a given program which will meet spe-
cific needs.

For these reasons we believe that the comprehensive-
ness of our proposals is consistent both with principle and
with the needs of the country as a whole.
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Chapter 27 - Criminal Law

NECOMMEND.ãTIONS

85, Since we believe thc¡t each province should be cbleto regulcrte the conduct of its own people in such
mc¡ttera os the opercttion of motor v"hicËs, Sundcy
observance, betting, ond lotteries, the Federc¡l pc¡r'-
lic¡ment should hqve the right to delegcte even to d
single Province legislative jurisdiction- over ony pctrt
of the crimincl lqw.

86. Becc¡use there is some ambiguity resulting from cur_
rent plcctice, if not lrom the Conìtitution,-the Feder.
crJ pgwer over lhe administrction oI crimincl iusticeshould be made clec¡r so thc¡t the Federal pcrlícment
would be seen to hcve clecrr <rnd undoubted jurisdic_
tion to enfo¡ce its own l<¡ws in the criminc¡l liãld.

Because of the limitations which the Judicial Commit_
tee of the Privy Council placed upon the General power
and the Trade and Commerce power, the Criminal LawPower in section 91(27) has turned out to be one of themost comprehensive powers possessed by the Federal
Government. IIowever, while this power ii stated to be
exclusively Federal, the provinces ãre given jurisdiction
by section 92(15) over "The Imposition of punishment by
Fine, Penalty, or Imprisonment for enforcing any Law oithe Province made in relation to any Viãttei comingwithin any of the Classes of Subjects eirumerated in this
section", coupled with jurisdiction over provincial prisons
(section 92(6)) and over the administratión of justicè in the
Province (section 92(l 4)).

What this amounts to in fact is that there is a concurrentjurisdiction over criminal law, the provincial power being
narror,\¡er and subject to Federal paramountcy ir, ""r", ol
unresolvable conflict. This concurrency is nowhere more
eviderit than in a series of recent Srrpre-" Court of
Canada decisions (O'Gradg v. Sparldng, if SOO] S.C.n. eO+;

Aq"" ". The.Queen, t19661 S.C.R. 2Bg; .6i. v. Bi,nus, [7967iS.C.R. 594; arìd e. v. Ped.a, t19691 S.C.R.90b). In order tó
!È9ld Provincial jurisdiction over the offence of carelessdriving in the face of the Federal offence of dangerous
driving, the Court finally felt forced to establish ãverlyrefined degrees of advertence within the rnens rea (guilty
mind) necessary for conviction. We do not disappràîe o?
the result of these cases, but we do believe that thLy leave
very little reason for maintaining the fiction that ciiminallaw is an area of exclusive Federal jurisdiction. .We 

have
therefore had to face the question whether the Constitu_
tion should explicitly recognize the concurrent provincial
power over criminal iaw which we believe actually exists.

We believe there is an even better reason for a provin_
cial role in the criminal law area than the clarification of
concepts and the improved resolution of conflicts. The
criminal law is, after all,.an expression of the moral views
and the mores of a people, and it is obvious that the views
of Canadians in matters of behaviour differ considerably
across the country, and often markedly from province tã
Pròvince. In the United States this is rãcognized by locJ
ing the criminal lãw power principally in tñe state govern_
ments with a merely supplementary power in the federal
government. We see no need for so radical a change in
Canadian federalism, but we can also see no reason why
each Province should not be able to regulate the conduci
of its own people in matters such as the laws relating to
the operation of motor vehicles, lotteries, betting, ãnd
Sunday observance. For instance, Ontario woulã like
greater latitude with respect to off-track betting, euebecwith respect to lotteries and gaming generally. To some
extent Provincial option is now provided for by Federal
law, but on a piecemeal and limited basis. We favour
greater freedom for the Provinces to control the behavi_
our, of their people, and to experiment on a province_wide
scale.

Since the matters over which we wo.uld like to see
provincial jurisdiction fall largely into what we thìnk of as
the regulatory area, we gave some consideration to recom_
mending Provincial jurisdiction over mala prohibi,ta
(things which are evil mainly because prohibited), while
retaining an exclusive Federal power over mala i,n se(things which are evil in themselves). The distinction
between the two categories, however, is not always clear
within the criminal law. In addition, often what câuses
social conflict is the very question of classification. For
instance, some regard gambling as at worst a malum
prohr.bitum, whereas to others it is a rnalun¿ iæ se. More_
over, such a distinction would preclude even the possibili_
ty of Provincial jurisdiction in the area of mata ti se.

'We have therefore decided to recommend, in this one
ârea, a power of delegation from the Fede¡al to the pro_
vincial Legislatures. We believe it should be exercisable at
the option of a single Province, subject to the concurrence
of Parliament. Obviously, parliamént would not delegate
a power to one Province which it was not prepared to
delegate to others, but one Province might wish to insti-
tute, for exampie, government-controlled off-track bet_
ting, while other Provinces might have no interest whatso_
ever in obtaining such a power. We assume that
Parliament would not delegate to one province jurisdic_
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tion over matters like the use of marijuana which might
then embarrass the other Provinces and the Federal Gov-
ernment because of smuggling across provincial borders.
Naturally we hope that the Provinces would be prepared
to establish uniform legislation in those parts of delegated
fields where uniformity may be of importance. But we
believe that the delegation of many subjects within the
criminal law power to the Provinces would be beneficial
in allowing people to have criminal legislation which more
closely reflected the consensus in their part of the country
as to socially tolerable behaviour. IMe see this as a gain for
democracy, and in line with our other recommendations
for fuller Provincial control over the quality and style of
life.

There is one matter within the area of criminal justice
where we believe Federal jurisdiction should be more
clearly delineated and exercised. We refer to the adminis-
tration of criminal justice. Section 91(27) gives jurisdiction

to the Federal Government over "The Criminal Law,
except the Constitution of Courts of Criminal Jurisdic-
tion, but including the Procedure in Criminal Matters,,.
Section 92(14), on the other hand, provldes for Provincial
jurisdiction over "The Administration of Justice in the
Province, including the Constitution, Maintenance, and
Organization of Provincial Courts, both of Civil and of
Criminal Jurisdiction, and including Procedure in CivÍt
Matters in those Courts." The existing Federal power over
procedure in criminal matters is probably wide enough to
establish complete Federal control in all prosecutions
under criminal legislation, and the Federal Government
takes the position that the largely Provincial administra-
tion now existing in this area is a matter of Federal
tolerance, not a constitutional right. rvVe believe it would
be desirable to have a clear constitutional solution, and
that the Federal Parliament ought to have jurisdiction
with respect to the enforcement of its own laws.
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Chapter 28-Marriage and Divorce

BECOMMENDÃTIONS

87. In keepíng with our principle of control by the Prov-
inces of their social deatiny, lhe juri¡diction over
"Mcrrricge cnd Divorce" should be trcrnsferred to the
Provincic¡l Legislctures, eubject to qn <rgreed
common definition of domicile.

There are very few areas of the law which come more
directly or more intimately in contact. with the lives of the
average citizens of a country than the law relating to
marriage and divorce. Under section 91(26) the legislative
power over "Marriage and Divorce" is an enumerated
þower given to the Parliament of Canada. In addition, the
British North America Act also grants the exclusive
authority to make laws in relation to "The Solemnization
of Marriage in the Province" to the Provinces under sec-
lion 92(12). The interpretation of these respective heads of
Federal and Provincial power has been argued in the
courts on a number of occasions.

One of the issues argued has been: does the provincial
power over solemnization extend only to the regulation of
the formalities by which the contract of marriage is to be
authenticated or can it also affect in any way the validity
of the marriage itself? In Re Mani,age Legislatíon tn
Cønad.a t19121 A.C. 880, Viscount Haldane, L.C. said on
this issue that the "jurisdiction of the Dominion Parlia-
ment does not, on the true construction of ss. 91 and 92,
cover the whole field of validity." The Privy Council con-
sidered that section g2(12) operated "by way of exeeption
to the powers conferred as regards marriage by s. 91, and
enables the provincial Legislature to enact conditions as
to solemnization which may affect the validity of the
contract". Viscount Haldane later said:

Prima facie these words appear to their Lordships
to import that the whole of what solemnization
ordinarily meant in the systems of law of the prov-
inces of Canada at the time of confederation is intend-
ed to come within them including conditions which
affect validity.

As an example of the application of Viscount Haldane's
principle, it was decided in Kem v. Kerr et AL., [19341
S.C.R. ?2, that there was no doubt that, in the exercise of
its jurisdiction under section 92(12), the Legislature of a
Province may lawfully prescribe the consent of thè par-
ents or guardian to the marriage of a minor, as an essen-
tial element in the ceremony of marriage itself. As Chief
Justice Duff said:

Nor have I any doubt that by s. 17(1) [of the Ontario
Marriage Actl the consents required are prescribed as
elements in the ceremony. These requirements apply
to all marriages celebrated in Ontario, and to no ma¡-
riages but those celebrated in Ontario, whether the
parties to the marriage be domiciled in Ontario or
elsewhere. The legislature is, I think, dealing with the
solemnities of marriage and not with the capacities of
the parties.

Chief Justice Duff said later in his judgment:

The authority of the provinces, therefore, extends
not only to prescribing such formalities as properly
fall within the matters designated by "Solemnization
of Marriage", they have the power to enforce the rules
laid down by penalty, by attaching the consequence of
invalidity and by attaching such consequences abso-
lutely or conditionally. It is within the power of a
province to say that a given requirement shâll be
absolute in marriages. This, of course, is always sub-
ject to the observation that a province cannot under
the form of dealing with the "solemnization of mar-
riage", enact legislation which, in substance, relates tó
some part of the subject of "marriage", which is not
reserved to the provinces as a subject of legislative
jurisdiction.

As Mr. Justice Lamont said in the same case:

The provincial legislature is, therefore, competent
by apt legislation to make the preliminaries, leading
up to the marriage ceremony, conditions precedent to'the solemnization of the marriage. From this it fol-
lows, in my opinion, that the legislature is also compe-
tent to declare that in the event of these conditions
precedent not being complied with no valid marriage
has taken plaee.

Provincial Legislatures have considerable authority at
the moment to deal with many aspects of family law in
Canada. Professor Bora Laskin, as he then was, points
out:

Legislative power to deal with the substantive law
of alimony has been held to belong to the Provinces
. . . . Sg, too, legislative polver in relation to main-
tenance. . . . Equally, it is within provincial legislative
power to deal with the protection of children and with
their custody and support, or the support of spouses
inter se. . . (Laskin, Canodian Consti,tutional Law,
3rd edition, 1028)
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The Divorce Act (Canada) 1968 provides for certain aux-
iliary relief in an action for divorce including alimony,
and maintenance for a spouse and children of a marriage.

Throughout the world social attitudes vary widely on
marriage and divorce. Some societies view marriage
almost exclusively as a religious ceremony in which the
state has only a marginal interest; others treat marriage
as purely a social contract in which the state may or may
not have a substantial interest. There are different reli-
gious, ethical and social views of marriage and divorce in
Canada, and particularly of divorce, but, of course, the
variations are within much narrower limits. Yet there
certainly have been important differences (although per-
haps relatively fewer now) between regions in Canada. By
having the legislative power over "Marriage and Divorce"
a Federal power under section 91(26), it has been argued
that this makes divorce law less responsive to change. It is
argued that the law is framed to meet the objections of
those groups which are least amenable to change-that
the tail wags the dog, so to speak. On the other hand, if the
legislative power were to be transferred to the Provinces
it is likely that the laws would conform more closely to the
social and ethical values of the Canadians living in that
Province, and be a more genuine and particular expres-
sion of their social philosophy. There does not appear to
be any real merit in the argument that Canada ought to
have any "national standard" with respect to divorce.

It is true that almost all Canadians abhor marriage
breakup and its attendant family and social problems.
But in this area the law is largely a procedural device for
ameliorating the effects of a situation which has devel-
oped for extra-legal reasons. The substantive law of
divorce results in remedies to those in its jurisdiction who
have already decided that their marriage is dead. The
relative degree of ease in obtaining a divorce induces very
few to leave any real marriage-so long as the law does
not countenance the completely frivolous causes of action.
Ït does not imply that any jurisdietion views marriage

with any less sanctity, or that a particular jurisdiction
hoped any less at the outset of the marriage that it would
succeed. The transfer of jurisdiction over divorce means
that, if a marriage has failed, one jurisdiction may choose
to grant relief for reasons emanating from its particular
social philosophy, whereas another, with a differing
philosophy, may choose not to give relief. The reason for
the difference may be readily understood. The fact, how-
ever, that one Canadian living in a particular province
might get a divo¡ce where another might not should not
offend anyone deeply. (For many years, prior to the
Divorce Act (Canada) 1968, Nova Scotians could get a
divorce on the basis of cruelty while other Canadians
could not.) \ile accept this phenomenon in the rest of the
world as a condition of pluralism. Itre ought to be able to
do the same for our fellow countrymen.

In view of the general principle supported in this Report
that, broadly speaking, social policy ought to be within
Provincial jurisdiction where possible, we believe that a
transfer of jurisdiction over "marriage and divorce" is
desirable. This would allow for a more integrated
approach to family law within Provincial jurisdictions. It
would also allow for a more integrated family law
approach within the two legal systems in the country, the
civil and common law systems.

Of course, in the event such a transfer of jurisdiction to
the Provinces were to occur, certain protections would be
required for Canadians, especially an agreed common
definition of domicile. It would be more than unseemly if
a Canadian eitizen were maried in the eyes of one Prov-
ince and not in anotherl But we are confident that many
problems which might grow ogt of our recommendation
can be met within the developing framework of our pre-
sent law. The values to be achieved by the transfer of
jurisdiction, through making the law of divorce rnore
relevant to the community in which it will be applied and
of which it, we hope, will be an expression, are worth
some inconvenience in the inter-jurisdictional recognition
of divorce decrees.
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NECOMMENDÄTIONS

88. Educc¡tion as such should remoin c¡n exclusively pro-
vincicrl powe¡ a6 ct preser¡t, subiect to the guärcn-
tees for minorÍties set out elsewhere in lhis Béport.

89. The ProvÍnces should crecrte <r permcnent office for
coopercrtion cnd coordinction in educc¡tion, cnd Fed-
ercl pcrrticipc¡tion should be confined to the c¡rec¡ of
Federc¡l jursidiction over the educcttion of native
peoples, immigrcnts, and defence personnel cnd
dependents.

If it is recognized that people are the greatest resource
of Canada, then it follows that Canadians should have
equal opportunity regardless of what part of a province or
what region they live in. \{e apply the same principle to
education. Since it moulds the lives of the citizens aÀ well
as in a sense the future of the country, it is of prime
concern to the government and to the citizens. Canãda is
basically a bilingual and multicultural country, and this
fact should be appropriately reflected in her educational
policies.

Under the provisions of the British North America Act,
and subject to section g3 as well as the corresponding
Iegislation concerning Manitoba, Saskatchewan and
Alberta and the 1949 Amendment regarding Newfound-
land, education comes under the jurisdiction of the prov-
inces. Since the passing of the Act, great changes have
taken place in the character of the population and in
economic, technological and social conditions, which have
produced a progressive, affluent, urban-oriented society.
Consequently the Federal Government has had to assurrie
an indirect and limited role in education.

Many witnesses favoured a definite role in education
for the Federal Government, Many others, particularly in

Quebec, favoured the retention of, or return to, full Pro-
vincial jurisdiction in education, and opposed any inter-
ference by Federal authorities. The majority, however,
supported the idea that, under a federal system, and
mainly for reasons of mobility, more coordination should
be developed between various Provincial programs. Most
of them suggested that a mechanism be provided for the
coordination ând cooperation of the Provinces in general
educational policies; they also favoured the working out
of a formula which, without affecting the jurisdiction of
the Provinces in this field, would be in their best interest
as well as that of the country as a whole,

After carefully considering all the views that were
expressed across the country and fully respecting the
concern of the Provinces, especially Quebec, the Commit-
tee has come to the conclusion that education as such
should remain an exclusively Provincial power as at pre-
sent under section 93 of the B.N.A. Act. Despite the
undoubted value of a subordinate Federal role in educa-
tion, especially in promoting bilingualism, we feel that it
would be preferable for the Federal Parliament to pursue
its legitimate goals in education, culture and research
through existing Federal powers, like the spending power,
rather than through a direct, even though subordinate,
power in the field of education.

We hope that the Provincial Governments will continue
to meet at the ministerial level to discuss cooperation and
coordination and that these meetings will be put on a
more permanent basis. fn our view it would be highly
desirable if the Provinces created a permanent national
office for cooperation and coordination. The Federal Gov-
ernment could have a subordinate participatictn confined
to the extent of its constitutional jurisdiction in the educa-
tional field as regards native peoples as well as through
the departments of Defence and Immigration.
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Chapter 30-C ommunications

NECOMMEND.ãTIONS

90. the Parlic¡ment of Ccnqdc¡ should ¡etc¡in exclusive
iurisdiction over the mecrns in brocrdccrBting cnd
other systems of communicc¡tion.

91. The Provinces should have exclusive iurisdictíon
over the progrcrm content in provincictl educ<¡tionc¡l
brocrdccrsting, whctever mecrns of communication is
employed.

The question of communications in its contemporary
sense was not a large one for the Fathers of Confedera-
tion, since in 1867 "communications" meant mainly
"transport", except for the newly-born telegraphic
system. Thus the British North America Act deals with
this subject only in section 92(10)(a) and (b), where it
establishes Federal jurisdiction for "Lines of Steam or
other Ships, Railways, Canals, Telegraphs and othèr
Works and Undertakings connecting the Province with
any other or others of the Provinces, or extending beyond
the Limits of the Province" and "Lines of Steam Ships
between the Province and any British or Foreign Coun-
try". Telephones as we know them, let alone radio, televi-
sion and satellites, were hardly imaginable then. Our dis-
cussion in this chapter relates only to communications
and does not include transportation.

In 1932 the Privy Council, relying in large part on the
Federal General Power, held the regulation and control of
radio communications to be within the exclusive jurisdic-
tion of the Federal Parliament. Since that time Parlia-
ment has regulated radio, and subsequently television,
broadcasting.

The Province of Quebec, which has always jealously
claimed and preserved its exclusive jurisdiction in the
field of education under section 93 of the B.N.A. Act, early
claimed an extension of that jurisdiction to the field of
communications, and in 1945 passed its own Broadcasting
Act authorizing the creation of a Provincial broadcasting
system. fn the face, however, of the refusal of the Federal
Government to issue a broadcasting licence to Provinces
or corporations owned by them, the Quebec Government
proceeded no further, though the Act was not repealed.

l4¡hile the desirability of Federal jurisdiction was reaf-
firmed in 1957 by the Report of the Fowler Royal Com-
mission on Broadcasting, an Advisory Committee to the
Secretary of State recommended in 1965 that "licences
should in future be granted to educational institutions or
corporations, even if they are wholly or partly owned by

I

the provincial Governments, . . ." (Report o! the Comrnit-
tee on Broødcasting, 1965, p. 278). In 1966 the Federal
Government announced in a lVhite Paper on Broadcast-
ing that it was prepared to enter into agreements with any
Province to make public service facilities available, and
the Broadcasting Act of 1968 set out that position in these
words: "facilities should be provided within the Canadian
Broadcasting System for educational broadcasting" (sec-
tion 3(i)).

Consequently from 1932 to the 1968 Federal Broadcast-
ing Act we can detect some evolution from exelusive
Federal control of the field of communications to an
acceptance by the Federal Government that Provinces
might share Federal facilities in the field of edueational
broadcasting. Moreover, in 1968 the province of Quebec
revived the 1945 Broadcasting Act creating Radio-Quebec.
The position of Quebec was clearly stated in the brief
presented by its Government at the Constitutional Confer-
ence in Ottawa in February 1968:

Another area to which the .Quebec Government
attaches the utmost importance concerns media for
the dissemination of education and culture, particu-
larly radio and television, As things now stand, the
provinces are a long way from playing the part that
should normally be theirs in this field. Since frequen-
cies are controlled by Ottawa, allocation of radio and
television stations within Quebec boundaries was
made without our Government being given the slight-
est voice in the matter. This situation results from the
interpretation given by the Courts to our constitution,
and is unacceptable to Quebec.

The changes required in this area will have to take
into account the various components of broadcasting;
we refer particularly to such organizations as the
Board of Broadcast Governors and the Canadian
Broadcasting Corporation. ... Airwaves are rightfully
considered to be in the public domain; they cannot
and must not be the federal government's appanage.
Just as program content, allocation of frequencies can
have .serious repercussions at the cultural level.
Quebec cannot tolerate any longer being kept outside
a field where her vital interest is so obvious, especially
in view of the potential impact of audio-visual means
of mass communication in educating both children
and adults. (Government of Quebec, Bnef on the Con-
stitution presented to the Constitutional Conference,
February 5-7, 1968, pp. 15-16).
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In 1969, Quebec introduced the Quebec Broadcasting
Bureau Act to update the. 1945 Act. Although thè Bureau
was granted wide powers, progÌams produced by it were
required still to be transmitted by Federally licensed sta-
tions. Following this legislation the Fede¡al Government
cancelled its plans to establish a Federal Educational
Broadcasting Agency, and moved towards the recognition
of a Provincial role in educational television.

The principal constitutional problem has not been pro-
vincial rights in the field of education as such, but rather
what type of broadcasting constitutes education. Ontario
and Alberta were as interested as Quebec in arriving at a
solution, and in lg69 the Secretary of State and the Coun-
cil of Ministers of Education worked out a definition
acceptable to all for purposes of implementing the new
policy. Professor Ronald Atkey has commented:

The new definition appears to be more in accord
with the provinces' exclusive constitutional jurisdic-
tion in the field of.education....

Related to the definition and rrnancial matters
(above) is the question whether the ,.broadcasting
framework" provided by the Federal Government for
educational broadcasting is indeed a viable one within
which each of the provinces can effectively carry out
its constitutional responsibilities. ((,The Provincial
fnterest in Broadcasting under The Canadian Consti-
tution", Ontario Ad.uisory Comtnittee on Confed,era-
tion, 1970, Volume 2, pages 228-229).

Under this new arrangement Alberta and Ontario have
already set up their own extensive systems of educational
television.

In the meantime another development has occurred-
broadcasting by satellite. The Federal Government has
been actively involved in a satellite program in the past
few years. Faced with this important technical advance
and limited by its own financial means, the Province of
Quebec has been involved in talks with France on the
question of sharing the French satellite system which is
itself based on a Franco-German satellite project
agreement.

'We recommend that the Provinces should have exclu-
sive control over program content in Provincial educa-
tional broadcasting, and that this principle should be car-
ried through from radio to television to telephones to
satellites and to any new invention in the same field. In
other words we recognize that, as an extension of their
exclusive rights in the field of education, the Provinces
are solely responsible for the content of Provincial educa-
tional programs distributed through any means of
communication.

On the other hand we also recommend that the Federal
Government should retain its sole jurisdietion over the
means in broadeasting and other systems of communica-
tions. We propose no change in the Federal Government's
general jurisdiction over broadcasting.
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PART VI_THE REGULATION OF THE ECONOMY

Chapter 3l-Economic Policy

NECOMMENDÃTIONS

92. The Federcl Pc¡rliqment c¡nd Government should
retain lhe primctry responsibility for genercrl eco-
nomic policy designed lo c¡chieve nqtionc¡l economic
gocrls. This mecrns thct they must hqve sufficient
èconomic pouters to regulate the economy lhrough
structurc¡l, monetcr¡y ond liscc¡l policies.

93. Ncrlion<¡l economic policies should tc¡ke more
dccount of regioncrl obiectives through coordincrting
mechc¡nisms between governments crnd through
considerc¡ble c¡dminist¡crtive decentralizcttion in the
opercrtion of the Feder<¡l Government cnd ite
<rgencies.

94. Provincial c¡nd municipctl governments should clso
tc¡ke more crccount oI nationc¡l economic obiectives.

The economic policy of Canada must operate in a par-
ticularly difficult context. First, the fact is that our econo-
my is very open. Since more than a quarter of the total
demand in Canada hinges on external factors, it is very
important for the Federal Government to be equipped
with anticyclical policy instruments which are efficient,
yet flexible enough to cope with sudden economic
changes. îhis sensitivity to economic decisions made by
other countries was clearly shown on August 15, l9?1'
when the United States imposed a 10/a surtax on imports.
Then, too, the fact that our regional economic structures
vary across Canada means that national anticyclical poli
cies cannot perfectly fit all regions at the same time' Each
region has its own people, often its specíal institutions, its
own ciimate, its own geography, and, generally its own
needs and costs for public and private goods. Each region
has its own conception of economic development. The
existence of these regional imperatives makes it more
difficult to work out a national policy.

Finally, Canada as a federal state, with various levels of
government, has certain built-in delays to Federal inter-
vention in the economic field in the interests of consulta-
tion. The existence of independent regional administra-
tions also implies that the economic policy of the Federal
Government may be thwarted by those administrations.
This is a particularly significant problem for the manage-
ment of the economy in that nearly half the public sector
falls under regional administrations. Despite these dif-
ficulties the need for a coordinated economic policy
involving both the Federal and the Provincial levels of
Government is obvious. We shall. deal with their respec-

tive roles later, after dealing with the more fundamental
problem which we now discuss.

For many witnesses who appeared before our Commit-
tee, the only logical solution to the difficulties we have
outlined was centralization. Thus, one expert felt that
Canada must be recentralized to become economically
efficient:

Finally, with respect to stabilization policies, the
greater the degree of decentralization the more hope-
less the situation becomes. In this specific case, I
would like to point out an experience that is one, to
my mind, of the more ravaging that exists in Canada
and that has to do with public investment. Most public
investment in Canada is done by 10, 12 or 14 agencies
at the very most, say, at the federal level, the Depart-
ment of Transport and the CNR, two or three educa-
tion departments because of school buildings in
Canada, two or maybe three highway departments,
three major hydroelectric companies, the City of
Montreal, the City of Toronto, the City of Vancouver
and the City of \üinnipeg. In other words, there are 12

or 14 major public agencies that account for most of
public investment in the countrY.

These agencies are, by and large, autonomous with
respect to borrowing and in the case of several of
them, autonomous with respect to fiscal resources
with the result that they do exactly what they want.
These agencies have never met to my knowledge for
the last 10 years with respect to a public investment
program in this country. Furthermore, they have
never felt the necessity to do so with the result that the
federal government that wants to achieve responsibili-
ties with respect to anticyclical policies must compen-
sate for completely irrational policies of some of these
agencies, irrational in the terms of what is required by
the economic situation. In that sense I would like to
recall the period of 1955 to 1957 when inflationary
pressures were fanned by half a dozen of these major
corporations with the result that when the recession
started in 1951 there was nothing left on the shelf as
far as public investment was concerned. We asked,
then, the federal government to compensate for a
gigantic hole in public investment that, of course,
could not be compensated for because everything had
been spent in the previous two years.

In that sense there is no doubt at a1l in my mind that
Canada must be recentralized to be economically effi-
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cient both with respect to growth and anticyclical
policies. It does not have to be done through an o,ue¡_
hauling of the Constitution. The Constitution as it
exists now allows for this quite easily. I recognize thatin the United States over the last six months or so
there has been a tendency away from centralization.
In other words, the recent Nixon program allows for
some unconditional transfers to the states and their
municipalities. I would tike to suggest, however, that
this is entirely new in the United States. If I under-
stand Mr. Nixon properly or his program what is
implied here is an attempt to put a litile flexibility in a
system where there has never been any and where, in
fact, the whole thing had become exceedingly central_
ized. In Canada it is probably the other way around. Itis probably the opposite policy that has to be fol-
lowed; in other words, a very definite attempt to
recentralize Canada. (3.44:11).

For another witness this economic efficiency coujd be
reached by cooperation rather than by centralization:

The solution to this incoherence does not reside
necessarily in the centralization of powers as Mr. pari-
zeau has concluded, who is ready to sacrifice the
flexibility of decentralization in favour of a political
efficiency that he illustrates by pointing to us the
example of the United States. No. In West Germany at
the time of the budget preparation the¡e is a tripaitite
official cooperation between the federal government;
the states and the municipalities for the purpose of
harmonizing the economic and financial policies in
relation to the needs of the various levels of govern-
ment. Cooperation is the introduction of coherence in
a decentralized society. It alone allows at the same
time flexibility and efficiency. Therefore it is not a
question of knowing which of the various levels of
government will have the last word; it means ensur_
ing, on the one part, that the division of responsibility
coresponds to the real nature of the problems which
are total and non-sectorial and, on the other hand, to
ensure that the various levels of decision are coherent
in their action.

The fundamental constitutional problem, in the long
run, is therefore to institutionalize this cooperationl
(3.57:15)

The members of this Committee believe that the cost of
centralization wouÌd be much too high in Canada. We
believe also that real economic efficiency cannot be
reached,without taking into account both theregional and
the national interest. It is possible, moreover, to reconcile
the efficiency of a national policy and the flexibility of a
regionalization of this policy. Given the Canadian reality,
the interdependence of governmental activities and the
diversity of economic structures in Canadian regions, we
can only conclude that efficiency must imply cooperation
between governments.

This interpenetration of governmental operations is a
reality of life in Canada. Thus such local activities as
municipal borrowing (especialty from foreign sources)
may sometimes frustrate national poiicies. Again, certain
national policies, like credit restriction by the Bank of
Canada, may not be adapted to the economic conditions
of certain areas. At the locaì ând national levels, there_
fore, efficiency must take into account both national and
regional objectives. The same arguments which in the

political field led Canada to adopt a federal and not a
unitary system require fiexibility and coordination in
matters of economic policy.

'We do not, however, question the fact that the Federal
Parliament should retain the primary responsibility for
general economic policy in the country. It is axiomatic
that the Federal Parliament and the Feàeral Government
are the only bodies which can effectively act for the whole
country, taking into account international and interpro_
vincial factors. Consequently prime responsibility foithe
achievement of our national economiõ goals must fall
unde¡ these institutions and their generaliconomic man_
date. This means that the Federai parliament must have
sufficient economic powers (1) in terms of the structural
regulation of the economy, for example, over securities,
firiancial institutions, interprovincial tiade, etc., and (2) in
terms of its overall influence on the economy through its
monetary policy and through its aggregate expendiiures
and taxes.

Consequently, when there is a need to regulate thestructure of the economy for national economiJpurposes,
we generally recommend a Federal power, either exclu_
sive or paramount. For the r"-. ."j.o.rs, we think thatmonetary policies should remain a Federal responsibility.In terms of powers, this constitutes a large degree ófcentralization. We feel, however, that through con;idera_
ble administrative decentralization in the opäration of theFederal Government and its agencies, Fedåral policies in
those fields can be regionally aãapted.

We have already expressed the view that clecentraliza-
tion of decision-making has a certain value in itself in a
country as vast and as diverse as Canada. Most Crown
Corporations could have their headquarters outside
Ottawa, as many already are. Federal departments like
Agriculture, Energy, Mines and Resources, Environment,
National Defence and Transport could have their princi_
pal offices elsewhere, ând many other departments could
give their regional offices more authority. Even when
Ottawa must remain the effective centre of administra_
tion, a greater effort can be made to encourage regional
input.

Obviously not all economic policies can be selective.
Thus monetary policy can hardly vary beTween regions
because of the mobility of capital. Even in the United
States, where there are twelve Federai Reserve Banks,
credit conditions always follow similar patterns. That is
not saying, however, that monetary policy can disregard
regional factors altogether. When it appears that a par-
ticula¡ monetary policy which is justified for national
reasons is hardly, or not at alj, suited to one or several
regions, it becomes important to compensate for the ine-
quitable side-effects through other anticyclical instru-
ments, such as Federal expenditures, which cân be easily
made selective. Another way the Federal Government can
offset the harmful regional effects of these national poli-
cies would be to facilitate public borrowing by regiónal
governments where necessary. This type of selective
policy seems to us essential in Canadian federalism. But
economic powers are also present, though indirectly, in
every expenditure made and every tax levied by govern-
ment. With respect to this ove¡all influence it is clear that
the Federal Government must be able to have a decisive
effect on the economy through its aggregate expenditures.
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'We do not think that this objective necessarily impiies a

control on all aspects of these expenditures. Our recom-
mendations relating to the spending power of Parliament
and to many programs in the field of social security are
such that they allow aggregate Federal control over the
amounts which are spent while giving much flexibility to
the Provincial Legislatures in the determination of the
nature of these expenditures. Consequently, where the
objective is to regulate the structure of the business cli-
mate for national purposes, we would give the Federal
institutions the powers they need. But where the purpose
of the expenditure is largely social or broadly cultural \Me

would let the Provinces establish priorities, reserving to
the Federal authority sufficient economic leverage, in
aggregate terms, to carry out its prime responsibilities in
the fiscal field.

But the success or failure of anticyclical policies in
Canada depends in large part, on the efficiency of our
intergovernmental mechanisms of consultation and coor-
dination. One condition for the realization of a coordinat-
ed and flexibie economic policy is fo¡ the main public
bodies in Canada to meet periodically. Another condition
is that those public bodies be able to work together effi-
ciently. We have mâde recommendations above towards
augmenting the prestige and influence of Federal-Provin-
cial conferences. With regard to the economic policy more
particularly, we think that nonpolitical bodies such as the
Bank of Canada and the Economic Council of Canada
should be more directly involved in these conferences.
Their contribution would certainly increase the efficiency
and the prestige of the group and very likely the quality of
the decisions taken.
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Chapter 32-Trade and Commerce

NECOMMENDÃTION

95. Pc¡rli<¡ment should hcve exclugive jurisdiction over
intern<¡tioncrl crnd interprovincicl trcrde c¡nd com-
merce, including lhe instrumentc¡lÍtiee of such trc¡de
c¡nd commerce. Intrcrprovincicl trcde qnd commerce
should remcin under the iurisdiction of the Provin-
cial tegislalures.

"Regulation of Trade and Commerce" is a power con-
ferred on the Parliament of Canada by section 91(2) of the
British North America Act. Language of such breadth
might appear to give Parliament control over the whole
field of trade and commerce, but the Privy Council early
came to the conclusion that the words could not be read
as having their ordinary meaning. As it was put by Lord
Hobhouse in the case of The Bønk of Toronto v. Lambe:

. .. it has been found absolutely necessary that the
literal meaning of the words should be restricted, in
order to afford scope for powers which are given
exclusively to the provincial legislatures. ([188?], 12
App. Cas. 575, at p. 586).

For one thing no distinction was made between "trade"
and "commerce", so that their conjunction did not extend
their individual meaning. This was stated by Mr. Justice
Henry in Ci,ti,zens Insura.nce Co. v, Parsons:

'Trade' means the act or business of exchanging
commodities by barter, or the business of buying anil
selling for money-commerce-traffic-barter; it
means the giving of one article for another for money
or money's worth. 'Commerce' is only another term
for the same thrng. ([1880], 4 S.C.R. 2L5 a1"287).

Moreover, the power to regulate was held not to include
the power to prohibrt. since 'regulation' implies the con-
servation of the thing to be made the subject of regula-
tions. Lord Davey put it this way in Muni,cipal Corporø-
tíon of the Ci,tg of Torontov. Virgo:

. . . their Lordships think there is a marked distinc-
tion to be drawn between the prohibition or preven-
tion of a trade and the regulation of governance of it,
and indeed a power to regulate and govern seems to
imply the continued existence of that which is to be
regulated or governed. (t1896l A.C. 88, at p. 93).

Further in the 1BB1 case of Ci,tizens Insurønce Co. v.
Pørsons ([1881], ? App. Cas.96 at p. 112), Sir Montague
Smith made it clear for the Privy Council that section

91(2) could confer jurisdietion on Parliament only over
international trade arrangements, matters of interprovin-
cial concern, and what he called "general trade and com-
merce", which appeared to be limited to the general regu-
lation of federally incorporated companies. This might
have been a solid basis for Federal jurisdiction, but in the
ensuing years the trade and commerce power was further
eroded to the point where Lord Haldane could suggest
that it was a merely "ancillary" power:

It is, in their Lordships' opinion, now clear that,
excepting so far as the power can be invoked in aid of
capacity conferred independently under other words
in s. 91, the power to regulate trade and commerce
cannot be relied on as enabling the Dominion Parlia-
ment to regulate civil rights in the Provin ces. (Toronto
Electric Commissioners v. S'nid,er, [1925] A.C. 396,
at p. 409).

This dictum was later expressly repudiated by Lord Atkin
in a 1931 case, (Propri,etary Articles Trade Assoctøtionv.
Attorneg Genero,L of Canada t19311 A.C. 310, at p. 326) but
it indicates the low estate to which section 91(2) had fallen..

The judicial fate of the trade and commerce power
stands in stark contrast to the judicial extension of the
American commerce clause which reads:

The Congress shall have Power . . . to regulate Com-
merce with foreign Nations, and among the several
States, and with the Indian Tribes; (Article 1, Section
8).

So broadly has the U.S. Supreme Court been willing to
push the limits of this power that Mr. Justice Murphy was
able to declare that "the federal commerce power is as
broad as the economic needs of the nation." (American
Power & Light Co. v. Securiti.es & Eæchange Comtnis-
si.on, 11946l,329 Lt.S. 90, at p. 104.)

The Commonwealth Parliament in Australia is given
jurisdiction by section 5 (i) of the Constitution over "trade
and commerce with other countries, and among the
States", and legislation of the Commonwealth is given
pararnountcy over State legislation. This appeals to us as
a reasonable statement of Federal power, and we recom-
mend it for Canada. We believe that Parliament should be
able to regulate a product where the principal market is
outside of the province of production or where trade is
carried on throughout the country by transactions that
ignore provincial boundaries, and of course with respect
to all aspects of international trade. ÌvVhile it is possible
that the Courts will hold such jurisdiction to belong to
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Parliament even under the present Constitution, the
matter is too central to Federal control over the economy
to leave to chance.

The Federal power should also include jurisdiction over
the instrufnentalities of national and international trade
and commerce. For example, under the present Constitu-
tion Parliament has had to designate grain elevators, mills
and feed wa¡ehouses "Works... for the general Advan-
tage of Canada" under sections 91(29) and 92(10)(c) in

order to gain a satisfactory measure of control over the
grain trade. It might be desirable if an open-ended power
such as that in section 92(10Xc) (of declaring any work to
be for the general advantage of Canada or for the advan-
tage of two or more provinces) were eliminated from the
Constitution, and more narrowly drawn powers (e.g., over
transportation and communication) made available to the
Federal Parliament. But in any event Parliament should
have adequate power to control the instrumentalities of
trade and commerce.



Chapter 33-fncome Controls

NECOMMENDÄTION

96: In cc¡ses of nc¡tioncl_emerge-ncy, c¡s defined by the
Pcrlicment of Ccncdc, thè prolvinceE should ãel _
gcrte to the Federal Pcrliqment c¡ll cdditioncl powers
necesscrry to control prices, wcrgrea c¡nd othei forms
of income, includinglenl dividãnds <rnd profits, tãimplement its prime responsibility for fuli 

"-pioy_ment c¡nd bqlcnced economic growth.

One of the themes which constanily recurred in the
evidence we heard was a concern across the whote of
Canada about inflation. \{ithout entering into a debateabout its economic causes, we would conclude that
Canadia-ns wish to place in the hands of their gorr""rr-
ments effective jurisdictional tools to tackle the pioblem.
To a large extent they would probably be content ifanticyclical policies of governments wãre effective in
balancing economic growth with relative price stabìlity.
On the other hand, should such anticyelicafpoücies fail õocontrol prices adequately, we might be faced, ultimately,
with the question of direct controli over prices, wages andother forms of income including rentÃ, dividenãs andprofits.

The leading case with respect to jurisdiction in this fieldis the Boo,rd of Commerce case (In Re The Boørd of
Comrnerce Act ønd the Combines and, F:air pri,ces Ací,
î19221 L A.C. 191, 60 D.L. R. b1B). This Board of Commerce
established by Parliament had, inter alia, jurisdiction toregulate profits. The Privy Council hetd in¿ legislation
ultra vires of Parliament and observed that:

It was passed in 1g1g, after peace had been
declared, and it is not confined tó any temporary
purpose, but is to continue without limit in time, anäto apply throughout Canada. . . . It may well be that
the subjects of undue combination and hoarding are
matters in which the Dominion has a great practical
interest. In special circumstance", such as those of agreat war, such an interest might conceivably becomeof such paramount and overriding importance as to
amount to what lies outside the heads in sec. g2, and is
not covered by them.

Although the Privy Council conceded, reluctantly from
the context, that such a power might exist in tlme of
peace, it added:

. . . it is quite another matter to say linat und,er
normal circutnstances general Canadian policy can
justify interference, on such a scale as the statutes in
controversy involve, with the property and civil rights
of the inhabitants of the Provinces (emphasis added).

In Fort Frances PuIp ønd Pouer Co, Ltd,. v. Ma,nitoba
Free Press, t19231 A.C. 695, the Privy Council referred to
the Board of Commerce case and said that in the event of
a "very different case, such as that of sudden danger to
social order arising from the outbreak of a great war,',
Parliament might act 'runder other powers which may
well be impli,ed in the Consti.tution" (emphasis added).
Later the judgment stated:

This principle of a power so implied has received
effect also in countries with a written and apparently
rigid constitution such as the United States, where the
strictly federal character of the national basic agree-
ment has retained the residuary powers not expressly
confer¡ed on the Federal Government for the compo-
nent States. The operation of the scheme of interpre-
tation is all the more to be looked for in a constitution
such as that established by the British North America
Act, where the 'residuary po!¡¡ers ate given to the
Dominion Central Government, and the preamble of
the statute declares the intention to be that the Domin-
ion should have a constitution similar in principle to
that of the United Kingdom.

It is apparent from these cases and others that effective
direct control over prices and incomes is a power which
the Parliament of Canada cannot lightly, or indeed easily,
assume. Perhaps this is as it should be. rvlle do not feel,
however, that it is in the national interest to allow the
Federal power over wages and prices to be so circunr-
scribed as to be exercisable only in time of war or famine,
or alternatively to be implied in times of highly exception-
al circumstances. In practice we ttust Parliament would
be very circumspect in the use of any such power. But
constitutionally we do not feel it is in the interests of the
nation to have the power ambiguous at best, and conjec-
tural at worst.
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Consequently, we recommend that the Parliament of
Canada be given the following power: in cases of national
emergency, as defined by the Parliament of Canada, the
ProvinceJ shall delegate to the Federal Parliament all the
additional powers necessary to control prices, wages and
other forms of income, including rent, dividends and prof-

its, to implement its prime responsibility for full employ-
ment and balanced economic growth. In other words,
Parliament should have whatever powers are necessary in
this area, as they are required. Technically, this means
that there should be Federal paramountcy as in section 95
of the British North America Act.
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chapter 34-securities and Financial rnstitutions

NECOMMEND.ATIONS

97. The mctter of securities regulcrtion, which hashitherto been under provincicï ¡.rri"di"tiorr, should
become c concurrent jurisdictioí with pcrcrmountcyin the Feder<¡l pc¡¡liament.

98. ïl/here fincncic¡l institutions (trust companies, insur_
<rnce compcnies, fincnce compcnies, credit unions,cc¡isses po,pulaires) do businãss in more thc¡n oneprovince, _they should hqve to meet ncrtionc¡l stand_c¡rds c¡s defined by the Federal pc¡rlicment; wherethey confine their ãctivities to cr 

"i";i; province, theProvince should retcin exclusive ¡uiiËãiction.
Tåe marketing of securities in Canada is a subject ofmajor concern to Canadians. Difficulties arise from thefact that while the securities market .rrd-orl. financialstructures are national, the jurisdiction to regulate them isProvincial. This has led to a lack of uniiãimity in lawsand reguiations from province to provinãe and, conse_qrrently, to.a lack of protection for the investor. In gener_al, the major devices.used-in the regulatio" ãr-r"?"ïitvtrading are the licensing .of dealers, än¿ taws requiringthe disclosure of informalion to the ó"¡1i.. Ãt the presenî

time this regulation is ca¡ried out bi.Þ;;incial seãuritiescommissions. Federal jurisdiction ii li-itJìo sections ofthe Criminal Code prohibiting frauáìi""t deating insecurities.

Some experts have argued that the Federal parliament
possesses. greater jurisdiction than it now exercises byvirtue of its powers over trade and commerce, federall5i_incorporated c,ompanies, and the post Ofiice. This posi_tion, however, has not been accepted bv t¡r"-Jo,,rrts, and inpractice the provinces_ have occupied if,u iiãla f.; ;;tyears. The "t¡ade and commercã" po*er, which is thäconstitutional head under.which o.r" i"o,.rla'"*pect to findthe regulation of securities, was 

"o ,"ri"i"Li by judg_
Telt?. of the Privy Council that the provinces acquiredjurisdiction over the regulation ot ,.ã""iti". under theirwide power over ,,Property and Civil rigiris;1-

U_nder our p¡esent system there is a lack of tegislativeuniformity east of Ontario and a disparity of adriinistra_
tive enforcement of identical laws wåst oí Ontario. Thesetwo facto¡s tend to undermine the welfarã of Canadianinvestors. At the domestic level a regutatory system must
gls_ure not only that investor confidence jhoutd remainhigh, but also that large financial resources are mar_shalled within the country to meet the demands of growth.
In addition, Canada needs strong regulation to competewith American and other forei{n ,ãã""itiå, standards.
The weakness of Provincial tawsln Canada drives inves_
.tors av¡ay, in most cases to American exchanges.

'While most of the above arguments favou¡ a nationaljurisdiction for securities regulation, there are certain
opposing vi.ews. Some Tear that Federal control over
securities would add to the already objectionable tenden-
cy to draw capital resources from the smalier urban cen_
tres and regions to the major markets of Toronto, Mont_
¡eal and Vancouver. It might result in a one_way flow of
money into these areas.

Consequently, it would be beneficial to have a systern
with minimum national standards but enough fiexiUitity
to provide for regional needs: There are two possibilities:
Federal regulations could bè used which would take
account of regional interests; or the provinces could work
toward legislative uniformity through intergovernmental
cooperation. After considering both possibilities, the
Committee recommends that there be concurrent jurisdic_
tion with paramountcy in the Federal Government. This
would aiiow the Federal Government to provide mini_
mum sta¡dards of protection for the investor, and permit
the Provinces to provide additionat protection.

A simila¡ principle should also apply to financial insti_tutions. rûfhere financial institutioïs " (trusi companies,insurance companies, finance 
"o-pr"iur, "redit ùnions,caisses po-puìaires) do business in mãre thãnìne province,

they should have to meet national standarás ás aãfinea ùythe Fede¡al Parliament; where they cånfine ttreir activi_ties to a single province, the provinËe shouiJretain exclu_sive jurisdiction.
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C hapter 35-C ompetition

NECOMMEND.ATION

99. The Federal Pqrlicment ought to hc¡ve c¡ concurrenl
povrer with the ProvincÍc¡l Legislatures over competÍ-
tion in order thc¡t the regulction of.unfcir competi-
tion in c¡ll its qspects be subiect to the nc¡tionc¡l
i¡¡tereEt. In lhe event of conflicting legislcrtion, the
Federc¡l legislcrtion should be pcrcrmount.

The Federal Parliament has dealt with ¡estrictive trade
practices, that is, combinations tending to limit competi-
tion, mainly under its criminal law power. It has also
joined to combines' offences other provisions allowing
initial investigation and report on possible combines. The
investigative body may then recommend prosecution for
the substantive offences.

It seems, however, that the regulation of business com-
binations and the conditions under which firms might
combine, consolidate or be absorbed has been considered
closed to Federal regulation. There is no clear explanation
why the Federal Parliament cannot regulate interprovin-
cial or international trade, and the new Federál Compeiti-
tion Bill indicates a new attitude to this matter.

The primary object of restrictive trade practices legisla-
tion is to establish ground rules so that the public good
will not be impaired by private conduct designed to injure
consumers, producers or others (Trønsport Oil Co. Ltd. v.
hnperi.øI Oi.I Co. Ltd., 11935] O.R. 215). By analogy, the
primary object of adulteration legislation "is the public
safety-protecting it from threatened injury" (per Mac-
donald, J.A. in Stønd"ø,rd, Sausage Co. v. Lee, t19331 4
D.L.R. 501 (8.C.)), and the primary object of restrictive
trade practices legislation is the economic "safety" of the
public to protect it from any threatened injury which
might result in a lessening of competition to the detriment
of consumers and producers.

\ühen the complexities and size of modern corporations
are taken into account, as well as their national and inter-
national activities, it seems necessary to give the Federal
Parliament constitutional power to contrql and regulate
them in respect of competition. Many markets are domi-
nated by a few major firms, and the degree to which a
market economy exists in the classical sense has already
been questioned. The ability of provinces, especially the
smaller ones, to control effectively such large economic
units is open to question. Consequently, the field of res-
trictive trade practices in the anti-trust or combines sense,
as well as the expanded concept of unfair competition in

relation to consolidation, mergers and other kinds of take-
overs, ought to fall under a Federal power in the
Constitution.

But what kind of Federal power? Should it be exclusive,
or should it be concurrent, with Federal paramountcy in
case of conflicting legislation? As we have already men-
tioned, although the Federal Parliament under the pre-
sent Constitution could perhaps legislate with respect to
unfair competition in the export trade and in interprovin-
cial trade, the practical difficulties involved in a constitu-
tional power of that sort are obvious. For example, if an
industry did not extend beyond the limits of a Province,
no matter what its economic leverage might be, under an
interprovincial formula the Federal Government would
not have any po'\¡/er to regulate it. It would be free to enter
into any kind of merger or take-over, despite possible
repercussions on competition, and, so long as it did not
extend beyond the limits of one þrovince, regulation
would be impossible. On the other hand, the Provinces
might be uneasy about conferring on the Federal Parlia-
ment so important a power as that of regulating the eco-
nomic climate in which business develops. The Provinces
might fear that the emasculation of the Federal trade and
commerce power in the present Constitution might lose its
effect if the Federal Parliament secured the exclusive
power to regulate comþetition.

The main consideration for making the Federal po$¡er
exclusive lies in the fact that a very large industry might
gain monopoly control over a resource or a market within
a single province in Canada. However, even if the power
or¿er competition were made concurrent, this might give
the Federal Parliament a large enough role. If this were
done, the Federal Government would have paramountcy
for reasons of overall control, but if a Province did an
effective job of regulating its own business climate, there
would be no need for the Federal Government to inter-
vene with overriding legislation. It would appear that the
net result of this constitutional allocation of power might
be that the Federal Government would largely set stand-
ards for the export and interprovincial trade areas and
the Province would basically regulate local business.
However, should the Federal power be required because
of the particular position of one industry located wholly
within a Province then that power would be available.
Giant business would then have to deal with our biggest
government.

An exclusive Federal power would probably be too
radical a change in view of the present state of develop-
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ment of constitutional law in Canada, particularly the
development of the trade and commerce clause. A concur-
rent power with Federal paramountcy would be a conven-
ient half-way house between the wide powers of the Con-
gress of the United States over interstate commerce and
the much more narrowly-defined Federal power in rela-

tron to commerce now in the constitution. If economic
forces continue to reward bigness, not only at national but
even more at supranational levels, then Canadians may be
forced to enlarge further the Federal power to supervise
the rules of the economic game.
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Chapter 36-Air and Water Pollution

NECOMMEND.ÉTIONS

100. Cont¡ol over the pollution of <¡ir and wc¡ter ehould be
q mctter of concurrent iurisdiction between lhe Pro-
vincic¡l Legíslctures t¡nd the Federc¡l Parliament,
c¡nd, qs in seclion 95 of the B¡itish North Ãmericc
¿{ct, the powers of the Federc¡l Pc¡rlic¡ment should be
pcrcmount.

l0l. The concurrency of iurisdictÍon over cir c¡nd wc¡ter
pollution would necesgitcrte both Federc¡l-Provincicl
ãnd Province-lo-ProvÍnce planninE and coordina'
tion of p¡og¡cms.

102. \iVe endorse the work of the Resources Ministers
Council crs cr mec¡na oI continuing consultcrtion on
mctters of ¡enewc¡ble reaources.

In recent years a totally new challenge has developed
from the growing global crisis of the environment. Not
only is man learning that the world's resources are finite,
but also that their ever increasing consumption, particu-
larly by the economically-developed nations, may even
threaten our long-run physical and psychological survival.
The dimensions of our ecological crisis are both potential-
ly awesome and immediately urgent.

The rapid growth of population, the immense expansion
of industry, and the urbanization of life have been intensi-
fied by an exploding and seemingly ungovernable tech-
nology. It is not surprising, therefore, that this subject
matter, unknown and unthought of in 186?, has emerged
in the current review of the Constitution.

In the evidence we heard, several themes dominated:
first of all, there was a sense of urgency; also, there was a
growing, militant and popularly based anti-pollution
movement. The overriding feeling was that positive and
extensive governmental action is needed.

Because pollution control is so urgently needed, we feel
that any confusion which exists in constitutional powers
should be ended as quickly as possible.

Canada is seriously affected, although there is clearly a
global scope to the phenomenon of environmental pollu-
tion. Lake Erie, we are told, is in danger of dying and her
sister lakes may gradually succumb. \4¡ildlife is being poi-
soned by pesticides. Cities are enveloped in smog affect-
ing health. Rising crescendos of noise threaten tranquilli-
ty everywhere. Clean air, clear water and the purity of our

soil and our sea products can no longer be assumed in
Canada.

Our evidence revealed a deep concern to protect that
peace and beauty essential to sustain the human spirit.
Our witnesses also recognized that, increasingly, havens
of peace and beauty are being surrounded and eliminated
by air and water pollution.

It was conceded by virtually all witnesses that concerted
action on the international; national, provincial and urban
levels of government will be required. Any constitutional
approach must, therefore, be flexible.

There seems to be widespread agreement that jurisdic-
tion over pollution is at present complicated at best and
confusing at worst. Federal and Provincial sources in the
B.N.A. Act for pollution control are many. For example,
Provincìal jurisdiction may stem from "Property and
Civil Rights in the Province", "Municipal Institutions in
the Province", "Local \¡forks and Undertakings", "Gener-
ally all Matters of a merely local or private Nature in the
Province". Federal jurisdiction, on the other hand,
depending on the class of subject dealt with in the legisla-
tion, might arise from "The Criminal Law", "Navigation
and Shipping", "Sea Coast and Inland Fisheries", and
"The Regulation of Trade and Commerce".

The possibilities for jurisdictional overlapping here
revealed show the difficulties of determining constitution-
al and politicat accountability. Although the respective
powers are legally and narrowly "exclusive" in the strict
sense, pollution problems do not always fit into such neat,
compartmental packages. Consequently, the lines of
political accountability are not clear. The voter is left with
his annoyance; the politician with his constitutional enig-
mas. l[hat is clear is that the witnesses who appeared
before us recognized that pollution has local, provincial,
national and international aspects. Rather than getting
boÉ€ed down as to whether the pollution to be cured was
a "Fisheries" or a "Navigation" or a "Management of
Public Lands" or a "Local \[orks and Undertaking" prob-
lem, they felt that pollution itself should be the subject
matter of concern to Parliament and the Legislatures.
They felt that pollution of air and water, because of their
many facets, should be a concurrent power shared by
both Parliament and the Legislatures.

The object in making air and water pollution a specific
head of power is to avoid, as completely as possible,
jurisdictional conflicts based on existing powers: for
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example, whether the legislation is, in pith and substance,
in relation to "Public Lands" (Provincial) or "Inland Fish-
eries" (Federal). The same reasoning cornpels us to
acknowledge that, in the event of conflict between the
new concurrent Federal and Provincial powers in the
area of air and water pollution, Federal legislation should
be paramount. Consequently, we recommend a similar
concunent formulation for jurisdiction over pollution of
air and water as already èxists in section gb of the British
North America Act, with respect to Immigration and
Agriculture. A simila¡ power in this area might read this
wây:

In each Province the Legislature may make Laws in
relation to the control of air and water pollution in the
Province; and it is hereby declared that the Pa¡lia-
ment of Canada may, from Time to Time, make Laws
in relation to the control of air and water pollution
among the Provinces; and any Law of the Legislature
of a Province relative to the control of air and water
pollution shall have effect in and for the Province as
long and as far only as it is not repugnant to any Act
of the Parliament of Canada.

Apart from the purely legal considerations which call
for a paramount Federal power in the area of air and
water pollution, there are compelling economic argu-
ments. Because of the disparities in economic terms
which exist between the Provinces in Canada, to fail to
have a pâramount Federal power would be to invite Prov-
inces to compete for industrial development on the basis
of more relaxed pollution laws. It is only recognizing the
obvious to suggest that some economically-weaker Prov-
inces would be unable to resist the temptation.

We would envisage, because the new pollution po\Ã¡er
would be concurrent, that necessarily greater Federal-

Provincial and Province-to-Province planning and co-
ordination would result. The superior financial and
research capabilities of the Federal Government, especial-
ly in relation to the smaller Provinces, can be brought into
play through the concurrent power itself and through the
Federal spending power, if necessary.

Although we have provided for Federal paramountcy,
this does not mean that we contemplate a total and com-
plete Federal occupation of the field of air and water
pollution. Indeed we expect legislative coordination
between the two levels. rffe support Federal paramountcy
to ensure, however, that should the national interest
require it, the Parliament of Canada can ensure that no
Province could become a pollution haven. Of course, it
would also ensure that pollution of the air and water of
one Province by another, and pollution with internatjonal
effects, could be governed by Federal legislation if dead-
lock arose or if there was irreconcilable legislation.

The whole question of environmental management is a
very broad one. It covers not only pollution control but
many other subjects such as land use control, control over
mining, lumber, wildlife and fish, agricuìture, land ¡ecia-
mation and abandonment, weather forecasting and
weather modification, recreation and leisure activities,
transportation, electric power, multiple-use water man-
agement, housing and urban planning and noise
abatement.

It is not possible, at the moment, to see how far this
concept goes. Consequently, we have rejected the idea of
describing the specific pollution power in the Constitution
as a power over "environmental management',. That is
why we have limited our recommendations to a constitu_
tional formulation to cover jurisdiction over air and water
pollution.
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Chapter 37-Foreign Ownership and Canadian Independence

NECOMMENDATIONS

103. The power oI the Federal Parlic¡ment with respect to
c¡liens should be clc¡rified to ensu¡e thc¡t Pcrrliament
hcs pcrcmount power to decrl with problems of for-
eign ownership.

104. The Federal Parliament should hc¡ve the clecrr power
lo nc¡tionc¡lize industry crnd expropric¡te lcnd threat-
ened by foreign tcl¡eovers or conlrol contrcrry to the
nationcrl interest.

105. The Federcl Pc¡rlic¡ment should hcve jurisdiction
over citizenship, crnd thcrt power should include the
power to p¡omote nationc¡l unity <rnd c¡ nc¡tioncl
spirit cnd to creqte institutions for these pu¡poses.

Throughout the hearings of the Committee there was a
recuring conceïn for Canadian independence, sovereign-
ty, unity and identity. Certain witnesses expressed their
alarm over the large percentage of Canadian land,
resources and industry owned by non-Canadians and
especially by Americans. They referred to our recreation
land, our mining, oil and gas industries, our publishing
and text-book industries, etc. It was established that
American investment is B0% of the total foreign invest-
ment in Canada and that 76% of. all companies in Canada
with assets over $25 million are foreign owned. Fears
were expressed that Canadian citizens might lose political
as weII as economic control of their own country; that
they would be barred from the best jobs and the best
land; that they would be run by absentee landlords; and
that Canadiari people and resources would be working for
the enrichment of other peoples and other lands.

This concern over the economic domination of our
country can be closely related to other concerns
expressed before the Committee, such as the lack of
national unityãnd a vigorous national purpose, the tend-
ency to regionalism, the proliferation of hyphenated
Canaiiians who cling to the nationality or symbols of their
mother countries, misunderstanding and differences
between French-speaking and English-speaking Canadi-
ans, old and new Canadians, older and younger Canadi-
ans, native born Canadians and immigrants. As a mul-
ticultural country, it is all the more important for Canada
to insist on a substratum of national unity. Unless Canadi-
ans do develop a definite solidarity among themselves and
a conscious attachment to their country, territory and
resources, they will not be able to deal with the threat of
foreign economic domination and may not survive as a

nation. There must be not only a regional soÌidarity and
attachment, but a national one. AII Canadians must con-
sider themselves undivided owners of all Canadian terri-
tory and partners or trustees in its management. There
should be no second-class citizens and aII must feel at
home in every part of the land. To develop a positive
nationalism we must know more about our country and
each other. We must take more interest in our history, our
music, our arts, our national institutions and associations.
On our success in these things our independence, our
sovereignty and our unity will depend. We shali become
"masters of our own house" in Canada.

It is proper to ask what the constitutional implications
of these concerns and aspirations are. "With respect to
nati<¡nal unity, national symbols and national powers,
there is no doubt. \üe have discussed these in other chap-
ters. Here, however, we must emphasize that these mat-
ters cannot be discussed in isolation. They are closely
related to the problems of foreign ownership and of eco-
nomic and political independence. Without Canadian
institutions to promote a Canadian national spirit, there
wili be no political will to act resolutely against foreign
ownership. Consequently, the Federal Parliament must
have the necessary powers to deal with all aspects of
political and economic independence.

There was some discussion by witnesses as to whether
or not the Federal Parliament did have such powers.
Witnesses pointed out that jurisdiction over land and
resources is overwhelmingly Provincial, while naturaliza-
tion and aliens and citizenship are Federal responsibili-
ties. There is some uncertainty, however, as to how effec-
tiveiy the powers over aliens and citizenship could be used
to control foreign corporations, investors, and entre-
preneurs operating in Canada. lvVhile Section 24(1) of the
Canadian Citizenship Act does set out certain rights for
aliens and asserts that they can hold property, this juris-
dictional head of the B.N.A. Act has never been much
used. In a sense the Provinces partially occupy the field
through the enactment of mortmain acts and other similar
measures. Consequently, while the Federal use of the
power over aliens could be pushed to greater limits, it
might not prevail over Provincial powers, especially those
relating to land and resources. This uncertainty is com-
pounded by the disagreements relating to the Federal
treaty-making power and international relations.

We therefore recommend that the Federal power with
respect to aliens be clarified so that the Federal Parlia-
ment would have, beyond any dispute, paramount power
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to deal with problems arising from foreign ownership.Further, the Federal parliament should liave the cleãrpower to nationalize and expropriate land, resources andindustries which are threateneã by foreign takeovers orcontrol contrary to the national interest. Finally, the Fed_

eral Parliament should continue to have jurisdiction over
citizenship, and that power should include the power topromote national unity and a national spirit and io create
institutions for these purposes.
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SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

PART I-THE CONSTITUTION

Chøpter 1 -C onstitutional hnperatiu e s

1. Canada should have a new and distinctively Canadi-
an Constitution, one which would be a new whole
even though it would utilize many of the same parts.

2. A new Canadian Constitution should be based on
functional considerations, which would lead to great-
er decentralization of governmental powers in all
areas touching culture and social policy a^rd to
greater centralization in powers which have impor-
tant economic effects at the national level. Functional
considerations also require greater decentralization
in many areas of goverrìmental administration.

Chapter 4-Patri,ation of the Constitution

3. The Canadian Constitution should be patriated by a
procedure which would provide for a simultaneous
proclamation of a new Constitution by Canada and
the renunciation by Britain of all jurisdiction over
the Canadian Constitution.

Chapter í-Arnendnxents to the Constitution

4. The formula for amending the Constitution should
be that contained in the Victoria Charter of June
19?1, which requires the agreement of the Federal
Parliament and a maiority of the Provincial Legisla-
tures, including those of:

(a) every province which at any time has contained
twenty-five per cent of the population of Canada;

(b) at least two Atlantic Provinces;

(c) at least two Western Provinces that have a com-
bined population of at least fifty percent of the
population of all the Wèstern Provinces.

Chapter 6-The Preamble to the Consti,tuti,on

5. The Canadian Constitution should have a preamble
which would proclaim the basic objectives of
Canadian federal democracy.

PART II_THE PEOPLE

Chøpter 7 -S 
elf -Determination

6. The preamble of the Constitution should recognize
that the Canadian federation is based on the liberty
of the petson and the protection of basic human
rights ai a fundamental and essential purpose of the
State. Consequently, the preamble should also recog-
nize that the existence of Canadian society rests on
the free consent of its citizens and their collective will
to live together, and that any differences among
them should be settled by peaceful means.

?. If the citizens of a part of Canada at some time
d.emocratically declared themselves in favour of a
political arrangement which were contrary to the
óontinuation of our present political structures, the
disagreement should be resolved by political negotia-
tion, not by the use of military or other coercive
force.

8. We reaffirm our conviction that all of the peoples of
Canada can achieve their aspirations more effective-
ly within a federal system, and we believe Canadians
should strive to maintain such a system'

Chapter &-Nati,øe PeoPIes

9. No constitutional changes concerning native peoples
should be made until such time as their own organi-
zations have completed their research into the ques-
tion of treaty and aboriginal rights in Canada.

10. The preamble of the new Constitution should affirm
the special place of native peoples, including Métis,
in Canadian life.

11. Provincial governments should, where the popula-
tion is sufficient, consider recognizing Indian lan-
guages as regional languages'

12. No jurisdictional changes should be made in
administrative arrangements concerning Indians and
Eskimos without consultation with them'

Chøp t er 9-îundo.m ental Ri'g ht s

13. Canada should have a Bill of Rights.entrenched in
the Constitution, guaranteeing the political freedoms
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of conscience and religion, of thought, opinion and
expression, of peaceful assembly and of asiociation.

14. The Bjtl of Rights should include a provision requir_ing fair and equitable representation in the House of
Commons and in the provincial Legislatures.

15. The right to citizenship, once legally acquired, should
be made inalienable under the Èin ãf nights.

16. The individual person should be constitutionally pro_
tected in his life, tiberty and the security ðf'hisperson so as not to- be deprived thereof except inaccordance with the principles of fundamäntaljustice.

17. The individual person should be constitutionally pro_
tected against the arbitrary seizure of his prope'*V,except for the public good and ior- ¡"Ëicompensation.

18. The Constitution should prohibit discrimination by
reason of sex, race, ethnic origin, colour or religioiby proclaiming the right of the individual to e[ual
treâtment by law.

19. Discrimination in- employment, or in membership inprofessional, trade or other occupational assoìia_
tions, or in obtaining public accomriodation and ser_vices, or in owning, _renting or holding p*;""ty
should also be dectared contrãry to the BiIIoi niãfrt.1

20. Other provisions already contained in the Canadian
R_ill of Rights (1960) protecting legat rights shouid
also be included in the Constitutionat eiú ot Riehts:protection against unreasonable searches andlsei-zures, the right to be informed prompily of thereâson for arrest, the right to counsel, lhe right to
habeas_ corpus, pr-otectioi against seli_criminãtion,
the right to a fair hearing, thã right to be presumed
innocent and not to be dãnied reãsonable -bail 

with_
ou.t just cause, the right to an interpreter, the pros-cribing of retroaetive penal laws ôr punishm-ents,
and the right not to be subjected to crueí and unusuaÍpunishment.

21. Jhe rights and freedoms recognized by the Bill ofRights should not be interpreted as ãbsolute andunlimited, but should rather be exercisable to theextent that they are reasonably justifiabte in a demo_
cratic society.

Chapter 1 }-Languag e Rights
22. French_ and English should be constitutionally

entrenched as the two official languages of Canada.
23. The Constitution should recognize:

(.) tte right of any person to use either official
language in the Federal and provincial LegislÀ_
tures and the Territorial Councils;
(b) the right to have access in both official lan_guages to the 1egislative records, journals, and'enactments of Canada, New Brunswick, Oítario,
Quebec and the Territories;
(c) the right to use either official language in deal-
ing with judicial or quasi_judicial Fedãral bodies or

with courts in New Brunswick, Ontario, euebecand the Teritories;
(d) the right to communicate in either officiat lan_
guage with Federal departments and agencies andwith provincial departmentat head -offices or
agency head offices in New Brunswick, Ontario,
Quebec and the Territories.

24. All of the rights in recommendation 28 (b) (c) and (d)
should also be exercisable in:

(a) any Province where each language is the
, mother tongue often per cent ofthe pópulation;

(b) in any Province where the legislature declares
Freneh and English the official languages of theprovince.

25. The Constitution should recognize parents,right tohave English or Fïench provided as their 
"*hild'"main language of instruction in publicly supporteá

schools in areas where the language oftheir choice is
chosen by a sufficient numbei ofpersons to justify
the provision of the necessary facililies.

26. We supp_ort the general objective of making Frenchthe working language in euebec. l{e hõpe that
through the studies being caried out in euãbec onthis matter, this objective can be reached with due
respect for certain euebec Anglophone institutions,
and taking into account the ñorth American and
world reality.

27. The preamble to the Constitution should formally
recognize that Canada is a multicultural country.

28. The Constitution should explicitly recognize the right
of Provincial Legislatures tò conier eqùivalent staius
with the English and French languages on other lan_
guages. Federal financial assistance to support theteaching ot use of other languages would be
appropriate.

C høp t er 1 I-R eg ional Disp aròtie s

29. The equitable distribution of income should be
recognized in the preamble of the Constitution as a
dynamic and humane objective of ou¡ social poliey.
Cons-equently, \¡/e agree with the principle stäted in
the Victoria Charter that:

The Parliament and Government of Canada and
the Legislatures and Governments of the provinces
are committed to. . . the promotion of equality of
o_pportunity and well-being for all individuals in
Canada.

30. I[e agree with the statement in the Victoria Charter
that:

The Parliament and Government of Canada and
the Legislatures and Governments of the provinces
are committed to . . . the assurance, as nearly as pos-
sible, that essential public services of reasonáble
quality are available to all individuals in Canada.

This objectÍve should be recognized in the pre_
amble of the Constitution.
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31. The preamble cf the Constitution should provide that.
every Canadian should have access f,o adequate
Federal, Provincial and municipal services without
having to bear a disproportionate tax burden
because of the region in whích he lives. This recom-
mendation follows logically from our acceptance of
the principle of equality of opportunity for all
Canadians.

32. \üe completely accept the following objective as
stated in the Victoria Charter:

The promotion of economic development to reduce
disparities in the social and economic opportunities
for al1 individuals in Canada wherever they may
live.

As in the case of redistribution of income among
, individuals and for the same reasons' this objective

should be recognized in the preamble of the
Constitution.

PART III-FEDERAL INSTITUTIONS

Chapter 12-The Head of State

33. Because of the state of divided opinion in Canada,
the Committee does not recommend any change in
the monarchical system at the present time.

34. The Committee itself prefers a Canadian as Head of
State, and supports the evolutionary process by
which the Governor General has been granted more
functions as the Head of State for Canada. Eventual-
ly, the question of retaining or abolishing the
Monarchy will have to be decided by way of clear
consultation with the Canadian people.

Chapter 13-The Senate

35. The present'full veto power of the Senate over legis-
. latión should be reduced to a suspensive veto for six

months according to the following formula: a bill
may become law without the consent of the Senate
(1) if the House of Commons, having once passed it,
passes it again no less than six months after it was
rejected or finally amended by the Senate, or' (2) if'
within 6 months of third reading of a bill by the
House of Commons the Senate has not completed
consideration of it, and the House of Commons again
passes it at any time after the expiration of the 6

months, but any period when Parliarnent is proro-
gued or dissolved shall not be counted in computing
the 6 months.

36. The investigating role of the Senate, which has
gained more importance in recent years, should be
continued and expanded at the initiative of the
Senate itself, and the Government should also make
more use of the Senate in this waY.

3?. The Government should be entitled to introduce in
the Senate all bills including money bills but exclud-
ing appropriation bills, before their approval by the
House of Commons, provided that, in the case of
money bills, they should be intioduced by the leader
of the Government in the Senate on behalf of the
Government.

38. The distribution of Senators should be as follows:
Newfoundland 6, Prince Edward Island 4, Nova
Scotia 10, New Brunswick 10, Quebec 24, Onlario 24,
Manitoba 12, Saskatchewan 12, Atberta 12, British
Columbia 12, the Yukon Territory 2, and the North-
west Territories 2: a total of 130.

39. Alt Senators should continue to be appointed by the
Federal Government: as vacancies occur in the pre-

' sent Senate, one-half of the Senators from each Prov-
ince and Territory should be appointed in the same
manner as at present; the other half from each Prov-
ince and Territory should be appointed by the Feder-
al Government from a panel of nominees subrnitted
by the appropriate Provincial or Territorial
Government.

40. The personal requirements for appointment to the
Senaie should be limited to those required for eligi-
bility as an elector in the Canada Elections Act, plus
resiãence in the province for which a Senator is
appointed. The Quebec structure of electoral divi-
sions should be abolished.

41. The compulsory retirement age for all new senators
should be seventy years. Upon retirement, Senators
should retain the right to the title and precedence of
Senators and the right to participate in the work of
the Senate or of its C-ommittee, but not the right to
vote or to receive the indemnity of Senators.

Chapter 14-The House of Commons

42. Ttre mechanism of redistribution of seats in the
House of Commons as well as the limitations implied

. in the 15 per cent rule and the Senate rule should be
retained in the Constitution. The formula of
iepresentation, however, subject to our recommenda-
tions on the Bill of Rights, should be the exclusive
prerogative of the House of Commons, to be dealt
with by ordinarY legislation'

'43. Every House of Commons should continue for four
year;, from the day of the return of the writs for
èhoosing the House and no longer, provided that, and
notwithstanding any Royal Prerogative, the Gover-
nor General should have the power to dissolve Par-
liament during that Period:

(1) when the Government is defeated

(a) on a motion expressing no confidence in the
Government; or

. (b) on a vote on a specific bill or portion of a bill
which the Government has previously declared
should be construed as a motion of want of confi-
dence; or

(2) when the House of Commons passes a resolu-
tion requesting dissolution of Parliament.

Chapter 15-The Supreme Court of Canadø

44. The existence, independence and structure of the
Supreme Court of Canada should be provided for in
the Constitution.
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45. Consultation with the Provinces on appointments to
the Supreme Court of Canada must take place. We
generally support the methods of consultation pro_
posed in the Victoria Charter, but the proviñces
should also be allowed to make nominations to the
nominating councils which would be set up under the
Victoria proposals if the Attorney-General of Canada
and the Attorney-General of a province fail to agree
on an appointee.

46. The Provinces should be given the right to withdraw
appeals in matters of strictly provincial law from the
Supreme Court of Canada and to vest final decision
on such matters in their own highest courts, thus
leaving to the Supreme Court of Canada jurisdiction
over matters of Federal law and of constitutional
law, including the Bill of Rights, The issue of wheth-
er a matter was one of strictly provincial law would
be subject to determination by the Supreme Court of
Canada.

Chapter 16-The National Capital Area
47. There should be a movement by stages towards the

possible creation of an autonomous Canadian
Capital.

48. The Canadian Capital should be generally the areas
of Ontario and of Quebec now defined in the
schedule to the National Capital Act (1959).

PART IV_THE GOVERNMENTS

Chapter 17-The Dioi,si,on of Powers

49. The use of exclusive lists of Federal'and provincial
powers, but with an extended list of concurrent
powers, should be continued.

50. Concurrent powers which predominanily affect the
national interest should grant paramountcy to the
Federal Parliament and those which predominantly
affect Provincial or local interests should grant parâ_
mountcy to the Provincial legislatures.

51. The Constitution should permit the delegation of
executive and administrative powers (as at present),
but not of legislative powers except where expressly
specified in this Report.

General Legi,slatiue Pouer of

Provincial Governments should have access to all
fields of taxation. However, in order to bring about a
division of revenues that may accurately reflect the
priorities of each government, there should be Feder-
al-Provincial consultations to determine the most
equitable means of apportioning joint fields of taxa-
tion in the light of:

(a) the projected responsibilities of each level of
government in the immediate future;
(b) the anticipated increases in their,respective
expenditures;

(c) economic and administrative limitations, such
as preserving sufficient leverage for the Federal
Government, by means of its taxation system, to
discharge effectively its function of managing the
economy.

55. Provincial legislatures should have the right to
impose indirect taxes provided that they do not
impede interprovincial or international trade and do
not fall on persons resident in other Provinces. These
limitations could be satisfied by tax collection
through an interprovincial or Federal-Provincial col-
lection agency, or by tax collection agreements.

Chøpter 20-The FederøL Spend,ing Pou¡er

56. The power of the Federal Parliament to make condi-
tional grants for general Federal-Provincial (shared-
cost) programs should be subject to the establish-
ment of a national consensus both for the institution
of any new program and for the continuation of any
existing one. A consensus would be established by
the affirmative vote of the Legislâtures in three of
the four regions of Canada according to the follow-
ing formula: the vote of the Legislatures in the Ailan-
tic region would be considered to be in the affirma-
tive if any two of the Legislatures of Nova Scotia,
New Brunswick or Newfoundland were in favour;
the vote of the Legislatures of the Western region
would be considered to be in the affirmative with the
agreement of any two of the four Legislatures. The
consensus for existing joint programs should be
tested every 10 years.

57. If a Province does not wish to participate in a pro-
gram for which there is a national consensus, the
Federal Government should pay the Government of
that Province a sum equal to the amount it would
have cost the Federal Government to implement the
program in the Province. However, a tax collection
fee of about L per cent, equivalent to the cost of
collecting the money'paid to the Province, should be
deducted from the amount paid to such.non-par-
ticipating Provinces.

58. In order that the objectives of joint programs may be
more effectively realized, conditional Federal grants
should preferably be based on the cost of the pro-
grams in eaeh Province. However, since a 50-b0 cost-
sharing formula, when applied to the expenditures
made in each Province, constitutes too great an
incentive in high-income Provinces, conditional Fed-
eral grants should not be made for that portiori of
Provincial expenditures which lies above the nation-
al average cost of the service. The maximum per

Chapter 18-The
Pørli,ament

52. The "Peace, Order, and good Government,, power
should be retained in the Constitution as an expres_
sion of the overriding Federal legislative power over
matters of a national nature.

53. Since the Federal General Legislative power is coun_
terbalanced by a Provincial power over matters of a
Provincial or local nature, there is no place for a
purely residuary power.

Chapter 1 9-Taæing Pou:ers

54. Generally speaking and subject to recommendation
55, we endorse the principle that the Federal and
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capita amount to which a Province would be entitted ings of the Ministers of Finance and Provincial
v¡ould thus correspond to the per capita national Treasurers.
expenditure, and additional expenditures by a Pro-
vincial Government would in no way increase the
Federal grant to that Province. Chøpter 23-The Terri,tortes

69. The objective of Government policy for the Yukon
and the Northwest Territories should be the foster-
ing of self-government and provincial status.

?0. The provisions of the British North America Act,
1B?1, section 2, which provide for the admission of
new provinces by action of the Federal Government
alone, should be continued, provided that no territo-
ry should become a province without its consent.

99

60. The Constitution should provide for a Federal-pro-
vincial Conference of Firit Ministers to ¡u-äfì.å ï"" 71. The Yukon and the Northwest Territories should
the prime Minister of canada at least 

";* ;;eâ:r each be entitled to representation in the senate.
unless in âny year a majority of the First Ministers
decide to dispense with the Conference. Chøpter 24_Offshore Minerø,| Rights

Chapter 2 l-Int erg ots ernm ental Relations

59. More commun¡cation and fuller cooperation among
all levels of government are imperative needs. The
achievement of these ends involves the improvement
and simplification of the means of liaison and, u¡here
necessary., the creation of new mechanisms.

61. The Federal Government should appoint a Minister
of State for Intergovernmental Affairs to respond to
the political challenges and opportunities resulting
from closer intergovernmental relationships.

62. A permanent Federal-Provincial secretariat for
intergovernmental relations should be established.

63. A tri-level conference among Federal, Provincial and
Municipal governments should be called at least once
a year.

C høp t er 2 2-Munic i,p aliti e s

64. rtrhile we recognize the difficulties of larger cities in
providing for their needs, financing their programs
and determining their own priorities, as well as in
negotiating with the Provincial and Federal Govern-
ments on works which seriously affect municipal
planning, and also their need for more status and
more autonomy in order to achieve these goals, we
do not see how these matters can be entrenched in
the Constitution. They should be negotiated between
the cities and the Provincial Governments under
whose jurisdiction they fall.

65. The municipalities in each Province, in conjunction
with their provincial and national bodies, should
determine which representatives from what
municipalities would attend the annual trilevel con-
ferences we have recommended in Recommendation
63.

66. Such tri-level meetings \Mould not have the power of
veto over any Federal or Provincial programs but
would rather operate by way of moral suasion.

67. In the light of the injustice done municipalities by
their having to rely on the propêrty tax for the bulk
of their revenue, there should be a sharing of tax
fields between Governments that would allow
municipalities direct access to other sources of
revenue.

68. 'Where feasible, representatives of municipâlities
should meet with other levels of government to dis-
cuss common problems particularly in the area of
economic planning through representation at meet-

72. The Federal Government should have proprietary
rights over the seabed offshore to the limit of Cana-
da's internationally recognized jurisdiction, and the
Federal Parliament should have full legislative juris-
diction over this subject matter.

73. There should be no constitutional provision as to the
sharing of the profits from the exploitation of seabed
resources. Nevertheless, we feel strongly that the
Federal Government should share thé profits of
seabed development equally with the adjacent coast-
al Province rather than with all of the Provinces.

74. Sabìe Island should be recognized by the Constitu-
tion as part of the Province of Nova Scotia.

Chapter 2 í-International Relations

75. Section 132 of the British North America Act should
be repealed.

?6. The Constitution should make it cleâr thât: the Fed-
eral Government has exclusive jurisdiction over fot-
eign policy, the making of treaties, and the exchange
of diplomatic and consular representatives.

??. All formal treaties should be ratified by Parliament
rather than by the Executive Branch of Government.

78. The Government of Canada should, before binding
itself to perform under a treaty an obligation that
deals with a matter falling within the legislative
competence of the Provinces, consult with the Gov-
ernment of each Province that may be affected by
the obligation.

79. The Government of a Province should remain free
not to take any action with respect to an obligation
undertaken by the Government of Canada under a
treaty unless it has agreed to do so.

80. Subject to a veto power in the Government of
Canada in the exercise of its exclusive power with
respect to foreign policy, the Provincial Govern-
ments should have the right to enter into contracts,
and administrative, reciprocal and other arrange-
ments with foreign states, or constituent parts of
fijieign states, to maintain offices abroad for the
conduct of Provincial business, and generally to
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PART V_SOCIAL POLICY

C hap t er 2 6-5 o ci,al S e curitg

81. In the area of social security, there should bea greater decentralization of jurisdiction with aview to giving priority to the próvinces according torecommendations 82, gB and 84.

82. \4¡ith respect to social services, the present exclusivejurisdiction of provincial Legislaiures shoutd be¡etained.

83. With respect to income insurance (including theQuebec and Canada pension plansj,-lurisdiction
should be shared according to thà píL.""t section944 of the British North Arãeri", À"i-r,r¡juct to thefollowing exceptions:

(1) 'fforkmen,s Compensation should be retainedunder the exclusive jurisdiction of the provincial
Legislatures;

(2) 
-Unemployment fnsurance should be retainedunder the exclusive jurisdiction of thÀ CanadianParliament.

84. \4¡ith respect to income support measures:
(1) Financial social assistance (Canada Assistance
Plan, allowances to the blind, disabitit¡r'allowances,
unemployment assistance) should be under théexclusive jurisdiction of the provincial Legisia_
tures;

(2) Veterans, allowances and allowances . 
toEskimos and Indians living on 

""a""rr"a 
should con_tinue to be the exclusivl responsibilìty of theCanadian Parliament;

(3) Demographic grants--(old age pensions, familyallowances and youth allowanc-es)'aná luaranteedtncome payments (guaranteed income supplement)
should be matters of concurrent jurisdiõtion withlimited Provincial paramountcy ai to the scale ofbenefits and the allocation of Fãderal funds among
thes-e income support programs. fnus lfie Federal. Parliament would retair, 

"orr"r"re.t power toestablish programs and to pay benefits to individu_als under these programJ. iTowever, a province
wou-l{ have the right to vary the national scheme
established by parliament with respect to the allo-cation within the province betweãn the variousprograms of the total amount determined by theFederal Government and with respect tá the icateof benefits paid to individuals within the province
according to income, number of c.hildren, etc.,within each .program; provided that thã benefitspaid to individuals under each program should not
be less than a certain percentage (perhaps half ortwo-thirds) of the amounts which"wouid- be paidunder the scheme proposed by the Fedlral
Gove¡nment.

cooperate with the Government of Canada in itsinternational activities. Chap te r 2 7-C rimi.nal L q1þ

85. Since we believe that each province should be able to
regulate the conduct of its own people in such mat_ters as the operation of motoi vãhi"les, Sunday
observance, betting and lotteries, the Federal parlia_
ment should have the right to delegate even to a
single Province legislative jurisdictioã over any part
of the criminal law.

86. Because there is some ambiguity resulting from cur_
rent practice, if not from the Constitution, the Feder-
al power over the administration of criminal justice
should be made clear so that the Federal parliament
would be seen to have clear and undoubted jurisdic_
tion to enforce its own laws in the criminal field.

Chaptey 29-Marri,age and, Diuorce
8?. In keeping '¡¡ith our principle of control by the prov_

inces of their soôial destiny, the jurisdiction over*Marriage and Divorce,' should be tiansferred to theProvincial -Legislatures, subject to an ,g"""J
cornmon definition of domicile.

Chøpter 29-Education
88. Education as such should remain an exclusively pro-

vincial power as at present, subject to the guarantees
for minorities set out eisewhere in this Report.

89. The Provinces should create a permanent office for
cooperation and coordination in education, and Fed_eral participation should be confined to the area ofFederal jurisdiction over the education of native peo_ples, immigrants, and defence personnel and
dependents.

C h ap t er 3 0-C o mmuni,c a t i. o n s

90. The Parliament of Canada should retain exclusivejurisdiction over the means in broadcasting and
other systems of communication.

91. The Provinces should have exclusive jurisdiction
over the program content in provinciat àducational
broadcasting, whatever meani of communication is
employed.

PART VI_THE REGULATION OF THE ECONOMY

Chøpter 3 l-E conomic poltcg

92. The Federal Parliament and Government should
retain,the primary responsibility for general econom_ic policy designed to achievó natlonal economicgoals. This means that they must have sufficient
economic powers to regulate the economy through
structural, monetary and fiscal policies.
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93. National economic policies should take more account
of regional objectives through coordinating mech-
anisms between governments and through considera-
ble administrative decentralization in the operation
of the Federal Government and its agencies.

94. Provincial and municipal governments should also
take more account of national economic objectives.

Chapter T2-Trade and, Commerce

95. Parliament should have exclusive jurisdiction over
international and iriterprovincial trade and com-
merce, including the instrumentalities of such trade
and commerce. Intraprovincial trade and commerce
should remain under the jurisdiction of the Provin-
cial Legislãtures.

Chøpter 33-Inc ome C ontrols

96. In cases of national emergency, as defined by.the
Parliament of Canada, the Provinces should delegate
to the Federal Parliament all additional powers
necessary to control prices, wages and other forms of
income, including rent, dividends and profits, to
implement its prime responsibility for full employ-
ment and balanced economic growth.

Chapter 34-S ecuri,tt es and Fi,nanci,al Institutions
9?. The matter of securities regulation, which has hither-

to been under provincial jurisdiction, should become
a concurrent jurisdiction with paramountcy in the
Federal Parliament.

98. Where financial institutions (trust companies, inçur-
ance companies, finance companies, credit unions,
caisses populaires) do business in more than one
province, they should have to meet national stand-
ards as defined by the Federal Parliament; where
they confine their activities to a single province, the
Province should retain exclusive jurisdiction.

Chapter 35-C omp etitt on

99. The Federal Parliament ought to have a concurrent
power with the Provincial Legislatures over competi-
tion in order that the regulation of unfair competi-
tion in all its aspects be subject to the national inter-
est. In the event of conflicting legislation, the federal
legislation should be paramount.

Chøpter 36-Air and Water Polltttion

100. Control over the pollution of air and water should be
a matter of concurrent jurisdiction between the Pro-
vincial Legislatures and the Federal Parliament, and,
as in section 95 of the British North America Act, the
por /ers of the Federal Parliament should be
paramount.

101. The concurrency of jurisdiction over the air and
water pollution would necessitate both Federal-Pro-
vincial and Çrovince-to-Province planning and co-
ordination of þrograms.

102. l{e endorse the work of the Resources Ministers
Council as a means of continuing consultation on
matters of renewable resources.

Chapter S7-Forei,gn Ousnership ønd Canadi,an Ind,epen-
dence

103. The porver of the Federal Parliament with respect to
aliens should be clarified to ensure that parliament
has paramount power to deal with problems of for-
eign ownership.

104. The Federal Pariiament should have the clear power
to nationalize industry and expropriate land threat-
ened by foreign takeovers or control contrary to the
national inte¡est.

105. The Federal Parliament should have jurisdiction
over citizenship, and that power should include the
power to promote national unity and a national spirit
and to create institutions for these purposes.
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APPENDIX A

Extracts from the British North America Act

Pouers of the Pørli.øment

91. It shall be lawful for the Queen, by and with the
Advice and Consent of the Senate and House of Com-
mons, to make Laws for the Peace, Order and good Gov-
ernment of Canada, in relation to all Matters not coming
within the Classes of subjects by this Act assigned exclu-
sively to the Legislatures of the Provinces; and for greater
Certainty, but not so as to restrict the Generality of the
foregoing Terms of this Section, it is hereby declared that
(notwithstanding anything in this Act) the exclusive Legis-
lative Authority of the Parliament of Canada extends to
all Matters coming within the Classes of Subjects next
herein-after enumerated; that is to say,-

1. The amendment from time to time of the Constitution
of Canada, except as regards matters coming within the
classes of subjects by this Act assigned exclusively to
the Legislatures of the provinces, or as regards rights or
privileges by this or any other Constitutional Act grant-
ed or secured to the Legisiature or the Government of a
province, or to any class of persons with respect to
schools or as regârds the use of the English or the
French language or as regards the requirements that
there shall be a session of the Parliament of C.anada at
least one each year, and that no House of Commons
shall continue for more than five years from the day of
the return of the ]ürits for choosing the House: Provid-
ed, however, that a House of Commons may in time of
real or apprehended war, invasion or insurrection be
continued by the Parliament of Canada if such con-
tinuation is not opposed by the votes of more than
one-third of the members of such llouse.

[NorE: Added bg the Bîitxs:¿ Nortlr' /Irnerì,c|, Act (No. 2), 1949,
73 Geo. VI, c. 87 (U.K.).l

14. The Public Debt and Property.

lNorE: ne-7¿?¿r¿berecl 7A bA th¿ F,rit¿s¡. North Amerl'ca Act
(No. 2), 7949, 73 Geo, Vr, c. 81 (UJ<,),l

2. The Regulation of Trade and Commerce.

2A'. Unemployment insurance.

[NorE: Added bg the BrLüßh
vI, c. 36 (U.K,).1

3. The raising of Money
Taxation.

Nort}¿ Arnerica Act,7940,3-4 Geo.

by any Mode or System of

4. The borrowing of Money on the Public Credit.

5. Postal Service.

6. The Census and Statistics.

7. Militia, Military and Naval Service, and Defence.

8. The fixing of and providing for the Salaries and
Allowances of Civil and other Officers of the Govern-
ment of Canada.

9. Beacons, Buoys, Lighthouses, and Sable Island.

10. Navigation and Shipping.

11. Quarantine and the Establishment and Maintenance
of Marine Hospitals.

12. Sea Coast and Inland Fisheries.

13. Ferries between a Province and any British or For-
eign Country or between Two Provinces.

14. Currency and Coinage.

15. Banking, Incorporation of Banks, and the Issue of
Paper Money.

16. Savings Banks.

i7. Weights and Measures.

18. BiIIs of Exchange and Promissory Notes.

19. Interest.

20. Legal Tender.

21. Bankruptcy and Insolvency.

22. Patents of Invention and Discovery.

23. Copyrights.

24. Indians, and Lands reserved for the Indians.

25. Naturalization and Aliens.

26. Marriage and Divorce.

27. T}:,e Criminal Law, except the Constitution of Courts
of Criminal Jurisdiction, but including the Procedure in
Criminal Matters.

28. The Establishment, Maintenance, and Management
of Penitentiaries.

29. Such Classes of Subjects as are expressly excepted
in the Enumeration of the Classes of Subjects by this
Act assigned exclusively to the Legislatures of the
Provinces.

And any Matter coming within any of the Classes of
Subjects enumerated in this Section shall not be deemed
to come within the Class of Matters of a local or private
Nature comprised in the Enumeration of the Classes of
subjects by this Act assigned exclusively to the Legisla-
tures of the Provinces.

. Eæclusitse Pouers of Protsincial Legis.latures

92. In each Province the Legislature may exclusively
make Laws in ,¡elation to Matters coming within thè
Classes of Subjects next herein-after enumerated; that is
to say,-
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1. The Amendment from Time to Time, notwithstanding
anything in this Act, of the Constitution of the Province,
except as regards the Office of Lièutenant Governor.

2. Direct Taxation within the Province in order to the
raising of a Revenue for Provincial Purposes.

3. The borrowing of Money on the sole Credit of the
Province.

4. The Establishment and Tenure of Provincial Offices
and the Appointment and Payment of Provincial
Officers.

5. The Management and Sale of the Public Lands
belonging to the Province and of the Timber and lVood
thereon.

6. The Establishment, Maintenance, and Management of
Public and Reformatory Prisons in and for the
Province.

7. The Establishment, Maintenance, and Management of
Hospitals, Asylums, Charities, and Eleemosynary Insti-
tutions in and for the Province, other than Marine
Hospitals.

8. Municipal Institutions in the Province.

9. Shop, Saloon, Tavern, Auctioneer, and other Licences
in order to the raising of a Revenue for Provincial,
Local, or Municipal Purposes.

10. Local lüorks and Undertakings other than such as
are of the following Classes:-

ø. Lines of Steam or other Ships, Railways, Canals,
Telegraphs, and other \ilorks and Undertakings con-
necting the Province with any other or others of the
Provinces, or extending beyond the Limits of the
Province:

b. Lines of Steam Ships between the Province and any
British or Foreign Country:

c. Such Works as, although wholly situate within the
Province, are before or after their Execution declared
by the Parliament of Canada to be for the general
Advantage of Canada or for the Advantage of Two or
more of the Provinces.

11. The Incorporation of Companies with Provincial
Objects.

12. The Solemnization of Marriage in the Province.

13. Property and Civil Rights in the Province.

14. The Administration of Justice in the Province,
including the Constitution, Maintenance, and Organiza-
tion of Provincial Courts, both of Civil and of Criminal
Jurisdiction, and including Procedure in Civil Matters
in those Courts.

15. The Imposition of Punishment by Fine, Penalty, or
Imprisonment for enforcing any Law of the Province
made in relation to any Matter coming within any of the
Classes of Subjects enumerated in this Section.

16. Generally all Matters of a merely local or private
Nature in the Province.

Educatzon

93. In and for each Province the Legislature may exclu-
sively make Laws in relation to Education, subject and
according to the following Provisions:-

(1) Nothing in any such Law shall prejudicially affect
any Right or Privilege with respect to Denominational
Schools which any Class of Persons have by Law in the
Province at the Union:

(2) AII the Powers, Privileges, and Duties at the Union
by Law conferred and imposed in Upper Canada on the
Separate Schools and School Trustees of the Queen's
Roman Catholic Subjects shall be and the same are
hereby extended to the Dissentient Schools of the
Queen's Protestant and Roman Catholic Subjects in
Quebec:

(3) ï\¡here in any Province a System of Separate or
Dissentient Schools exists by Law at the Union or is
thereafter established by the Legislature of the Prov-
ince, an Appeal shall lie to the Governor General in
Council from any Act or Decision of any Provincial
Authority affecting any Right or Privilege of the Pro-
testant or Roman Catholic Minority of the Queen's Sub-
jeets in relation to Education:

(4) In case any such Provincial Law as from Time to
Time seems to the Governor General in Council requi-
site for the due Execution of the Provisions of this
Section is not made, or in case any Decision of thé
Governor General in Council on any Appeal under this
Section is not duly executed by the proper Provincial
Authority in that Behalf, then and in every such Case,
and as far only as the Circumstances of each Case
require, the Parliament of Canada may make remedial
Laws for the due Execution of the Provisions of this
Section and of any Decision of the Governor General in
Council under this Section.

INOTE: Altereil foî Mani.toba bA sectíon 22 of the Mani.ioba
Act, 7870, 33 Vict., c. 3 (Ca.nadd,) (confr,rn'Le¿I bg the Britisll" Nort}1"
A.nerica Act,1871); for Albertd. bA secti,on 17 ol the Alberta
Act,4-5 Ed,1rJ, Vil, c,3 (Conad,a); lor Saskatcheuon, by section
17 ol the So,skatchewan Act,4-5 Ecllþ. Vfi, c. 42 (ed,nqd.a); o,nd
Íor NeuÍounilland bg Terrn 77 ol the Teflns of Union of Ne?./D-

foundland u¿tll Canaild,, confirmed bA the rJritisÞ. Nortþ. Ameri,co,
Aet, 7949, 12-13 Geo. VI, c. 22 (U.K.).]

uni,formztg of Laws tn Ontarto, Noua Scotia, and. Neu
Brunsu¡ick

94. Notwithstanding anything in this Act, the Parlia-
ment of Canada may make Provision for the Uniformity
of all or any of the Laws relative to Property and Civil
Rights in Ontario, Nova Scotia, and New Brunswick, and
of the Procedure of all or any of the Courts in those Three
Provinces, and from and after the passing of any Act in
that Behalf the Power of the Parliament of Canada to
make Laws in relation to any Matter comprised in any
such Act shall, notwithstanding anything in this Act, be
unrestricted; but any Act of the Parliament of Canada
making Provision for such Uniformity shall riot have
effect in any Province unless and until it is adopted and
enacted as Law by the Legislature thereof.

944. The Parliament of Canada may make laws in rela-
tion to old age pensions and supplementary benefits,
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including survivors' and disability benefits inespective of
age, but no such law shall affect the operation oi any lawpresent or future of a provincial legislature in relatibn to
any such matter.

_^tl!OJp: Substituteal bA the Brittslt, Nortl, Arnericd, Act, 1964,
,-2_-1?-EL:? l!, ":T.(-UJ<-.) lor secti.on s4A lølnì,ch ,utas origttuatVaddect bU the British North Aneri,ca Act., 1957, U_lS cõo. Ví,c. 32 (U.R.).1

A g ri cultur e an d Immi,g rat io n

95. In each Province the Legislature may make taws in
relation to Agriculture in the Province, and to Immigra-
tion into the Province; and it is hereby declared that the
Parliament of Canada may .from Time to Time make
Laws in relation to Agriculture in all or any of the Prov-
inces, and to Immigration into all or any of the Provinces;
and any Law of the Legislature of a Province relative to
Agriculture or to Immigration shall have effect in and for
the Province as long and as far only as it is not repugnant
to any Act of the Parliament of Canada.

121. Ali Articles of the Growth, Produce, or Manufac-
ture of any one of the Provinces shall, from and after the
Union, be admitted free into each of the other Provinces.

132. The Parliament and Government of Canada shall
have all Powers necessary or proper for performing the
Obligations of Canada or ôf any Piovince ihereof, as part
of the British Empire, towards Foreign Countries, arising
under Treaties between the Empire and such Foreign
Countries.

133. Either the English or the French Language may be
used by any Person in the Debates of the Houses of the
Parliament of Canada and of the Houses of the Legisla-
ture of Quebec; and both those Languages shall be used in
the respective Records and Journals of those Houses; and
either of those Languages may be used by any Person or
in any Pleading or Process in or issuing from any Court of
Canada established under this Act, and in or from all or
any of the Courts of Quebec.

The Acts of the Pariiament of Canada and of the Legis-
lature of Quebec shall be printed and published in both
those Languages.
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APPENDIX B

Canadian Constitutional Charter

Constitutional Conference, Victoria, June l4-t6, t97I

PART I-POLITICAL RIGHTS

Art. 1. It is hereby recognized and declared that in
Canada every person has the following fundamental
freedoms:

freedom of thought, conscience and religion,
freedom of opinion and expression, and
freedom of peaceful assembly and of association;

and all laws shall be construed and applied so as not to
abrogate or abridge any such freedom.
Att.2. No law of the Parliament of Canada or the Legisla-
tures of the Provinces shall abrogate or abridge any of the
fundamental freedoms hèrein recognized and declared.
Art. 3. Nothing in this Part shall be construed as prevent-
ing such limitations on the exercise of the fundamental
freedoms as are reasonably justifiable in a democratic
society in the interests of public safety, order, health or
morals, of national security, or of the rights and freedoms
of others, whether imposed by the Parliament of Canada
or the Legislature of a Province, within the limits of their
respective legislative po\Mers, or by the construction or
application of any law.
Att. 4. The principles of universal suffrage and free demo-
cratic elections to the House of Commons and to the
Legislative Assembly of each Province are hereby pro-
claimed to be fundamental principles of the Constitution.
Art. 5. No citizen shall, by reason of race, ethnic or nation-
al origin, colour, religion or sex, be denied the right to
vote in an election of members to the House of Commons
or the Legislative Assembly of a Province, or be disquali-
fied from membership therein.
Art. 6. Every House of Commons shall continue for five
years from the day of the return of the writs for choosing
the House and no longer subject to being sooner dissolved
by the Governor General, except that in time of real or
apprehended war, invasion or insurrection, a House of
Commons may be continued by the Parliament of Canadâ
if the continuation is not opposed by the votes of moie
than one-third of the members of the House.
Art. 7. Every Provinciai Legislative Assembly shall con-
tinue for five years from the day of the return of the writs
for the choosing of the Legislative Assembly, and no
longer, subject to being sooner dissolved by the Lieuten-
ant-Governor, except that when the Government of
Canada declares that a state of real or apprehended war,
invasion or insurrection exists, a Provincial Legislative
Assembly may be continued if the continuation is not
opposed by the votes of more than one-third of the mem-
bers of the Legislative Assembly.
Art. 8. There shall be a session of the Parliament of
Canada and of the Legislature of each Province at least
once in every yeâr, so that twelve months shall not inter-
vene between the last sitting of the Parliament or Legisla-
ture in one session and its first sitting in the next session.
Art. 9. Nothing in this Part shall be deemed to confer any
legislative power on the Parliament of Canada or the
Legislature of any Province.

PART II_LANGUAGE RIGHTS

Art. 10. English and French are the official languages of
Canada having the status and protection set forth in this
Part.
Art. 11. A person has the right to use English and French
in the debates of the Parliament of Canada and of the
Legislatures of Ontario, Quebec, Nova Scotia, New Bruns-
wick, Manitoba, Prince Edward Island and Newfound-
land.
Art. 12. The statutes and the records and journals of the
Parliament of Canada shall be printed and published in
English and French, and both versions of such statutes
shall be authoritative.
Art. 13. The statutes of each Province shall be printed and
published in English and French, and where the Govern-
ment of a Province, prints and publishes its statutes in
one only of the official languages, the Government of
Canada shall print and publish them in the other official
language; the English and French versions of the statutes
of the Provinces of Quebec, New Brunswick and New-
foundland shall be authoritative.
Art. 14. A person has the right to use English and French
in giving evidence before, or in any pleading or process in
the Supreme Court of Canada, any courts established by
the Parliament of Canada or any court of the Provinces of
Quebec, New Brunswick and Newfoundland, and to
require that all documents and judgments issuing from
such courts be in English or French, and when necessary
a person is entitled to the services of an interpreter before
the courts of other provinces.
Art. 15. An individual has the right to the use of the
official language of his choice in communications
between him and the head or central office of every
department and agency of the Government of Canada
and of the governments of the Provinces of Ontario,
Quebec, New Brunswick, Prince Edward Island and
Newfoundland.
Art. 16. A Provincial Legislative Assembly may, by resolu-
tion, declare that any part of Articles 13, 14, and 15 that do
not expressiy apply to that Province shall apply to the
Legislative Assembly, and to any of the provincial courts
and offices of the provincial departments and agencies
according to the terms of the resolution, and thereafter
such parts shall apply to the Legislative Assembly, courts
and offices specified according to the terms of the resolu-
tion; and any right conferred under this Article may be
abrogated or diminished only in accordance with the
procedure prescribed in Article 50.
Art. 17. A person has the right to the use of the official
language of his choice in communications between him
and every principal office of the departments and agen-
cies of the Government of Canada that are located in an
area where a substantial proportion of the population has
the official language of his choice as its mother tongue,
but the Parliament of Canada may define the limitÀ of
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such areas and what constitutes a substantial proportion
of the population for the purposes of this Article.
Art. 18. In addition to the rights provided by this Part, the
Parliamqnt of Canada and the Legislatures of the Prov-
inces may, within their respective legislative jurisdictions,
provide for more extensive use of English and French.
Art. 19. Nothing in this Part shall be construed as derogat-
ing from or diminishing any legal or customary righi or
privilege acquired or enjoyed either before or after the
coming into force of this Part with respect to any lan-
guage that is not English or French.

PART III-PROVINCES AND TERRITORIES
Art. 20. Until modified under the authority of the Consti-
tution of Canada, Canada consists of ten provinces,
named Ontario, Quebec, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick,
Manitoba, British Columbia, Prince Edward Island, Sas-
katchewan, Alberta and Newfoundland, two Territories,
named the Northwest Territories and the Yukon Territo-
ry, and such other territory as may at any time form part
of Canada.
Art. 21. There shall be a Legislature for each province
consisting of a Lieutenant-Governor and a Legislative
Assembly.

PART IV_SUPREME COURT OF CANADA
Art. 22. There shali be a general court of appeal for
Canada to be known as the Supreme Court of Canada.
Art.23. The Supreme Court of Canada shall consist of a
chief justice to be called the Chief Justice of Canada, and
eight other judges who shali, subject to this Part, be
appointed by the Governor General in Council by letters
patent under ihe Great Seal of Canada.
Art. 24. Any person may be appointed a judge of the
Supreme Court of Canada who, after having been admit-
ted to the Bar of any Province, has, for a total period of at
least ten years, been a judge of any court in Canada or a
banister or advocate at the Bar of any Province.
Art. 25. At least three of the judges of the Supreme Court
of Canada shall be appointed from among persons who,
after having been admitted to the Bar of the Province of
Quebec, have, for a total period of at least ten years, been
judges of any court of that Province or of a court estab-
lished by the Parliament of Canada òr barristers or advo-
cates at that Bar.
Art. 26. Where a vacancy arises in the Supreme Court of
Canada and the Attorney General of Canada is consider-
ing a person for appointment to fill the vacancy, he shall
inform the Attorney General of the appropriate Province.
Art.27. When an appointment is one falling within Article
25 or the Attorney General of Canada has determined that
the appointment shall be made from among persons who
have been admitted to the Bar of a specific Province, he
shall make all reasonable efforts to reach agreement with
the Attorney General of the appropriate Province, before
a person is appointed to the Court.
Art. 28. No person shall be appoinied to the Supreme
Court of Canada unless the Attorney General of Canãda
and the Attorney General of the appropriate Province
agree to the appointment, or such person has been recom-
mended for appointment to the Court by a nominating
council described in Article 30, or has been selected by the
Attorney General of Cànada under Article 30.
Art. 29. Where after the lapse of ninety days from the day
a vacancy arises in the Supreme Court of Canada, the
Attorney General of Canada and the Attorney General of
a Province have not reached agreement on a person to be

appointed to fill the vacancy, the Attorney General of
Canada may inform the Attorney General of the appro-
priate Province in writing that he proposes to convene a
nominating council to recommend an appointment.
Art. 30. Within thirty days of the day when the Attorney
General of Canada has written the Attorney General of
the Province that he proposes to convene a nominating
council, the Attorney General of the Province may inform
the Attorney General of Canada in writing that he selects
either of the following types of nominating councils:

(1) a nominating council consisting of the following
members: the Attorney General of Canada or his
nominee and the Attorneys Gene¡al of the provinces or
their nominees;
(2) a nominating council consisting of the following
members: the Attorney General of Canada or his
nominee, the Attorney General of the appropriate Prov-
ince or his nominee and a Chairman to be selected by
the two Attorneys General, and if within six months
from the expiration of the thirty days they cannot agree
on a Chairman, then the Chief Justice of the appropri-
ate Province, or if he is unable to act, the next senior
Judge of his court, shall name a Chairman;

and if the Attorney General of the Province fails to make
a selection within the thirty days above referred to, the
Attorney General of Canada may select the person to be
appointed.
Art. 31. When a nominating council has been created, the
Attorney General of Canada shall submit the namês of
not less than three qualified persons to it about whom he
has sought the agreement of the Attorney General of the
appropriate Province to the appointment, and the nomi-
nating council shall recommend therefrom a person for
appointment to the Supreme Court of Canada: a majority
of the members of a council constitutes a quorum, and a
recommendation of the majority of the members at a
meeting constitutes a recommendation of the council.
Att.32. For the purpose of Articles 26 to 31 "appropriate
Province" means, in the case of a person being considered
for appointment to the Supreme Court of Canada in com-
pliance with Article 25, the Province of Quebec, and in the
case of any other person being so considered, the Prov-
ince to the bar of which such person was admitted, and if
a person was admitted to the bar of more than one Prov-
ince, the Province with the bar of which the person has, in
the opinion of the Attorney General of Canada, the closest
connection.
Art. 33. Articles 26 to 32 do not apply to the appointment
of the Chief Justice of Canada when such appointment is
made from among the judges of the Supreme Court of
Canada.
Art. 34. The judges of the Supreme Court of Canada hold
office during good behaviour until attaining the age of
seventy years, but are removable by the Governor Gener-
al on address of the Senate and House of Commons.
Art. 35. The Supreme Court of Canada has jursidiction to
hear and determine appeals on any constitutional ques-
tion from any judgment of any court in Canada and irom
any decision on any constitutional question by any such
court in determining any question referred to it, but
except as regards appeals from the highest court of final
resort in a Province, the Supreme Court of Canada may
prescribe such exceptions and conditions to the exercisè
of such jurisdiction as may be authorized by the parlia-
ment of Canada.
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Art. 36. Subject to this Part, the Supreme Court of
Canada shall have such further appellate jurisdiction as
the Parliament of Canada may prescribe.
Art. 37. The Parliament of Canada may make laws confer_ring original jurisdiction on the Supreme Court of
Canada in respect of such matters in relation of the lawsof Canada as may be prescribed by the parliament of
Canada, and authorizing the reference of questions of law
or fact to the court and requiring the court to hear and
determine the questions.
Art. 38. Subject to this Part, the judgment of the Supreme
Court of Canada in all cases is final and conclusive.
Art. 39. Where a case before the Supreme Court of
Canada involves questions of law relating to the civil law
of the P¡ovince of Quebec, and involves nã other question
of law, it shall be hea¡d by a panel of five judges, or with
the consent of the parties, four judges, at leãst three of
11h-om have the qualifications described in Article 2b, andif for any reason three judges of the court who have such
qualifications are not available, the court may name such
ød, hoc judges as may be necessary to hear the case from
among the judges who have such qualifications serving ona superior court of record established by the law of
Canada or of a superior court of appeal of the province of
Quebec.
Art. 40. Nothing in this Part shall be construed as restrict_
ing the power existing at the commencement of this
Charter of a Provincial Legislature to provide for or limit
appeals pursuant to its power to legislate in relation to the
administration of justice in the Province.
Art. 41. The salaries, allowances and pensions of thejudges of the Supreme Court of Canada shall be fixed and
provided by the Parliament of Canada.
Att. 42. Subject to this Part, the parliament of Canada
may make laws to ¡irovide for the organization and
maintenance of the Supreme Court of Canada, including
the establishment of a quorum for particular'purposes.

PART V_COURTS OF CANADA
Art. 43. The Parliament of Canada may, notwithstanding
anything in the Constitution of Canada, from time to time
provide for the constitution, maintenance, and organiza-
tion of courts for the better administration of the laws of
Canada, but no court established pursuant to this Article
shãll derogate from the jurisdictioñ of the Supreme Court
of Canada as a general court oJ appeal for Canada.

PART VI_REVISED SECTION 94A
Art. 44. The Parliament of Canada may make laws in
relation to old age pensions and supplementary benefits
including survivors' and disability benefits irrespective of
age, and in relation to family, youth, and occupational
training allowances, but no such law shali affect the oper-
ation of any law present or future of a provincial Legiiia-
ture in relation to any such matter.
Art. 45. The Government of Canada shall not introduce a
bill in the House of Commons in relation to a matter
described in Article 44 unless it has, at least ninety days
before such introduction, advised the government of eaõh
Province of the substance of the proposed legislation and
requested its views thereon.
PART VII_REGIONAL DISPARITIES
Art. 46. The Parliament and Government of Canada and
the Legislatures and Governments of the provinces are
committed to:

(1) the promotion of equality of opportunity and well
being for all individuals in Canada;

(2) the assurance, as nearly as possible, that essential
public services of reasonable quality are available to all
individuals in Canada; and
(3) the promotion of economic development to reduce
disparities in the social and economic opportunities for
all individuals in Canada wherever they may live.

Art. 47. The provisions of this Part shall not have the
effect of altering the distribution of powers and shall not
compel the Parliament of Canada or Legislatures of the
Provinces to exercise their legislative powers.

PART VIII_FEDERAL-PROVINCIAL CONSULTA-
TION
Art. 48. A Conference composed of the prime Minister of
Canada and the First Ministers of the provinces shall be
called by the Prime Minister of Canada at least once a
year unless, in any year,.a majority of those composing
the Conference decide thâi it shall not be held.

PART IX-AMENDMENTS TO THE CONSTITUTION
A¡t. 49. Amendments to the Constitution of Canada mayfrom time to time be made by proclamation issued by thäGovernor General under the Great Seal of Canada ,ihen
so authorized by resolutions of the Senate and House of
Commons and of the Legislative Assemblies of at least amajority of the ProvinceJthat includes

(1) every Province that at any time before the issue ofsuch proclamation had, accoiding to any previous gen_
eral census, a population of at leist twenty-tive perõent
oï the population of Canada;
(2) at least two of the Aflantic provinces;
(3) at least two of the Western provinces that have,
according to the then latest general census, combined
populations of at least fifty per cent of the population ofall the 1üestern Provinces.

Art. 50. Amendments to the Constitution of Canada in
relation t9 any provision that applies to one or more, butnot all, of the Provinces may fiom time to time be madeby proclamation issued by the Governor General under
the Great Seal of Canada when so authorized by resolu_
tions of the Senate and House of Commons and of theLegislative Assembly of each province to which an
amendment applies.

ert. bf. An amendment may be made by proclamation
under Article 49 or 50 without a resolution of the Senate
authorizing the issue of the proclamation if within ninety
days of the passage of a resolution by the House of Com-
mons authorizing its issue the Senate has not passed such
a resolution and at any time after the expiration of the
ninety days the House of Commons again passes the reso-
lution, but any period when Parliament is prorogued or
dissolved shall not be counted in computing the ninety
days.

Art. 52. The following rules apply to the procedures for
amendment described in Articles 49 and 50:

(1) either of these procedures may be initiated by the
Senate or the House of Commons or the Legislative
Assembly of a Province;
(2) a resolution made fo¡ the purposes of this part may
be revoked at any time before the issue of a proclama_
tion authorized by it.

Art. 53. The Parliament of Canada may exclusively make
laws from time to time amending the Constitution of
Canada, in relation to the executive Government of
Canada and the Senate and House of Commons.
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Art. 54. In each Province the Legislature may exclusively
make laws in relation to the amendment from time to time
of the Constitution of the Province.
Art. 55. Notwithstanding Articles 53 and 54, the following
matters may be amended only in accordance with the
procedure in Article 49:

(1) the office of the Queen, of the Governor General and
of the Lieutenant-Governor;
(2) the requirements of the Constitution of Canada
respecting yearly sessions of the Parliament of Canada
and the Legislatures;
(3) the maximum period fixed by the Constitution of
Canada for the duration of the House of Commons and
the Legislative Assemblies;
(4) the powers of the Senate;
(5) the number of members by which a Province is
entitled to be represented in the Senate and the resi-
dence qualifications of Senators;
(6) the right of a Province to a number of members in
the House of Commons not less than the number of
Senators representing the Provinee;
(7) the principles of proportionate representation of the
Provinces in the House of Commons prescribed by the
Constitution of Canada; and
(8) except as provided in Article 16, the requirements of
this Charter respecting the use of the English or French
language.

Art. 56. The procedure prescribed in Article 49 may not be
used to make an amendment when there is another provi-
sion for making such amendment in the Constitution of
Canada, but that procedure may nonetheless be used to
amend any provision for amending the Constitution,
including this Article, or in mâking a general consolida-
tion and revision of the Constitution.

Art. 57. In this Part, "Atlantic Provinces" means the Prov-
inces of Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Prince Edward
Island and Newfoundland, and "Western Provinces,'
meâns the Provinces of Manitoba, British Columbia, Sas-
katchewan and Alberta.

PART X_MODERNIZATION OF THE CONSTITU-
TION
Art. 58. The provisions of this Charter have the force of
law in Canada notwithstanding any law in force on the
day of its coming into force.
Art. 59. The enactments set out in the first column of the
Schedule, hereby repealed to the extent indicated in the
second column thereof, shall continue as law in Canada
under the names set forth in the third column thereof and
as such shall, together with this Charter, collectively be
known as the Constitution of Canada, and amendments
thereto shall henceforth be made only according to the
authority contained therein.

Art. 60. Every enactment that refers to an enactment set
out in the Schedule by the name in the first column
thereof is hereby amended by substituting for that name
the name in the third column thereof.

Art. 61. The court existing on the day of the coming into
force of this Charter under the name of the Supreme
Court of Canada shall continue as the Supreme Court of
Canada, and the judges thereof shall continue in office as
though appointed under Part IV except that they shall
hold office during good behaviour until attaining the age
of seventy-five years, and until otherwise provided pursu-
ant to the provisions of that Part, all laws pertaining to
the court in force on that day shall continue, subject to the
provisions of this Charter.

TIIIS SCHEDULE IS NOT FINAL, SI]BJECI TO CON¡.IRM¿,TION

Enactments Extent of Repeal New Name Enactments Extent ol Repeal New Name

Britieh North Ame¡ica
.Act, 1867, 30-31 Vict,,
c.3 (U.K.).

Long title; preamble; the he¿d.
ing immediately p¡eceding secl
tion 1; sections 1, 5, the words
between brackets in section 12.
rections 19, 20,37, 40, 41,47, õ0',
the worde "ud to IIer Majesty's
fmtructions" and the wo¡ds "o¡
that he reserves the BilI for the
Signiûcation of the Queen's Pleæ-
ure" in section 55; sections 56,
57, 63; the wor& between brack-
ets in section 65; rections 69, 70,
71,72,73, 74,75, 76,77, 78,79, 80,
83, 84, 85, 86; the words "the
Disallowance oI Acts, and the
Signification of Pleæure on Bills
¡eserved" and the words "of the
Governor Gene¡al fo¡ the Quæn
end tor a Secretary of State, of
One Year lor Two Years, and of
the Province for Canada" in
section 90i head (1) of æction gl;
head (1) of section 92; 944; sec-
tions 101, 103, 104, r05, 106, 107,
ll9, 120, 122, 123; the words be-
tween b¡ackets in section 129;
sections 130, 134, 141, 142; the
heading immediately preceding
section 146; sections 146, 147; the
Fimt Schedule; the Second.
Schedule.

Constitution
Act, 1867.

An Act to amend and
continue the Act 32
¿nd 33 Victo¡ia
chapter 3; and to
establish and provide
lor the Govemment
of the Province of
Manitoba, 1870,33
Yict., c.3 (Can.),

Order of Her Majesty
in Council adnitting
Br.itish Columbia into
the Union, dated the
16th day ol May 1871.

Britieh North .q.merica
Act, 1871, 34-35 Vict.,
c. 28 (Il.K.), and all
acts enacted uder
æction 3 thereof.
Order of IIer Majesty
in Council admitting
Prinæ Edwa¡d fsbnd
iato the Union, dated
the 26th day of June,
1873.

Long title; Enacting clame; sec- Manitoba Act,
tions 3,9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 1970.
18, 19, 20, 25.

The whole except terms 4, 9, 10,
13, 14 in the Schedule.

Long title; heamble, enacting
clawe; sections 1, 6.

The whole, exæpt the @nditions
in the schedule ¡elating to the
provision of Et€&m ærviæ ¿nd
telegraphic communication be-
tween the Island and the main-
land, the condition respecting the
constitution of the executive
authority and the Legislature of
the ptovince, and the condition
applying the British North
America Act, 1867 to the prov-
ince.

B¡itish Columbia
Te¡ms ol Union

Constitution'Act, 
18?1.

P¡inæ Edward
fsbnd Terms
o{ Union
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THIS SCHEDULE IS NOT FINAL, SUBJECT TO CONFIRMATION-Conctuded.

Enectmentg Extent of Repeal New Name Enactments Extent of Repeal New Name

Parliament of Canada
Act, 1875, 38-39 Vict.,
c.38 (U.K.).

Order of Her Majeety
in Council admitting
all British pæsesions
and Te¡¡itories in
North Ameriø and
islands adjaænt there-
to into the Union,
dated the 31st day of
July, 1880,

British North America
Act, 1886, 49-50 Vict.,
c.3õ (U.K,).

Cmada (Oni¡rio
Boundary) Act, 1889,
52-53 Yict., c. 28 (U.K.).

Canadian Speker
(Appointment of
Deputy) Act, 1895,
Sæsion 2, 59 Vict.,
c.3 (U.K.).

Alberta,{.ct, 1905,
4-5 Edw. VII, c. 3
(Can.).

Sæk¿tchewan Act,
1906, 4-5 Edw. VII,
c,42 (Can,).

British North America
Act, 1907, 7 Edw. VII,
c. 11 (U.K.).

British North America
Acü, 1915,5-6 Gø. V,
c.45 (U.K.).

Briti"sh North .A.merica
Åct, 1930, 2G-21 Gæ. V,
c.26 (U.K.).

Preamble, enacting

The whole, exæpt the lmt pere-
graph.

Parliament of
Canada Act, 1875.

Adjacent Tenitories
O¡der.

St¿tute of Wætminster,
1931, 22 Gæ. V, c. 4
(U.K.). insofar m it
appliæ to Canada.

British North America
Äct, 1940, 3-4 Gæ. VI,
c.36 (U.K.).

British North America
Act, 1943, 7 Gæ. VI,
c.30 (U.K.).

B¡itish North Äm¿ri@
Act, 1946, 10 Gæ. VI,
c.63 (U.K.).

British North Americ¿
,{ct, 1949, 12 and 13

Gæ. VI, c. 22 (lJ.K.).

British North America
(No. 2) Âct, 1949
(U.K.). 13 Gæ. YI,
c.81 (U.K.).

British North, .merice
Act, R.S.C., 1952,
c. 304 (Can.).

British North America
.A,ct, 1960, I Eliz. II,
c.2 (U.K.).

British North Âmerica
.{cl, 1964, 12 and 13,
Eliz. II, c. 73 (U.K.).

British North America
.A.ct, 1965, 14 Eliz. II,
c. 4, Pa¡t I, (Can.).

Long title; the words "and New-
foundland" in sætions 1 and
10(3); eætion 4 insofar æ it ap-
pliæ lo Canada; oection 7(1).

Long title; premble, enacting
clause, sætion 2.

The whole.

Long úitle; preamble, enacting
clause, section 2.

Long title; third paragraph in
preamble; enacling clause; sec-
tions 2, 3; terms 6(2), (3), 1õ(2),
16, 22(2), (4), 24, 27,28,29 h t\e
Schedule.

The whole

Sætion 2.

Long title; prømble; enacting
claNei sectiotrs 2, 3.

Long title; enacting clause; sæ-
tion 2.

Sætion 2.

Long title;
cl¿we.

Statute of
l{etminster,
1931.

Constituúion
Act, 1940.

Constitution
-{ct, 1946.

Constitution
Act, 1949.

Constitution
Act, 1952.

Constitution
Act, 1960.

Constitution
Act, 1964.

Constitution
Âct, 1965.

Long title; section 3.

Long title; preamble; enacting
cleuae.

Long title; premble, enacting
cleue, Sætion 2.

Long title; enacting clame, sæ-
tione 4, 5, 6,7,12,13,15, 16(2),
r8, 19, 20, Schedule.

Long title; enacting claue; sæ-
tions 4, 5, 6, 7, 12, 13, 14, 15, f0(2),
18, 19, 20, Schedule.

Long title; prømble, enacting
cleuse, sætion 2, Schedule.

Long title; enacting clause, sæ-
tion 3.

Long tiúle; fourth paragraph of
pr€mblê, enacting clause, sæ-
tion 3.

Constitution
Act, 1886

Canada (Ontario
Boundary) Act,
1889.

Canadian Spæker
(Appointmenú of
Deputy) Act, 1895,

Alberta Act.

Sækatchewan Act,

Constitution
Act, 1907.

Constitution
Acú, 1915.

Constitution
.Act, 1930.
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APPENDIX C

Extracts from the Report of the Royal Commission on
III, p. 560.

Bilingualism and Biculturalism, Volume

42. We recommend that in the private sector in euebec,governments and industry adopt the objective that
French become the principal language of work at all
levels., and that in pursuit of this objective the following
principles be accepted: a) that French be the principal
language of work in the major work institutions of ihe
province; b) that, consequently, the majority of work unitsin such firms that until now have used bngüsh as theprincipal language of work in middle and upper levels
become French-language units; and that such fiims desig-
nate all management and senior positions as posts thãt
require bilingual incumbents; c) that the mãjority of
smaller or specialized firms should use French as iheir
language of work, but that there should be a place for
firms where the language of work is Engìish, as there
should be a place anywhere in Canada for such firms
where the language of wo¡k is French; and d) that the
main language of work in activities related to operations
outside the province remain the choice of the enterprise.

43. lVe recommend that in the private sector throughout
Canada, the Canadian head offices of firms with exten-
sive markets or facilities inside euebec develop appropri-
ate bilingual capacities, including French-languaÈè uñits
and bilingual senior executives.

44. We recommend. that the government of euebec
establish a task force to consist of representatives of
government, industry, the universities, and the major
labour unions with the following general terms of refêr-
ence: a) to launch discussions with the major companies
in the province concerning the current state of bilingual-
ism and biculturalism in their organizationr arrd 'the

Teanl of developing institutional bilingualism more fully;
b) to design an overall plan for establishing French as the
principal language of work in euebec and to set a timeta_
ble for this process; c) to initiate discussions with the
federal government and with the governments of New
Brunswick and Ontario, to discover areas of potential
co-operation in implementing the plan; and d) to make
tecommendations to the provincial government for the
achievement of the goal and for the establishment of
permanent machjnery of co-ordiriation.

45. We recommend that the government of New Bruns-
wick establish a task force charged with suggesting steps
to be taken in education, in the provincial puUtic sérviðe,
and in the private sector so that French èan become a
language of work like English, bearing in mind the eco-
nomic and social conditions in the province.

46. We recommend that the government of Ontario
establish a task force charged with preparing a pro_
gramme of action with the objective of ensuring the
progressive introduction of French as a language of workin enterprises in bilingual districts, on the basis of a
co-operative and concerted effort by government and
industry.

47. We recommend that the firms at issue in Recommen-
dations 42 and 43 make an explicit policy commitment to
establish institutional bilingualism in their operations;

and that they immediately designate certain units within
their head offices and their operations in Quebec, and in
bilingual districts, as future French-language units and
designate those executive and senior positions that in the'near future will require bilingual incumbents.

48. We recommend that, immediately after designating
French-language units in their organizations, the firms
also designate a substantial number of professional, tech-
nical, and managerial positions as French-language posts.

49. \üe recommend that the firms make every effôrt tointerest Fr_ancophone students on business careers, byproviding full information in career opportunities to'thäappropriate officials in French_larrg,r"ge educationalinstitutions and by sending recruiting ìã.rñ, to these insti-tutions both within and ouiside euebãc.
.50. We recommend that the firms make their internal

training programmes fully available in the French lan_
guage for their Francophone employees.

51. tffe recommend that, where internal training pro-
grammes are presently unavailable in French, the firms
consult with French-language institutions of higher êdu-
cation in Canada and elsewhere about the possibilities of
providing the needed programmes.

52. 'ìil/e recommend that the firms seek to equalize the
opportunities for job transfers for their Fráncophone
employees, while at the same time taking steps to mini_
mize the difficulties that these transfers eniail.

53. 'l{e recommend that alt material relevant to thepromotion process and the preparation for it be made
fully available in French.

54. lVe recommend that all Francophone candidates
have the option of expressing themselves in their own
language in all oral and written examinations and inter_
viçws, and that the examiners take into account the dif-
ficulties that the candidate may have had to face during
his previous work experience as a result of the obligatiòñ
to work in a second language.

55. rvVe recommend that where firms designate positions
as bilingual posts they take steps to ensure that the
required level of competence in French and English is
clearly defined and that they use this factor as a ciiterion
in promotions to these positions.

56. We recommend that all information relevant to fed-
eral government contracts and other services to private
enterprise, including technical specifications and docu_
ments, be made available simuitaneously in French and
English, and that in all official relations âmong federal
government personnel, business firms, and unions, appro_
priate action be taken to ensure that the French tangúage
is fully used in the appropriate circumstances.

57. l¡fe reeommend that, as a matter of policy, the feder_
al agencies concerned make available to private firms allthe data arising from developments in lranslation ser-
vices, bilingual lexicons, and language training that may
be of assistance to the firms in their tranJformatioi
p¡ocess.
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APPENDIX E

List of other Submissions

The following are individuals and groups whose submissions were not printed since they did not testifybefore the Committee.

Académie ukrainienne libre des sciences, Winnipeg, Buerting, James, Kipling, Saskatchewan'wlamtoba Burion, Yvonne, oawsoã'city, Yukon TerritoryAdams, D., Toronto, Ontario Campbell, Burt, Cas¡egar, British ColumbiaA{_ams' D. R., Vancouver, British Columbia Canadian Army, Navy and Air Force Veterans, Unit no.Adie, Alan, Yorkton, Saskatchewan g6?, Chambly, eúe¡ecAlberta Cathotic School Trustees Association, Edmonton, c.""ai".r Bar Association (ontario Branch) Constitution-Alberta al and International Sub-seÈtion, Toronto, OntarioAlberta Teachers'As-sociation, Edmonton, Alberta Canà¿ian Catholic School Trustees,AssociationAlexander, John, lvVillowdale, Ontario Canadian Dental Association, Toronto, OntarioAnciens combattants de I'Armée, de la Marine et de cã""¿i"" Home and School and parent-Teacher Federa-l'Aviation du canada, unité 86z de chambly, euébec tiã.r, to"o"t", ontarioAndrews, Paul, Glovertown, Newfoundland Canadian Institute of public Health fnspectors, Vancou_
4"þbV, Irene M., Toronto, Ontario ver, British ColumbiaAshworth, G. \ü., rvVest Vancouver, British Columbia Càn"Ai"" League of Rights (Saskatoon Branch) Sas_Association canadienne d'Hygiène publique, Toronto, katoãn,saskatchewanOntario Canadian Public Health Association, British ColumbiaAssociation canadienne.pour l'hygiène publique, section ståt*h, Burnaby, British Cãlum¡iade la Colombie-Britannique, Burnaby, ôolombie-Britan- canaalan pubtið ÍIealth err"äiåãåä, Toronto, ontarionique Carder, Ralph, West Vancouver, British ColumbiaAssocratlon contre I'avortement, Vancouver, Colombie- Carignan, Lorrire, Montréal, euébecBritannique Carrier, Jean, Thetford Mines, euébecAssociation Dentaire Canadienne, Toronto, ontario Càrson, \üilliam, Vancouver, British ColumbiaAssociation des Commissions des Écoles Êilingues d'On- Cfr"-¡lv-ni"helieu protestant Board of School Commis-tario, Ottawa, Ontario sioners, Richelieu, euébecAssociation des commissaires des écoles catholiques de ctã*u"" of Commãrce of the province of euebec, Mont-l'Alberta, Edmonton, Alberta reáI, euebecAssociation des commissaires des écoles catholiques du chambre de Commerce de la province de euébec, Montr-uanada

Association des enseignants de t,Arberta, Edmonton, åi;3å"tåå1". J., Barry,s Bay, ontarioAlberta _. Cheõttin, G.4., îancóuver,-British ColumbiaAssociation des loyalistes de l'Empire uni du Canada, Chree, Anna, \ilest Vancouver, British Columbia. Toronto, Ontario Claveile, lvV., ittontréal, euébecAssociation du barreau canadien, sous-section de la Coles, L. H., Gvfrs.), Otíawa, Ontariorégionale de l'Ontario, droit constituiionnel et internation- Commissaires des écoles protestantes, Saint-Jean, euébecal, Toronto, ontario commonwealth society for Economic Ed.ucatioí,-ela""-Association pour nos drapeaux du siècle, victoria, grove, British columbiacolombie-B-ritannique communist Party of canada, vancouver, BritishAustin, R. W., Downsview, Ontario Columbia
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pern-a1{, Claude, euébec, euébec Coolidge, R. B. Montréal, euébecBond, Margaret, Toronto, Ontario Cooks-ierry Indian Banâ,british ColumbiaBonhomme, R. L. Hull, Québec Copeman, é. \4r., Langley, British ColumbiaBonnèr, Grace, Toronto, Ontario Coibin, Frank, S. Nashwaaksis, New BrunswickBourgeois, Pierre, New Westminster, British Columbia Côté, Georges, Cté Montmorency, euébecBournival, Simon, Trois-Rivières, Québec Council oiEáployers of thã proùnce of euebec, Mont-Bowden, David, Vancouver, British Columbia real, euebecBowen, J. A. C., Toronto, Ontario Council of the Northwest Territories, yellowknife, North_Bowring, David, Oshawa, Ontario west TerritoriesBritish columbia Parent-Teacher Federation, Burnaby, cowan, A. lvv., ottawa, ontarioBritish Columbia Cowansville Protestant School Board, Cowansvílle,Brown, A. (Mr. & Mrs.) Scarborough, Ontario euebecBrown, Brian, victoria, British columbia c"eed, George E., stoney creek, ontarioBrown, Richard A. c., \4rinnipeg, Manitoba crosby, Emily, Ganges, 

-British 
columbia
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Croyen, Peter, Newmarket, Ontario
Crysler, Marylou, Font Hill, Ontario
Curtis, Hugh ,A'., Saanich, British Columbia
Dafoe, G.4., Fort Coquiflam, British Columbia
D'Amour, Joseph, Montréal, euébec
P"ri!, Eugène J., Champs-neufs, Abitibi_Est, euébecDavidson, Douglas, Calgary, Alberta
Davidson, Nora, Calgary, Alberta
Davies, Alan, T., Toronto, Ontario
Davis, Pier¡e, Sudbury, Ontario
Decaire, G.4., Ridgeway, Ontario
Delparte, D., Abbotsford, British Columbia
Derrah, Brian, Bristol, New Brunswick
De Weerdt, Henry-Eugene, Toronto, Ontario
Dickinson-Starkey, p.J., Vancouver, British Columbia
Dolan, Tom, Golden, British Columbia
Donnelly, Robert, Calgary, Alberta
Drummond, Elizabeth R., Vancouver, British Columbia
Dumas, Albert, euébec, euébec
Dunseath, P.S., Ottawa, Ontario
Dunsmore, Lily N., Toronto, Ontario
Early, Joe, Tühite Rock, British Columbia
Eastern Townships Regional School Board, Sherbrooke,
Quebec
Easton, Norman, M. (Mr. and Mrs.), Regina, Saskatche_
wan
Ecole secondaire catholique centrale, Lethbridge, Alberta
Ecole secondaire Hitl park (classe d'histoire)l Hamilton,
Ontario
Edgar, K.M. (Mrs.), Vancouver, British Columbia
Elias, Mildred (Mrs.), Vancouver, British Columbia
Environmental Crisis Operation
Evans, M., Chilliwack, British Columbia
_F_édé¡alistes mondiaux du Canada (section de Winnipeg),'Winnipeg, Canada
Fédération canadienne des parents et des enseignants,
Toronto, Ontario
Fédération des parents et des enseignants de la Colombie_
Britannique, Burnaby, Colombie-B¡itannique
Fischer, Ernst, Oshawa, Ontario
Fischer, Hugo, Ottawa, Ontario
Ford, Arthur, London, Ontario
Forget, Claude E., Montréal, euébec
Forsyth, Smirle .A'., Amherst View, Ontario
Fortin, L. Florian, St-Côme Linière, euébecFowler, L.4., Calgary, Alberta
tr.ranco, Guilda, Ritzville, Washington, U.S.A.
Franklin, Lottie, Fredericton, New Brunswick
Frenette, Marc-And¡é (Mme), euébec, euébecGarie, Eva 8., Winnipeg, Manitoba
Galay, L., Victoria, British Columbia
Gélinas, Claude, Laval, euébec
Gemme, Andréa, St-Amable, Cté de Verchères, euébecGeorge, Grace, Winnipeg, Manitoba
Gibson, R.D., Winnipeg, Manitoba
Glave, F.8., Hazeldean, Ontario
Godin, Jean, Trois-Rivières, euébec
Gohier, NoëÌ, Mont¡éal, euébãc
Graham, LM., Montreal, euebec
Grand Orange Lodge du Canada, Toronto, Ontario
Grand Orange Lodge of Canada, Toronto, Ontario
Green E. (Mrs.), Victoria, British Columbia
Green, H.V., Victoria, British Columbia
91"-,rp of, students, Cathotic General High School, Leth_
bridge, Alberta

Dimnik, Martha
Fauville, John
Hartman, Ray
Machaljewski, Joyce
Miron, David
Pittman, Delphine
Previsch, Nick

Reilander, Roger
Previsch, Nick
Reilander, Roger
Schefter, Annemarie
Seaman, John
Sefrer, Margie

Group of Toronto Students:
Groupe d'étudiants de Toronto:

Apurtl, J.
Furbush, Nancy
Graham, Lloyd, B.
Ho, Emeline
Hutchings, Mary
Maclellan, Allan
McQuade, Linda
Partington, Karin
Robbins, J. Robbins
Sharkman, Janice
Smiley, Jack

Haas, T. L.
Hall, Herbert L., Victoria, British Columbia
Hamilton, Jock, Victoria, British Columbia
Haney, Richard, Toronto, Ontario
Hanson, W. J., Sharon, Ontario
Hardy, Phyllis Montreal, euebec
Harragin, Tennant, Vancouver, British Columbia
IIauser, Daphne, Ottawa, Ontario
Hea, H., Victoria, British Columbia
Heaton, Joyce, Montreal, euebec
Heffler, \üendy, Ottawa, Ontario
Ifenderson, R. C., Vancouver, British Columbia
ïill Park Secondary School (History Ciass), Hamilton,
Ontario
Hollaman, E. H. (Mrs.), Don Mills, Ontario
Holtslander, Dale, Edmonton, Alberta
Hooper, W. H., Courtenay, British Columbia
Hovell, Anne, tssquimalt, British Columbia
Hubert, Kenneth, Ottawa, Ontario
Hughes, C. P., Ottawa, Ontario
Hull, Mary H. (Mrs.), Saskatoon, Saskatchewan
Hunt, C. Warren, Calgary, Alberta
Idington, John, Salmon Arm, British Columbia
Institut canadien des inspecteurs d,hygiène publique,
Vancouver, Colombie-Britannique
Jardine, Robert, Calgary, Alberta
Johnson, E. M. (Mrs.), Ottawa, Ontario
Johnson, S. E., Ottawa, Ontario
Jollow, Mu¡iel, Brandon, Manitoba
Jones, Hugh, Prince George, British Columbia
Jones, R. M. P., DeWinton, Aiberta
Jones, Isabelle, Victoria, British Columbia
Jones, Trevor, Victoria, British Columbia
Jones, Winnifred, Calgary, Alberta
Johnston, Louise Mary, Vancouver, British Columbia
Juergens, D. H., Calgary, Atberta
Kan, Leslie, Vancouver, British Columbia
Kendrew, G. R., Sooke, British Columbia
Kenney, Iülilliam E., Calgary, Alberta
Keys, G. E. (Mrs.), Regina, Saskatchewan
Kingerlee, John (Mr. and Mrs.), Sidney; British Columbia
Kovàcs, Istvàn, Toronto, Ontario
Krauseneck, Hans, Clearwater, British Columbia
Laatsch, H. K., Calgary, Alberta
Lanthier, Aldéi, Montréal, euébec
Latham, \{. D. (Mrs.), Burnaby, British Columbia
Lebeau, Jules, Montréal, euébec
Lee, D. 8., Sooke, British Columbiaz
Leguerrier, René, Ottawa, Ontarií
Lemieux, Barney, ltrhite Rock, British Columbia
Lexow, Kjell, Pointe Claire, euébec
Ligue canadienne des droits (section de Saskatoon), Sas_
katoon, Saskatchewan
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Ligue monarchiste du Canada, (Section de
Régina, Saskatchewan
Lingley, Robert, Saint John West, New Brunswick
Lutes, Allen, W., Moncton, New Brunswick
Lynch, Thomas, Whitbourne, Newfoundland
Macdonald, R. S., Victoria, B¡itish Columbia
lvlacïarlane, W. 8., Beaconsfield, euébec
Maclntosh, Freda, Toronto, Ontario
Mac4enzie, D., London, Ontario
Mackenzie, D. D., Vancouver Island,, British Columbia
Mahaffy, Bryan, Ottawa, Ontario
Mahood, H., Richmond, British Columbia
Mallard, Gwen, Vancouver, British Co.lumbia
Manis, Martin, Montréal, euebec
Manning, Louis, Toronto, Ontario
Marshall, Donald, Doe River, British Columbia
Mârtin, J., Calgary, Albe¡ta
Martin, James, Montréal, euebec
Mather, R. trV. (Mrs.), Nashwauksis, New Brunswick
Matte, Ed, Prince George, British Columbia
Mayer, Philippe, Montréal, euébec
Meindl, Leopold, Vancouver, British Columbia
Mika, John, Ottawa, Ontario
Mizne, L.4., Montréal, euebec
Moase, Thomas, Toronto, Ontario
Monarchist League of Canada, (Humbotdt_Muenster
Branch), Meunster, Saskatchewan
Monarchist League of Canada, (Regina Branch), Regina,
Saskatchewan
Monarchist League of Canada, (Silton Branch), Silton,
Saskatchewan
Morton, James, \üest Vancouver, British Columbia
Moscovitch, Marie, West Vancouver, British Columbia
McArthur, Thomas C., Calgary, Alberta
McCloskey, T. J., British Columbia
McDougall, A. K., London, Ontario
McEwen, A. (Mrs.), Regina, Saskatchewan
McKenzie, Bruce J., Scarborough, Ontario
Mclaughlin, R. N., Toronto, Onìario
Mcleod, D. A.., Regina, Saskatchewan
Mcleod, Elta R., Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario
Mcl-ewin, Anna, Ottawa, Ontario
McMurchy, R. C., Toronto. Ontario
McMurran, James, London, Ontario
McNainy, E. (Mrs.), Coquiflam, British Columbia
Naay Kens, J. J., Prince George, British Columbia
Nadler, Joseph y., Montréal, euebecNational Union of Christian Schools, British Columbia
District, Burnaby, British Columbia
Neal, James, Cultus Lake, British Columbia
Neidermayor, Frances, Timmins, Ontario
Neild, P. J., North Vancouver, British Columbia
Neish, Elgin, Vancouver, British Columbia
Nelligan, L. P., Montréal, euebecNeulan,4.,
Newell, R. H., Mellgrove, Ontario
Noble, Madaline (Mrs.), Richmond, British Columbia
Noquet, John, Montreal, euebec
Ngrth America Union party, Toronto, Ontario
O'Brien, Evelyn (Mrs.), Ottãwa, Ontaíio
O'Gorman, Denis K., Vancouver, British Columbia
Olson, A. O., Toronto, Ontario
Ontario Separate School Trustees, Association, Toronto,
Ontario
Opération environnement
9.p_pgTp.l,Norman (Mr. & Mrs.), Toronto, Ontario
O'Reilly, J. V., Prince George, British Cotumbia
Osborn, E. M., Victoria, British Columbia
Our Flags of the Century Association, Victoria, British
Columbia
Pacey, J., Vancouver, British Columbia
Palmgren, Carl H., Victoria, British Columbia

Régina), Parsons, Lucille, Vancouver, British Columbia. Parti communiste du Canada, Vancouver, Colombie-
Britannique
Parti de I'union de I'Amérique du Nord, Toronto, Ontario
Paul, L., Saskatoon, Saskatchewan
Peachey, Edmund, Islington, Ontario
Perkins, Harry Grant, Frobisher Bay, Northwest
Territories
Peterson, B. N., Calgary, Alberta
Piché, Arthur, Québec, euébec.
Pinnell, John 8., Lachine, euebec
Pitcairn, Brian, Dartmouth, Nova Scotia
Plante, Jean Alonzo, Toronto, Ontario
Pond, \tfilliam, Ottawa, Ontario
Powell, C. E. (Miss), Winnipeg, Manitoba
Protestant Board of School Commissioners of Bedford,
Bedford, Quebec
Protestant Board of School
Quebec

Commissioners, St. Johns,

Protestant School Municipality of Chaleur Bay, New Car_
lisle, Quebec
Protestant School Municipality of pontiac County West,
Campbells Bay, Quebec
Protestant School Municipality of Trois-Rivières, Cap_de-
la-Madeleine, Trois-Rivières, euébec
Purdon, E. J. (Mrs.), Pouasson, Ontario
Purkis, Iüalter L., Verdun, euebec
Quittner, J. K., Toronto, Ontario
Racz, Frank, St. Thomas de Joliette, euebec
Reconfederation, Picton, Ontario
Reconfédération,-Picton, Ontario
Reeves, W. F., Surrey, British Columbia
Reid, rtr. C., Bowser, British Columbia
Renaud, Leo J., Chatham, Onta¡io
Riverim, George Henri, Arvida, euebec
Roberts, Gordon, Ottawa, Ontario
Robson, John C., Toronto, Ontario
Rudelsheim, J. L., North Vancouver, B¡itish Columbia
Ruggles, Susan
Ryder, S., Ottawa, Ontario
Sarton, M. F., Campbell River, British Columbia
Savasvuo, Peter, Toronto, Ontario
Say, Vivian L, (Mrs), Vancouver, British Colurnbia
Scott, Douglas, Hamilton, Ontario

' Scott, Marjorie, Asbestos, euebec
Seafarers' International Union of Canada, Montreal,
Quebec
Seligman, A. L., Vancouver, British Columbia
Shearwan, Marilyn E., Edmonton, Alberta
Shelly, Reg., Vancouver, British Columbia
Silbernagel, Jonathan, Vancouver, British Columbia
Simpson, Henry, Timmins, Ontario
Simpson, Lyslie, G. (M,rs), Vancouver, British Columbia
Sims, Esther C., rvVinnipeg, Manitoba
Sinay, Jack, Montreal, euebec
Singer, Allan, Montreal, euebec
Skelton, Len, Victoria, British Columbia
Skuce, R., Victoria, British Columbia
Smart, Philip, Toronto, Ontario
Smelt, Norman, Vancouver, British Columbia
Smith, Douglas N., Drummondville, euébec
Snedker, J. E., Regina, Saskatchewan
Socialist Labor Party of Canada, Toronto, Ontario
Society for Pollution and Environmental Control, Camp_
bell River Branch, British Columbia
Société pour le bien public et l'éducation dans le domaine
de l'économie, Aldergrove, Colombie-Britannique
Société pour vaincre la pollution, Montréal, quèbec
Soutter, D. (Miss), Winnipeg, Manitoba
Spencer, J.4., Magrath, Alberta
Spiridonakis, Basile, G., Sherbrooke, euébec
St. George, J.J., Deer Lake, Newfoundland/Ter¡eneuve
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Stephaniuk, Bernard, lüishart, Saskatchewan
Stevens, John R., Burnaby, British Columbia/Colombie-
Britannique
Stewart, K.N., (Mrs), Fernie, British Columbia
Stewart, Patrick David, Victoria, British Columbia
Stone, E. Georgia, Toronto, Ontario
Stone, Ida K., Toronto, Ontario
Storozuk, E., rvVinnipeg, Manitoba
Stovel, W.D., Calgary, Alberta
Stranack, R.S. (Mrs.), Ladner Delta, British Columbia/Co-
lombie-B¡itannique
Styles, Effie L., Vancouver, British Columbia/Colombie-
Britannique
Sullivan, K.H., (Mrs), Ottawa, Ontario
Symons, R.D., Silton, Saskatchewan
Symthies, R.E., Victoria, British Columbia
Systems Research Group, Toronto, Ontario
Talbot, W., Pointe Claire, Quebec
Taylor, Sandra
Tennant, W., Kamloops, British Columbia
Terry, Ilace (Miss), Victoria, British Columbia
Temy, R,obin, Victoria, British Columbia
Tetley, William, Montreal, Quebec
Theckedath, George, Ottawa, Ontario
Thomson, Donald, Victoria, British Columbia
Thompson, Gordon L., Windsor, Ontario
Thomson, Marion A. (Mrs.), Toronto, Ontario
Thuillier, H.S., Victoria, British Columbia
Tittley, Georges, Ottawa, Ontario
Truman, Thomas, Hamilton, Ontario
Ukrainian Free Academy of Sciences, Winnipeg,
Manitoba
Union internationale des marins canadiens
Union nationale des écoles chrétiennes, District de la

Colombie-Britannique, Burnaby, Colombie-Britannique
United Empire Loyalists Association of Canada, Toronto,
Ontario
Villeneuve, Berthold, Jonquière, Québec
Vickery, H. (Miss), Winnipeg, Manitoba
"Voice of the lJnborn" Association, Vancouver, British
Columbia
\[all, Jack, Calgary, Alberta
ïVardle, Thomas H. Scarborough, Ontario
Watts, G. K., Lethbridge, Alberta
Weiss, George, R., Beaupré, Québec
Weninger, 8., Lethbridge, Alberta
'Wensley, William K., Lac Vert, Saskatchewan'Wertheimer, Leonard, Toronto, Ontario
'Wessel, H. (Mrs.), Monte Creek, British Columbia
lVesterhof, Wilma L. T. K., Toronto, Ontario'Whitmore, B. G., Winnipeg, Manitoba
1üilliams, Gordon D., Regina, Saskatchewan
Wills, Harold 4., Cochrane, Ontario
'Wilson, F. J. L., Victoria, British Columbia'Wilson, Raymond T., Hamilton, Ontario
Wintermeyer, G., Ottawa Ontario
Wisla, 4., Vancouver, British Columbia
Wolfe, Evan, Vancouver, British Columbia'Woods, H. D., Fredericton, New Brunswick'Woodward, E. F. (Mrs.), Little Fort, British Columbia'World Federalists of Canada flrfinnipeg Branch), Win-
nipeg, Manitoba
'lVozney, Stanley, Vancouver, British Columbia
Wright, Conrad P., Ottawa, Ontario
'Wushke, Ralph, C., Wapella, Saskatchewan
Yaroslava, R., Alliston, Ontario
Zuzens, Didzus, Winnipeg Manitoba

A copy of the relevant Minutes of Proceedings and
Evidence (Issøes Nos. I to 1-8 of the 2nd Sessi,on and,
Jssøes Nos. 1 to 94 o! the 7rd, ,Sessíon) is returned and a
copy of the Minutes of Proceedings (Issue No. I) of the
present Session is tabled.

Respectfully submitted,

GILDAS L. MOLGAT
MARK MaCGUIGAN

Joint Chairrnen


